MINUTES
of the
CCLCL OF THE COUNTY OF f
FE. PUARY 8, 2008
THE REGULAR MEETl13 OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STk,TE OF
HAWAII, WAS HELD N. THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, KALANA 0 MAUI
WAILUKU, HAWN:, ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2008, BEGINNING AT 9:04 A.M., WITH
CHAIR G. RIKI HOKAMA PRESIDING.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Council of the County of Maui regular meeting of eighth February
2008 shall come to order.
Prior to the start of today's agenda Members the Chair will make this comment. This
is a formal Council meeting. The rules, decorum and procedures of this body shall
be adhered to.
The Chair will not tolerate any disruptions of today's proceedings. Anyone that has
cell phones, pagers it shall be either turned off or put on silent mode. Any disruption,
the Chair will have you properly escorted out of the chambers.
Members, Mr. Clerk, call the roll.

ROL

1/4LL

ALBERS
BA
ANNE
SC
MICHAEL J. MOLII
OSEF
)NTANIL
VICTORINO, V C CHAIR DENNIS A. MATE
HOKAMA.

MEDE
VlICH/

EXCUSED: NONE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK JEFFREY T. KUWADA: Mr. Chairman, nine Members are
present to conduct the business of the Council.
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CHAIR FOKAMA: Thank you very much. Members, ladies and gentlemen today's opening
remarks will be provided by our colleague from the island of Molokai. Mr. Mateo.

The opening remarks were offered by Vice Chair Mateo.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Members of the Council, and others in attendance, rose and recited the
Pledge of Allegiance.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members this morning prior to the formal portion of business that we
have agendized for today and we have a lot of work to do. We had a request through
the Mayor's Office to celebrate something that is very significant, a part of our
community. And because we are such a multi-faceted community, part of it is of
course the recognition of the Asian calendar and it is based on the moon. And
therefore, we have made arrangements. Before they cut, Mahina, hold on, one
second. We'll let Mr. Mateo give them their proper introduction.
Mr. Mateo. What can you say?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: I'm impressed, I'm impressed. Let's cele
Chairman.

":Far,

Ben Au's Shaolin Arts Society performed the Lion Dance.
Member
guest, please. Mr. Matec
VICE

needec
share

SIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much
w ressive and deserving in the welcoming of a, of a
year 4705 and to the western, western calendar it is 20„

as

that as indec.
'ear.
r the Chi

This morning we, we're really privileged to have in welcoming the lunar New Year,
Ben Au's Shaolin Arts Society. And they as you all saw helped to bring in this New
Year in an incredibly fashionable style. So we are extremely honored and privileged
to have had the opportunity of Mr. Au and the Shaolin Arts Society and its members
grace us with their performance.
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Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Au, if
please, this morning.

care to share a few words with us,

Brir‘,!
Kung Hee Fat Choy, every body.
ls my honor, great honor and privileged to
be : .ere again. This is our twenty-third year, lt was started by several sponsors back
in, I believe '85 or '84. One was junior Moniz and at the time it was Mayor Tavares, I
believe. And we've been through five different Administrations and I'm proud of it.
-

.-

And also the Wharf Cinema Center was the initial charter sponsor along with
Robert's, they've been with us ever since. So, when you see them and if you like
what we do for your community, please thank them for us because they are great.
And also, the Kaanapali Shores, so they, they've been really awesome. You can't do
this kind of a program without these kind of sponsors.
And I believe, and from what I've seen around the world that we are probably the only
program of this type in the world. And this past year it pulled us in the spotlight
where we were in the top ten in the United States in lion dancing and what we do.
But those of you that know a little bit about the history, I believe that Kula was
probably the first Chinese settlement outside of China. And so you have a really old,
I believe, cemetery up there, and a lot of the Chinese have moved on. But you
should be proud of that because now as you know now the Chinese are really strong.
And I go to China three times a year now. And I'm starting to learn Chinese, I'm
really proud of it.
I was b
people ask tie where I was ,,orn, I say Cant!
Canton,
I was
..1 Dayton. Chinese .
I went to schoi vith Billy,
proud of being that t t of the. the culture.

an
S
1. We're gc
We (
ares there we do it annually and then tor
it's
in and, it's, it's really about a celebration c
see us--Makawao Town tomorrow morning.

Actually
;lassmate

t, t
par

,

it's

3k

an(

God blu7.- :.• all of you, and Kung Hee Fat Choy!
,

CHAIR HOKAMA: Xie xie.
Okay, Members. Now that we shall move forward to the business portion of the
Council's meeting for today, Members.
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The Chair has been made aware, we have a lot of people that would like to share
their comments on the various items that we have agendized for today's meeting. So
prior to starting, and the Chair anticipates that the testimony portion will take some
hours because of the amount of people wishing to share their thoughts with us prior
to any referrals or decision making.
And then for those of you that will be speaking on a county commul'oe.to- that we
are intending to forward to a Coun& committee, I can also let you know that you will
have your additional opportunities when the committee takes up the item ibrmally for
additional information and thoughts from you as well as attachments and items that
you wish to share as part of your testimony before the Council's committee that is
assigned the jurisdiction of the item.
Therefore, Mr. Clerk, prior to starting, the Chair will assist all of you that would wish to
speak today on an item of your concern of interest. When you start speaking we ask
first you state your name for the record so we can properly note it in the minutes of
this meeting.
You have three minutes to speak and all of those of you that have signed up prior to
the start of this meeting I also will inform you that you have initial three minutes.
Once you start speaking we shall assist you at the podium with a green light just like
a traffic sign, signal at the intersection. At the two minute thirty second mark the
yellow light will go on which will indicate you have thirty seconds to conclude your
comments. At the three minute mark the red light will go on and the Chair will thank
you for your testimony.
If you have signed up prior to the start of this mean .c.3 you do also have an
opportunity should you wish to exercise it to speal. additional three minutes
after all others have spoken nkn. ?!I ofherqn P
...

,,

stating that, Mr. Cler
meetin please.

:onver

,,

testimon'

man. Members f
t today's meeting, forty-one individuals submitted request ) testis

The firsi person to testify is Patricia Ross, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
-23, followed by Pk* Medina.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thar.k: you.
And Members and ladies and gentlemen, I just ask that as part of who we are as a
community, we extend the courtesy of allowing those that you may not agree with
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their ability to share their thoughts and let them finish. It is their words, their opinion.
We are not here to argue about a person's comments. We are here to receive the
comments and we ask that you extend to one another the courtesy of civility.
Please, Ms. Ross.

PRESE'•7AT!Oi‘ :: OF WRITTEN OR ORAL TESTIMONY
,

MS. PATRICIA ROSS (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
I am Patricia Ross, thirty-two years in the Kihei community and . . . long trying to fight
for veteran's benefits.
Thank, County Council, Chair Riki Hokama and Honorable Members of the Council.
I wish to testify as a member of the Veterans Advocacy Task Force to plead the
cause for Maui's twelve thousand plus underserved veterans. Please keep them in
mind when designing new communities. The veterans need affordable housing as
well as immediate, intermediate and long term care. That care needs to be made
available on Maui, to be with the family and friends that these veterans so richly
deserve.
From their return from service from . . . place are requiring more care. The Veterans
Partnership and the Maui Health Initiative Task Force have received support for 'E:ie
concept of a 60 , ad Geriatrics,
and Extended Care Center for veterans
on Maui, b
-oduction of HB 2989 by Re: .asentative Joseph Bertram and
Representatives Green, McKelvey, Carroll, Mizur Souki and Yamashita. This bill is
moving through three committees to authorize
e issuance of general obligation
')onds for construction
a State Veteran' Hospital on - aui
made available or' aft( -1'
al matching
Ids are fi '
-

-

-

,oal of the
ogi
mpro.
:teran.
iy
functioning so that the,
return to independent living
home, or provide assisted living or long term care.

psychological
lischarged to their
lulu!

Senator Daniel Akaka, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs, is
well informed on the underserved needs of Maui veterans, is working with the VA
leadership at the local and national levels to address this need on Maui.
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When and where this Veterans Center will happen rests with this community, the
Maui County planners, and the Council. We ask for your support as we traverse this
road to do better care for our veterans on Maui.
Thank you very much.
CHA17, HOKA!')!!!..: Thank you, Ms. Ross. Members any questions to clarify her testimony
This morning? Having none, Ms. Ross, we appreciate your testimony this morning.
MS. ROSS: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Rick Medina, followed by Rory Frampton. Mr. Medina will be
testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23.

MR. RICK MEDINA (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Thank you, Council Chair Riki Hokama and Honorable Members of the County
Council. Good morning and Kung Hee Fat Choy.
My name is Rick Medina and I am a resident of Wailuku. I also represent the
consensus of the Central Maui Region of the Maui Long Term Care Partnership in
that some of our goals could be met by your approval of OC 08-23 [sic].
It is frustrating to hear that many of our young students upon graduation are planning
to move to other places because the opportunity to achieve the American dream of
nxivninci chair "Ain home here on Maui does not appear on their radar screer(

Je for more affordability for our rentals and our sinale farr
we will contint to lose more an
re of the workers vita
eded
hea
care
ic safety.
ight as well not consider a state of the a iospital in Kihei if you don't have the
workers to staff that. And I think we are losing lot of our nurses because they don't
have the affordable rentals that they need. Without the trained and skilled nurses or
the caregivers who are all part of the health care system we all will suffer.
In addition to that, we need to expand our tax base as revenues cannot keep up with
government's expenditures. For example, I receive retirement from the State and the
County and I understand you are about eight million dollars in arrears. Just to make
sure that I get my retirement check, please take care of expanding the tax base.
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Finally, Hale Mahaolu with over forty years of experience in building homes for
person's fifty-five and older needs to have some help that can be provided with the
approval of this project for their new developmery:: .fich is taking place in Kihei.
--

Hale Mahaolu will also i3J:Id an adult day care center in their project, and this will also
help our veterans of all wars. So your coitinued support of this project will most
certainly help many in our community.
Thank you for your continued good '.fork and support to provide housing for our
workers that they can afford.
And I think that as we change, as people move out of Maui, the uniqueness that Maui
is and what Hawaii is, is going to be damaged forever. So we must make our top
priority the retention of keeping our young living here and working here. Thank you
very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Medina. Members, any questions?
Ms. Anderson, to clarify Mr. Medina's testimony.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Good morning, Mr. Medina. Thank you for being here.
You were talking about the affordable housing component of the project would
provide housing for nurses that we hope to train and retain. What do you think is the
price range that a nurse could afford a home?
MR. MEDINA: Somewhere between the low, low income and maybe ten, fifteen, twenty
percent above the median range. We're talking about seventy thousand dollars a
\tear „ . family.
MEME

+NDEI

family

ah,
wh
in that range is what we
;now if yours
)ne hundred sixty percent of the median
service some of these people in that range.

you can

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, you know, young people starting out, they are not
going to have a family. Maybe by the end of school or something they might, but I'm
just trying to be realistic in what the prices of the affordable housing is going to be.
MR. MEDINA: I think you have to develop that.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well it's already developed.
MR. MEDINA: Yeah.
/... 2)ERSON: And so the low, the low end is going to be around three
hundred thousald, for a hundred percent median, from eighty to a hundred percent.
--

MR. MEDINA: That's, that's pretty good, I think.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You think a nurse could afford that?
MR. MEDINA: Some that I talked to, yes. But they cannot afford what's out there today.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
MR. MEDINA: Especially in the six hundred fifty thousand dollar range, unless they have a
transient vacation rental, maybe they can.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Medina.
MR. MEDINA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Medina.
Mr. Clerk.
DUTY COUNTY CLERK: Rory Frampton.
Cni iNciumpnimpp ropnRipos

:

rdlr rInnir

to (

t te

NCILMEMBER ME
ahalo, Mr. Chairman. And goo
Councilmember Medina, welcome back to the chambers.
MR, MEDINA: Than' you.
,

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I know you live in Central Maui.
MR. MEDNA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And I wanted to ask you, in your advocacy for affordable
housing, do you know what the need is for the Central Maui area? Where, I know we
need affordable housing throughout the County but do you know the need for Central
where a lot of-MR. MEDINA: I don't know wia The need for Ce:: ..tra: Maui is, but I understand the need
County-wide is growing from four thousand up to six thousand.
-

MEDEROS: Correct.
MR. MEDINA: That's a heck of amount to try to cover. And you got a lot of lr ,:CY:k to do to
catch up. So I hope that you'll consider that, that we are way, we're far behind in
what we provide our working people. And we depend on tourism and other
occupations that are way below what they need to qualify for a market rate home. So
government must step in and help out. Okay.
,

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo.
MR. MEDINA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Medina. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILr.•7E7,73ER VICTORINO: I didn't want you to miss that. Thank you, Mr. Medina for
beirc
4.1""
orning and welcome.
—

On the
—using that Hale Mahaolu wants to buil..., or has
some more. What would be the estimate, that info, the Sol
're fairly, fairly familiar with the South Maui area. How
lerly. especiall
ur special needs an
dicappec

some ar need
aui area ause
or

MEDINA:
u know,
.rd to sa) ecause in 2011 the baby boomers are going to
reach six live. Nationwide therc ire seventy-three million baby boomers. Now
they're nc
Il going to retire in 2011, but many of them are going to reach sixty-five.
Added to Lhat, the seniors that
now living here, we're going to have an
overwhelming amount of people to ta'r,e care of. Those are some of the things that
you must consider as you deliberate on these things. And I know you can't please
everybody, but I tell you, we are in dire need of housing for all classes. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Medina. Thank you, Chair.
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MR. MEDINA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR

.(1A, A: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Medina. Mr. Clerk, prior to calling the next
persci, Members the Chair would just ask that you again stay within the parameters
of clarification and so that we can continue to process. There's a lot of people that
have requested opportunities to speak before us today and we are all well aware of
some of the physical constraints out there including limitations on parking. So I
would like to at least try and allow this to move in an orderly and timely fashion
please.
Mr. Clerk.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Rory Frampton, followed by Lorrin Pang. Mr. Frampton will be
testifying on Committee Report No. 08-22.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Frampton.

MR. RORY FRAMPTON (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-22):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm here representing Sam and Jon Garcia for a project
that was passed out of Committee on January 23. I just have two very quick
statements.
The first has to do with, well basically we are in support of the proposed floor
amendment by Committee Chair Michael Molina. This has to do with modification of
a condition which would prohibit timeshare and transient vacation rentals on the
pmPertYGar( s it
developing a residential project so they'n
hibitio
i we feel that the proposed changes would clear
ambiguity 1 that condition
So we are again
SL ort of the
support of the pro sed ame iients which, whit
uld ?ar
.

upr
al
dition al
anguage.
-

The Committee did adopt
ebruary 6, two days ago identical language for the
recent project that's actually a neighbor to the Garcia's. So we're just asking for
consistency with the, that language.
My second item, my second statement that I just wanted to make was that we have
submitted a revised letter to Lokahi Pacific which outlines the Garcia's commitment to
contribute to affordable housing. We, in that letter we amended it by increasing the
amount as represented during the Committee meeting. We also clarified when that
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payment would be made, and that it would be made at the time of final subdivision
and prior to initiation of construction of any homes.
So, that's the, my testimony it's just those two items.
,:Va ,:::. Jpport the floor
amendment and we have submitted the revised letter. And we aFA for your favorable
consideration in the passage of this item on first reading.
-

CHAIR HCKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Frampton. Members, questions Mr. Framptcr.,
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair, just briefly. Mr. Frampton, the revised
letter reflects a four hundred and fifty thousand dollar voluntary contribution. Is that
correct?
MR. FRAMPTON: It's a four hundred and ninety-one thousand dollar contribution to Lokahi
Pacific, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And that's being done voluntarily by the Garcia's.
MR. FRAMPTON: Yes, we, the project is exempt from the housing ordinance; however, in
an effort to make a significant effort towards alleviating affordable housing they've
decided to make this contribution.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: We thank them very much. Thank you, Rory.
iv■ F7LAMPTON: Than' you.
-

CHAIR HOKAMA:
Mr. Frampto thank

Members, any further need for clarification?
ery much,

FRAMP
lerk
DEru i T L,OUNT`r uLERK: Lorrin Pang, followed

testifying on County Communication No. 08-45.
CHAIR i. OKAMA: Thank you.
--

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Lorrin Pang.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll--

- ne Bowi . Pang wi
,
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Irene Bowie. Ms. Bowie will be testifying on Committee Report
No. 08 23.
-

MS. [RENE BC\-U.E. : ::estftvinci on Committee Repo. tLo. 08 23):
.

-

Good morning, Council Chair, Councilmembers,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
MS. BOWIE: My name is Irene Bowie; I'm the Executive Director with Maui Tomorrow
Foundation.
As you know, Maui Tomorrow recently sent a detailed letter to the Maui Planning
Commission asking them to require a supplemental EIS for the Wailea 670 project.
We took this action after a long and careful researched deliberation and consultation
with our attorneys.
Maui Tomorrow is committed to pursuing required environmental disclosure for
Wailea 670 through the courts if necessary. As we've done in the Hawaii Superferry
issue, we insist that our State laws be upheld and that our planning review standards
remain worthy of public trust.
Today we ask you to defer action on this matter until the Maui Planning Commission
can render its decision on our request. We believe that a thorough SEIS will enable
our policy makers to gauge the social, economic, environmental and cultural
implications of urbanizing a large area of South Maui, where public services are
1 1- s-ady overburdened.
believe this project has discovered many additional resoun ; in r
:ection, but failed to address the needed mitigations requirE by law 1
iplete an ransparent process.

The new town of Wailea 670 woulc at exist in a vacu ■posed it
upon untested and unverified priN, water, desalination and astewater systems
that may have long term impacts on communities and lana based and coastal
resources.
Former owners of Wailea 670 lands promised large amounts of affordable housing as
conditions of previous approvals but never delivered. Affordable should not be seen
as a guaranteed outcome of this project.
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This Council's been told by the Planning Department staff that documents submitted
for the Wailea 670 application for change in zoning were basically provided all the
same information as the supplemental EIS and this is simply not accurate. In fact, a
number of studies required under the County Code for a completion of change in
zoning application were either not submitted at all or were submitted in an incomplete
or outdated form.
The EIS process consults
a wider variety of agencies who offer a valuable
perspective. A supplementa: EIS would allow the public to be d:.`y informed and to
participate at each phase of the process. The application you've been given is not a
legal or practical substitute for this.
The public has a right to know what a developer is actually proposing adjacent to
neighborhoods where thousands of residents already live. The public also has a
right to know what a wide variety of public agencies, neighboring landowners,
businesses and community organizations think about a project that has changed
names and investment groups four times in twenty years.
I ask you once again to please defer on this matter until the Maui Planning
Commission can render its decision on Maui Tomorrow's request for a supplemental
EIS for Wailea 670. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Bowie. Members, questions of clarification?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILME,ABER Ai' .:DERSON: Thank you, FIr. Chairman. 1...1s. Bowie, thank you for
bfer ig
P-9 morning.
,

-

you know what time frame, from the time
there a time frame that the Maui Plannini
!xactl

ubmitted
must ac
.

quest, isn't. is
request?

'ame is.

. . MEMBEI NUEKSC.M1: But ere is one.
-

rvL, L1V v IE:
-

COUNCILMEABET1
make a decision?

time frar'o, In iot sure the exact.
So, there would be a time certain on, on when they

MS. BOWIE: Right, and I can get that information and provide you with that.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Members, any further questions of clarification? Ms. Bowie, we
appreciate your testimony this morning.
MS. BOWIE: Thank you.

CHI -..[R HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Wayne
.;rollovved by Johanna Kamaunu, Mr. Nishiki will
be testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MR. WAYNE NISHIKI (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Good morning. My name is Wayne Nishiki, I'm testifying on behalf of myself. I see
nine of you here today and you've got a very important decision.
I saw what passed out of committee and I was a bit saddened by the fact that this
project continues to move on. I challenge all of you, number one why a corporation
like this, no face, no arms, no leg, and really no heart, would be given entitlements.
You are basically rewarding a corporation that has no heart, that has not given you
any idea of where this water is coming from. And yet we see our residents year after
year, Upcountry, where ever, being told to conserve water.
The Dld you they've
g a well, but has it been prover
SI int
the water? `lc_ need to ask yourself that niiRSti(

this water will be able to

other thing is dig
d as a loca
and raised in F vai
?arents
taught me dignity. And ien I see the housin . Chairman and fellow Members,
especially the low level rentals. And this was done by the developer saying that you
going to put these people in industrial area down side in Kihei, not where this housing
area is going. What does that d • Wayne Nishiki and the local boys and the local
people that live here?
You make me feel low class. You make me feel, no wonder,
know there is so
much right now with, when I see the local kids. And I'm glad ie local kids are here
today that live here. These people are telling you people, if you don't, if you are
lower income, they're telling you go live down in an industrial area, you cannot live
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where the rest of the housing is coming. This is what they're telling you. You buy
that? You think that's fair?
Mr. Chairman, finally, you need to look at the clear title. There's a lot of you DE:,:ie
here with Hawaiian ancestry, Mateo, Medeiros, I'm not sure the rest of you.
.

I got to stop. Come C7, t,ake care of the local people. You know enough is enough.
I'm done.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. And we are happy to see you once more.
Questions of clarification to Mr. Nishiki on his comments, Members?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Thank you for being here Mr. Nishiki.
MR. NISHIKI: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could you clarify, you made a comment about dignity,
could you clarify what you mean by that.
MR. NISHIKI: Yeah, you know, just because I wear T-shirt, puka pants, dirty shoes, and I
just came from work, I work hard. You know there's a lot of kids around here
Michelle, they're beating up people now down Kihei. Ask the Police Department
they're here. Local people feel disenchanted from what is happening. They feel
disenfranchised, I guess is the word.
We've become second class citizens here in Maui County. That's a fact and because
of this, there is so much crime. Local kids are going up and banging people. It's
because of how we are being treated and why we're not here today? You know
why? Because we've got dignity. We go work two iobs, we go work three iobs. We
live with our parents. And we continue to go is this the way \ ttresidents of Maui Coun
the local people sh
De treated? I do:
id
this is what the devel
ace, no hea
eloper is as
in affordable housing, forget tnis high end housing. To our attordables, I see a lot
nion people here. These people would be able to work also. Let them build what
vv'e really -eed. This project needs to be trashed, really from my heart. You know
someboc: asked me today and I had to giggle to myself.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Nishiki.
MR. NISHIKI: I'm sorry. Okay.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Please wind it up, please.
NISHIKI: Yeah, I'm done.
CHAIR HU<AMA: Thank you. Any further questions of clarification for rii7. Nisi jki? If not,
v,re are happy again to see you.
-

M.

you.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for your comments. For those that would continue to testify
and please come forward, mam. Please address your comments to the Chair, as our
rules you are speaking to the Council and therefore I would ask that you would
address it to the Chair and not to the gallery. Thank you very much please.
MS. JOHANNA KAMAUNU (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Mahalo. I am Johanna Kamaunu. I live in Waihee Valley. I have family that owns
land in Waiehu that comes to us and we are beneficiaries of Royal Patents, Land
Commission Awards. I am here on my behalf to testify regarding Wailea 670.
And before I start I'd like to read a letter that I've been asked to read. Jocelyn Costa
who's always here at your meetings testifying about Wailea 670 couldn't be here
today--she is in Honolulu--but she wanted to have this letter read on her behalf, so if
you would allow me.
In light of the events, starting with the opening of your Legislature, in contract with
another State agency known as The Office of Hawaiian Affairs, on behalf of the
Kingdom of Hawaii, acknowledgement and recognition has been achieved I must
now draw your attention to the Caveat yon ave received and acceptE
Caveat FE eence
1
The State of Hawaii )nfesses no position--no possession to the
the, the pirates known as the Republic of Hawaii claimed to have ceded. Public Law
103-150 also confirms the fact that the people of Hawaii never relinquished their
nati77al lands. The dc=1 ..7 . law did not limit only the 1.8 million acres.
NevTheless, the focus ric;l7:: [or is on the crown lands also called ceded lands and
most 7ecently printed in the Maui News as the Hawaiian Monarchy Lands. There has
been a submission of a cease and desist request received by your Chair,
Mr. Hokama and also delivered personally to Mrs. Baisa and Mr. Medeiros.
-

.
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If I may interject right here, Jocelyn tried to make appointments with all of you but
was unable to do so before today. And I would also like to ask, just find out if all of
you have received this cease and desist information. Okay everybody acknowledges
that.
She continues, for the rest of the Members on this Council it should have been
distributed via Mr. Hokama's office.
Hoomanawanui, Kanekoa and Kekaunuohi are all Alii or Konohiki status. How is it
that this reduced status of a corporation can make claim to land title of Monarchy
Lands? I would strongly suggest for you to err on the side of caution. Warranty
deeds submitted by Wailea 670 contains Land Commission Award 11216, yet has
still failed to prove their clear chain of transfer starting with Kekaunuohi, e kala mai, in
accordance with Hawaiian Kingdom law.
I'm afraid we've run out of time for her.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Kamaunu we are happy to receive the, the letter from Ms. Costa as
part of our testimony today so that should not be a problem for us to formally receive
her comments regarding her concern of the ceded lands and the Royal Patents.
If you wish to share additional comments with the Council, the Chair is happy to
provide you three more minutes after all others have spoken, if you wish to exercise
that option, Ms. Kamaunu.
MS. KAMAUNU: Sure.
CHAIR HOKAMA: But at this time we thank you for your
gentle lady regarding her testimony at this time?

Any questions for the

Mr. Medeiros.
,'ILMEMBER
IROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairm
Mal
he testimony. a re repared to answer fc ocelyn C ta

-

pr

tc

IS. KAMAUNU: I'll attempt to answer for her, I just don't have quite her passion for this,
but I will share with you what ‘:".F ,'F'•te discussed.
.-

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: C, : .as Ms. Costa and the rest of you that are, are
with her in, in this challenge, do you recommend some process to heir the title to your
satisfaction?
-

MS. KAMAUNU: Do you mean as far as the County Council is concerned?
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Well as, as far as because there seems to be a question
of the clear chain of title, and I was wondering if the group has a recommendation of
how you would be satisfied clearing that.
MS. KA',.: I'm not sure if the Council, if there's a process that could address this,
aii I am sure about is that the information that was submitted to you or to Mr. Hokama
was done before January, was done on January 29.
And I believe that since then Justice Moon has made a decision, a Supreme Court
has given an opinion, excuse me, on the OHA case against the DCHC . . anyway
and his decision, his opinion states that, I can remember this clearly, he's in favor of
the plain--OHA. He sides with OHA.
And because of that decision it's telling us that we should be careful with any future
decisions that are made regarding these lands because there is a clouded title
involved here. And I would expect that as you are made aware of this, even though it
has not maybe cleared your, I don't know how you clear this kind of information, but
because it may not have gone through that process. That you are still, I guess
accountable for the information that we're presenting to you in the desist, cease and
desist and in the Supreme Court's opinion that any further decision made without
clear title, it should be resolved. That you might be responsible for whatever comes
upon the County after that.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Ms. Kamaunu, for your testimony and for your
response.
I think during deliberF'--

IR HOKAMA:
clarification?

Than

will check with our Corporation

Aedeiros,

VIEME

Members an,

.ther quest'

r being here.

uui ing the uiscussion, our cielio€ :ions on VVa:'
developer's representat-F,
ide s with
would do. Which would 513,J
chair of title

me Committee requested the
examination which he said he
Royal Patent to today.

Are you aware of the response that we got rom, from the developer?
.
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MS. KAMAUNU: Well, I'm not sure of the response that the Council got but Jocelyn does
state in the end of this that she made a personal request to Mr. Jencks. And
believing him to be a man of honor, he said that he would provide her with the
information or the opportunity to at least to see the information and as of yet he has
not done so.
COUNC!MEMBER P.fDERSON: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HCKAMA: Okay, thank you. And for your information, Ms.
that I have received in my capacity as the Chair of the Council, I have also forwarded
and distributed to the other Members.
MS. KAMAUNU: Thank you. Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much for your presence this morning.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Elden Liu testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23, followed
by Mr. Victor Pellegrino.

MR. ELDEN LIU (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha kakou, Council Chair, Councilmembers and the audience. My name is Elden
Liu and I am here today as a claimant of land titles on behalf of my kupuna.
I have concerns regai'
vhat I feel is a conflict of intere-+ by Councilmember,
Mr. Molina, who chairs _and Use Planning Committee w" " will oversee proje
Wailea 670. My concern is Councilmember Molina's famil, _ ently oossesses
trus ing lands, portions of lands in Makena.
i was briE
;i1 Chair,
Hokam,
29, 2
, along "th
other land claimants, in the Council Chair's office. Mr. Hokama informed us that tl
Ethics Commission found Mr. Molina not to be in a conflict based on the fact that his
sister manages the family trust. I am sorry. Mr. Molina's position as Land Use
Chairman could have a major impact on the Molina family's trust.
-

In public hearings in Kihei on September 10, 2007, the project representative,
Mr. Charlie Jencks, the point man for Wailea 670 was asked questions about title to
property and water source. Mr. Jencks in my opinion was not forthcoming with the
response toward the title questions. He stated, "developer had a warranty deed."
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By now we repeated ourselves so much about warranty deed--it just does not convey
ownership. The title report also refers to land commission awards made to
Kakauonohi, which was repeated, and she was an Alii Wahine; Ho'omanawanui was
a Konohiki Wahine and Alii J. Y. Kanehoa. These are all legitimate land titles and
land awards that were given during the Great Mahele of the 1840's into the 1850's.
No committee member, except maybe couple, were also asked of Mr. Jencks,
excuse me, I'm sorry, no committee member questioned the petitioner about water
and land issues. Or the questions were also asked of Mr. Jencks and his reply was,
"we will drill wells."
Consider a project involving fourteen hundred housing units, baseball fields, culturally
sensitive areas, with no plans for water infrastructure. How will this impact an
overburdened water system in place at the moment.
The point is, at the September 10, community hearings, the Land Use Planning
Chair, committee members had an opportunity to question Mr. Jencks for clarification
to title and water issues.
In my opinion, they did not ask the hard questions regarding those issues. They are
two of the most crucial issues surrounding Wailea 670. The Land Use Planning
Chair Molina had an opportunity to clarify his regarding the conflict interest with the
family land holdings in the area. It is my opinion, I feel the Ethics Commission
showed little regard for ethics.
The project has had other names, repackaged, reshaped, nev rate, new name, same
story. If it looks like a duck, walk likes a duck, you know tie rest of the story. It's my
opinion that Mr. Molina should be recused from the positioci as Land Use Chairman
9nd committee member on the project, in order to avoid any conflict of interest.
,

HOKAM

iu, I--

iderstand.
CHA

iony. You have the opportunity, Mr. Liu. to
--thank you 1
eturn and provide us additional comment after all others have spoken, if you
To, the Chair is happy to grant you r. ! Iitional time at that point.
-

-

Members, any questions regarding 'die need to clarify Mr. Liu's testimony as he has
provided to you at this time.
Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, Chair. I'd just like clarification Mr. Liu. You're
connecting the use of the water to the Royal Patent?
MR. LIU: No, I'm, I'm connecting that in asking separately on the title issues cause that has,
I've never been invited by you people in any kind of conference or other land
claimants to justify what we are talking about with regard to :and claims.
My water situation is we can drill weils but where's the, where's the water from the
weds gonna be connected to an already use water system. There is no
infrastructure on plans as far as I know on behalf of the developer to show where this
water is going to be connected from and what system is it gonna go on to. I think
there needs clarification.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, they plan to do their own system.
MR. LIU: I, I have heard that, but there wasn't, as far as I know, you know, like the land
claim issue, there was nothing that, the questions sort of have been left open if I may
say.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any further questions for the gentleman on his testimony?
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Liu, are you going to
exercise your option to return for another three minutes?
MR. LIU: I would like to, that will depend on my work availability anc DU know, when,
whenever the numb€ ° eople will be done and then I'd be glad try and make an
appearance.
.MBER MEI
:
Cl
r he's completed his entire testimc

defer ar

IR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. And also Mr. Liu, we do accept any written testimony
that you wish to share if there's something that you, you currently are
you would like to be a part of the official record of this meeting. We are als:. :Tapp .. to
accept it in that manner also, if you are unable to return for other requiremen;:s.
.

MR. LIU: Thank you. Thank you very much.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Liu.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COU IT.1 CLERK: Victor Pellegrino. Mr. Pellegrino will be testifying on County
CommL.:7jaaion No. 08-45,1 le will be followed by Richard Michaels.
,

-

MR. VICTOR PELLEGR:NO (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45):
Good morning, Chair Riki Hokama, Members of the County Council. I am here to
testify for a county resolution to support Bill SB 958, a moratorium on GMO kalo.
My name is Victor Pellegrino. My wife, Wallette Pellegrino, and my son, Hokuao are
Hawaiian. We own Noho'ana Farm in Waikapu where we grow kalo. Thank you for
giving me the, this opportunity to testify.
I want to urge every Member of the Maui County Council to vote unanimously to pass
resolution to support SB 958. There are many reasons why we must stop the genetic
modification of kalo. Here are a few.
First, GMO supporters believe that they will save kalo from disease. Kalo farmers
already know two reasons why diseases exist and we can solve the problem. The
major reason is lack of water. Enough cool, running water for lo'i kalo was
understood and practiced by Hawaiians until large, greedy agribusinesses diverted it
in the 1800's, beginning with Peck vs. Bailey case. They still steal, divert, sell, dump
and bank water on Maui.
None of the four streams of Na Wai E
:ach this ocean, and streams have been
dammed qiterpd, diverted, channeled„—cing the much needed water by kuleana
3ers,
who have been left in a desert. Many oeoole ask me "Why aren't
'ere rr
alo farm(
the question:
vater?"
Mich is in the puk
Secondly,
ir State is negligent in allow vasiv
ie
;lands. One
can only cite the continued governmental permi__ -les lowing invasive
species a pathway to Maui via the Superferry, which our legisiEwre and our one time
Maui Mayor Lingle maneuvered around the required EIS. ":?, can cite from years
ago the introduction of the apple snail which has alreaO: a.fversely affected kalo
farmers.

Third, kalo is a pure food. Yet, scientists want to shot genes from rice into kalo that is
already a perfect diabetic food. Scientists want to shoot wheat genes into kalo that is
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already allergy free. Scientists want to shoot kalo with a hydrogen peroxide
materials. What other kinds of toxic, anti-health, non-organic procedures will they
think of next?
Science even want to shoot Haloa. It isn't simply common sense, isn't it simply
common sense that everyone must learn to respect the Hawaiians, their culture, their
ancient beliefs? Before they consider shooting Haloa, maybe they should ask
themselves if they want to do the same to Adam or maybe Eve?
Fourth, scientists have failed to provide empirical data on the safety of GMO foods.
When asked what long term studies have been completed, for example for the
papaya, they reply, "Well, people like it."
That is simply not a scientific response.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pellegrino, I am sorry your three minutes are up. We are happy to
accept whatever remaining testimony you have in your written presentation.
Members, questions for the gentleman on his testimony this morning to you regarding
his concern regarding GMO and taro, native Hawaiian taro. Okay, having none,
Mr. Pellegrino, we are happy to receive any submittal you wish to give.
MR. PELLEGRINO: Okay, you have my testimony County, Councilmembers and-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. PELLEGRINO: --of coarse my message.
CHAIR HOKAM1 Thank you, "r. Pellegrino, Thank you for being
Sir, with the camera. I j
our media and not to ha
we allow

I-

7re this morning.

ask that you would work with the other representatives of
v disruptions or conflict
e of the small required area
luirements.

Mr.
uNTY CLERK:
Richard Michaels.
Mr. Michaels will
uiiuiiittee Report No. 08-23, he will be followed by David Mogilefsky.

;tifying on

MR. RICHARD MICHAELS (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Council. My name is Richard
Michaels, I live in Makena and I'm here to testify on one aspect of the impact of
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Wailea 670. Because I live in Makena, I am an expert on traffic and roads from
Makena and Wailea through the area that is going to be the construction site of, of
Wailea 670.
The applicant has said to you, /:o the Land Use Committee that he would have the
iilani Highway widened to four ;ales before any construc--before any occupancy of
any units. What I'm here to ask you today is to put in a condition to complete
expansion of the Piilani Highway to four lanes before any construction or site work
begins Wailea 670.
The situation, the situation of people moving in and out of Wailea and Makena, as
you all know is only, there's only one major route that's through Wailea, Makena
Alanui, Wailea Alanui and then up Wailea Ike to the intersection where Wailea 670 is
proposed to be built. It's a nightmare in, of traffic waiting to happen. We need to
widen the road.
The other thing I'm asking you for is the supplemental EIS to study thoroughly what
the impacts are going to be. And one of the, what I want to tell you about today is
because I bought my place in 1987, the EIS was done in 1988. I'm really familiar
with what everything looked like then and what it does now.
And I want to remind all of you that since the EIS was completed, we have built the
Grand Wailea Hotel with 780 rooms and all of the visitors that go there and all of the
employees that work there twenty-four/seven in three shifts. All of which move from
Wailea Alanui, Wailea Ike, up past that intersection. That intersection flows very well
now because there is, there is no traffic light, there is no stop sign. You go up the hill
and make a left onto the :f1c;:re coming in you come down Piilani Highway
r n.ke a right d( :e.
-

-

the construction begins there'll be flag men, there
_hes, its going
horrendous. We've also built the Four Seasons Hotel, did not exist in 1988, 3L
rooms. We've built the Kea Lani Hotel, 450 rooms. All of that did not exist when the
EIS was hat's 1.610 rooms.
Sor
the condominiums are the Grand Champions, 188. 1 SE
have this
seconds so I'm not going to be able go through all of this. My reseal ; shows that
lease 944 condominium rentals, shy
rentals, have been bunt since 1988.
Cmbined with the hotels is 2,554 n'
all with visitors, all with cars, and all
‘.1:::; 1 employees that service all of that.
--

-

Also, a whole number of housing projects, the 2000 Census shows that the WaileaMakena area has 5,099 housing units. They all use one lane of traffic.
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So, I urge you to insist on a condition that widens Piilani before the project begins,
the construction site and complete the Supplemental EIS to understand the full
impact of the project.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Michaels,
MR. MICHAELS: Thank
CHAIR HOKAMA:
clarification?

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Mica- s, we thank you for your testriar;. ..::::Jesions of
(

Ms. Anderson
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Michaels, thank you for being
here.
If my memory serves me, I think you were probably attending one of the committee
meeting where we discussed the widening the Piilani. And the developer's
representative, I asked him if he, if they would be willing to con--widen Piilani from
Kilohana to Wailea Ike prior to construction, and they said yes and I thought we had
that as a condition but it, it didn't end up in the conditions.
There is no time frame that says when they have to widen it. So it doesn't even say
prior to occupancy, it just says they will widen it. So you're asking us to put that time
frame back in.
MR. MICHAELS: I'm asking you to write as a condition so that it's in writing. So, I, I mean I
know I've, I've heard Mr. Jencks state these things orally, but I think it needs to be a,
a rondition.
VlEMBER ANDERSON :
Vailea
lanes

;t says upg
Mc,

Kilohana Drive

AELS: Tha right.
MEMBER ANDERSON: No time frame at all. Not even prior to the first
upancy.
MR.

•,....,A.ELS: Well, what happens in construction?

CHAIR HOKAMA: Ex--excuse me, we're not going to enter into a discussion. The
discussion will be between the Members, okay. This is the portion of the meeting
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that Members can request information of clarification on testimony that has already
been presented.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERS01 -.'. Yes, thank you, Chair. And, and you've ans\sered my
questicn. Thank you very rr.Jch.
,

.JIICHAELS:

ycu.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could you leave your written testimony for us.
MR. MICHAELS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'd like to look at those numbers.
MR. MICHAELS: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we will be happy to accept that. Staff if you can assist
Mr. Michaels, please. Any further questions for the gentlemen, Members?
Mr. Michaels, thank you for your presence.
MR. MICHAELS: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:
followed by Charles Jerick,

!'..logilefsky testifying on Committee Repui

08-23,

MR. DAVID MOGILEFSKY (testifying on Committee Report No. 08 23):
-

Jrn
David Mogilefsky, M-O-C
E-F-S- 1/.
During
littee
hearings on Wailea 670 last year, I heard nber of people come up and speak
about it might not be a good idea to proceed with the rezoning of this scope based
upon a really old environmental impact statement. And I think those people were
addressing you on, from the standpoint of common sense. But it started me
wondering if there might be some legal basis as to •: hy you shouldn't be considering
such a rezoning on sL .3h an old EIS and that has lea::: me to deliver to you this letter
today.
.
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Dear Councilmember:
There is pending before you a request to rezone agricultural land in South Maui,
town as Wailea 670 or Honua'ula (hereinafter referred to as the "project"), to
7esidential zoning for 1,400 units, plus ancillary structures and facilities.
Pursuant to Hawaii Revised Statutes, Section 343, an Environmental Impact
Statement for this rezoning was submitted twenty years ago. In the twenty years that
have since passed, substa T:ial changes have taken place on Maui, in particular
within a five mile radius of the project. The changes include: huge increases in
population, completed structures, vehicle traffic, degradation of ocean reefs, use of
public water, and overuse of public facilities such as parking areas, beaches, parks,
and highways.
You have added twenty-eight changes to the project that were not present twenty
years ago. Many of the changes are substantial, but vague, uncertain, and incapable
of enforcement. They bear unknown effects on the health, safety, and quality of life
of many thousands of Maui residents. The changes allow construction of a
desalinization plant that will pump its effluent into the public groundwater supply, and
a satellite facility of 250 dwelling units some five miles from the project, neither of
which was described in the EIS twenty years ago.
Hawaii Administrative Rules, Section 11-200-26 provides, in pertinent part: "An
environmental impact statement that is accepted with respect to a particular action
shall satisfy the requirements of this chapter--to the extent that the action has not
changed substantially in size, scope, intensity, use, location or timing. If there is any
change in any of these characteristics which may have a significant effect on the
original statement--excuse me--if there is any change in any of these characteristics
which may have a significant effect, the original statement shall no longer be valid
because an essentially different action would be under consideration and a, and a
supplemental statem - 'all be prepared and re wed as provided by this chapter."

I
sident, prop :y owner
taxpayer of 11./L
great and irreparable harm if you approve the zoning in violatic
is a different action than the one propose(
le twenty yea
longer valid.

o suff

I therefore request, on behalf of myself and all the! •
larly situated, that you
require a supplemental environmental impact st2tement, ;: 1:aocordance with law, as a
prerequisite to taking further action on the project.
-

-

Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Any questions for the gentleman, Members? Having none,
thank you very much for your testimony today.
Mr, Clerk
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Charles Jencks. Mr. Jencks will be testifying on Committee
08-23. He will be followed by Patricia Stillwell.
CHAIR HCKA..MA: Thank you.

MR. CHARLES JENCKS (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you, Members of the Council. It's a pleasure to be
here. It's been a long discussion. I'll keep my comments short and to the point
because I know it's going to be a long day. I first want to thank you for your time
today and putting this item on the agenda, Mr. Chair and getting to the decisionmaking process.
I have with me today, the project has an online website that people can go to and
sign on a petition supporting the project. I, this, this is 475 people that have recently
gone on to the petition, signed on the website, I'm going to provide that to the
Council.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, staff will assist you.
.R. JENCKS: The reason why I'm providing that is, is that I think it's pretty clear and it's
real simple. This project is, it's about housing, it's about jobs, it's about economic
security for the future of Maui. You've heard a number of people talk about the need
for housing, and I think you're going to hear more today talking about the need for
housing. Its pretty clear what the demand is,

-1

proji
hz 3 fifty percent affordable req ement th
ed ha
satisfy, not
y on-site but off-site, 250 units
North Kihei that
u've condition(
the project to build. And, and the, the balance of units, 450 within the project area
South Maui above Wail _ Resort. That's where people work, that's where they want
to play, that's vd =. they want to live, and that's where they should be able to live.
3

-

There's bee tk about the water. We've talked about that. We've had over twentyfive meetings in committee on this project; hundreds of hours of discussion. Over
twenty-five opportunities for the public, excuse me, twelve opportunities for the public
to come and testify and provide their information to the Members of the Committee
and the Council as well.
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So, I, I don't think we're here today for lack of discussion. I think the time has come
to make a decision. We were voted out of committee on November 20. We have
nearly thirty conditions that address all of the issues that, that will, will be brought
forth today. I would say to you that our proposal for public benefits are mal:tied by
the actual conditions you placed on the project. So, there's no question we're
going to perform as agreed to, proposed in our benefits and as conditioned by the
project.
Just to make it short, I've asked all those that are here today that support the project
to limit their testimony and get to the point and help you folks get to your decisionmaking discussion on the project.
I'm here to answer any questions you might have. I would just briefly ask those that
support the project raise your hands if you're in the audience, raise your hand if you
support the project. These folks are here today, these folks got to go back to work.
A lot of the folks that are on this list of 475 people aren't here because they have
jobs, they're working two jobs, they're working to keep a mortgage, working to keep
their kids in school.
Mr. Chair, thank you for your time. I'll answer any questions you might have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Okay, please the Chair will not allow disruptions from
the gallery. Members any questions of clarification for the gentleman at this time?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDE:SON: Thank you, Chairman. Mr. Jencks, I, I visited your
website recently myself, prompted by the ads that you've been running. And there is
nothing on there that states the price of the affordable units. There's just a little
calculator where someone could punch in t r income, their anne income and see
what they could afford as affordable.
And so, you know, I'm wondering wh
're nc 'forming the p
Decause, you
know, that's one of your big selling points in your ads that this is going to be
affordable housing. So why don't you have on you
exactly what affordable
housing will be included in the project because it
:- me like, you know, anything
that's going to be on the Wailea site, and this is ase from the 250 units in North
Kihei. They're going to be priced and of course this depends on the interest rate.
But it looks like they're going to be priced from anywhere from three hundred sixty,
seventy thousand, up to five hundred thousand. You know from 120 percent of the
median income to a 160 percent of the median income.
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I think it would be helpful if you would indicate what this affordable housing is going
to be priced at because, you know, I myself would like to see that housing in that
area be dedicated to the people who work at the hotels down there. But I don't know
any hotel ..'orker that can afford housing in this range.
MR. jE1CKS:

Chair, if I may respond.

CHA1P: ■-[OKAMA: Quickly.
MR. jENCKS: Very briefly, you're correct with regard to the website. It doesn't go into the
detail; however, we did one better than that. We've been holding a series of
affordable housing seminars in Maui County that were advertised in the paper, and
have had a significant response to that. And we, at that, at those seminars we
describe the Workforce Housing Policy and make it clear to the folks that are there,
what the range in pricing, pricing is for the affordable units both in and outside the
project. So, and that's, we've had a very good response to that.
With regard to the pricing issue, the Land Use Committee asked me to develop
125 rental units for the Workforce Housing bill in North Kihei, which we feel are in
demand, needed today. And 125 units at 80 to 100 percent. That's a condition of
approval from the Land Use Committee. The balance of the units, of the affordable
units in the project--and by the way, the prices on those, the owner occupied units
80 to 100 percent start at a $171,000 and change, one bedroom.
The balance of the units in the project will go from 100 percent to 160 percent. And
the Workforce Housing Policy requires an agreement with the County of Maui to
stipulate the pricing of those units if the Department of Housing and Human
Concerns mandates that this project build9nt number of units at the lower
range of the 100 percent level, I think you ]ng at $250,000 for an affordable
home or unit in the project area.
MEMBER A
NCKE

it's at

?. level?
0 percent, 869,900 at six percent interest rate.

CuuNCILMEMbt,R ANDERSOr
100 percent affordable in tt

the project itself, so you'd be willing to, to build
)ject.

MR. JENCKS: The, the ordinance says the, the initial increment is 80 to 100 percent. Then
I have to go 100 to 120 percent, those will be built in the project, yes. Hundred to
120 percent, 120 to 140, 140 to 160 will be built, built in the project.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, I'd like to get that in writing because what I've
heard from people that are working in the workforce housing situation is that the
range from 100 to 120, the way the ordinance reads is that you have that range to
build within and they build at the 120, they don't build at 101.
And, and I just want to clarify one thing. The, the committee did not ask you to build
in No: -th Kihei. That's what you offered the committee. And you offered it at
100 percent rental and the committee, the committee is what changed that to
50 percent for sale ur So I just want to clarify that.
And, and I think it would be helpful because you know people in the public don't really
know what we are talking about when we say affordable. And when you advertise it
and you talk about it, you know, go to your website, there's nothing there to tell them
what you're really offering.
And I'll be really quick, Mr. Chair. The problem we're having is that when we started
with the workforce housing ordinance, 100 percent median income was $65,000. It's
now $75,000, $70,000 in one year's time or a year and a half. And by the time you
start building these, what will the median income be then. And, and who will be able
to afford these from 101 or 120 percent up to 160.
So, you know, it would be neat if we could get a commitment from you on your
website so everybody knows. And a commitment to this committee that you will build
at the affordable median income that exists today because you're probably five years,
at least three years before you start building housing. Is that something you'd be
willing to do?
MR, JENCKS: The. the HUD pricing that o ie County uses to establish the affr- 4,prices is based upon the interQt rate at the tirrip
MEMBER ANDERSON
R.

NC

nedia

-7'?19S

asked yc
I it. it-

MEMBER A )ERSON: Would u be will

Jould yon

-

HOKAMA: Okay, the Chair is going to end lHS isms is not going to be a question
and answer-,

MR. JENCKS: Later.
CHAR HOKAMA: --argument between a Member--
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --and a testifier. We are here to receive the testifier's comments. Okay,
we will have our sufficient opportunity to have a full discussion, debate, as well as
need to get clarification from our appropriate resources when the item comes before
the body for consideration Members.
!f there's no other questions for the gentleman, Mr. Jencks, thank you for !four-MR. JE:'■iCKS: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA: --testimony this morning.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members this is a good time for us to take a short break. I apologize to the
gentlewoman, but we will take a short ten minute recess. The Chair looks at the
clock at 10:25, we shall reconvene this Council meeting at 10:35 this morning.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:25 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 10:42 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall reconvene the regular Council meeting of eighth of February,
2008. Members, we are receiving public testimony on the various items that we have
agendized for today's regular business meeting.
The Chair will utilize the privilege of the Chair at this time, I have,
flaking an
exception regarding public testimony so that our young people val „..ould be in
school but still wish to participate in the civic process may have
Ipportunity to
ir testimony with you the Members of
C
is mor
-

We have a group
j people that wis
e, and we have a spokesperson
who will be speaking i behalf of all of the tnd so at this time. Mr. Clerk, if you
would please call the representative as well as her supporters to come forward and
share their comments with the Council, please.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, calling out of order Amber Osterstock, test:yng
on Committee Report No. 08-23.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. And if all of you would like to be around her and give
her your support that's fine. I will be happy to have you so when you look at the
replay you can all look at yourselves on the TV screen.

MS. AMBER OSTERSTOCK (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha. Celina and I, two students from Kihei Charter School along with the rest of
our school oppose the idea of affordable housing in Makena. Affordab!e housing is
very much needed, but Makena is a serene and gorgeous place that deserves to be
preserved.
The reason we need affordable housing is because so many of us, well the adults,
they don't have jobs that pay too much income and when they want to get a house
here it just costs so much money and many people can't afford it.
Makena is a gorgeous, serene place that deserves to be treasured, not turned into
beachside property. We know that the houses will not be on the beach, but
extremely close. So picture this: you are on the beach relaxing, the wind is blowing
your hair around, turtles are bobbing up and down, when all of a sudden some kid
home from school starts turning up their radio so loud you can hear it over the waves.
I don't know about you, but to me, Maui, especially Makena is supposed to be a
place where people can just relax, not hear construction. And how would it hurt the
locals you might ask? Well most of us have grown up on or near Makena and seeing
it roped off would be like roping off a place in our heart. Please don't do that to us.
It would also hurt the environment because turtles are slowly dying because of a
disease called fibropapiloma and Makena is one of their few last homes that they can
go and resort to. So by putting noise and people living there who would constanth:
be diving, you could scare them away and scare them right off to extinction non .
this to us. Thar
1,
KAMA: Than

Ms. Osterstoc

3dy regarding her testimony this morninc

Member
n..1 the ME

les

M•,

BAISA: Thank you, Chair. Just one quick question for Amber. And
thank you very much for coming today, we're very impressed. When I was your age I
wouldn't go to Council and testify. We're very impressed. I wanted to ask you, do
you represent yourselves or do you represent the school?
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MS. OSTERSTOCK: We represent just about the whole school. There might be one or two
people in the school who don't agree with us, but they obviously they didn't show up
today.
CCtt:011_MEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. That's my only question.
HOKAMA: Thal!: you. Members any other questions for the young lady? Okay,
having none, Ms. Osterstock and to all the other students from the Kihei Charter
School we thank you very much for your participation in the civic process. And we
wish you well and safe journey back to school. And we look forward to you being
completing your education and being a part of our community in the near future, so
thank you very much for your presence today.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Not a question but do you have, you know the testimony
you just gave, is it written? Is it?
MS. OSTERSTOCK: Part of it is written, like basic stuff and I added in a lot to it.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Your comments, yeah, okay. Would you leave that with,
with our, our staff because I'd like to look it over please.
MS. OSTERSTOCK: Sure.
COU"'CILMEMBEP_ "ICTORINO: Thank you.
CHA HOKAMA
, well be happ
lelo them please. Okay, thank

Id

assist the young lady VI
i very Ach for being h

CHA HOKAMA: Thank you, Members for allowing that. We shall retun
estimony as presented to the Clerk regarding public testimony.

to order

Mr. Clerk,
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Patricia Stillwell. Ms. Stillwell will be testifying on
Committee Report No. 08-23, she will be followed by Mark Sheehan.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
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MS. PATRICIA STILLWELL (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha, Chair and Councilmembers. My name is Patricia Stillwell and I'm a resider::
Kihei.

I am happy to see that Condition 27 includes the Botanical Preserve ?, ::ea in Wailea
670; however, I support the preserve area being considerably larger id should be
guided by results of an updated and complete archaeological survey and botanical
survey. An updated supplemental environment impact statement is warranted. An
outdated EIS is not a document worthy of reliance 20 years later. As written, the
native plant enhancement areas described in Condition 27 are vague and not
defined.
,

Additionally, there is no reference in Condition 27 as to whom or what entity will
actually be granted the conservation easement. Conservation easements are
typically deed restrictions that protect the designated area in perpetuity. The
easement in and of itself will do nothing to protect these plants and heritage sites.
The protection comes from an organization or agency with the capacity, training,
expertise and sufficient funds to visit and monitor the site and ensure that the
conditions of the easement are not being violated. It is customary for the landowner
who is granting the easement to donate a one-time stewardship fund to the
easement holder to enable that entity to regularly evaluate the conditions on the
preserve site and, if necessary, to enforce the terms of the easement through legal
means.
There is no mention of any of these safeguards as Conditions 27 is currently written.
This is an extremely important factor that the Council should take into consideration
when drafting the language of this important condition.
I serve on t
bo I0
st and, whi I a
[ an expo
monitoring and enforcing easements can be a costly
time consuming task. It
beyond the expertise of a homeowners' association or well-intended individuals.
Several local builders have recognized the difficulty and costs involved in monitoring
conservation easements and have turned the responsibility over to an established
land trust with the necessary staff and expertise. Conservation pres--preserve
areas with no accountability can easily be sacrificed and end up being built upon or
become unofficial drainage areas, dumping grounds, or worse.

To avoid the possibility of this outcome, I would urge you to amend the language of
Condition 27. I have composed a paragraph to add to this condition as a suggestion
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for clarification and to give stronger meaning to the idea of a preserve area.
Hopefully this wording will give you and your staff a basis for discussion as to the
appropriate wording to rectify this serious oversight. The amended language, I cal
read it's just a simple paragraph or I do have a copy I ca. . submit to you, whichever
you prefer.
-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Ms. Stillwe::. We'll be happy o have the Clerk 's
staff receive those written request, revisions r.hat you are as: -;ing us to consider in
your proposa:.
,

Members, question of clarification for the gentlewomen this morning?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. I would just ask that we have her
testimony submitted also, along with the suggested amendment.
MS. STILLWELL: No problem.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. We'll be happy to receive it, if the staff would assist
Ms. Stillwell. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
flEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:
S!-Ieehan testft::: .c. on Committee Report
will be followed by LaJon Wea.. er.
-.

-

7.-23, he

-

R. MARK SHEEHAN (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
)d morning ladies and gentlemen c
Co
im Mark Sheehar
yin
my own behalf. I'd like to ask how m y people an 'ere because the\ pp c
th
project or think that it ought to be o
red to hay 3 supplemental environmental
impact statement. All right, thank you very much,
I'm reading a
now that I would like to recomme ,:i is you and I'm
give you a copy of the cover, I'm going to leave it vriti the Clerk. It's called
"Overshoot" and it realy talks about carrying capacity.
-

I remember about twelve years ago, fifteen years ago it was proposed by this Council
to establish a carrying capacity. I think Jo Anne Johnson had a, in the, it's also been
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reiterated in the General Plan. So that designates how, what a, an area can carry
and if you don't really, if you ignore that and you overshoot, you have growth beyond
the limits of an area and that leads to die off. This book kind of summarizes the
whole thrust of it, on the cover of the book, very convenient. But tt ',Doc"' is really an
amazing book.
-

I'm here to testify about a neglected condition which is beaches. I've been exploring
Maui's beaches from liana to Kapalua for the last forty years and I remember when I
first came here there was no one on the beaches. I went to Makena beach a couple
of weeks ago and it looked like Coney Island. I mean it was staggering, not only was
every parking lot overflowed, but the road for a half a mile in each direction beyond
the beach would, had cars on both side of the road. It was staggering.
Now this particular project which would bring in perhaps as many as five thousand
additional residents, where's the nearest beach? It's Palauea Beach. Now it's
interesting the County had actually, had designated it as park years ago and it was, it
failed to, the condemnation was not handled by the Mayor in a timely fashion and so
it was brought up as private residences and we maintain one beach. There's a,
there's a proposal that will be coming before the Planning Commission, I think soon,
to, what to do with the remaining park designation there, and I believe the staff is
going to recommend that it be changed to residential.
So don't you think that the developers should be looking at where these additional
people are going to be going to the beach? Here's the beach that's a mile away from
this development and we have two acres of beach park that belongs to the County
there.
So I have proposed a recommendation by the, conditions that should be, remedy this
situation so we'd have a qualified consultant if we're not going to have a EIS. A
qualified consultant do a carrying capacity study of the beaches here so that we
know what impacts are going to be had. And we think we need to have some kind of
ratio of density to the square footage of park space and also parking conditions. We
don't want to 1 another half a dozen pa g spaces at Keawakapu Beach to
handle thousar
potential users.
I think I've used up my time. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HC,
Thank you, Mr. Sheehan. And I believe you na something that, if you
want o submit, we'd be happy to accept. So staff if you can assist Mr. Sheehan.
Any questions for the gentleman, Members, regarding his testimony. Okay, having
none, thank you very much for your presence this morning.
Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: LaJon Weaver testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Nadine Newlight,

MS. LAJON. WEAVER (testifying on Comm:t.tee Report No. 08-23):
you all for being here to hear our testimonies I would like to present to
Hi,
everybody some information from the previous president of the Maui Meadows
Homeowners' Association who did his homework on the situation. This letter was
written to Charlie Jencks, May 17, 2007 and you each probably have been given a
copy of it.
Excuse me. Well the first part of the letter is the major concerns which we've already
been over in previous testimonies like water, etc. So, of coarse I am disappointed
that this project is moving along and if it does have to move along, I'd like to address
the conditions that we need to be very cautious about making sure they're written.
And one of them is at the July 25, 2005 meeting you referenced, you assured us that
a one hundred and fifty foot wide buffer zone would be constructed along your
project's northern boundary. You agreed that it would be landscaped with shrubs,
not trees, and that it would include part of your trail system.
Well this isn't even written in the conditions yet. I'm not sure how far along the
conditions are, if there's still a lot more planning to be written. But its not even one of
the conditions yet about the buffer zone that it keeps changing. And now I hear that
he's got it down to one hundred feet and that, that doesn't include the neighbor's yard
but it includes our yard is what I've been said so it end ups being a one hundred and
fifteen foot buffer zone which isn't really adequate because if you look at most
neighborhoods there's two houses back to back and then the streets.
In Maui Meadows, Kumulani is one house, one street and there i
r street so
the people on that street will be sandwiched in between two stre 1 so I thi
it's really important to recognize that his one hundred and fifty foot buffer zone whi
should include our yard so that would be the fifteen feet. I mean that's part of our
property, the pro--it should be from property line to property
a hundred and fifty
feet with no road in the buffer zone. That's the thing t 7•'
a road in the buffer
zone that he promised us. And I really, really
i J of iou to make that an
important condition so that the quality of MaL... Meadows can be kept and-,

-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Weaver.
MS. WEAVER: --and also the--
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much for your testimony. Members, questions on, or for
clarification regarding Ms. Weaver's testimony?
MS. WEAVER: Okay and I'd just like to-CHAIR HOKAMA: Having none, thank you very much for your testimony.
MS. WEAVER: --say the:e's iree other conditions tie letter.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Excuse me, mam, you've, you had-MS. WEAVER: That I'd like you to look at because they're so important.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll be happy to receive that letter.
MS. WEAVER: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Nadine Newlight, testifying on County Communication
No. 08-45. She will be followed by Kristin McCleery.
MS. NADINE NEWLIGHT (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45):
Aloha, esteemed Councilmembers. Good morning, Chair. I am here, I'm Nadine
Newlight, I live in Paia. I am tie Director of the Maui Individua"73' Life Learning
Center and the Vice-President of
r) GMO Free Maui. I'm here to a your support
for Senate Bill 958 which
_ :des for a ten year moratoriu
the genetic
lification of taro.
ysical standpoint I'm sixty-two ye
medication, I'm vegan and I want to eat local fc
genetic modification. Please help me in this,

rganic

iealth
vn wit

From an emotional sta.. 7.7.)oint I've been back in the valleys where the taro is grown.
I've seen how susta:: iability operates. You know that this island supported a
population much greater than what we have now before it became a cargo cult and
we relied on big corporations bringing stuff in and that was taro, that's what we need
to preserve.
-

-
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From a mental point of view I'm a scientist and you know that genetic modification
has never been proven to be safe. As a matter of fact, it's never been proven to be
dangerous. As a matter of fact they've never even investigated it because they think
it's the same as non-genetic moc'fcaJon.
From a spiritual point of view, taro is kalo, it's Haloa, it's the ancestor of the Hawaiian
people. We have no right to tamper with this. We have to preserve something.
When is the greed going to stop? So please help me in this. We need a moratorium.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Newlight. Members any questions for the gentlewoman
on her testimony? Okay, we shall maintain decorum in this chambers. Any
questions for the gentlewoman, excuse me, Ms. Newlight.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And thank you, Ms. Newlight for
your testimony. I know you submitted some information, was that submittal to all the
Members, or are you submitting it to our staff for this.
MS. NEWLIGHT: There is a copper folder of legislative packets on the table of each
Member and also the legislative staff and we also have one for the Mayor.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, mahalo for your testimony and for your interest in
this. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
gentlewoma
presence th

7-1-

-ank you, Mr. Medeiros. Memb7iy other questions for the
her testimony? With none Ms.
Might. thank you for your
- ninn

Members fa
mation what we do have
le agenda i
Jmmunic
from Mr. Medeiros referring the subject matter
committee fc .;ommittees
excuse me, for the committee to do its due diligence on the subject matter. TN
no Senate bill attached to that so what the mem--testifiers are representir
something that is at the State Legislature.

-

It is not currently before you in an attachment or in a resolutio :orm at this time
regarding the matter. It will go, then go to the committee, I believe I'm recommended
it to be chaired by Co-Chairs Mr. Medeiros and Mr. Victorino. We will deal with that
later in the business portion of the Council's meeting.
Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Kristin McCleery, testifying on County Communication
No. 08-31. She will be followed by Gene Zarro.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MS. KRISTiN McCLEERY (testifying on County Communicatici No, 08-31):
Good morning, everyone. My name is Kristin McCleery and going to veer away from
the popular topics this morning and talk about the plastic bag ban in Maui County.
This bag ban is a great opportunity for Maui. Plastic pollution is obviously a huge
problem here. We've all seen it floating in the ocean, being used as a toy for
dolphins or just floating around the beach or parking lots. It is unfortunately mistaken
as food for wild life. New findings show we are ingesting our mistake. Plastic doesn't
break down, it just breaks apart. Fish eat minute pieces of these plastics and then
we are eating the fish. We all have chemicals in our bodies which did not exist
before 1950.
Each person uses on average about five hundred plastic bags per year. One
hundred thousand tons of plastic bags are thrown away into landfills every year.
Plastic lasts in the environment for up to one thousand years.
A lot of this plastic ends up in the ocean killing over one hundred thousand birds,
whales, dolphins, seals and turtles every year. I know that's a lot of numbers. After
the animal decomposes the plastic is released back into the ocean and can kill again
and again.
We are all slowly realizing our mistakes so now we have the responsibility to change
our actions by banning plastic bags. In Maui County we will make a cleaner, safer
place for our future generations. We'll prevent plastic bags from covering our islands,
which will benefit tourism and help out our economy. We'll lessen our reliance on a
non-reusable resource and will be responsible caretakers fc )ur
ife as
as being a great example for the rest of the country.
San Francisco is the first county. ThE
_Ibviously not going to be the las
ban
bags so let's be the next one. We are surrounded by a unique magi
? 2 it's time to do the right thing. Thank you.
-

-

HOKAMA.
Thank you, Ms. McCleery.
Members, any questions for the
gentlewoman this morning on her testimony? With none, we appreciate your
comments. Thank you for your presence.

Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Gene Zarro, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Gene Weaver.

MR. GENE ZARRO (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Good morning, Council and close to good afternoon. How are you all doing today?
Say, I want to just come here and, and give an opinion on t's Wailea 670, Honua'ula
Project. But I want to state something first. I really believe that there are many
things that are worth shooting for, beach access and opening more beaches to public
use, accessibility to those uses and ability to go and park that is very important. That
is extremely important. Preserving the culture is extremely important, but I really
think affordable housing as you have heard people testify today, thousands of units
are needed and we need to get something in the pipeline.
I really think that it has been, not characterized correctly that the 700 affordable
housing units are not going to be in this location. The way I do the math, it looks like
450 of these units will be in the location and 250 will be somewhere around, where
ever North Kihei.
So I think that's very important and we have to tackle that problem too. I feel that
when people cannot get into a home and they are living two, three, four families
under one roof that is an attack on dignity. And I feel the way to preserve that dignity
is to try and help them get into their own homes, that's what we must do.
I don't want the first assault on the workforce housing law to be something that we
cannot deal with to get to the goal that the workforce housing law was implemented
for. We need to use this law. The big critics of this law were the developers. They're
the ones who thought that this couldn't be done and it was the community that
wanted it done.
So I think what we need to do is give this project a chanc( he afford lousing
component. We need something in the pipeline for these people, and if it :he 250
North Kihei units, I don't know how they'll be developed but I'm sure we can have
some input to make them respectable homes that people would want to live in. But I
also think that the ones further down the line are important too. So let's just give it a
chance, we need the affordable housing. You've heard other people testify. We
need beach access, we need improved beach access. I don't think limiting housing,
because we don't have the beaches in place is the solution.
If you ask any of these people that might qualify for affordable housing, would they
say, "I don't want the house because I can't go to the beach". No, they want a home
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for there children and deal with the beach separately but deal with it, we need our
beach access. So please let's get this job going and thank you for your time. I'll be
short and sweet. Aloha.
Were those Kihei Charter School kids great or what?
HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Zarro. Any questions for Mr. Zarro? If not, we thank you
for you: presence.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Gene Weaver, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Ivan Lau.

MR. GENE WEAVER (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha, Councilmembers. Aloha, Mr. Hokama.
First of all I'd like to say that I wish to commend and applaud any of you
Councilmembers who oppose Wailea 670. I have a question for you. Do you
represent the people and the residents or the big business?
Well, I'd like to say that unless it's a hundred percent affordable housing there is no
room for this type of building especially in the Wailea-Makena area because it's a
fragile area that the people need for recreation, not only our residents but people
coming here. I don't think anybody is going to be happy about what's happening out
there.
Second of a.., _ _ . know how is
:his far already
DU
decide, you don't owe them this zoning. Anc
ou're going
be answering to them and their
especially the wa)
is are lookir

is not a done deal and if,
lo give them this zoning,
it's a little scary to me

The beaches, the reefs, the water, the roadways, the native plar
ese things
are, are, are huge issues that I don't see ha.
dealt with exc. i a way of
saying let's che± •ff as many of these tft7):::
can and let's get out of here
before Thanks c.V4:
Personally, I live in, in a neighboring area and to, to think about listening to banging
and clanging and the, the twenty years that this is going to be there disturbing our
way of life in the area, I just, it's, it's scary to me, you know, to think I just moved into
this pristine area and now I'm going to be listening to that all day every day.
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Personally, I live right on the edge and with Charlie Jencks wanting to put a road in
the buffer zone there, to me that's not a buffer zone. I, I would hope we have at least
300 feet, I mean 300 feet is not much. When Charlie talks about his hundred and fifty
feet, he's including area from not, he's including my setback in my house, in his
proposal for his buffer zone.
On the other side, we already have a street tha: goes up a hill and, and the, the cars
and trucks that go up there daily makes so much noise. To put another road on the
other side of us up a hill to make more of the same type of noise is going to really
disturb our way of life in our community. So thanks for hearing me.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Weaver. We appreciate your testimony this
morning. Members, questions for the gentleman on the testimony he has provided
you regarding the Committee Report 08-23.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, real quickly, Chair. Mr. Weaver, thank you for
being here.
MR. WEAVER: My pleasure.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Do, do you know if Mr. Jencks has signed any kind of an
agreement with Maui Meadows Home Owners Association or the neighborhood
association?
M° mic.AVER: I don' ::f any agreement.
.

MEMBER AM - ON: In regard ._
-

t?

EAVER: I
any agreemer
I
on the TV when he was debating,
hat he did have a map showing an outline of, of his idea of what he's g
text to our subdivision and it looked v
inadequate to me. AT
cares
k of these cars going up this hil
In i act even cugh ha states that it's a, a non, the road that will be there in the end is
a, is, doesn't have, its not like a main thoroughfare. He, I know that he has stated
that all the construction, all the machinery, all the trucks, moving equipment and
materials are going right through, right next to my house on this side of the, of the
subdivision through all the phases, developing that side the, of his project.
.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you.
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MR. WEAVER: You're welcome. Thank you, everyone.
CHAIR HOK.Alf,A: Any other questidls for the gentleman, by the Members? Mr.
we app7eciate your testimony his morning.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Ivan Lau, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
by Robert Anger.
MR. IVAN LAY (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Distinguished Councilmembers, Mr. Chairman. I am Ivan Lay of the Carpenters
Union and that's Lay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. LAY: I'm also a representative of the Carpenters Union here on Maui. First and
foremost I'd like to thank the Councilmembers who have supported and endorsed this
project, thank you very much. You guys have done a long and hard work. I've been
here as much as possible, but you've been here a lot longer. Seven hundred
affordable homes, given just three family members, members per household that's
twenty-one hundred kama'aina's who will have homes here on Maui, twenty-one
hundred.
Last yea'', en thousand kama'aina's left Maui because there are no affordable
homes or the cost of living was too high. I read this story in the Maui News, it's an
unwanted trend that we have to stop. This story was on the back pages of the Maui
News. We have to bring this story forward and let everybody know that we are going
o stop this trend. Ask yourself why are they leaving? Simply
Dt affordabl(
unaffordable, it's time to make affordable housing
don't want to move some place that's affordable. We wa
nere, here in the islands, grow up the way we have. And if it m(
with this affordable housing that's what we have to do.

iildren to live
Dping forward

Aloha, it means hBLo good-bye and love. Little did
kno.. L 1E.; we'd be using
aloha more often as a form of saying good-bye to our family and relatives because
they are leaving the islands because they don't have affordable house or a job that's
adequate for it.
,

-
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Honua'ula is the first project to push forward on affordable housing. The more time it
takes, the more time it takes, the farther away affordable housing is. And everyone
knows the price of lumber and material is only going higher. So the faster you build
affordable housing, the more affordable it will be.
We had some children here earlier and hopefully this project isn't for them cause that
is a long wait. Children of Hawaii should be able to buy there own homes and live in
Hawaii.
Who choreographed this wonderful affordable housing bill? Who put, put in a he
criteria's for developers to follow. Distinguished Councilmembers it was you. Now
it's time for you to show that we support this project, we support what we said needs
to be done. Let's take a step forward and make this project happen.
Councilmembers again, the ones who support this project, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Lay. Members, questions for the gentleman on his
testimony.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, just one quick question, Mr. Lay. I understand you're with
the Carpenter's Union?
MR. LAY: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA. So you probably have the information I'm interested in. Can
you tell me, are any of the members of the Carpenters Union on the bench at this
firrl and is that trend increasing?
Y: They are on the bench right w, we have a
iev n and about
'0 apprentices. We're in between jobs right now
ivy
t's
d with all these
ifferent projects or conditions that are coming across the Coun in t future, water
nd that sort of thing it's going to get slower. So to preserve and make our longevity,
you have to ensure that are local men, boys, families, have jobs in the future. And
it's up to you to set that up e also to house them and to give their children
07.177 ":"'' to have a house.
-

BAISA: Thank you very much. I was just interested in hearing
from somebody who should know. Thank you.
MR. LAY: You're welcome.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much. Further questions for clarification, Members.
Mr. Lay, thank you for your presence.
Mr. Clerk
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Robert Anger, testifying on Committee Report No 08-23,
followed by Mike McCormick.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Th-ank you.

MR. ROBERT ANGER (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Good morning, Mr. Chair, Councilmembers. My name is Robert Anger, I am a
resident of Kula and I am one of those on the bench, a journeyman carpenter
unemployed. It's only been two weeks, but two weeks is a lot of missed income for
me.
I have been blessed with the ability to, well first off, attract a local woman as my wife,
pure Japanese, lived here all her life. We have two children in college and one of
them is the boy, he's on the mainland and he's telling us that he may want to stay
there because he can't afford to live here. He was born and raised here and he is
part Hawaiian from his father, I'm just his step-father.
I don't want to sit here and just say I need the job, that's a given, that's an obvious.
This whole community, island, these people that are all part of, we're all connected.
We need to have our children feel secure in the fact that when they come out of
school, ha. they don't have to look to the mainland to live. He's a surfer and he
wants to be here. He wants to grow up here. He wants to be a fireman, an
honorable iob.
I
; plat
lived here almost twei
ow I wa
be able to continue to, I am a homeowner, by the way.
ve an extremely high
mortgage and it takes my wife's income as a school teacher at Maui High and my
income as a journeyman carpenter in the union just to make ends meet. And I make
good money when I'm working, but when I'm not working I cannot afford to be out of
work for even th 7;7'
weeks so far.
-

7

".

I have the cppori.:71y to possibly go to vJork 'n the next couple of weeks, but I know
there are guys that have been out a lot longer than me. They have families, they
were born and raised here. I came here from Oregon and I will die in this place. I
love this place.
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But I just want everybody to understand that affordable housing is just one of the
basic units that we need to look at. We, water supply, being Upcountry in Kula, we
suffer from droughts every year almost it seems like. And it gets worse every year
and why? I'm, I'm waiting for an upgrade for a water meter for our property which I've
already developed for five years now. I'm not looking for a new meter but I notice
that's just a minute problem, but it's been a problem ever since I've been on this
is laid.
So I just want to reiterate the fact that there are people on this island and they're
hurting. And it's not just for the jobs; it's for their children and for the future of this
whole island.
Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, questions for the gentleman on his testimony? If
not, we appreciate your testimony this morning. Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mike McCormick, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Harold Keyser.

MR. MIKE McCORMICK (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha, Councilmembers and Council Chair Hokama, and Councilmembers . Thanks
for hearing the pubro testimony on this project. This has been a long, long time.
I thought it wa.,
; deliberation
appropriate today wh€
we took time:.ally honor culture. Ar
here today to
conditions on this project. I thing those an
fibers 13 and 2
me that as we're developing this island, we need to really take a I
preserving the culture tha
this island ti
le to Hawal
the world.

that

eting started c
ally speak abc
it, it concer
look
iere else

I started doing a little calculating to just look at some numbers cause I'm saying okay
Charlie is proposing for his investors a course on this. That may make sense,
but I'm wondering why can't we presei•e this hundred and thirty acres that are
unique on this island and turn it into something that can earn good income either for
the developer or for the County or the State, maybe in a partnership with OHA.
So I ran the numbers, City of Refuge on the Big Island has 600,000 visitors a year
and you know that island has thirty percent less tourism than Maui does. We've got
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2.4 million people coming here a year, the Big Island 1.6. When you look at 600,000
visitors going to City of Refuge and you think what that difference would equate.
That's 800,000 potential visitors could visit a cultural park in this area and make this
so unique to this island that people from all over the world would continue to want to
come. Then you look at the advantages and disadvantages. Something like that will
do roThing to destroy our marine reserves down below this project.
I, I .:h:nk ie homeowners, when Charlie gets this project going would still love to
have a hundred and thirty acre preserve next to them. So the question becomes,
how do we do this? There's ways 800,000 people paying five dollars or ten dollars to
visit something like that and learn about this culture is eight million, four to eight
million dollars a year income. That property was purchased in the year 2000 for
$17.2 million and I'm talking about preserving one sixth of that so its about a
$3 million initial cost on that.
.

Naturally, the, the developers are entitled to a fair return on their investment but if
something like this would generate the numbers that I'm talking about of four to eight
million dollars a year, surely there's a way that the County and OHA or people could
purchase this or Mr. Jencks and his people to do something really beneficial for
everybody on the island. I've run out of time and I thank you for letting me speak.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. McCormick. Members, questions on the gentleman's
testimony he has shared with you this morning. If not, we thank you for your
presence and your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
EPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Harold Keyser testifying on County Communication No, 08-45,
followed by Lance Holter.

R. HAROLD KEYSER (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45):
Go c

rning, Councilmembers, and good morning, Chair Hokama.

I su1ed my official testimony yesterday regarding being as, as opposed, I'm
testifying as, excuse me, as a Maui County Administrator for the College of Tropical
Agriculture and I understand there'll be time later to go into more detail on this.
And I just did want to alert you to, I submitted additional two documents. The first
one is the original statement from the Dean of the College, two years ago clarifying
the colleges commitment to engage the wider community on this issue in more detail
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and also clarifying that there indeed has been no genetic modification of Hawaiian
taro.
Secondly, I also wanted to show the, I included a fact sheet here about the Hawaiian
taro collection that the college started over eight years ago and has preserved
because of the importance of taro and has shared this resource with everyone who's
interested. And in fact, the college for over a hundred years has been involved with
taro.
First publication from the college was on diseases of taro and we remain committed
to working with the community to make sure it is sustained for many more years.
And I'll be glad to provide any other information or questions that I can answer on
this.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Keyser. Members, any questions for the gentleman on
his testimony.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Dr. Keyser, thank you for being here. Would you clarify
for me, I think I heard you say there has been no genetically modified taro, no test for
genetic.

M. KEYSER: Hawaiian taro,
only, the orly ta-Ta that has been genetically modified is
the Bun Long Chinese variety.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But that's taro that grows here.
s
NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Anc

an it cross pollinate?

MR. KEYSER:
No, there's been no, there's been no evidence, there's been no
documentation that-COUNCILMEV:SER ANDERSOL Cut it can.
MR. KEYSER: --Bun Long. Under, sure, I mean but not in, there's been no documentation
on any taro crosses in the field, it has to be pretty much done manually.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you.
CF-WR HOKAMA: Okay, any further questions for Mr. Keyser, Members.
Mr. Medeiros.
CC'...'!CILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Keyser, thank you for being
:iere and your testimony. And, and what is your position as far as, you, you work for
the University of Hawaii?
MR. KEYSER: Yes, I'm, I work for the College of Tropical Agriculture and Human
Resources for the University of Hawaii and I'm the County Administrator for CTAHR.
We have an Administrator in each county is responsible for the experiment stations
and the extension services here and Molokai.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, and, and so you're located at Maui Community
College?
MR. KEYSER: Our offices, yes are on the Maui Community College campus.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
Mr. Chairman.

Okay, thank you for your testimony.

Mahalo,

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Any further questions for the gentleman?
Having none, Mr. Keyser, thank you for testimony.
Ar. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:
ance Holter, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Ke'eaumok ;apu.

,E HOLTER (testify

mittee Rep(

)u, Councilmembers. Thank you, Chair. The other day I was out near the
'arias under discussion here as Wailea 670 and the realtor, I, we were talking about
what was going to take place out there. I mentioned seven hundred homes, multimillion dollar homes and he said, this other realtor says to me, "You know the best
thing about that is that people only live in these places for two weeks out of the year
and but they pay a large tax base and, and then there's no congestion on our roads".
And I thought to myself, you know this is such an immense waste because if we
calculated just quickly, if we had ten $250,000 homes that a, that a, a nurse, or a
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police officer, or a teacher, or a fireman, or a worker here in the Planning
Department, we could have ten homes in that range that one multi-million dollar
mansion would have a home that would use about two thousand gallons of water a
day c: Their luxurious landscaping.
And I thought, you know, I, I really think that this is the way that our union people can
go to work so that we could actually own a home. That we could actually put people
to vic-k, build houses that real people, real families, real working people could own.
That really be the nuts and bolts ofc society.
And I, I, you know, I've been watching this median price now for, since 2000 we
brought over the, from Vermont, the Vermont Housing girls and they talked about
land trust. And I've seen the median income from 2000 start at 52,000 now has
grown from 70,000. This is the median income. But I wonder how are these
statistics found? They're found by random phone calls.
How many people don't have a phone? How many people in the lower income,
below the median have a cell phone that aren't randomly called on these surveys? I
bet you to say a large proportion of our population is in this, this, this median income
range.
So what I believe is that I think that the work house is, is a great area to start from,
that Danny Mateo promulgated. But what's at issue is, is what can we really afford.
And I, I'd like to see in our, the conditions that you put on this project, I'd like to see
actually in black and white exactly how many houses at what price range are being
offered.
Because I'd like to know how many of our Councilmembers could afford a home in
this work . . housing, seven hundred home designation. How many of you can
actually afford one of these homes? How many could our Chair afford? How many
could our Mayor, our workers here. our teachers?
as, managed the budget Ilakawao Schc irs, wt
teacher makes, they don't 3ke minim median wage, they make iirty-two
thousand is where they start at. These are ur teachers of our young keiki. I know
this as a fact. I know that this median income does not fully r. our ability to
purchase.
Thank ,,ery much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Holter. Questions for the gentleman?
Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Thank you for being here, Mr. Halter,
and thank you for bringing the Vermont, what's the full name of that?
MR. HOLTER: Vermont Housing and Conservation Board.
COURCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you for binging them here because they
really helped kick start us here in many ways. And I am sure the Hale Maui people
who are fashioned after them also appreciate it.
You made a comment that I need clarification because I'm having a hard time
understanding how HUD can price median income on Maui at sixty-nine/nine. And
so are, you said this is done by telephone survey?
MR. HOLTER: Well, that's what I understand, that you have your census, you have your,
your telephone survey. But for example, when we have a presidential election,
people come out of the bushes to vote. Now how are these people ever reached
with a, by telephone call? How are they reached? They are, they, they live beyond
the realms of telephones.
I've been working on Molokai with folks, they, there's, you, its coconut wireless,
there's no way to include these folks in a survey because they are not present on, in
the normal communication fashion. They get their mail for example at a, at a box, a
post office box outlet, not at the U.S. Post Office, but at a post office box outlet and
that's . . . And there's a huge segment of our society that live this way, that aren't
really recorded, and their incomes aren't recorded.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, and I, and I think you're right on that because I'm
having a very hard time understanding how a 100 percent media- --ome for a
household of four is set at 70.000 when most of °lir, our populat ork in the
service industry.
So
aid that
would like to see h
ouses
,??
the reason this is important is because as HUD increas(
r median come
price of the housing increases according to that key stone figure. So that if y(
looking at 135 houses at a 120 percent of the median income, you're looking, which
is what this project is going, going to have to do under the affordable or rather the
workforce housing ordinance.

You're looking at housing in the, in the range of three hundred and seven, three
hundred and fifty-eight thou--three hundred and sixty thousand to three hundred and
eighty thousand, in that price range depending on the interest. So, do you know, I
mean you're, you live in Paia and you're out in the community you're, you know out
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there all the time. How many people you know can afford a house at four hundred
thousand and up, and that's what these affordables will be.
MR. HOLIER: Well I know, a, a recent sEle in Pala for an old plantation shack next to
Warren Suzuki's house, actually it was Warren's house, the house that Warren grew
up in, $540,000 for Warren's family's home that Warren grew up in. And this was a, a
two-bedroom, three-bedroom cane house.
Now the people, the young people, the students that I'm coming across a. zne time,
I'm getting phone calls out of the blue because of my other occupation. But I've
gotten so many phone calls from young people who are, they have no opportunity
whatsoever to even purchase a home in what we call in this new median range
$375,000. They can't afford that, they could afford probably get into it, our social
workers for example, I live with a social worker--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Holter, you need to wrap it up.
MR. HOLIER: --$32,000, how will she afford a home and she does the nuts and bolts in
our society. She's in the trenches.
And one other thing, Gladys Baisa was responsible with me for presenting the
Vermont Housing Conservation gals. She saw the foresight to bring these in to help
change the economics here. And I also want to thank Gladys for that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, the question was of the people that you know in the
community, the kama'aina that we're trying to, you know house and preserve as part
of our community, what can they afford Lance?
MR. HOLIER: They need a home in the range of 200,000 and down. And we need to
prioritize this or what available resources we have, prioritize this because these are
the people that make our society function. And these are the people we need in our
;ounty, in lanning Department. the Building Depart permittir
processes
schools, in our Fire Department.
-

Think about that large amount of our population that makc.,
not function without them being supported economically.
72.2
for working people.

, we c
: help us
• 700 multi-million c

-

CC',..;:•..:0;LME 21E...'EF:A;'•:DERSCil: Thank you, Lance.
,

-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that response. Any further questions for the gentleman?
Mr. Holter, thank you so much for your testimony.
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MR. HOLIER: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Ke'eaumoku Kapu testifying on County Communication
No. 08-45, followed by Perry Artates.

MR. KE'EAUMCKU KAPU (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45):
Good morning, Mr. Chair. Good to see you again. Good morning, Councilmembers.
My name is Ke'eaumoku Kapu, I'm here basically to testify for our Haloa our kalo.
There's a lot of ongoing issues and I, I know Wailea 670 is one great issue today, but
my focus was to concentrate on our food resource because I know in the future
generations we're really going to need that. So food for thought. Kala mai I getting
kind of, a little bit old, gotta wear makaaniani.
Since the beginning of Statehood, government agencies has strived to protect
Hawaii's natural and cultural resources through various laws and policies; however,
these policies were single focus and spread amongst different government divisions
and departments. Often they've conflicted with each other and for the most part
cause resentment and confusion over jurisdictional responsibilities.
In this jurisdictional tug-of-war, the Native Hawaiian perspectives were overlooked
and dismissed. However, it is these perspectives that are the common denominator
in any agency's jurisdiction. Hawaiian resource management is derived from holistic
perspectives and encompasses areas that are uniformly concentrated on resource
sustainability versus agency resource management policies that have sectionalized
land and oceans areas into agency jurisdictions.
yself
ins and I too
istraught to see
-lawaii's
resources is being depleted by outside policies and interpretations that have no baE
and lacks the main importance of why Hawaii is highly unique than no other place
earth. The scientific playground where many con from out of state to study II
character of our endemic resource of over a thousand species that one cannot find
no other place. And through that scientific research data gives great opportunities for
those who come and take o-?rtage of our promising future tomorrow, once the
degrees have been awarded.
So what I'm saying is basicai,y, we're test tube bunnies and we need to get out of the
corporate way of thinking based upon how our island resources needs to be
managed. Everyone here has a fiduciary duty based upon that resource
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management whether or not it be development or any other thing that has to do with
sustainability of our islands. We're missing the whole concept pertaining to what our
responsibilities are here.
I ask you for your support in Senate Bill 958. And look at this whole, my whole
testimony as pertaining to everything that you have on the agenda and take into
crucial consideration based upon the concerns that we have here today. Mahalo.
CH,R IHOKAMA: Mahalo,
testimony today?

Kapu. Members, any quesons for Mr. Kapu on his

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you, Chair. Ke'eaumoku, thank you for
coming. Do you have any idea when the Senate bill is going to be heard?
MR. KAPU: No, actually it's just running through the committees right now. My, my main
concern is that the taro growers is, is like the smallest little concern in our community,
especially our islands and you know we get all these big issues that we worried
about. We need to take into some heavy consideration based upon our resource and
stop these scientist from dictating pertaining to how our future generations are going
to be determined tomorrow. That's my main concern.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you, Mr. Kapu.
MR. KAPU: Mahalo. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAM." Okay, than' l'ou. Any other questions for Mr. Kapu, Members.
MR KAPti: TI 1
-

)KAM,

You
ire. Mai

-

- irk.
DEPUTY t20U1'
,LERK: Perry Artates, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by i-vigie Hofmann.

MR. PERRY ARTATES (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha, Council Chair Hokama and Councilmembers. Pretty soon mea'ai time, ready
for eat, so I try to make this as quick as possible. For the record my name is Perry
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Artates of the Operating Engineers Industry Stabilization Fund. Because of time
constraints we have about twenty of our members here that on their behalf I'll be
testifying in support of the Honua'ula project, okay.
You have a responsibility and a job as Councilmembers to make the decisions that
would affect the safety, health, and welfare of this County. I have a responsibility and
a job representing our signatory contractors here on Maui as well as throughout the
State and their employees who are members of our Operating Engineers Local Union
o. 3.
Supporting smart growth projects such as Honua'ula will ensure longevity of
sustainable work even though we don't support all development, but we support
akamai development. What we see here and feel here this morning is membership
of different heavy and building construction trades who's main responsibility is to
provide food, health care, and especially a roof over their family's head. Yet they are
out of a job.
We deal on a day in, day out basis of these families asking when is my husband,
wife, son, daughter, grandson, granddaughter is going back to work. And majority of
them feels it's my job to do so. But nevertheless its your job too.
When I hear the questions that's been coming up before you folks, I think, so it was
more or less settled when we did the Land Use Committee so its going kind of be a
repetitious thing that what's being answered today. But we live here, we come from
Maui, we didn't move here and we're going to die here. So let's move on with project.
Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAM,-: Thank you, Mr. Artates. Members, questions for the gentleman on the
testimony he has shared with you this morning. Okay, having none, Mr. Artates,
thank you for your testimony.

:RK: Angie Hofr testifyin mmittee . 08-23,
)wed I Murphy,

MS. ANGIE HO

(testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):

Aloha, I'm Angie Hofmann Kung Hee Fat Choy, quarter Chinese so I appreciate the
honoring of all the cultures here.
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I'd like to start by just, with a few points. I've written a testimony on some of the
conditions, but just some points to make on things I've heard discussed earlier.
not in s:_ippor of. of this project being approved fc: i ezoning. I am very
co 73erned about the affordable housing issue here on the island but the way I look at
it, we really need affordable housing and that's why we don't need this project cause
it's a big resource taker. It's, you know, a lot, there, there will, they're talking aboi, t
some affordable housing, but a lot of luxury stuff too that we don't need. And you
know, I just feel like we can't forget that you know MaC's been ;led to before and a lot
of things haven't, promises, haven't been fulfilled.
.

-

I also would like to talk about the beach access. Some people, you know, talked
about beach access earlier. Palauea, you know, being the closest beach to this
project, getting crowded, no, you know, hardly any parking spaces there. Makena
Beach like the kids brought up earlier, you know, its same story the, the crowd, the
parking spots are completely crowded every weekend, totally over full. Both those
beaches are going to be affected by this kind of development coming into that area.
You know, the youth today said it, the youth, September 10, said it, so you know it's,
it's this question that keeps coming up, what's going to be left for us? What's going
to be left for our children? That kind of thing so, you know we really need to look
about, can this project help the situation? Can we live ahupuaa, you know, mountain
to sea.
Just mentioning about Palauea, there's a Planning Commission on, meeting on
Tuesday talking about it, if the, if people are for Wailea 670 they should attend that
7eeting, be vocal about access, parking, that kind of tftng.
I'd like to talk a little bit the cultural resources preservation part of this. Couple
of my friends and I were cruising around Makena and we decided to go visit a little
heiau right, right real close to the Makena Golf Course and really beautiful wiliwili
trees and we stepped off the Wailea, I'm sorry the Makena sidewalk, you know, onto
that kind of area anc 's like going back in time. It's just like so beautiful there, tl
juy pulls up in a golf course [sic] and says, we need, we need(
save because
liability of being hit in the head with a golf ball, he really said the .
-

And you know, it's like I just want to point that out that access is gone. Once, you
know, once you, you put something like this, even if it's a land feature on the go'f
course, you know beautifuIiy preserved, access to the locals just goes out the windew
because of liability once that kind of thing.
So I wrote up a little about the conditions, I'll hand that in cause I am out of time, so
thank you.
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Chair Hokama: Thank you, Ms. Hofmann. Any questions to the gentle lady on her
testimony, Members. And staff will assist you, Ms. Hofmann regarding your written
submittal. Thank you so much.
M. Clerk.
CLERK: !_aurel Murphy, testifying on Cornmee Report No. 08-23 and
DEPUT,
County CommunicaJon No. 08-31.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MS. LAUREL MURPHY (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23 and County
Communication No. 08-31):
Aloha to you all. You know, I was speaking to someone who testified earlier and he
said he was from L.A. where you go to Council meetings and nobody pays attention.
And he said he always comes here to give his input because you guys listen and
take us seriously, so I want to thank you for that.
I'm a local girl, born and raised in Honolulu. I have lived on Maui since 1992 and I
was so touched by the letter written earlier about the dirt road. Life on the end of the
dirt road, you know, my, my barefoot kaamaina girlhood when there still were dirt
roads. And Kihei and Makena has always been Maui's dirt road, you know, many of
you probably remember when it was just a, a gravel road. That's what the old people
tell me, just a gravel road down South Kihei with all the fishing places.
a, it's a vital element but the point is this
And affordable housing, yes C); course
development is at the end of Maui's dirt road. That's why people are so upset about
it. And it behooves the Council to really truly make sure that if you must approve this,
that it be done so that this colossus built at the end of our mutual dirt road is really for
the local girl as Wayne Nishiki said, it's really for the local boy.
And I would urge _
D seriously consider adopting a second environmental impa
statement to make sure that what goes in here is, is really adhered to seriously, ar
in that line I'd like to address the issu Df the parks. The, according to County
standards there should be ten acres of park for every, a thousand residents. Well
here we have a potential 3,000 residents, there should be thirty acres of parks in this
development and instead as I read the plan, it only calls for six.
There are also eighty-four acres of open space, but when you look at it, it seems
these are drainage ways and gulches and it looks as though this much disputed
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buffer road is only fifty feet of actual open space if you include the road that is there.
So I would urge the Council to really narrow down a wide buffer zone.
Aid a!so, I would like you to address te issue of how, how will these parks be open?
Will They be open to the public? Wi the local boy and girl be able to go there for the
baby luau? Or will they be shut early? So I have a list of things I would like to be
written into Condition No. 11.
-

And then, just to switch hats very briefly as a member of the Outdoor Circle I would
really like to urge that Councilman Molina's bag bill be taken out of the Policy
Committee and brought forward. It's a good bill, he's, he's, his staff has studied
mainland jurisdictions and international jurisdictions where this has been adopted
and its really a no brainer. The, the public is really going for it, it's something that
would be very easily accomplished here on Maui and I think it's, it's time. There
would be a lot of public support, people want to help the environment and it's
something everyone can do. So thank you. Aloha to you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Murphy, for your comments on the two items. Members
one was of course the Wailea 670 item and then the other which is to our committee
report and her second comments on a county communication which is referring a
subject matter regarding banning of plastic bags forwarded by Mr. Molina. Questions
on either item of testimony provided by the gentlewoman. Having none, Ms. Murphy,
thank you for your presentation and your comments.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Uilani Kapu, testifying on County Communication No. 08-45,
fr'Hwed Kawewehi Pundyke.

CHAIR

KAM)
do as

lank you, Members,
as we can prior to c

:hair is aware of the time of the day and we
d-day break.

Ms Ka
KAPU (testifying on Co.

Oommunication No. 08-45):

Aloha mai, Aloha Council.
here on Resolution 08-45 [sic" Haloa is a big issue
o us and I did bring this book for you folks to read. It's been passed around in every
single meeting that we've done. It's educational to let you folks know what GMO
causes in Haloa. I'm going to leave this here for you folks.
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But I just wanted to briefly just touch on some things. Maui County is an agricultural
county. We need to start realizing that if we start allowing other companies to come
and start being scientific with our products, we are not going to be able to sustain
ourselves with our growth cause if we went through Matson's that was a chaos for
everybody.

We need to start being self-sufficient, and with the growth on Maui we can be selfsufficient. It's not just our taro, it's everything that we do. But our, our taro is the first
one that has been here. Haloa is very important, my family's doing it. There is so
much taro growers on this island that couldn't be here today because not everybody
got the word out. We didn't know about this so a small handful of us are here to ask
you to help us with this.
There is a Senate Bill resolu--moratorium in legislative that we want you folks to help
us support it. Every island is trying to do this, to push this moratorium through so we
can start looking at what we are doing to our selves. Is it safe or is it not safe?
I stopped buying foods in the stores because of GMO. I mean in the website if you
look at GMO products it's big time. They're just eating us away. We have to start
realizing that we don't need the chemicals and we need to start with Haloa. Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mahalo to you, Mrs. Kapu. Members any questions for Mrs. Kapu on her
testimony this morning. Thank you and we're, thank you very much for the handout,
we appreciate it.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Kawewehi Pundyke, testifying on County Communica--County
Communication No. 08-45, followed by Richard Tann°.

JDYKE (testifying on C

munication 5):

Alor

nembers ar "
My name is Kawewehi F
a today
to ask yoi. uys to support that Senate Bill 958. I've heard so much about economic
today witl ;70, even, even this genetically modified situation in my view is about
economic uecause those grant monies come in so they can do more research to do
more things.

But one thing that I found interesting that Dr. Keyser has said was that it hasn't been
proven from your question that, that this cross pollination occurs. But in that same
sense has it been disproven that it doesn't occur? And that's part of the, the, the
problem is that we don't know what's going to happen with these genetically modified
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organisms and I think that's why it's important to have that ten year moratorium on,
on the, the kalo so that we can set things up and put things in place. So that, oh,
gee, sorry doesn't occur because we're talking about our kalo, our, and that's our
kuliana. For so long it's been take, take, take the land has been striped for years in
many different ways.
When the kanaka says, "Eh, don't go there," many people say, "Oh, you've got to
have the Aloha spirit, where's the love." But really we just trying to take care of our
house because so much has been taken.
The, there's many diseases that are here that hasn't been resolved. Phytophthora,
ninety-six years the University has been, has been doing tests to try to find out what,
why this is occurring. Ninety-six years, still no more one, one solution to that.
Pythium rot, seventy years, but yet we like genetically modify this stuff.
Perhaps instead of taking and taking from the land, what we may do, maybe what
the, the test should be on is what are the cultural practices of my ancestors, my
kupuna. Because obviously they must have gotten something right because they've
been growing kalo for thousands of years. So perhaps instead of using chemical
fertilizers for everything, tests should be run on our traditional fertilizers, kukui, hau,
things of that nature that give back to the land and we nurture the land. And we
malama the land, and in turn, that thing malama's us.
You know, if we, if we take care and if we heal the root, then the fruit will change
instead of making a genetically modified organism because the land is so far stripped
that it can no longer sustain itself, causing these diseases. So maybe we should
malama aina more and more, yeah. Since my time is up, oh, I get eleven seconds.
CF

HOKAMA: Sorry, 1,r. Pundyke. Yeah, Mr. Pundyke, you in rie is up. We are happy
) give you opportunity after all others have spoken. But I am being very consistent
tith everyone today, so we thank you for what you have already shared with us
-

Members, questions on Mr. Pundyke's testimony regarc
With none, Mr. Pundyke, mahalo for your testimony. Members, we
Chair's
estimation we have at least another hour of testimony possibly. It is high nc I at this
time. I am open
Dme comments, you have any, prior to the Chair decid
on the
mid-day break. ,
comments?
Mr. Por.taxa.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'd just like to share with you that I have a
12:30 p.m. appointment. Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. Any other concerns or comments?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, I have a, I almost said childhood, I have a
college friend here visiting, feels like childhood, that I haven't seen in twenty years
and this lunch break is the only time I have to see her. So I would appreciate our
normal lunch break.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, any other comments before the Chair makes his decision
Members? Because we still have a reasonable amount of testimony to go through
Members, we will not finish till more than likely, in the Chair's estimate, after
1:00 p.m. on testimony. Therefore, the Chair will announce that the Council shall
stand in recess until 1:30 p.m. this afternoon.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 11:58 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:35 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT FOR
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: Council shall we convene its regular meeting of the eighth of
February 2008. Members we are still currently continuing the portion of the meeting
that allows public testimony on any agendized item that we have posted for today's
meeting. We still have a ways to go so let us continue to bring those forward that
wishes to share comment regarding items of interest to them. Mr. Clerk, please call
our next testifier, please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Richard Tanno, testifying on Committee Report
N^ 08-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we'l ye him another opportuni lease repeat his
name.
.

DEP
)KAM,
L./CrIJI

C,OUN

'oceed.
Bonnie Bonse.

CHAIR HOKAM,!..: Ca we have authorization from her b allow someone else to speak? No,
we do, the Chair does not allow unless previously noted that someone else can
speak on their behalf. We'll give her another opportunity once we go through this
cycle.
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Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Bill Kamai, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23.
J. Kamai will be followed by Summer Starr.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
(Councilmember Anderson returned to the meeing at 1:36 p.m.)
MR. BILL KAMAI (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Good afternoon, Chairman Hokama, Councilmembers. My name is Bill Kamai, I am
a service representative for the Hawaii Carpenters Union. I'd like to ask for your
support in Honua'ula because for us in the building trades it means jobs. Jobs where
we can pay our bills, send our kids to college, pay for the roof over our heads, and
put food on the table.
A project like Honua'ula spread out over a twenty year period is what helps us
sustain jobs in the bad economic times and its gonna come. You see it on the
internet, you read it in the papers, that it's just a matter of, of when. When it's going
start affecting us here in Hawaii. For those of you who sat through the budget
hearings last year, you thought that was tough, you wait till the bad economic times
hits us again, and its coming.
A project like Honua'ula is the test pilot for the affordable housing policy. If you're
serious about making a major dent in the over three thousand homes that's owed to
this County, now is --- chance. So I ask your -.77- 4 to Honua'ula. Thank you.
IR HOKAMA: ThanF

Mr. Kamai. Members

..st

r the gentleman.

Ms.
VIEMBER JOHNSON: Y
I, thanks so much f
ig back afte
Jst wanted to find out because I know that there have b- ome projects recently
where labor has been imported exclusively from other areas. What is your policy in
your union with, I guess other people coming from the outs ' . and then taking jobs
that would otherwise go to local companies or to local people.
.-

,

MR. KAMAI: Good question. For us we're an international union where we got locals like
ourselves in, all across the United States and Canada. And because we're an
international union, we've got companies from the mainland and Canada that bid on
some of our work and are working here in Hawaii. And what, what our policy is, is
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that we want our members when they go to Las Vegas to work, and a lot of them has
been because they no can afford houses over here, that they be given the same
treatment and courtesy that we have given their members when they come here to
work.
MS. ..iC:;--1NSON: Okay, so, so when you talk about the local people being employed, that
sometimes is not always able to be achieved, is that correct?
MR. KAMAI: Cu: poky is when a company comes over rom e mainland, .:^Je allow them
to bring their key personnel, their foremen's, their superintendent's, their working
foremen's, people who are familiar with that particular companies method of working
and it's allowed.
,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: All right and than this project, should it go forward would
be no different than any other one?
MR. KAMAI: No.
MS JOHNSON: Okay, thank you very much.
MR. KAMAI: You're welcome.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, other questions for the
gentleman.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Kamai, thank you for being
here. You know on weekends, any of us that go to the airport on the weekends
see all the construction trucks parked in the parking lot at the airport. And in fact, the
thoroughfare road is taken up with parking. So it's my assumption and I, I've
mentioned t to many people and they all agree tha struction workers fro
that
ne over here and work during the week an :hen go
me on ti
weekend
) are these
members on Oahu that are
)r- are they
just.
MR. KAMAI: That's correct we're a state-wide union.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSC: Okay,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Baisa.

you very much.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Oh, thank you, Chair. Mr. Kamai, thank you for being here.
MR. KAMAI: You're . /e!oome.
-

COU: :C::MEMBER BAISA: Along this idea of labor coming from away. Is it not so that
people also go from here to Oahu?
,

MR. KAMAI: That's true.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Do they go to the other islands also?
MR. KAMAI: Big Island, Kauai, again it's based on the companies key personnel and we
have, for us here on Maui we have a very limited contractor base. Most of the big
construction jobs is companies from Oahu because our contractor base is not big
enough or financially well off enough to bid on million dollar projects like those Oahu
base companies and companies from the mainland for that matter.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Balsa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, I just wanted to clarify that not only do people come to
work here from other places, but we send our people out to work on other places
also, in this reciprocal thing you have with, within your union.
MR. KAMAI: That's correct.
BAISA: Thank you very much.
MP_ KAMA': You're welcome.
)KAMA: Mr. Mateo.
HAIR MAT I
local organi;

Thank
, the I(

r. Kamai, good, good afte
island, how big is the members

KAMAI: We have eight hundred members right now, including, including retirees.
V

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, and the eight hund e' I members, because your
reference to the affordable housing needs that the basis of your testimony hinged on,
how, do you know the number of your membership in need of, of affordable homes?

MR. KAMAI: I'm guessing sixty percent of the eight hundred.

.
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VICE CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just to follow up, you said eight hundred members
including retirees. How many retirees would that be?
MR. KAMAI: About two hundred.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So you have about six hundred active workers?
MR. KAMAI: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any further questions for Mr. Kamai on his testimony, Members? With
none, Mr. Kamai, thank you so much for your testimony today.
MR. KAMAI: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Summer Starr, testifying on County Communication 08-45 and
Committee Report No. 08-23.
MS. SUMMER STARR (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45 and Committee
Report No. 08-231:
ia. I
per?

k questic

_

on

utes

OUN
CHAT

)KAM/-‘. VL.11 rules dilow that you can have up to three minutes per item, so I
you have signed up for two items, thereby we allow three minutes on each
Ms. Starr.

MS. STARR: Thank you, Chair. Thanks for hearing us. Thank you, Council, really
appreciate you guys hearing us . . . important process of the democratic process.
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The first one I'd like to speak on is 08-23, it'll be quick. I'd just like to urge the Council
for a supplemental EIS and further impact study. My generation hasn't really been
spoken for, we had the keiki, keiki and a lot of the older generation. What I want to,
to represent is that we are educated, we are serious, and we are mc:.vated. And with
decisions such as this, you know, we're really concerned about future of our
Hawaii that we grew up in. And if you could show us that we don't have to participate
in indiscriminatory se - :ng off of our aina to foreign investors in order survive in Hawaii
where we grew up, it would be greatly appreciated because someone such as myself
could go either way.
I could either get into real estate and do large scale development or I could go back
grassroots and I could build my community from the root up. But I want to send my
future sons and daughters to college and there's no opportunity in grassroots work,
so, you know, by giving special exceptions to foreign corporations that's a really hard
thing for us to go up against, becoming the new, the new working class.
In regards to No. 08-45, I'm just going to read my testimony which I submitted earlier
this morning. I'm in strong support of a ten-year safety period moratorium on all
genetic modification and patenting of Kalo.
The genetic
The reasons to enforce such a safety period are staggering.
modification of any organism may have a number of unknown, adverse, and possibly
irreparable effects on human health. In our recent history there have been many
large scale works of propaganda to convince us that what is potentially deadly, is
actually harmless, and good for us no less for example, tobacco and DDT. That
pattern of trickery we not, we need not repeat.
The stat .. s of our indigenous and endemic plar 4is extremely threatened, and
ny position to allow further
We are not
hangs
a delicate balance.
Id be the vehement protection
endangerment of this fragile system. Our priority
our unique ecosystems.
of what remain;
Haloa is
modificati

ncest(
iuld be

the Hawaiian people, id for Kalo to undergo genetic
;ensitive,

Please take the actions of those on Hawaii island as a strong signal that the people
of Hawaii Nei will not allow technological hubris and cultural insensitivity ruin
integrity of Kalo. Please, Councilmern!7ers, send a resolution to the State Leg. urcir,:::
the support of SB 958.
It is the Council's and our responsibility to protect the health and well being of our
people, our mahai'ai, of our keiki, and of course, our aina. Please don't let corporate
interest ruin what is in our best interest.
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Thank you, Councilmembers for hearing the concerns of our community. Your
consideration and kokua are greatly, greatly appreciated and I really mean that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Starr, Members, Ms. Starr gave you comments on two
'• :ems. Questions of clarification on either item that she has spoke on? Okay, with
none, Ms. Starr, thank you for your presence this afternoon.
1P. 7. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Michael Duberstein, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Daniel Kanahele.

MR. MICHAEL DUBERSTEIN (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha Kakou. Mr. Mateo, you brought tears to my eyes this morning listening to your
inspiring words. I didn't grow up in Hawaii, but I grew up where there was lots of dirt
roads.
I'm here today to offer a, an amendment to Condition 16, I hope that's been passed
out to you, I gave it to the clerks when I came in. And, in, in essence it's a noncontroversial amendment to Condition 16 that would add language which says when
you, prior to Phase II that a study be done to look at methods that would be more
natural and do not require injection wells. It's a very, I would say non-controversial
addition to the con--Condition 16 and I'd like to come back and talk to it unless I get
some questions on it.
But I alsc could like to talk about something else because for ;Hy entire life,
adhered 1 pertain buzz words or, or phrases. One, going back to the 1970's from
the battleaver nuclear power issues was, and always has been question authority.
And I think many of us know what that means. Bu us week, another one entered
life becaus€
bel as one
hese pec

Well, you know what, I'm damn proud to be one of these people. I was one of these
people when I attended the 1963 March on Washington and the very next morning
left for two years service in e Peace Corps in Africa.
I was one of these people ;n 1965 when I along with two or three other students,
began silent lunch vigils over our country's illegal adventurism in South East Asia
outside the UCLA Student Union.
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I was one of these people when I went to work for late Representative George E.
Brown, Jr. of California, the only conscientious objector ever elected to Congress,
and the first Member of Congress to vote against war funding. And so I feel that I am
going to be proud for the rest of my life to be labeled as one of these people and I
think we need a lot more of these people here in Maui.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Duberstein.
Mr. Duberstein: Malama pono and mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Duberstein. Members questions to the
gentleman on his testimony? We thank the gentleman for his testimony this
afternoon.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Daniel Kanahele, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Marc Drehsen.

MR. DANIEL KANAHELE (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Aloha Chair, Councilmembers. Thank you for listening to my testimony today. My
name is Daniel Kanahele and I live in South Maui. I would like to begin by saying
that I think that this application for Wailea 670 should be denied because it totally
ignores key elements of the Kihei-Makena Community Plan and also key criteria for
approving applications for rezoning. It's not only about affordable housing which I
think is important, I think we should have a hundred percent affordable housing
developments.
it's not only

for ir trades people,
I support,
:Ise abou 'ie
rule of law. Community plan and rezoning ordinances were set in place to protect the
)ublic, protect them from potential adverse impacts of development and to mitigate
those impacts. Because of tha
we submitted a proposed conditic hat I hope
that the Council will consider an
like to read it to you.
It's a historic preservation proposed condition for Wailea 670 that WCPT shall
provide a completed archaeological inventory survey (AIS) in accordance with
Chapter 19.510 Applications and Procedures of the County Code and in compliance
with the policies and objectives of the Kihei-Makena Community Plan, that has been
accepted and approved by SHPD and OHA prior to a change in zoning and Project
District Phase I approval of the applicant.
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The reason why I felt necessary, a need to present this is because I felt that the
developer and the developer's archaeologist Mr. Aki Sinoto have been totally
disrespectful of the historic, cultural review process. To date the developer has yet to
submit a completed archaeological inventory survey which has been accepted by
SHPD.
This is something that should have been done in the pre-application process,
something that our Councilmembers should have had from the get go and then Zhey
probably would have had a chance to at least review a preservation mitigation plan.
I find this totally disrespectful because it's been six years. This process started in
2001, it's not the fault of SHPD. The last time they received anything from the
developer was in January 2002 and they continue to ask for more archaeological
work to be done. It's also disrespectful to, I think the people of Hawaii because there
may be a story here that needs to be told, but may never get told because of the
archaeological, the slowness and sloppiness of the archaeological work. I would just
like to conclude by saying that once it's gone, it's lost forever and that we need to
preserve and protect what little we have.
I have other comments I'd like to make but I'd like to reserve that until after everyone
has had a chance to testify, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk, did he sign up prior to the start of the meeting? Did he sign up
prior to the start of our meeting? Okay, Mr. Kanahele we will be happy to recall you
and to provide you another opportunity for more comments.

ILMEMBER ANDERS _
.ah, before he leaves, Chair, I, I would like to ask
,ome clarifying statements on what he just said because later, it, it'll be hard for
ieople to recall what he had said.
I especially appreciate y
einq here
Kanahele because what you just testifie
ias something I tried
imittee, this Council from mo
One of our requirements in approving a change in zoning is to find that the
application is in compliance with the poN..T.i3 : objectives of our community
And in our community plan, you, you're Sayil". That you want this condition so
it
would be in compliance with the community pls.
, ,

MR. KANAHELE: Yes, because it's requested by the community plan, it's part of the
community plan.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: "Require development projects to identify all cultural
resources located within or adjacent to the project area, prior to application, as part of
the County development review process. Further requir e that all proposed active
include recommendations to mitigate potential adverse impacts on cultural resources,
including site avoidance, adequate buffer areas and interpretation. Particular
attention should be directed toward the southern areas of the planning region." !s
that the particular policy in our community plan that you're concern with?
-

MR. KANAHELE: Yes, I'm, I don't know how many people here have read the community,
Kihei-Makena Community Plan, I have and I've also read the Chapter 19 so I'm
familiar with what it says. And especially South Maui, you know, in the community
plan it specifically points out South Maui as being a very important cultural site. And
that we need to be very careful when we develop in this area to make sure we have
the information we need to make, to determine the impacts, historical and cultural
and how to mitigate those impacts.
And because there is no EIS, AIS, excuse me, completed, that's our problem. That's
a big problem and there's no mitigation plan because of that. It's not . . . fault, it's the
developer's fault. They've held up this whole process and they need to be
accountable to that, for that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Kanahele.
MR. KANAHELE: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any further questions for the gentleman at this point in time? He has
requested the option to exercise his additional three minutes which we will provide
him at a later point in the Council meeting. Okay, Mr. Kanahele at this time thank you
so much
KAN;

back.
UHAIK HUKAMA: Mr. ulerk

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Marc Drehsen testifying on Committee Repo
followed by Clifford Truesdell.

08-23,
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MR. MARC DREHSEN (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Good afternoon, fsfr:. Chair and Councilmembers. My name is Marc Drehsen and I
am against Wailea 670 just because it's too big. I don't feel that the infrastructure is
there to support it.
I am concerned about the energy usage in particular. At a minimum this Wailea
project needs a new environmental impact statement to address a reduction of
energy usage. The magnitude of this project will have a big increase on the amount
of electricity drawn from our power grid. It's a perfect time to set up conservation
measures and renewable energy sources for these buildings. Now this week
Governor Lingle said that even if alternative energy is more expensive, it will be worth
it in the long run, I agree with her on that.
Affordable homes really need renewable energy to save on future electric bills. It
would be good if we could get Maui Electric to step up to the plate and help subsidize
electricity saving measures. I'd like to present you with a list of conservation
measures and renewable energy equipment that should be included in the design of
the buildings for Wailea 670.
They include for conservation measures natural cross ventilation, insulated walls and
ceilings, large overhangs, and abundant shade trees. And for the appliances using
the Energy Star appliances.
For renewable energy sources, of course there's the solar water heating, maybe a
chance to start, you know, using solar volt--photovo:c D a ne I s , even connecting
them to the power grid so they can sell energy back. Arid other areas even use
compact wind turbines. So at least if we could address those in the environmental
impact statements I think that wniild hP. hoed.
Sc thi: a great
)orted fuel c'".

ke a big ste idepe I

One other thing that, that needs to be addressed is Piilani Highwa the entire length
of it. The Department of Transportation, as I understand, they striped it to four
lanes but it's still only big enough for two lanes. If you drive down it, it's, it feels
dangerous driving on it right now. If we have a big project like Wailea 670 it's going
to really increase the traffic on it and I just feel like it's going to make it even more
dangerous.
So, thank you for hearing me.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Drehsen. And the staff will assist in receiving your
recommendations or suggestions you have regarding the energy component.
Mr. Drehsen, if you would hold on one secorc: .t.7 a question from Ms. Anderson
.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman. Mr. Drehsen, thanks for begin
Iere. You mentioned the Energy Star code which is based on EPA standards.
-

,1R. DREHSEN: I believe so, yeah.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And are you familiar with the Hawaii Model Energy
Code?
MR. DREHSEN: No, I'm not.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, because, I think the, the Energy Star parameters
are more current and more specific, but I was just wondering if you knew because so
far the project will have to comport with the Hawaii Model Energy Code that's in the
County Code right now.
MR. DREHSEN: Okay, does that have to be a condition or is that just automatic?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It, it's automatic because it is in our County Code and it
says that all new buildings have to comport with it. I think it probably should be a
condition.
On, on the Piilani Highway, I drive that every day, twice a day at least. And do you
drivn i+. ' 'o you '"'s down there?
-

MR. DREF

: I liv€ ... North Kihei Roa(

°

,q(-)1 nth Kihei now

theft

EMBER ANDERSON: And sc

r

-ISEN: I just feel the
ay; it' n t y n
ow 3 le
we less
r 11 to move, traffic ju
I don't know.
'ust, doesn't, feels, reminds of freeways in
LA after they narrow the lanes over there.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, I just so you know, the, the Kihei, again, Kihei
Community Plan says that there shall be no development south of Kilohana or mauka
of Piilani, which this project is, until Piilani Highway is widened to four lanes and it's
not widened it's just restriped.
MR. DREHSEN: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Which has, has actually taken away the Federal Safety
Standards on that highway. It's no longer considered a Federal highway. I mean it is
because it was, because it was built with Federal money, but it's substandard to
Federal Safety Standards, So I agree with you, it needs to be widened.
MR. DREHSEN: Good, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Members. Cha v•ill give you a gentle reminder, this is questions
for clarifications. We should be aware of what is in our code regarding the County's
Energy Code which is a model after, and we are already passed full compliance with
the State Energy Code.
Let us proceed with testimony. Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Clifford Truesdell, testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Tom Blackburn-Rodriguez.
Clifford Truesdell.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, let's bring up Mr. Blackburn-Rodriguez, please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Blackburn-Rodriguez will be testifying on Committee
Report No. 08-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Why don't we give the next testifier an opportunity to prepare, Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: He will be fo!1:•: ,‘H:! ! 'y D. Lorrin Pang,
,,

-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
)M BLACKE

)DRIGUI

(testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):

Mr. Chairman, my name is Tom Blackburn-Rodriguez. I am the -I resident of Na Hale
O Maui, the community land trust that was referenced earlier
testimony and we
appreciatc.
I'm also a trustee with the Maui Coastal Land Trust. I am however,
today tes ;±•':fl;:.:. as an individual.
.

I am testifying in support of the project Wailea 670, Honua'ula and I'm testifying in
support as I have before because I believe that the Council wisely passed the
residential workforce housing law which instructed developers that they must in fact
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create affordable housing for Maui County and I would like to see the law carried out
and I appreciate it being done in an expeditious manner.
I'd also like to thank the Councilmembers for their time and effort, or many, many
months, particularly my Councilmember, Ms. Anderson, whom I think has improved
this project by in fact insisting that there be transparency and full discussion. I'd also
like to thank Councilmember Mike Molina for coming to Kihei so that we'd be able to
testify. And Mr. Chairman I'd like to thank you for the even handed and civil manner
in which you have conducted these hearings.
I think that the frustration we hear is justifiable.
For too long, we've had a
dysfunctional Planning Department, which continues today. For too long we've had
infrastructure needs unmet, and for too long people have struggled to try and earn a
living wage on this island.
It is important to note that the HUD guidelines for income are actually determined by
the actual income tax returns that are filed in the County of Maui. It is the Census
Department which is, estimates the income based on responses from the public and
then follows-up every five years with telephone surveys. But the HUD is actually
based on income tax returns filed in Maui County.
I would like to say that I have had an opportunity to work with many of the people that
I, we find ourselves on different sides on this issue, in particular Lance Holter, who
was very instrumental in getting us started. We have not seen him in a while but we,
we expect to have him back, we welcome him back to the fight. I think he is a great
real estate agent and one of the best of the bunch.
Also, Richar '
els. we work with Tom Cooke, Charlie Jencks. I'd like to thank
Bob and Te
- right who actually funded the travel for the people from Vermont
to get it startec.
it demonstrates in fact that there can be a positive coalition
based around various issues
pve forward and we can provide hope for
the members o
-

I hope the Council does pass this project, I hope it's built the way it's supposed to and
I agree with Ms. Anderson, we should be looking not at the top level, but at the lower
level. The lack of administrative rules now allows the developer to come in, and if it's
a hundred to a hundred twenty percent, they come at one twenty percent, they don't
come in at the hundred.
That's the way business used to be done and I hope Ms. Anderson follows through
and insures that the folks who really need this housing, and the developers come and
do it properly. And I thank her for that.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Blackburn-Rodriguez. Members, questions for the
gentleman?
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair. And thank you, Tom for being here. Got
that frog back again.
What I understood you said was kind of cylerent from the testimony we heard earlier
that the median income for Hawaii is determined by, by a telephone, a random
telephone survey.
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ: Well that is a misperception, Ms. Baisa, because the
Census Department responds to the surveys that are sent back in and we have less
than fifty percent in Maui County. And then they follow-up with a telephone survey
and then every five years they come back in and do an update.
But the HUD figures, because I was surprised by this, being involved in affordable
housing, why the disparity in these, in these income levels. One is self reported and
the other is based on income tax returns. And, and that's why they're, there's a
disparity. Now, there may be some people saying they live here who don't, but I think
we're clearing that up through the, the tax collections.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And now I'm going to get into trouble, but what is that red ticket
in your breast pocket? Would you make it short?
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ: Well, again, positive coalitions, I know the Kihei Charter
School kids testified against the project. I'm raising funds for the Kihei Charter
School and, because I think those kids are great and it's a Valentine Day Ball on.
Valentine Ball, February 9, tomorrow at the Grand Wailea. So, yeah, I'm, I'm in favor
of those kids and I'm trying to raise money for them.
MEMBEF 3AI
he ball
BLAC

--

u very much, Tom and I'll see

-3UEZ: Mahalo. Thank you very much, Mr, lair, thank you.

‘IR HOKi.:„A: Close to out of order, but not quite.
The Chair will just share that part of the issue of the County and the State has been
how the Federal government has counted our issues of our residents who have to
have multiple jobs to survive, if I can use that word, in the calculation of the median
income levels. And Hawaii has always appealed how the Federal government has
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looked at jobs and income. And of course one of the issues is the possible distortion
of what is the true median income of our working people in Hawaii.
So I'm sharing that because we are well aware of it from the County's level at the
Nat:a La• level of, of which we are a member of and we are working to make
adjustments to correct part of that deviation that for us is not to our advantage. So
that is part of the issue, Members and we are aware of what we need to do to rhia%e
adjustments to have it more accurately reflect what is the true earnings of our
resident popuon.
-

Okay, sorry for that Mr., Dr. Pang. Please share us with your testimony.

DR. LORRIN PANG (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45):
Yes, my name is Lorrin Pang. I am a resident of Maui. I speak as a private citizen.
I'm addressing CC 08-45. I'm in support of a moratorium on genetically engineered
taro.
There were three key bits of information that I presented three or four years ago to
the County Council regarding genetically engineered foods. These positions have
not changed. I'll just summarize them for you:
One is that new products which we ingest, inhale or inject should be following the
precautionary principle. We should not allow products to be sold for use if we do not
know if they are safe or unsafe. If you're going to do that and allow them to be
marketed, you should at least label them so the consumers have a choice.
Number two, the World Health Organization, even up to no
genetically engineered foods have been adequately tested in
They are "unknown" entities
Number three, even
ut the human da
lishes that GE foods have a higher risk
-GE fooc

S.

state that no
ans
safety.

itio
Acaderr
led ::alth effects

3cience
)ared to

.

peat these things, which were three or four years ago.
Since then, there have been a couple of worrisome things wLch have come to light.
There is a product called TGN1412, there's a reference to this. This is a genetically
engineered products which was tested in several humans which produced
unexplainable horrific side effects. It was done in the UK and I think it made the front
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page of Maui News. The side effects were so bizarre and unexplained, and they
remain unknown.
The next issue is there was widespread contamination of the long grain rice of the
U.S. This caused devastating economical problems and they estimate that the
economic disaster may cost over $1.2 billion, okay because of the contamination.
And to date they still do not know how the contamination occurred, whether it was
laboratory, field or silos.
So, if GE taro is allowed and somehow escapes, I will ask that it be labeled and I
speak against it on health grounds until they can show me safety tests in humans.
These safety tests will have to cover carcinogenicity and long term dosing, which
would probably take twenty or thirty years, okay.
I will speak against all taro, which fields, who's fields might be contaminated on same
health issues. Furthermore, it may be impossible to clean up this life form as we
cannot clean up coqui frog, or miconia, or gaul wasp. So, these are the
consequences of letting, or not respecting this moratorium.
Finally I ask that the speakers who speak on this issue, I want you to carefully
consider their conflict of interest and what are their scientific or health credentials. If
there is issues on either of these two counts then you have to ask them for
references. And I'd give you my references on everything I say.
Two years ago I was--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Dr. Pang, you need to-np PANG: Okaw Inst sentenr ..
,

HOKAMA

:ay, than

PANG: Two years ago, I
a CEO of a genetica
credentials. Thank you.

is accused of being
engineered comp e

onsible, alarm
iat was by
who had no scientific or health

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Dr. Pang. Okay, Dr. Pang, if you would hold one second.
Okay, Members —e are asking clarifications.
Ms. Johnson, ar:d then Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Dr. Pang. For the benefit of those individuals, when
you speak about the precautionary principle, could you just explain that in laymen's
terms so that people will understand what you mean by that term.
that we ingest, inject or inhale, these new products, we worse
DR. PANG: These
case it, we say that we're going to assume them to be totally harmful and totally
ineffective till proven otherwise. You do not have to prove they're hundred percent
safe, you have to tell me the margin of safety.
Once we know the risk benefit, remember, it doesn't have to be totally safe, we weigh
it against the alternatives. And based on this kind of principle is how we give cancer
patients chemotherapy. I know the risk of not doing anything, and I . . . the risk and
benefits of doing something.
We've been misquoted by an industry "well nothing is safe." I agree, but that is not
the precautionary principle.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much for explaining that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you, Dr. Pang, for being
here and for your testimony.
You say that the World Health Organ--Organization states that no GE foods have
been adequately tested in humans for safety, they're still unknown entities. So would
that explain why there has been no findings of adverse impact because there hasn't
been adequate testing?
3t's exactly right. Some peo!
hat
1 you have shown no harm
give
_I haven't looked,
word games.

) harrr 3S been
aven't looked ! iere's the quote that's
st call it unlse

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right. All right, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Members, further questions for Dr. Pang?
Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Pang, thank you for being here and for the information you shared. You
mentioned something about, you Know, if a, a field or a loi, a taro patch is
contaminated. How would we suspect or know that?
DR. PANG: You would not. Unless somebody gave us the laboratory test to test it or
:.;n:ess the mutato ri makes look different or behave different, than it would be
obvious. Now, like I said, it's a life form so even things that do look obvious, miconia,
coqui frog, I mean you can't control those.
-

But I'll bet, depends on the mutation, I'll bet that mutation will not look or behave that
differently. And of course, they had health effects from eating the food, you would
not know that till you eat, and you might not know that for ten years.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And, so if, if say a, a GE kalo is introduced to a loi, to a
taro patch, would it have the chance of contaminating the rest of the crop? Is there a
cross pollination?
DR. PANG: Yes, there's certainly a chance of cross pollination if the kalo's flowering. Now
the way people raise kalo, they said "oh, don't let it flower." In my back yard, I raise
kalo and I don't pay attention and the things flowering left and right, that's number
one.
Number two, there are scientific reports in the lab, that the mutations can cross into
the microbes of the soil. From the microbes of the soil, microbes of the soil, or the
microbes in your intestine or mouth, then it can move on to other species.
Industry challenged me _ _ said Dr. Pang, can you think o.
or microhR that
infects different species.
Of course, West Nile Virus, affects all the
s.
;quitoes, man. )rse. So that is another issue, that was shown in lab la
field. So we'rE
alking at
alo are we, we're talking aboi aina now,
COU ;ILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, my last question, Dr. Pang, is that
hat the aina and if you contaminate the aina or the lepo, the ground,
irreversible?

mentioned
- soil, is that

DR. PANG: The question is what did you, I : Iiean sorry, not the question, but the response
is what did you contaminate it with? if that mutation confers an advantage to the
microbe, or if it goes from microbe to cane grass, if it's advantageous it will take over
and dominate. If it's not advantageous, you know, in fairness to the industry, "oh, it
might die out."
-
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Okay, but in Hawaii, when new species come in and there's no natural enemy, they
take over. In the microbe world in Hawaii, you think microbes have a natural enemy
or, they tak.e over, I don't know. We low the microbe ecoloc.lf c. Hawaii.
COUNCIFAIIEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Dr. Pang. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HCK•ZVA: Thank you.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just a quick follow-up. So, in regards to contamination
and cross pollination, you know if it's contained in a laboratory that's one thing, but if
it's out in the open field, there is the potential for cross pollination. So, the corn fields
that we have that are G--genetically engineered fields, is there a potential for
contamination to other species and other crops because they're open and in windy
areas?
DR. PANG: Yes, the, the soil microbes and there are other studies that show at least when
rats eat it, you don't need a microbe, just the . . . But in the soil, I would bet, on soil
microbes, that would show in the lab, but like I said not in the field.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
DR. PA!'s!G: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank yo 'ery much, Dr. Pan
committee havina its ye Informative meeting

The Chair will fool. gward to the
the appropriate time
this matter,

roceel )Iease
ERK: Mr. Chairman, I have reques
vhen called earlier did not respond. I'd like to proceed

thn
- 1 them once again.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we shall provide them one final opportunity.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Richard Tanno.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Once more, please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Richard Tanno.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, seeing no one coming forward, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Bonnie Bonse.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Once more.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Bonnie Bonse.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: And lastly Clifford Dean Truesdell.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Once more.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Clifford Dean Truesdell.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, proceeding with individuals who submitted
testimony requests after the convening of the meeting. The first person to testify is
Marjorie Bonar, testifying on County Communication No. 08-31. She will be followed
by Lee Altenberg.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MS. MARJORIE 7_:Itn:I.J
Mr. Chair ar
as Presiden'

(testifying on C r !.1:7:.:" Communicaticr'.
.

68-31):

airperson. I'm Marjorie Bonar. I am here as an individual but also
e Maui Garden Club and a member of the Outdoor Circle Board.

to support the rel
of the plastic bag reduction.
because it's not really a total ban, I wish it were n e so,
appropriate committee than the Policy Committee where
:en so
after languishir 'oo long with Corporation Counsel.

all it a ban
to a more
nguishing

The empas--the impetus right now is definitely with the public. I'm no longer alone
when I show up with my reusable bag in a checkout line. The checkers don't look at
me strangely anymore.
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We know it's happening and if Public Works or an appropriate place that, Policy
Committee is so bogged down looking at their calendar, it's astounding that so many
weighty things have all landed sort of in one hopper.
And this is a bill that should be so easy to get out of committee that I'm just here to
urge at present that it get into a committee that's got enough time to put effort into
seeing this happen. Everything else I'm going to hang on to until it's time to testify for
that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Bonar. Members, questions for the gentlewoman this
afternoon.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Do you mean you're going to hang on to it to testify until
it comes to committee.
MS. BONAR: Right, when it comes to committee-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
MS. BONAR: --I've got reams of information.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, good.
MS. BONAR: Everybody's read it in the Maui News at this point, you don't even need me to
dr
MEMBER ANDERSON: . st want to make sure
ave more testimony later
he day.

iink w..

COUNC MEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank
CHAIR HO'-'.AMA: Okay, any, any other questions for the gentle lady. Having none,
Ms. Eionar, thank you for your testimony.
rVir. Clerk.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Lee Altenberg testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Pauahi Hookano.
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DR. LEE ALTENBERG (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Chairman, Honorable Members, I'm Lee ,a,Itenberg. I live in Kihei. I'm speaking as
an individual. You have a very important remnant of an endangered ecosystem in
Wailea 670 and it must be preserved. There's more rocks, nehe ir WET:ea 670 than
is growing in all of the natural area reserves on Maui combined.
I, you kncw, I think this area should be a natural area reserve, but the building of a
golf course and housing in this area is completely incompatible with preservation.
So, why am I here as a private citizen having to say this to you at this point.
Ultimately, I would trace it back to the defects in the 1988 Environmental Impact
Statement. That statement provides an adequate inventory of the species in the
area, but it completely ignores giving any perspective on how important it is in terms
of what's left of that species and what's left of that ecosystem on Maui. It's complete
failure in that way.
It gave the policy makers at the time no idea that this was one of the largest remnant
wiliwili habitats left on Maui. And, so I had prepared some amended language for
Condition 27. And I very much appreciate that the committee voted to submit my
report to the government agencies as part of that condition. However, this is really,
ad hoc and I think it stems out of a desire, do you want to move on on the issue, you
want to decide on it but you don't want to wait for comments from DLNR on the
mitigation and conservation proposal, which is part of the requirement for a zoning
change. And so, I think Condition 27 is an ad hoc attempt to try to deal
What really need
iappen, I mean, I've done what efforts, efforts I could as a
nrivate citizen to t:,
r.;ure this defect in the 1988 Environmental Impact Statement.
kit this, this is not the kind of procedure that the governmental institutions were
developed to follow. And, the idea of a supplemental environmental impact
statement to me is the proper procedure. It's the, this is a well developed procedure
yoking adequate de
orir. 1g in the public. f
°
ig in opinions such
a ny report.
-

And, so, I have
text of, of, to amend Condition 27, which basically says, if you
don't feel you have the expertise to set ast.e the entire 130 acres as a reserve, as a
conservation easement, what you should do Is put it into an area and if DLNR want to
take it out then they can do that. But that way would give protection for them. So, I
thank you for your attention.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank, thank you very much, Dr. Altenberg.

Members, questions on the gentleman's testimony to you this afternoon. And if you
have something to submit, we are, staff will be happy to accommodate you,
D . A tenberg.
-

DR. ;-" ,LTENBERG: I'll provide it to t' le Clerk.
,

-

C r,ARI-10AMA: Okay, thank you very much.
-

-

DR. ALTE:JBERG: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Pauahi Hookano testifying on County Communication
No. 08-45, followed by George Aikala.

MS. PAUAHI HOOKANO (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45):
Aloha mai ka kou. Owau eho nou Pauahi Hookano noho wau maka kea wawao
Wailua Nui. He mahiai kalo kao kane ahe kumu kula noho iwao.
My name is Pauahi Hookano, my husband and I have a taro farm in Wailua Nui
where we reside. And I'm also a teacher.
We are, we come here as members of Hui Kalo, which is a consortium of taro
farmers throughout the State and we are asking you to support the, the, to, make the
resolution supporting Senate Bill 958 regarding the ten year moratorium on. on GE
tarn research.
reason why we say t
e go, _
start off
are many r
of the first reasons that I want to talk about is Haloa, yeah. In our genealogy
kanaka mauoli, Haloa nakalau kaplili, he was the older, the, our elder sibling fro
Papa and Wakea, yeah. After, Haloa became, came Haloa the
, now, who, who
all kanaka mauoli people are descended from, yeah.
For us, Haloa is our kupuna. Haloa is, it's our responsibility, the word 1•uleana, it's
our kuleana to take care of Haloa, yeah. And it's Haloa's kuleana to take care of us.
However, responsibility is not the only meaning of the word kuleana. Kuleana also
means privileged. We are privileged as the younger sibling of Haloa naka lau kapalili
to partake in taro, to partake in poi, yeah. So, this, this is something that is really
important to us culturally, spiritually, yeah.
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Another thing, that I wanted to talk about is that genetically engineered taro or any
sort of genetically engineered plant or crop is indistinguishable from another non-GE
form, yeah. So if we get a taro, just so happen if there's a taro hull that is next, that is
genetically engineered and you put it next to a, a hull that isn't genetically modified.
We wouldn't be able to tell the difference.
So some thing come like that come into the field, we wouldn't as taro farmers, if we
didn't know that it was a genetically modified organism we wouldn't ab--be able to
have that choice. We wouldn't even be able to choose whether or not we want to
grow GE taro, yeah. Because we wouldn't be able to tell which is which.
Another thing that I wanted to talk about is that taro does produce flowers, yeah. And
if taro produces viable flowers, they can pollinate and they can produce viable seed.
Now that's not the normal way that people who grow taro, farm taro, but it does
happen, you know. And, there's no way to control it.
Once you put in, introduce a life form into the wild, into, you can't recall it. As
Dr. Pang stated earlier about the coqui, about the miconia and all that kind of stuff.
Once we introduce taro into the field, what's going to happen then.
So . . . manao. Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mahalo, Ms. Hookano. Members, questions for the gentlewoman this
afternoon.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And mahalo, e Pauahi Hookano,
Mahalo nou kou manao,
KANO: Mahalo.
COL - MEMBER MEDEIROS: The.
ng your feelings. Maybe
explain to the Members here and the Council because not everybody is familiar
wnere Wailua Nui is. So could you explain where you mahiai the kalo and where
m.
MS. HOCKAKO: Okay, s n the Koolau District of Maui. As you're going tovva! ds Hana,
yeah, there is the turn down to go to Keanae Peninsula. You keep on going to Hana
and then, there is the Keanae School, Mile Marker 18 and then another left turn.
That next left turn after Keanae Peninsula is Wailua Nui where my husband if from.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo. And, so you and your husband are, are kalo
farmers.
MS. HOCKANO:
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Can you tell me how many loi you folks have?
MS. HOOKANO: We have, currently in production we have like ten. And then, you know,
we're just, we're opening as we, we have the time and the-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Mahalo and, you know, mahalo for all the
information and correspondence you provided and once it goes to committee, then
we'll be able to talk more about it.
MS. HOOKANO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, mahalo.
MS. HOOKANO: Oh, kalamae, one, one last thing is that we have something from the
Onipaa Na Hui Kalo, which is our stance and information about GE and stuff, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Mrs. Hookano, we are happy, the staff will be happy to receive
that information from you and we'll distribute it to all the Members. Okay, staff if you
would assist Pauahi, please.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Excuse me, Mrs. Hookano, if you would wait one second at the podium
nlease. Mr. Molina, has a question.
,ILMEMBER MOLIN .: Good afternoon. Thank you for coming
my
losity, how big is this consortium statewide the

I sharing
spea

>OKA!
Jm, it's about, well, there, it's a loose ganizatic
'aries from
ieeting to meeting and everybody who farms taro is pretty much a part of onipaa.
We range from up to '.'
to five hundred members total, throughout the islands.
COUNCILLEMBER
you say?

And just, 3

in Maui County al_ ..e how, how mud . fould
-

.

,

MS. HOOKANO: Oh, geeze, about I would, I, every taro farmer, every kanaka taro farmer
at least.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay, mahalo.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Any further questions for our testifier this
afternoon, Members. Having none, Mrs. Hookano, mahalo for your presence.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: George Aikala testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Lucienne deNaie.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MR. GEORGE AIKALA (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23):
Good afternoon, Chairperson Hokama. Councilmembers, good afternoon, also. I'm
here today representing Local 368 and my name is George Aikala, by the way, I'm
sorry to say. But, I'm here to represent the Laborers Union here on the island of
Maui. I also am the field representative for the island of Maui. But I have a letter
here that was given to me by our Deputy Trustee from Local 368 Laborers Union to
be read today for the Council people.
Dear Chair Hokama and Members of the Maui County Council:
Laborers Union Local 368 members throughou
State of
Hawaii support the Honua'ula project and amendments of the 1993
lei-Makena Community Plan which would provide about '., 00 home
its, half of which are to be affordable housing as accor ig to the
Maui County Residential Workforce Housing Policy.
After six month:,
project should m
and residents Cdli
expensive the units.

pi I
3na tr
afforu,

ring and testirr
ising units buiit that maul worKers
[he longer the delay, the more

We thank the Members of the County Council for their support
in affordable housing, and applaud the County Council for passing the
Workforce Housing Ordinance.
Sincerely,
Ken Casarez, Deputy Trustee
Laborers Union Local 368
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I also want to thank the County Council for all the hard work and all the months that
you guys have spent in this hearings and debating whether this thing should go or
this thing shouldn't go.
I also represent the laborers here and the workers, and we're looking at times that
are getting hard right now where there's a lot of guys that are being laid off. You
heard from the other trades also. It's also doing, it's also hitting the Laborers Union
also. So I'm here in ss.;pport of that area becaJse of that fact and because of that fact
it'll open up jobs for the trades.
But I know it's a tough work that you guys have ahead and decision that you guys
have to make because by the decision you do today, or you decide today, will either
put people back to work or either that, have people not working at all and probably
not being able to pay their bills.
So, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Aikala. Members, questions for the gentleman on his
testimony presented to you this afternoon.
Okay, with none, Mr. Aikala, thank you so much for your presence.
MR. AIKALA: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLEF:: Lucienne deNaie testifying on Coun: Communication
No. 08-31, County Communication No. 08-45, and Committee Rep : iio. 08-23.
'CIENNE DENAIE (testifying on Counts ommunicati
committee Report No. 08-23):
Thank you, and thank you, Chair I okama for clarifying if
minutes. I was going to do the E.
•rush testimony on all tl
,

and 08we coul 'lave three
e three i

First of all, on item 45, the b;,.
crake sure that our kalo stays kalo. I have to say
that I didn't think this through bt I'd like to represent all of my friends and neighbors
in Honopou, Waipio Valleys, where we are growing kalo and we do work with the
folks like the Hookano's and, and the folks in Wailua Nui and Keanae. There's a lot
of exchange among all those valleys.
-
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And, we see a real future for things that are, are not infected with all the products of
modern civilization, whether they be pesticides, genetic engineering. There's even
talk in our community discussions which we have at the Door of Faith Church, we've
had two or three, of having just kind of a GMO free zone out in East Maui and
working with, everybody in the different neighborhoods. That's just the
beginning.
But, I just want to ::liank Councilmember Medeiros and his staff. I know that t! .is is a
big leap. There's a lot of folks that say "oh man, you know, nothings gcli:z. to
happen, you don't have to do anything." Thank you, people appreciate it.
-.

There is a lot of information on both sides. Unfortunately, the side that's urging
caution are the little people, and the side that says there's no problem are the big
people. So guess who's advertising gets heard more.
I want to say that, you know, Hawaiian culture is often kind of reduced to "well we're
supporting the hula halau or we're supporting, you know, the song festival that's
being held." But Hawaiian culture, I'm not Hawaiian, but I live in a Hawaiian
neighborhood, it is so much more than that.
It's about plants and it's about places. And it's about places that people live, places
that people walked, places that people farmed, places that people visited, the
streams it's all interconnected.
So when you start changing one plant, you're changing the whole web of life and it,
in, I just feel like you know, isn't god's design good enoug'7 for us. Whether it has to
do with the kalo plant or with native plants that grow on own in certain places,
can't we just accept that maybe there is a higher power thai knows what they're doing
and just that things or ' 'Id work that
,

So, let's pass this on to the Poll mmittee. it sounds like there's son re
that are willing to do a good jot n it and let's keep t cu 3S
they sr fly neighboi ;hance 'urn."
Onto the, onto the next item. The reduction of plastic bag bill. Here again, you kno'
Councilman Molina and his staff, man Gary has been working overtime here, and I
know the Councilmember is very involved as well. This is sticking your neck out but
it's a good change.
The key here with all this kind of legislation that helps reduces something that's so
ubiquitous, that's just found everywhere like plastic bags, and so, quote unquote
convenient, is to change things over time, so that it's not like one day it is, and one
day it ain't.
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And I feel that this bill is trying to be sensitive to that. It's trying to be sensitive to the
fact that small businesses can't just change their practices overnight. Larger
businesses sometimes have a little bit easier time because they can just do things,
you know, on a larger corporate level.
But, I've spent a lot of time in Europe. I spent summers in Europe for many years.
You know, plastic bags are so uncommon there, that you have to buy them actually if
you want one. People bring their own bags, they're just trained to do this. And, you
know, lots of places in Europe are very tidy and clean, not all. And I think that this is
part of it, you know, that it's just people don't have that one more thing to fly away in
the wind.
So, if we make this a bill that we can phase in, not make it tough for our little guys,
you know, be sensitive to the fact that we have a lot of small and medium sized
businesses here that don't need one more rule and regulation.
We may be successful when you drive out Pulehu Road to the landfill, that we don't
see that ghastly spectacle that are, that, that kids growing up today when they're
having kids, they can just talk about oh you know, in the old days, it used to look this
way. But no more.
That in itself I think would be very rewarding for every single person sitting here
behind, behind the desk making these important decisions. So let's, let's get this into
a Committee where it can get out and do some good. And Mr. Medeiros can see it in
his, I mean Mr. Molina can see it in his lifetime come to fruition. Thank you.
Now, onto item number 23. Let's see, I got to change scripts here, Thank you. First
of all, I need to say, you know. I've, "ye addressed my concerns about a project like
VVailea 670 many times. I'm not gc g to go over and over. I think things have been
ressed, there, there are a lot of answered questions.
It's sad that we have a situation today where it's eithe r. Whether ither, gosh
we don't have any jobs, we have to approve this even though there's incredible plants
that are going to be replaced by golf courses--or, this is the only place we can build
affordable housing and get it built. I just wonder if those rea : our choices and I,
I hope this committee thinks seriously about if those are the clioices we have.
-

Because when, when you look at the results of Focus Maui Nui, people said don't do
tradeoffs for, for things like the environment. You know we want a good economy,
but don't trade off the things we can't replace later on and go "oops, gee that would
have been nice if we had that." This is one of those places. It should be, it should be
carefully thought out. Maybe it deserves a project. You know, originally it was going
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to be an extension of Maui Meadows. But, you know, it's the way it's been done, the
confidence level, I think is very low to the public and that's why you've had to see this
huge campaign put forward.
I want to pass, I want to address one thing that you guys are going to be dealing
when you amend Ordinance 2171. This was the original language adopted for t iis
project district in 1992. There was language in there that really served the public
interest and conformed with the community plan. And it stated, it was one of the
conditions that was adopted. It stated "Traditional native Hawaiian beach and
mountain access trails across the property shall be provided; and additional access
trails may be required as determined by the Council."
Well, that has been conveniently deleted from your new condition. It's been replaced
by very murky language that says private nondedicable resort residential roadway
and pedestrian access standards that meet health and safety requirements shall be
reviewed for purposes of Phase II approval. This isn't the same statement.
I really urge you to reinstate that old language. I, I can give this to you for your
consideration and I have a map that I can pass out where you can see one of the old
roads that would be affected. There are old roads there, they should remain old
roads in perpetuity. They should be integrated into the plan. That's what our
community plan says, that's what people want. That keeps people's memories, the
people who use those roads are connected to those roads and their life experiences
are as well.
So I ask you to please take that under your consideration and I'm going to give the
maps to staff so you ca7: j ist see the project site and, and one of the old roads thE°::
goes through it, that vvo:_i!:i be wiped oui i; you leave that change in this languagri.
Thank you.
-

-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. deNaie. Members, she spoke
ree different items.
Are there any questions of clarification on either her comments regarding Hawaiian
kalo, plastic ban, bag ban prohibition; or Wailea 670.
Okay, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman. Thank you, Ms. deNaie for being
here.
I'm assuming that you're referencing the current zoning on the Wailea 670 KiheiMakena Project District 9, that was adopted in 1992, Ordinance 2172.
MS. DENAIE: That's the one.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: For approximately 400 acres which was supposed to
consist of two golf courses and a clubhouse, no housing yet.
MS. DENAIE: That was it, it was, it was the first approval that went through the Planning
Commission and the, the County Council and these were the conditions and caveat.
These conditions are now being changed so conditions may not last in cement. You
may think you're doing good work, you better find out if it's a good project and if, if it
needs the conditions to fix it.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, this isn't actually a condition, it's in the County
Code. Conditions don't get codified.
MS. DENAIE: Okay, well-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: This is a provision in the County Code.
MS. DENAIE: --it was the law.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Currently reads-MS. DENAIE: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --Traditional native hawaiian beach and mountain
access trails across the property shall be provided; and additional access trails may
be required as determined by the Council." This language, it also says "Existing
native species she be retained or relocated." But this traditional mountain access
trails, this was adopted by the Council in 1992 in support of, actually in support of
State Constitution and State Statute that requires us to, to provide mountain and
beach access of, to maintain Native Hawaiian trails to the mountains and to the
beaches for many uses, gathering rights, and just to access for whatever purpose.
So, you knc the Committee took a new ordinance from, that was propose(
le
developer to substitute this ordinance. And so this ordinance has been repealed in
it's entirety and there's a new ordinance replacing it. And this language is completely
missing. So you're asking us to re-adopt this provision to make sure that it, it
continues on.
MS. DENAIE: I would respectfully request that that provision be added into the ne).
ordinance because it's my understanding that until the whole Council passes that
new ordinance, it is not the new law yet.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That's right.
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MS. DENAIE: And my guess is that it'll be viewed as a housekeeping matter, and oh let's
just get rid of this old language. Well don't throw out this important provision. You're,
you're cheating the people of, of this community if you are.
CC iCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I appreciate that and I would venture to guess that most
of the Members who repealed or vote, voted to recommend the repealing of this
ordinance, didn't even recognize that this language had been taken out.
MS. DENAIE: Possibly not, if I wasn't a hiker, it wouldn't have hit me either. And if I wasn't
such fiend on the community plan.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It was done in one meeting. I don't think it was even
brought up, I checked the minutes.
Thank you, Ms. deNaie.
MS. DENAIE: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Further questions? Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And, mahalo Ms. deNaie for
being here and for your testimony.
I, I just want to ask on County Communication 08-45, the kalo. You mentioned that
you and others in the area that you live, which is Honopou, Huelo, Kailua area, that
you folks do grow kalo.
MS DENAIE: Yes.
NCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:

, u grow both in the loi a
,

,

:NAIE. The wetland is m(
iited because we don't have regular supply of water,
)ut there is at least two activ :alo growers in our valley, Waipio Valley. And there's
about three in Honopou. And, there are some folks that are doing some cultivation
down Hanawana way as well that they have enough water for a small wetland. But
you know, it's all like small kind right now. So, but, but the people are dedicated, I
mean f!'9y, the,' just stuck with it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. DENAIE: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And is most of the kalo in your area grown for families to
use?
MS. DENAIE: Yes. Well, I will say one of the growers in our area actuall , r:artners with
some of the folks Wailua Nui and when they have orders, his kalo goes into their
order so it's kind of a hui cooperative. And the Kahiamoi family too, they, they used
to, you know, sell some of their kalo, but it, it's used for family use and, and for some
sales, you know if their's enough extra, if you can have enough loi open, you know.
.

We're, we're just, we're fighting for the v:fater Mr. Medeiros, that's it's. I mean you've
heard me say this but, it's just hard. You know, with the rain now, it's a little bit better,
but then when the rains go away we're back to the old situation.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, mahalo, Ms. deNaie for being here-MS. DENAIE: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --and for sharing. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. Good afternoon, Lucienne. And I know
you wear many hats in the community and my question relates to the plastic bag
matter. I know you've served on the Sierra CIL b in some form of capacity.
MS. DENAIE: I am currently the Chair. I just si
Sierra Club. But I didn't put that hat on tod& y .

up again, I'm the

Chair of the

INCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay:
\IE. And, and we are ac
_egislature as well.

3g limitai

CO N( _MEMBER MOLINA: Very good, yeah, my, my question was, I know earlier we
.1 support from a Jeff Mikulina when he was the State Chair so-,S. DEl ,=. "E: Right, yes.
.

-

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --as far as Maui goes, you pretty much see the same type of
support and participation on this bill.
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MS. DENAIE: Yes, yes, you would and we let Jeff handle it because he was already
dealing with the Statewide issue and had a lot of background on it. We were a little
busy with that thing called the Superferry, I don't know if you remember that, it was in
the news a little bit.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: A little bit.
MS. DENAIE: But, but I'm Jeffs boss. ,.;eff's our employee.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MS. DENAIE: So, I'm Jeff's boss now. He's really my boss, but, you know.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well I certainly appreciate your input on this and we look
forward to you when the matter comes up in committee.
MS. DENAIE: Yes, we'll, we'll be there. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Anderson, question.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I just wanted to, a quick follow-up on the-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. deNaie, if you'd return.
CCJ ',7,'..MEMBER ANDERSON: --taro issues, if I might, Mr. Chairman.
,.Jenne, you're well aware that there are 2 )etitions before the Commission on
Water Resource Management to restore streai low--

MEMBE1
DENAIE: Yes,
COUNCIL:EMBER ANDERSC : And, if the
years-.

were heard, what has it been, seven

MS. DENAIE: Yes, but Native Hawaiian Legal Corp. for your information is doing some sort
of, I don't know what the name, mandamus, something like this where it says hey
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you've had seven years, you have to hear this. So, that probably will happen this
year, you know, some time before-COU.1*CLVIEMBER ANDERSON: So should the-MS. DENAIE: --Spring.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --petitions allow for more water in the streams, would
there be more kalo cultivation-MS. DENAIE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --in Huelo-MS. DENAIE: Yes, that was-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --in Waipio.
MS. DENAIE: --actively discussed in our, in our community meetings that we've been
having is, I mean there's families. It's so sad the Kahiamoi family, you know, people
who are thirty remember their grandparents growing kalo and now there's not enough
water to do it simply because, you know the weather has changed. And the ditch is
still taking as much as it can, it has to, you know, that's the way its set up. So we
need a different system.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAiVIA: Okay, we'd look forward to that further discussion in committee,
Members.
Mr. Clerk, proceed.
DEP _

COUI
med I F

ERK: Lisa Buchanan testify
h Bernard.

littee Repo .

08-2

MS. '.:SA BUCHANAN (testifying on Commie Report No. 08-23):

my name is Lisa Buchanan and I get mailers about how much E:ffordable housing
Wailea 670 will provide every week. Does anybody else but me think this is a big
smoke screen. Let's face it, it's in the interest of big money investors to say anything
to you folks to get their approval.
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Let's just take Wailea Resort and it's promises. Here's a great promise from Wailea

Resort in 1972, this will go over there. Wailea will be a residential resort community.
In fact, one of our first building projects will be homes for people who will work at
Wailea. Fee simple homes, with a few public, with a new public park will be built next
door. Sounds great doesn't it? Where's the community in Wailea?
I've waved signs four times :n the community and every time, me and my kids have
had to answer questions from the private security patrols. Every time we local people
are made to feel like intruders. Promises are promises.
As for, as I'm concerned, Wailea 670 is a project built on a house of misleading
statements. It's not mentioning if there will be gate, gated neighborhoods in this
affordable community. Please get the facts before you act. Right now Wailea 670 is
all lies, all the time. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Ms. Buchanan. Members, any questions for the
testifier this afternoon on her comments? If none, Ms. Buchanan, thank you for your
presence.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Hannah Bernard testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23
and County Communication No. 08-31.

MS. HANNAH BERNARD (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23 and County
Communication No. 08 - 31):
Hokama, Councilmembers. I guess I'm getting to be Keaumoku Kapu'
age. I ... going to read A fAw things because I, I do have a couple of things I want
testify on and I don't WE forget anything. And I do want to add a comment abo
the, the kalo issue.
First o
;ay mahalo
is opp
ent once agair
the most controversial developments in Maui's history
there have been qu few. i did comment eight years ago when it had a different owner and developer.
I realize that you a.:
many hours evaluating this project and the public
testimony and I congratulate you on your due diligence. It has been, it's been
heartwarming to see the, the level of commitment that this Council has put into this.
And while I know that there are those who may criticize the County and the
communities of Maui for their tenacity on this project, I think it's more likely that
there's going to be even more people in the future who value this issue as the turning
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point in our history when responsible development became a requirement and not a
luxury.
',..Vhen this, this moves forward, it has already become so much more improved than
originally was and it's thanks to your, your valiant efforts as well as the community
standing up and the willingness on the part of the developer to, to compromise, but
not enough has been compromised yet.
What I'm hearing over and over again, and I hear it eve
here in all the public
meetings is people what to live sustainably. And, big luxury homes may not be a
sustainable way of living. Yes, we need affordable housing, I'd love to have one, I'd
love my kids to have one, and it needs to be sustainably done. So we need to be
looking at our water.
All of the issues that have been discussed for, for years about this project, there's so
many and they're so varied and the, the concerns are, are valid. But I think if we
went back to the Environmental Impact Statement issue and we did do a
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, it'd be more likely that we would
come up with the appropriate answers. I understand that this action was considered
previously and denied, but a 20 year old EIS is just simply not appropriate to use as
the basis for a potential and known direct and indirect impacts that this development
will have. I urge you to defer action on this project until the Maui Planning
Commission can at least review the current Environmental Impact Statement.
I also wanted to quickly mention about the GMO kalo issue. I urge you to either
create a resolution to support SB, is it 958 before the Senate to, to urge a moratorium
on GMO, or genetic engineering kalo for all of the reasons that Dr. Pang spoke to
earlier and the community and the to farmers spoke to earlier. Biologically and
culturally, it makes no sense to move ° ird with genetic engineering. It, especially
in light of our desire and our need any .equirement to Iii
-

I'm also submitting
amble recommendations
ments c
conditions regarding the sues that I can speak to as a marine biologist. Numb(
the drainage plan and number twenty marine monitoring program.
of these are acceptable in their current form as far as I'm concerned.
Am I, am I pau, do I have more time?
HOKAMA: You have time to co: .iue to speak on the comr.r.cation from
Mr. Medeiros on Hawaiian kalo.
-

MS. BERNARD: I, I have a little bit more time. Okay, well I'd like to just leave with, with this
quote then about that issue. This is from Severn Suzuki who is the daughter of David
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Suzuki an award winning biologist and who, who spoke here on Maui not too long
ago.
Anc: in 1992 after the Earth Summit this child of 12 said, "we act like we ha .,.e
time we want and a the solutions. I'm only a child and I don't have all the so:.,i:ons,
but I want you to realize, neither do you! You don't know how to fix the hoses
our
ozone layer. You don't know how to bring salmon back to a dead stream. You don't
know how to bring an animal now extinct back. And you can't bring back forests that
once grew where there is now a tesert. If you don't know how to fix it, please stop
breaking it."
,

This child is now the age of my oldest son, 28. And, I, I just can't stress enough the
importance of those of us who are in the roles of responsibility in the generation of
the teachers, the, the makua, the parents, the kumu, and our kupuna that we leave
something that our kids can live on, that we live sustainably now for their future.
Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Ms. Bernard.
MS. BERNARD: I'm going to leave these condition-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
MS. BERNARD: --suggestions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Staff will assist regarding that component.
COUNC" MEMBER ANDERS?"1: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR )KAMA: Ms. Anders
MEMBER ANDERS
'm so
;ould just briefly
program
edition neec
,e improved.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, that was not pal
MS. BERNARD: It's, it's in -7-CHAIR HOKAMA: It's in you: written-MS. BERNARD: --written testimony.

• original testimony.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --and we have that.

MS. BERNARD: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAM: So the Cha:.: wi.l not allow questions. :It is what you just shared with us
at this trne. When the item comes up, the Member can bring up the issue of concern
and then the Chair will make a decision whether or not we'll allow, with no objections
from the Members at that point in time, whether or not other resource personnel will
be required for you to continue your discussion and deliberations.
-

Okay, that's the Chair's ruling.
Proceed, Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Steven Hookano, testifying on Corn--County Communication
No. 08-45, followed by John Aquino.

MR. STEVEN HOOKANO (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45)
Aloha, Chair. Aloha, Council. I'm just here today to ask for you guys support as far
as the moratorium on SB 958 and just the County should just help support us taro
farmers.
My name is Steven Hookano, I reside in the ahupuaa of Wailua Nui on the east side
of Maui, on the Koolau. My family has been growing taro for generations pre-contact.
My grandfather, that means all the way back to the beginning, to Haloa itself.
So I'm just here to actually go through what's, what actually the taro farmers going
through. So I am a member of Onipa'a na Hui Kalo, which is a grr wminr "rganization
as we speak, we have more members every day.
-

,

So the taro farmers voices, the leg
gislature has bee
at "taro is weak"
and needs the technical assistance of genetic engineering to strengthen it against
existing and potential taro diseases "just in case" something happens.
What is really, really behind this "weakness" in taro cultivars?
Poor water, water, water quality - 150 years of reduced water quantity resulting in
increased water temperatures that support the growth of bacteria and fungi harmful to
taro.
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Poor soil quality - abandonment of tradi--traditional mulching practices to more than
60 years of chemical fertilizer use.
No long term fallow between crops due to lack of access to additional taro lands.
Monocropping - buyers demand for only Lehua and Moi varieties; a consumer
market unfamiliar wii the diversity of tastes provided by Hawaiian cultivars.
Why there is taro shortage?
In addition to the above reasons, the invasive apple snail accounted for as much as
18 to 25 percent of crop loss in 2006. The snail would not distinguish between GMO
and non-GMO taro in, in its attack on taro. A lack of affordable land, increased
production costs and lack people to carry on the work or new farmers contributes to
the decline in poi availability.
What are the risks of GMO taro?
Hawaiian culture: Taro is Haloa, elder brother to the Hawaiian people. Genetic
manipulation is inappropriate in this relationship. For example, would we genetically
modify Jesus Christ? That's how I feel on this situation. It's very important for people
to know how important that kalo is to the kanaka, like me.
Contamination: Potential for contamination through the traditional practice of huh i or
exchange is high; of contamination through pollination exists. It is impossible to
distinguish between GMO and non-GMO huh i in the field. The tightest field protocols
have faef to prevent contamination world-wide. The neg--negative economic
of such an accident are far reaching.
Econo,...—. Kalo is hypo-allergenic food GMO taro jeopardizes that re--reputation
Hawaii's health and wellness industry.
of the poi market and it is, and its us(
to farmer's ec
Maintaining Hawaii's - ro purity and sec
and Ham on in global markets
I just stand here today, bare feet, rooted in what I believe to
Haloa the, the taro and I just need all you guys kokua and help to take on th'
kuleana, ght is right, wrong is wrong. I here for the right reasons, not he
wrong reasons. ,-=.1C ia.
-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Hookano. If you have things on your written testimony,
Mr. Hookano, that you want us to be able to read, we are happy to receive your.
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MR. HOOKANO: No, I just had the verbal note, I just came . . . I never know had one
verbal testimony.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. HOOKANO: I was just was going put in front of you guys as to, you know and put-CHAIR HOKAMA: Is that what your wife has shared with us already?
MR. HOOKANO: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. HOOKANO: And I, and I do farm taro, you know what I mean. I try to farm more and
more taro, but due to the lack of water, the lack of water it just made me and my
family hard to farm taro.
So it's about the resources, every, every day is about the resources so, we just
talking about clean water, more land and just practice, different practices that we can
do to protect ourselves from going into the wrong direction which is genetic
engineering of our taro.
So, that's, that's what we got to look at more, more to our kupuna.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for, for your comments this afternoon. Please stay there, I
believe we have at least one question for you.
Ms. Anderson.
rni

INCILMEMBER ANDERS

,Jokano, weren't you reading from your tpoininnki?

! Onipa'8
HOOKANO: No, is is jL
,)acket that we the taro far
o in ord
when we took a stanc€ gainst genetic engineering c
provide, you know what I mean, you guys with some info, and the I - ;ket, I ge
same copy over there, but I just read from the back.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: C'., I see, okay. So the information that you just testified
to has been given to us in
MR. HOOKANO: Yeah, yeah, in writing too, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Because that's good information.
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MR. HOOKANO: Yeah, get more stuffs inside but I only can-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, okay, okay.
MR. HOOKANO: --go over whatever I can go on within that short period of time.
COUNC'LMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, yeah, no, I just wanted to make sure we got what
you said in writing. And just briefly, you know the lookout above Wailua Nui is
famo...:s worldwide. How many people stop there and take pictures every single day
of the beautiful taro patches and the village of Wailua Nui.
Of all the taro patches there, do you know how many are there there and how many
are actively in cultivation today?
MR. HOOKANO: Actually that valley is, is all taro patches. Whatever you see closed up is
all taro patches, you know, due to lack of water, that's, that's the key point, water.
You guys talking about disease, you talking about hot water, which causes disease,
which makes our job as farmers hard to farm taro. Labor intensive, you know what I
mean. It's like a labor of love, you know, it's just doing it for the love of it, you know
what I mean.
But I provide food for our community, for the kupuna, for the people in Hana, for all
over and I find that as being medicinal as far as giving them the medicine they need
to nourish themselves to take care of themselves.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So would-HOOKANO: So that's what
NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --would you say like tel ercen
open and flowing?

)atches are, are

right n
love
I was growing taro
reas but lever have enough water so mn ncle when lend me some taro patches
where we have water. So right now, today, annot farm taro on my ancestor's lands
due to lack of water.
So that's the problem, water and everybody try for make the super taro, but they not
looking into the root of the problem. You know it's the water and the land. Sure
everybody wants taro, everybody wants this, but you got to get to the root of the
problems it's land, lack of water and this reeducate the people on how to grow the
taro.
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Because you know we so far away from what how was and to where we stay now
commercializing everything which destroyed the ground and I saw that first hand
experience. So, I learn by seeing, by growing the taro, watching 'urn grow, and to
harvest stage, make poi and W:1E : not. So I see 'urn, I'm in the patch, you know and I
not some scientist looking at '7.5. .71 inside of one, inside of this little jar or whatever they
do inside there. I do 'urn for real. We for real over there on the east side.
:

-

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you very much.
MR. HOOKANO: Aloha.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Hookano, one second please.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And, aloha and mahalo
Mr. Hookano for your, sharing your information. The water quality and the
temperature of the water in Wailua Nui now, how, how is that current conditions?
MR. HOOKANO: Right now it's raining so it produces a lot of water like Lucienne said that,
you know, it's like one water faucet, you know, sometimes you get urn, sometimes
you no more urn depends on the guy on the top turning urn off. And that's what's
going on, the guy on the top stay turning off our water and today we, we suffering,
you know what I mean.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. HOOKANO: I call this human rights violation, a violation to my rights as a native
kanaka to practice my inherent right to farm taro. You know what I mean, so that's
v'iLvve looking et today.
INCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Ann then secondly, I just ':erested in asking you, you
were talking about the hull.
Iks share huh i betwe( Keanae and Wailua Nui?
NO: Yeah, we, we do share hi
ye cannot charge for something we
that's what we do. We share
uli.

arge for
aring is par

3lie

at
i 30

COUNCILME!'.1?FR MEDEIROS: And it's my understanding that, you know, long ago in old
Hawaii ?s much as, you know, over hundred varieties of kalo. How many
varieties exist no:v?
MR. HOOKANO: Oh, well, I actually, I think CTHAR, I think they published a book in the
thirties I think, Bulletin 84, but today as far as varieties, cause now they doing
hybridization of taro, which taro with the other taro, you know, I no more nothing
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wrong with that, our kupuna's been doing that for generations so, you know, you
interbreeding within itself, I have no problem with that. So right now, I think that was
like two, three hundred, but when you talk back in the days three hundred whatever,
you know, you say that, people say it's lost, it's not lost, it's just not found.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. HOOKANO: We just never find 'urn. You know, I find taro that people said was gone
in Bulletin 84. No, no, no, stay in the taro patch, our place. It's still there, you know,
it just waiting for be found, you know, it's not extinct, never say never.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, mahalo, Mr. Hookano.
MR. HOOKANO: Aloha
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, we'll look forward in committee, Members.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: John Aquino testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23,
followed by Clare Apana.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Once more please.
DEPUTY COLT

CLERK: John Aquino.

CHAIR HOKANAA: Proceed,
UTY CC
Y CL
Committee Repor.

: Calling Clare Apana, Ms. Apana will be testifi

3n

MS. CLARE APANA (testifying on Committee Report No. 08Good afternoon.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good aft/noon.
MS. APANA: On November 11, 2007, I experienced something that brought me here to
testify to you, before you today. In the weeks that led up to that date I also saw
something quite amazing, I saw people who care about what happens to this land
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expend a lot of energy and time, day and night, and after night after night. I was
impressed by the willingness of the Council to come and spend those long hours and
into the night. I, I didn't realize that you ever did that and I was so impressed by that.
You know, there's so many high hopes and good intentions of people and what I saw
was that night ended with people in the, sitting up in those chairs crying. And, why
did they cry?
I, I think one reason is that the law requires that an assessment of cultural impact for
a zoning change be done and the application was and is still incomplete in that
respect. And it passed out of Land Use Committee.
I saw the people from SHPD testify that it was incomplete and that they did not have
the, the teeth to make the developer turn in the necessary information.
And I heard Councilmembers say well lets have SH, SHPD do their work and finish
this up and, and, and give their, the, get the necessary things done. And I think all of
those are really good points. But how will SHPD do it without your help. I, I don't
know.
I, I really ask you to please go through the different communications from the
archaeologist to SHPD and from SHPD back and to look at that to see is it really
complete and did SHPD drop the ball? I don't think so, I think they never got an
answer. They never get a complete answer and it made a lot of people very upset
that night.
And there, you know there's no reason to, to have that happen. There is a law and
maybe we could all work together to help other departments to, to get to the place
where, you know, people feel like okay, we got a fair hearing, we got, we got to hear
thPt. And we can proceed nn

I itched those people
the 4
igs
wonder how many of those people would support this if, you k
yk
comes beta :he completed archaeology report. How many people would do that? I
guess they'r
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for your testimony.
S. APANA: --oh, thank you. I'm sorry. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Questions for the lady on her testimony, this afternoon? If not,
Ms. Apana, thank you very much for your presence.
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MS. APANA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk,
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Calling Kai Nishiki. Kai Nishiki.
CHAIR HOKAMA: 73 roceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Paanaakala Baybayan.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Once more please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Paanaakala Baybayan.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Jimmy Conniff. Mr. Conniff will be testifying on Committee
Report No. 08-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. JIMMY CONNIFF (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23)
Hi, how are you?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good afternoon.
MR. CONNIFF: I wake up in the morning and I, everyday and I thank God, really for waking
mg. up first nri then for the ( law
-

I, I ha
good though
of take away.

bon(
.
I call it and if there's son

ayer, a
the day instead

like, and there was
This morning I felt like I was, I knew this was coming up and
)f what.
a time I remember that I'm going to senteT.:.l - Ig. .'ou know, I bee: guilty.
of the time flovv. rila:be guilty of
And I didn't know what to say so I'm
not getting involved a little earlier.
I'm opposed to the project of Wailea 670. I got into it about, or interested in it about,
sometime ago a little over a year ago. I was at Makena Landing, not at the Landing
but up over the hill with some friends, Hawaiian friends and I felt really grateful that
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they've invited me to, and what it was is a gathering. And they would talk about
experiences there in their childhood with their grandparents and, and then, well pretty
soon we can't do this anymore.
I was watching television thereafter and on Akaku it showed a project that was
approved by the Planning Commission and you deferred it and nobody spoke in
opposition to it and it was right up where they say they will never build, the guy said,
you know they believed that. And because their fathers owned it and other families
so I went to the next Planning Commission and I spoke against it and it was, it was
passed anyway and then I heard about Wailea 670 and the Makena Resorts and all.
I'm not so opposed to building, what I am opposed to is that this will kind of crunch it's
way down to the, it may be selfish, to the place where I like. And, and my grandson
will, I've said this before and it's maybe corny but it's how I feel, I don't want him to
have to say to his grandchildren that my grandfather took me here and we did this
and that and now we can't do it any more because it's, the space is taken up. What's
that mean?
CHAIR HOKAMA: You have less than thirty seconds to conclude.
MR. CONNIFF: Okay, I don't mean to be comical but I, but I am opposed to the plastic
bags. I heard that and the changing of the taro. And that landfill out there is, is like a
Stephen King movie, you know, with stuff streaming through the trees. Let's, let's
build some affordable housing if it's possible for all instead of the luxury homes,
something we need. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Conniff. Members, questions for Mr. Conniff this
after-non? With none, Mr. Conniff, we appreciate your testimony to the Council,

JTY COW
No. 08
IR HOKAM)

CLI
)llowe

testifyi
Cli

).

y(

MR. KIMOKEO KAPAHULEHUA (tesi:rj on Committee •port No. 08-23)

Aloha and good afternoon, Chairman Hokama and Councilmembers. My name is
Kimokeo Kapahulehua, I'm here to testify in behalf of Honua'ula. I was just thinking
up there, from this morning remembering that this project came through with Mayor
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Apana, Mayor Arakawa and now Mayor Tavares. And going back to Council was
2002, 2004, 2006, now 2008.
I ..vould have thril .; that lAtile I was Li linking about this That all the, the commur
needs was addressed from the time that October in 2000 that went from the Planning
Commission to this particular point. So, I think that our community has spoke about
all the concerns and how you as Members address it at this time versus the other
Members addressed in there time. And I think that all that concerns that were
brought forward today is really a deep, deep interest to us in the community and I
know that you would apply all the concerns to your conditions and make these
amendments that would pay particularly to our community.
-

,

-

I want to commend you for such a lengthy discussion on such a project and I want to
tell you that it was you that this year, 2008, had a combination of all our concerns
that's compiled in what you have before you and you making your decisions and what
you're going to do with Honua'ula.
I wanted to tell you that one of the conditions that, that was imposed on this was
about, about the cultural area and the environment area. And there were different
agencies were brought into the picture and the lat--last agency was brought into the
picture was Office of Hawaiian Affairs.
I was present in the meeting in Oahu when Judge Mossman, who is the OHA trustee,
that had Charlie and his staff explaining them about the project. And the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs had all their legals and environmental people there and hearing us,
the presentation of this culture thing. And they were surprised that there were things
that they didn't know about that Charlie brought to them.
But I just want to tell you that in the cultural aspect, Honua'ula is just one part of Maui
Nui Okama. They do not make up the whole facet of us Hawaiians. The whole facet
of Hawaiian makes up of all the Polynesian chain in the Hawaiian Islands.
And so when Office of Hawaiian Affairs ask
11 questions about the land, the
waters, and the air, this was part of their question and their main part that they
wanted Cha
know was that eh, if you have archaeological sites in there, that's
our sites an( I
is connected to our people. So make sure that's protected. And so
he, he assured them on this culture thing that it was happening. I just want to say
that the, the project is, is a good project and they've done a lot of work in listening to
our concern and address them. So I support Honua'ula. Thank you so much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Kapahulehua. Members, questions for the gentleman on
testimony this afternoon. Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Kimokeo, thank you for being here.
MR. KAPAHULEHUA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You're mentioning this meeting with OHA and that
Charlie assured them that he would take care of these sites and protect them. Then
why is it that Honua'ula has not completed their archaeological survey since 2001
and has not completed a preservation mitigation plan and presented it to this Council
in their applicat!on as required by the County Code?
MR. KAPAHULEHUA: I, I would have to let Charlie answer that. From what I know and the
sites we seen, that's registered in the archaeological report, has been registered with
the State and that's where's the archaeological sites was brought up.
But besides and the archeological sites, I myself and couple Na Kupuna's have
walked the, the Honua'ula and I must say that there is sites that we have seen. It's
probably what was recorded but I cannot tell you until they excavate the land or they
do anything. And we will monitoring and making sure that no other sites be found
because there's sites that might be under the grass and there may be sites that's on
the ravine that we don't see.
We have found in other projects that sites that claim to have all been there that there
are other things around. So, I don't think that until like our fires that we've had on the
West side, after many, many years that have been archaeological claims and yet, just
recently our fire had showed us more archaeological sites.
So I cannot tell you that only more than what we have seen and what was given in
tie report that we went out and looked and, and that's, and that's he, himself and
Office of Hawaiian Affairs were invited to come over and to overlook the sites and
see what their other sitPq mi inri if thnr is an"
;ILMEMBER ANDE _1st ,keo because
e cults I assessme the
-

KAPAHULEHI -hat's correct.
CuUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You interviewed people who had some knowledge of the
area. You know, you're promoting this project, you're on the radio and yet 1 ou can't
tell me why they haven't finished the legal process of preserving the cultural sites on
this property. They had seven years--

MR. KAPAHULEHUA: Well I didn't say that they haven't, I said that what we have as of
date, we have done our cultural assessment--
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Kapahulehua, Mr. Kapahulehua.
MR. KAPAHULEHUA: Yes.
COUNCL2WE ./IBER ANDERSON: If you-,

CHAIR HOKAMA: A debate will be between the Members, Ms. Anderson. He shared his
testimony and I'm sure you, and you have your concerns, but this is not between you
and Mr. Kapahulehua.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, I understand. I just asked him a question and if he
doesn't have the answer, that's fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. You're excused, Mr. Kapahulehua.
MR. KAPAHULEHUA: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Clerk, let us proceed with the testimony, please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Lehua Clubb, followed by Paul Koehler.
MS. LEHUA CLUBB (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23)
Hello, Riki.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
S. CLUBB: Aloha, everybody.
lady who approves Honua
and worked with Charlie Jencl.
walked the land, and I don't know
his best e
Hawaiian to save e:

is Lehua Clubb, I'm just a meek old Hawaiian
;now, I am a kupuna of Maui. We have walked
these years. Whe
walked, they have
guys walked ove
i has done
vhatever is right is right

You know, I wasn't going to testify but this morning these people me up here and
they say "oh they talk about culture." There's only seven of you h with culture and
you all know what I'm talking about.
Kupuna is kupuna. I am a kupuna. In my home or any of your homes, any of you,
your kupuna, when you, when your kupuna says Jo Anne this is what I ask of you.
You don't say no, you obey.
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Now we are Kupuna 0 Maui and we have already, throughout this testimonies and
everything come before you folks to say it's okay, we looked at it and we said it's
alright. Where you, did you guys all, when you came to Maui did you live in shacks
or did somebody have to put a nail and hammer to your house? Was your house
right there ready for you? Were your, was your house approved? How come you
living in a house? Was it approved?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Clubb-MS. CLUB: There's people that need houses here.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Clubb-MS. CLUBB: I'm sorry Riki, if my time is up.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, no, no, your time is not up. I would just ask that you please direct
your comments to the Chair.
MS. CLUBB: Okay, I'm sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please do not refer to-MS. CLUBB: Okay, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --specific Members.
MS. CLUBB: Okay, your house was, wasn't built, I mean yo'...7 : )use was approved, your
house fasn't approved, it was there when you were born it was there. All of a
suddei
all these people that come over here they want you to, we want, they
want uS..
..ve this way. They want us to have access to this, they want to have to do
this, do that. We already have access, we're Hawaiians, we know where the access
is.
-

-

They dor
of
at we, the beach is
everyone.
Nobody c op you from going on the beach. It's public property. A lot of these
people don't know that. And when you're talking about access, the . . . is block the
access with the rocks so that we cannot walk through. You go to Kihei and you'll see
that.
And it upsets me, but I'm talking about kupuna here. I am a kupuna and a very proud
one. And if you Danny, brother over there whoever, you all know what kupuna is.
And I'm sorry Mr. Chair, you too, and you know your father was a kupuna and he was
a good man and you better listen for daddy cause he watching you. Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Questions for the gentle lady, Ms. Clubb, this afternoon?
Thank you for your presence, Ms. Clubb.
Mr. Clerk, let us proceed with the agenda.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Paul Koehler testifying on County Communication No. ')F2followed by Tamika Recopuerto.

MR. PAUL KOEHLER (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45)
Chair Hokama, Members of the Committee, aloha. My name is Paul Koehler, thank
you for your perseverance and the opportunity to provide testimony on a very long
day. I appreciate your perseverance through all of this.
You have my written testimony, I don't intend to go through that bit by bit, but just a
few things that I did want to call to your attention. We've heard earlier, testimony that
the University of Hawaii is the only organization in Hawaii doing any work whether it
be conventional breeding or with genetic engineering on taro. And I'm here to assure
you that Monsanto is a company that I am employed by, we do not, have not, and do
not intend to do any work whatsoever with taro, whether it's Hawaiian taro or
otherwise. So just wanted to make that clear.
Secondly, there's been a number of bills that were introduced this year and I'd just
like to call those to your attention. They're in my testimony as well, they are:
Senate Dill 2915, it was actually introduced by Kaiani English, which creates a taro
securit and task force, which included dialogue among the taro growers here in
Hawaii inlimling Hawaiian faro growers, farm bureau a nri ether ctak9hOldPrq

late B
8/1- JSE
423/House Bi
support taro resee
against the apple sna
Ise Bill 245:

:,,sh seeks to establish a grant pr i

growers.

Arid lastly House Bill
A. , which s.sks to establish a tuna for taro farming education
and training at the Urj . ers of
.. ,

,

These represent far better ways i which to help solve many of taros pest and
disease problems that are facing it today.
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I'd also like to leave as a supplement to my testimony a publication that was done by
the University of Hawaii, published in February of 2007, talking about Hawaiian kalo,
past and future. It speaks to the number of Hawaiian varieties that were originally
found here in Hawaii being on the order of about 300 to being somewhere on the
order of about 60 today. So these measures all address some of the challenges that
are faced by kalo farmers here in the islands and I think they provide the vehicle by
which some of these challenges can be addressed. Thank you for 4:le opportunity.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, r. Koehler. Questions for the gentleman.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Koehler, is it?
MR. KOEHLER: Koehler, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Koehler, thank you for being here and for your testimony.
The number of legislative bills at the State Legislature you went through quite quickly,
that's in your written testimony submitted?
MR. KOEHLER: Yes, yes, yes they are.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you. And, and you say that Monsanto has
not done any kind of work with the Hawaiian kalo.
MR. KOEHLER: Correct.
COUNCLVE.".1BER MEDEP.-710S: What about any other kalo throughout the world?
MR. KOE1-.LL-.... None.
COL -;ILMEMBER MEDEIF
Or, Chairman.

-

Nor

DKAN
Mr. Medeiros.
'Having none, Mr. Koehler, we appreciate yc

cay, tha

iuch.

Mahalo,

further question:

asence this afternoon.

MR. KOEHLER: Aloh7,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Tank you. Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Tamika Recopuerto testifying on County Communication
No. 08-45, followed by Rob Parsons.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, once more the name.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Tamika Recopuerto.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
DEPUTY COUNT1' CLERK: Rob Parsons :astifying on County, excuse me, Committee
Report No. 08-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MR. ROB PARSONS (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23)
Aloha and good afternoon, Chair Hokama, Members. Thank you for the opportunity
to speak on this matter once again. I have testified a number of times last year and
before that, on my concerns for this very large project proposal of Wailea 670,
including a year ago, January 29, 2007 when I testified, I conveyed to you that it was
my opinion after reviewing the twenty year old EIS and reviewing the Chapter 343 on
the, what's required for a Supplement EIS. I told you at that time that I did believe
that the changes in this project were very significant and therefore should trigger
Supplement EIS.
So I urge this Council to support the need for a Supplemental EIS for this project
before moving forward and investing your time trying to fix a project that may be
missing vital information. And I think that this really allows you to better have the
information at your fingertips, not be handicE:::ped by inadequate information so that
you can judge the merits and impacts of ti r5.
-

I do have written testimony and as I may
et through all of this in three minutes, I
urge you please look at my suggested amendments to the conditions. Actually, some
of them are conditions as Lucienne explained earlier from the, what was adopt€
1992 that I think should be retained, that the language has been c iged and 1 t
the stronger language should remain e
go forward.
And, and the areas that I've suggested that you do look at these stronger conditions
would be in the areas of grading. There's language that says "Minimal gracr 7 f the
project site shall be encouraged in order to retain the existing rolling topogn 57.h• and
natural drainage ways." And that's kind of changed in the course of the last year so it
says, now it's weaker language that says "Existing topography and natural drainage
ways shall, to the extent practicable and feasible to, retained." So I, I think we, we
want the goal of minimal grading and that leads into another proposed condition
about the drainage master plan and having that information not only available to you,
-

,
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but in an electronic form so that it's available for the public. So actually the public
can see what's happening and if a, if a Supplementary EIS were done, that's the kind
of information that would be available in that document.
And, there's one other condition that I'm suggesting to you in this written testimony
that pertains to how the golf courses are developed. At the end of what I'll hand in, in
written communications, just by way of explanation is a two page e-mail I received
last night from a Maui Meadows resident who's property abuts the Wailea 670
acreage and has concerns about drainage. Said there was a raging river down the
buffer roadway during the December storm. She also has concern about lighting
and, and adequate buffer between the, the two neighborhoods.
And I think this red flashing light is indicating to you that until you have the accurate
information maybe we should stop.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Parsons. Members, questions for Mr. Parsons on
testimony he has shared, and then again staff will assist you Mr. Parsons with the,
your submittal of your written documentation.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Olive Silva testifying on County Communication No. 08-45.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I did see her, we'll allow Mr. Kapahulehua to check outside for the
kupuna. Okay, take your time Aunty Oli, don't rush.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Ms. Silva will be followed by Shannon Guillermo.

MS. OLIVE SILVA (testifying (
is to

igh fo

unty Onmmunit .9tinn No. OR-45)
-

alrigl

-

HOKAMA: That's fine.
MS. SILVA:
name is Olive Silva, I am in behalf of Anthony \
Anthony Vierra
is work'
nd can't come right
o I'm here for him. This iF•.
ony Vierra, born
and raised un Maui, live in Maka: le - and paying rent of $1,600 a month.
He is saying please bring affordable housing to Maui so we can keep our families
together at home. We are in desperate need and Honua'ula project is an excellent
solution. I've seen families separated. Our families and children should not have to
move to the mainland to solve this problem. Here in Hawaii, family is very important.
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It's what Honua'ula project for this will benefit my family and the families of Maui
County. Aoha and mahalo, Anthony Vierra.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Is there anything else you wish to share with us, Aunty.
That's it, okay. Thank you for being here with us and waiting.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Shannon Guillermo testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23.
Mr. Guillermo will be followed by Stephen West.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MR. SHANNON GUILLERMO (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23)
Aloha, good afternoon, Councilmembers, thank you for having me here. I'd like to
just real quickly, you know share something, share a story with you. I don't have a
memo or anything to read off of.
It's a story about a gentleman that has to cultivate his land and get all his crops by
the end of the day because he has to turn his land over to a new steward the next
day.
He starts to cultivate his land and he realizes that he's not going to get finished by the
end of the day. So he goes out and he, he finds two guys and he says you know, are
you willing to work for me to culti--help me, you know, finish my work before the e
of the day for a set price and they say yeah, so they continue to work.
The three of them realize as a few hours go by, hey the three of us aren't going
finish our work, we need more help so they go get two more guys. Are you willing
help, yeah, they continue 3o by the end of the day, they've six people
different times of the day e
continue.
he end of the day they finish so the land steward decides okay, it's time to pay
rybody their wages. So he pays everybody their wages and they all get paid the
same, yet they all worked different amounts of hours, the guys at the
beginning of the ci?y that were hired start to argue. He
.-orked two or three
times longer than the guys at the end, but yet we all got paid
same.
E

And he said, well, all of you agreed to do work for a certain wage no matter how
much time you worked. Nobody held a gun to your head or twisted your arm, or
anything like that to agree to do what was agreed upon.
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And in the same way, you the Councilmembers have agreed to do a responsibility for
a certain wage. And at times when I come to the meetings it goes hours into the
night and I see you sys getting tired and frustrated and you guys have other things
that, that come to mind that take priority over things that you have to do.
I just would like to thank you for all the time that you spent on this project. I'd like to
thank you for all the, the stress and frustrations at times that you had to sacrifice from
family members to be here because your responsibility is a huge one. It's not only for
the, the right side or the wrong side, but it's for the whole community of Maui and
what's best for Maui.
Now I do agree we need affordable housing, I do agree that we need jobs because
my family and, and friends work for these unions and, and so on and so forth. But
the problem is is that, like Aunty was saying earlier about the kupuna, when, when
kupuna speaks you listen. But at the same time, if kupuna, one kupuna told me to
get rid of another kupuna, or my ancestors, then I would have a question about that.
Because then it comes a matter of right and wrong, not because I want to be
disobedient or disrespectful, but it's a matter of right and wrong.
So I come to you guys saying today, I've said it before in the past and I want to share
it with you again is that when you go to a party, the first people that eat are the
kupuna and the keiki. They are put first and that's the people that we need to put
first, the kupuna and the keiki, our past and our future. Not to be selfish and think of
ourselves and what we need to do for ourselves first.
So, in that sense when we go to these parties, we also see the keiki running around
and playing, and if they're 7 guing ov- food or a toy, the first thing we do is say eh
stop. We tell them to wait d we tak T t away until we find out the facts, and we find
out the truth, and we four Dut exac what is going nn and then we proceed from
there.
-

-

ThE many ho s project. There' omplete studies and Jff
that has to be done an think that we all just need to stop and pause, and look at
other options because it light be better for the community to be put somewhere else.
It also might be better for the community that it's a hundred percent affordable
housing, not just fifty percent. There are other options and there are other ways. I
just want to keep on encouraging you to do what you guys do best and make the
right choices for the right reasons. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Guillermo. Members, questions on the gentleman's
testimony, this afternoon. With none, Mr. Guillermo--
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MR. GUILLERMO: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --thank you very much for your patience.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, the last individual to subm:t a request to testify
after the convening of the meeting is Mr. Stephen West, He 1,(..E!! be testifying on
Committee Report No. 08-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

MR. STEPHEN WEST (testifying on Committee Report No. 08-23)
Aloha, Council Chair, Councilmembers. My name is Stephen West, I'm here on
behalf of our members of the ILWU.
Something interesting happened to me the other day and one of our members was
looking for, for housing and he told me that in Kihei on South Kihei Road, he
answered a for rent sign. And he was told that this studio, less than 400 square feet
was going to cost him $1,700 a month. I didn't believe it. Said you're crazy, 1,700
bucks a month for a studio. So I called the number. The guy said oh, yeah, you can
rent it for $500 a week or $1,700 a month.
And, it just, it appalls me, I, I'm sorry if I have so much passion about this, but our
rents are through the roof. We have, you know, Aunties, Uncles living Htt their
kupuna. Entire families living together in a house where it should be ju
family.
And, y
J sh we could wave ;
jic wand and make a perfect world,
gotten ou
and. It's gotten out
rnd and so that's why we need a, we nee
affordable hc ;ing. This, this, this project would bring a tremendous amount as well
as, as one of your conditions, Condition 22, looking at the education - t, bring
$3,000 that $3,000 is going to be required to stay in Kihei and Makenz.
Now it's going to be a requirement that, you kn. ; -, the State Legislature pass
something to that effect but I tell you what, that neec's ;:c happen as well because our
education system is taxed as well. But I'm glad That you put that condition in there
because there are Kihei schools, all of our schools all over on Maui and Hawaii need
more money. So, that being said, you know I just highly recommend that you pass
this with a number of your conditions that will benefit the community.
-
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I appreciate the time that you've put in. And it's been a lot, cause I've been to a lot of
those meetings and stayed there in Kihei till late in the night. And I just trust that you
will make the right decision. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HCKAMA: Thank you, 7, F. West. Members, questions for the gentleman on his
testimony this afternoon o you. Mr. West, thank you very much.
Clerk, if there be no others that have not testified yet, we will then proceed with
those that have the option of returning for a final opportunty to speak with no more
than three minutes.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Recalling, Mr. Victor Pellegrino.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Excuse me, Mr. Pell--Pellegrino. Aunty Oli is there something you
wanted to speak again?
MS. SILVA: I, I, this is on another topic. That's why I couldn't-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, okay. Mr. Pellegrino if you would please allow Mrs. Silva to fin--let
us finish up with her and then we'll be happy to call you back and have you share
your comments, Mr. Pellegrino. Thank you.

MS. OLIVE SILVA (testifying on County Communication No. 08-45):
E kala mai. I didn't understand you the last time.
CHAIR u0KAMA: That's okay, that's okay.
MS. SILVA: Okay, wr anyway this is now 1.
.ne to you. Aloha, Chair Riki
Members of
'ouncil. My name is Kupuna Olive P. Silva
I am here to share
manao or my knowledge as to,
no in
- kalo or
known as taro. Kai( /as and is still our main source of food. I ask you to please
support and protect
kalo. Also support Senate Bill 958 and also take into many
interesting issues and information provided by others
seriously kalo is very
important to us and to my livelihood of 85 years of su:
-

Remember k_ puna means important, important for you to understand that when you
hear of a kupuna, you listen whether you like it or not. Mahalo. Malama pono and a
hui hou for now.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mahalo. Any questions for our Kupuna, Aunty Silva, Olive Silva?
Having none, Aunty, mahalo for your presence this evening, well it's close to evening.

Okay, at this time I will bring back Mr. Pellegrino for his final opportunity to speak up
to three additional minutes, Mr. Pellegrino.

MR. VICTOR PELLEGRINO (returning to comple :e testimony on Committee Report
No. 08-45):
-,

Thank you. As you know I, I gave you a number of reasons why I thought we should
not have GMO kalo and I was on number five, so here it is.
Kalo farmers already know what will face them and their hull should GMO not be
halted. Once patented, farmers will not be able to share hull because it will be owned
by another. Kalo farmers historically and currently exchange huh i freely. It is the
Hawaiian way not to sell them. Already we know of legal court cases where nonGMO farmers have been sued, and lost, because GMO seed was blown onto their
lands from a nearby field, and grew. GMO for kalo means the end of kalo as we
have know it for hundreds of years.
Just the thought of experimenting with GMO kalo is a drain on our psyche, our
money, our time, our way of life, our traditions, our beliefs, and our bodies, which
yearn for this nutritious food, such as kalo which is a carbohydrate that has proven
healthier than rice, bread, or pasta. And one leaf of the kalo plant is equivalent to
88 spinach leaves. No wonder the Hawaiians were such healthy people.
I think if scientists really want to put their energy intc iproving Hawaii, let them rid of
col ircp the coqui fron
us, rid us of miconia, the gall wasp, biting red ants, e
to say one final thing about the we
gar
ords get
Jnd green, sustainable, organic, etc. Or--organic growing has been going on fl
centuries up until the twentieth century when herbicides and pesticides were
introduced. People lived well on, on non-chemically toxic kinds of plants. All of a
sudden, technology has come forth and given us these reasons that we havE use
experimentation of our plants.
ant

;

At Noho'ana Farm here on Maui in Waikapu, we grow our kalo tracTicially,
fallow our fields with hau and kukui. We don't use any herbicides, any pesticides, no
poisons. And as a result we end up with a pure, healthy food.
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And I think this is the, one of the things that we want to do. We want to be able to
exchange our kalo freely and we want not to have them tainted by any kind of
experimentation.
There are about eighty some varieties of kalo. We have forty-eight varieties on our
farm today. Most of you probably only ate Lehua, but some of the other ones are
absolutely delicious and you just have to find out about them and, and, and try them.

And my last comment is that yes we are creating kalo banks on all the islands right
now. Every farmer is helping to participate in, in collecting as many varieties as
possible. If kalo goes bad on Kauai, let's say the Moana'ula'ula, we have it, we will
share it with them freely, no charge.
I have about a hundred Moana'ula'ula right now sitting on my farm ready to give
away. And I tried to give them away this morning to somebody, was supposed to
come by at 12:00 and didn't, so anybody would like some huh, please see me I'd be
happy to give them to you and encourage you to grow them.
Aloha, thank you very much and as I said earlier, please have these scientists stay
out of our genes, and that's what kalo would say if it could speak right now. Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mahalo. Thank you, Mr. Pellegrino. Members, questions for the
gentleman, this afternoon? If not, we thank you for your patience with us.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Johanna Kamaunu,
CHAIR

HoKANAA. nnrp,

mnr P nk=acal
-

OUN
HOKAMA: Ok

Kama
eed.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Elden Liu,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Oka:,

__iu is here.
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MR. ELDEN LIU (returning to complete testimony on Committee Report No. 08-23):
I would like to thank the Chairman and the Council for allowing me to have a second
go at it and I still have my question and I know it's been a long day and admire your
stamina and perseverance being here. And to the rest of the audience.
Maybe I could direct my question to the Corporation Counsel, if it's okay with the
Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Liu, at this portion we receive your comments. We can receive your
question, but at this point in time, there is no question and answers between yourself
and Mr. Moto. We are just here to receive your thoughts. If you have questions, you
can pose it as part of your testimony, but the Chair will not allow at this time an
independent questioning and response between you and the Corporation Counsel.
MR. LIU: I thank you for your definition of that. Then maybe I'll just pose a question to the
Councilmembers. I only have one question and I see in the, the deed for Wailea 670
and it's on the cover page, describes a warranty deed and there's been questions
regarding that I'm sure you're tired of hearing it. And, I'd like you to understand, I'm
not here just for Elden. I have a big family, a lot of us are involved, but I happen to
represent them in general.
And, again, my question just revolves around the warranty definition. You know,
because if it wasn't an important item, it wouldn't be mentioned on the deed. Nor if
the Royal Patents of the past wasn't an important item, it wouldn't also be mentioned
in the ro--title report. So you know, I'm kind of confused as to why they may mention
the Royal Patent awardees ;.71_t in the title, cover page, a warranty deed and we
ce- - mt get a, a definition.
-

-

usually when this question has been asked by me, I think now maybe three
,s, I've just gone with a mute answer. And I don't mean to be rude in that regard,
I, I know you're busy people and, and you need to move on to issues that always
confront you with the running of County of Maui, but that is the only question that I
really have. And I don't know how that impact is to you, but I know :o
me and my family. And that's what I want to say and I thank you.
CHAIR HOKA•lk No, we thank you, Mr. Liu for bringing up a cor , ;ern of import:
so we
appreciate your comments to us this afternoon. At the E,27cpriate time, when the
Counci: does take up the item I'm sure we'll have discussion by the Members
regarding the, the question of Royal Patent, warranty deeds, guarantee of title prior
to our decision making. So we thank you for sharing your thoughts and making it,
bringing to us your level of concern regarding this question of ownership of the land
and we, we thank you for that.
-
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MR. LIU: I want to thank all of you very much and I'd like to leave my testimony.
CF:! HCKAMA: Yes, please, we'll be happy to receive it if Ms. Murashige would assist
Mr. Liu, please.
,

Thank you very much. Any questions :Jr
f Mr. Liu?
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And mahalo, Mr. Liu for waiting
this long to corn--complete your testimony. In your understanding, in your research
of your family's Royal Patent, do you known any remedy that's been completed in, in
this regard?
MR. LIU: You know, I have massaged that question and thought about that over and over.
It consumes my time at work, in the privacy I drive, I work for Matson Navigation and
you know I drive this vehicle around all day. I look at our greatest monument on this
island Haleakala and then I think back to the kupuna before me and my, my thoughts
surround that and how they would decide to what to share this.
And, a remedy, if, if I was in a position to say something, I'd be more than happy to
try and accommodate the questions that are before you today. Because there are so
much, you know, I am a kanaka maole and there are a lot of my sisters and brothers,
some of you on the Council as well.
And the part of affordable housing always comes up. What is affordable? What you
may say is affordable today after —king at Matson, the price of materials go up, the
shipping charges go up. You there are increases that are steadily moving
along, so when we finally come __ _ime when these maybe units may be available,
what is affordable. Because if you take into consideration the cost that are constantly
rising, it may be hard for some people,
pe that answers, u know some 1 of remedy. I've always been open to want
to hear how this can be worked out. mean we're all residents of the island, you
know. And, and I'd like to, I would personally like to help that out.
MEDEIROS: ivi:. chairman, just one final question, please.
Mr. Liu, because, you know, this is you know, what you're researching for your
ohana, do you know of any case law or things that have dealt with the same
concerns you have?
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MR. LIU: I, there's a vague case that started in the eighties, I believe, and that was Lorenzo
vs. the State of Hawaii. The, I think the gist of it is that, you know, some of these
defendants mentioning that they were descendants of the ancestor before them
according to 1778. So from Lorenzo vs. the State, Mr. Lorenzo, I think was say. ig
that, you know, he was a sovereign person and that he was maybe more governed
by the laws of the Kingdom so to speak. This sat for a while and then Mr. Nishitani
picked it up and he moved the ball, you know further on down the field. And, similar
questions were brought about and I think similar results are there.
-

Now the last person I recall that carried the ball on this was a Sylvester "Sonny"
Paalua. This was brought up by Judge Ibara in the Third Circuit on the Big Island and
it was a long, a long explanation of the positions of either side. And I think it was a
criminal charge of trespass or criminal charge to Mr. Paalua and he is a descendant
of the people's prior to 1778, but it came down to he said that you know, his
jurisdiction was also in the Kingdom of Hawaii.
And Judge lbara, although I don't, I don't any, any opinion was written in this other
than saying that the burden of proof lies with the State or the people that are maybe
applying themselves to build a project. And then you know, legally call us out in the
newspaper to say show up at a certain time and then asking us, you know where,
where do we descend from. How do you know you're related to this person, and, and
you know, further, you know, so on and so on to provide more information.
But really, the burden belongs in this case to the developer or the representative to
really state if he really owns the land he says he does. So, you know, and that's
where I believe the, you know, that, that case has been gone and past, so how we
make references to 't. But I, I recall that's why I want mention that, that was tested at
that level.
INCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Liu, mahalo for sharing that infornnati.„
more so mahalo for your patience with this process and for your composure because
ow this is a ve passionate issue for you. But mahalo for y • manao,
,

Mahal°. Mr. mirme
MR. LIU: I want to 'Rank
CHAIR HOKAMA: Maha

and my respec ) you.

Liu,

Mr. Clerk, let us proceed with those that have the final opportunity of their last three
minutes.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Michael Duberstein.
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MR. MICHAEL DUBERSTEIN (returning to complete testimony on Committee Report
No. 08-23):
Aloha kakou, again. And I appreciate your indulgence in letting me come back to
where I wanted to explain the amendment to Condition 16 that I've offered to you.
Because I live in Kihei and I appreciate, we are, we all have to do our part just to care
for our oceans. Now my background is in community based tech--technology,
appropriate technology and designing sustainable systems. And that has led me to
see the need, to suggest to you that you now have the opportunity to amend one of
the project conditions in a way that will benefit all of us.
That condition deals with the required Sewage Disposal Analysis, No. 16. And I fully
support the analysis requirement. But why wasn't it done much earlier so that you'd
have a clearer view of whether or not the project's proposed wastewater system and
it's proposed reuse is a benefit or a detriment to surrounding groundwater supplies
and native plants that may have adjusted to different conditions. At the very least, I
suggest that Condition 16 be amended to read after the first paragraph:
"Such Sewage Disposal Analysis should include the discussion of
options for increased wastewater treatment, including but not limited to
natural systems for wastewater treatment such as constructed
wetlands, as well as treatment options which meet the Hawaii State
Department of Health Water Reuse Guidelines, whereby reclaimed
water could be applied onsite. One objective of the Analyses should
be to discuss the array of options for wastewater treatment which do
not require installation of a backup system of injection wells for the
projo—for the project."

I dc think this is a very major addition and I think it's needed because we've, I've
heard from a number of people who have expressed a lot of concern about more
inject--injection wells further south of the existing County treatrr t plant z iy
additional impact on our already fragile reefs and coastal waters.
It's important because the Sewage Disposal Analysis will be reviewed by a number of
knowledgeable agencies and they may not be inclined to suggest the more
innovative technolcgies that could be more appropriate to this biologically and
culturally important se.
So thank you for this indulgence, I know it's been a long day for all of us, but these
conditions can be approved simply because all of us now are not here to say it's not
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going away. What we want to do is make it better and make it more responsive for
everyone on the island.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Duberstein.
MR. DUBERSTEIN: Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Questions for the gentleman on his final three minutes, Members?
Mr. Duberstein, tha. .7,: you so much for your testimony this afternoon.
-

Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Daniel Kanahele.

MR. DANIEL KANAHELE (returning to complete testimony on Committee Report
No. 08-23):
Thank you for the opportunity to finish my testimony. I just want to start by echoing
what Shannon Guillermo said and thank the Chair and Councilmembers for all the
work and long hours you put into this. I've sat in on a few Council meetings and I've
watched many of them on Akaku TV. I'm kind of an addict, Akaku TV addict. So I
know how hard you folks work and I thank you for that. And I, for a fact know that I
could not do what you do because I do not have the same okole stamina that you
folks have.
In the previous meeting I testified, I compared Wailea 670 to, to being the, like the
Superferry development of Maui, in that it's big, and it's controversial. I applauded
the Council and the Mayor when they stood firm with regards to wanting an EIS to be
done prior to the operation of the Superferry. I think, you know, in, in retrospect, this,
this was a wise thing to do because we see what a rough start the Superferry has
had here in Hawaii and that supporters ar non-supporters of the Superferry alike
will probably say that Lingle Lindle's [sic] handling of this, the I as become a
black--eye for the Governor.
Now, you know given that, I, I'm sometimes wonder why, when so many community
members suggested the Supplemental Impact Statement be done for Wailea 670,
why that the Council was less receptive to that idea. I know it's not your kuleana. I
know it came down from the, the Planning Department and the Planning
Commission and they kind of like handed this hot potato to you. And then you've
been struggling, you know, for months and months and months trying to iron out all
these conditions, which I don't really think is fair to you. But, as a community
member, I support a Supplemental EIS. Why not have all the information you need
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to make the best possible service, decision. You, we don't want another Superferry
kind of decision, you know, like with the EIS.
Finally just to, to conclude, the other concern I had was the Kihei-Makena Plan asked
that adequate infrastructure, public services and facilities be built prior or concurrent
to any new development in South Maui. And frank, I don't see this happening in so
many different areas. So please look at concurrency issue again. It's so
importart. Mahalo nui loa.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Kanahele. Members, questions for Mr. Kanahele on his
testimony with his last three minutes. Mr. Kanahele, thank you for your presence.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Marc Drehsen.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Once more please.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Marc Drehsen.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, that concludes the testimony of all individuals
who have submitted requests to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. Members, with no objections, the Chair
shall close testimony for today, the regular meeting of February 8, 2008 regular Maui
County Counci' meeting.
IRERS VOICE_ .._ R.IECTIONS.
HOKAMA: Okay, so ordered. Tes
;hall stand in recess till 4:30 p.m.
(THE MEETIN
AS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 4:1:
RECONVENED .
439 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT
CHAIR MATEO, EXCUSED.)

eetinc.

__

, .NE
-OR VICE-

CHAIR HOKAMA: The regular meeting of the Council c tie County of Maui eighth
February 2008 shall reconvene. We are back in order, Members, we have concluded
the portion of public testimony on items agendized for today's meeting. We have
closed that portion of the agenda, we will now move on to the business at hand.
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Mr. Clerk, let us proceed with the agenda.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: IV -. Chairman, I would note for the record that we have
received numerous pieces of written testimony.
CHAIR HOKAMA: With that Members, with no objections, the Chair would recommend
acceptance of all written testimony provided to the Council for today's meeting.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So order. Mr. Clerk.
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY
RECEIVED FROM VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS WERE MADE A
PART OF THE RECORD OF THIS MEETING.

MINUTES
The minutes of the following meetings were presented at this time:
1.
2.

Regular meeting of December 7, 2007; and
Regular meeting of December 21, 2007.

CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair is open to a motion to accept the minutes of December 7, and
December 21, 2007, by the Council.
COUNCILMEMP' ' ANDERS(
-

MC
COUNCILMEME SECOND

; ORINO:
.

CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion by Ms. Anderson, seconded by Mr. Victorino. Is there
further discussion on the motion before you? With none, all in favor of the motion
please say "aye."
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO„ND CHAIR HOKAMA,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
Mr. Clerk.
The following Committee Reports were presented.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
08-18 - BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:
Recommending that County Communication No. 08-5, from the Council Chair,
transmitting correspondence dated December 13, 2007, from Paula Ambre,
President, Maui Nonprofit Directors, requesting an opportunity to provide a
presentation regarding Maui County's nonprofit organizations and their contributions
to the community, be FILED.
1

HOKAMA: Thant

CC„;ILME 3ER P

3U,

Mr. Pontat

\NILLA: Than',

yvu,

Mr. Chaii

I IOVE THAT COMMII1EE REPORT NO. 08-18 E
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
adopt Committee Report 08-18. Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
This report cieta:s the your Budget and Finance Committee's review of a presentation
received by the Maui Nonprofit Directors organization regarding Maui County's
nonprofit organizations and their contributions to the community.
Your Committee remain aware of the existing need for services provided by nonprofit
agencies and the challenges agencies face in their efforts.
The Committee commends Maui Nonprofit Directors, its member associations, their
donors and volunteers for the many ways they support Maui County's residents.
Through the adoption of this report your Committee recommends the filing of County
Communication 08-5. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
Members, any further discussion? Having none, all in favor of the motion, please say
"aye."
BAISA,
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed say "no."
-

4C.)ES: NONE.

EX ci

VICE-rHAIR MATEO.

\M,

s carri

Mr. CI(
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
08-19

- BUDGET

TINANCE

Recommending the following:
That BILL NO.
14 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF
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MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be
ORDERED TO PRINT; and
2.

That County Communication No. 07-343, from the Budget Director, be FILED.

CHAIR HOKK 41A: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla,
.

COUNaLiv1EM3ER PCATANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-19 BE ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
adopt Committee Report 08-19. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
This report details your Committee's review and recommended approval to amend
the current 2008 Budget by renaming and revising the "Waiko Road Improvement"
project to the "Waiko Road Improvements and Waiale Extension" project.
The Committee was informed of the Department of Public Works' proposed
expansion of the former project to include planning and design for extending Waiale
Road to H'piilani Highway as a means to address concerns of increased traffic
c----- by Waikapu residents, and an option for vehicles to bypass Waikapu Town.
_ nmittee recommends passage of the revised proposed b"i
tion,
co
ittee's recommendation and filir

)rporatinc

IR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Further discussion, Members? Having none, ?Al
"aye."

favor of the

BAISA,
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.

•ay
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed say "no."
-A .c .
,

EXCUSED: VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 14 (2008).
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
08-20
- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:
Recommending the following:
1.

That BILL NO.
15 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING APPENDIX A OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
AND HUMAN CONCERNS", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be
ORDERED TO PRINT; and

2.

That County C"mmunication No. 07-344, from the Budget Director, be FILED.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank v

Mr. Pontanilla,

MEMBEI

lairman,
iE THAT COMM ITT

3T E

COUNCILMEivitstR MOLINA:
SE
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
adopt Committee Report 08-20. Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
This report details your Committee's review and recommended approval to amend
the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget to reflect accepted monetary donations from the Asato
and Karakawa fa T.:ies for purposes related to use of the Kaunoa Services Division
Meals-on-Wheels and Assisted Transportation Programs.
I would like to again express the County's appreciation to the families for their
generosty n assisting the County's efforts to provide these needed services to our
seniors.
By adoption of this report the Committee recommends passage of the revised
proposed bill incorporating the Committee's recommendation and the filing of the
communication.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, any further discussion? Having none, all in favor of the motion, please say
"aye."
BAISA,
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed say "no."

- AIR MATEO.

Motio
The Chair was remiss, including the previous bill, Members, we have pa ad that by,
with eight "aye" and one "excused", Mr. Mateo,
Mr, Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 15 (2008).
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
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COMMITTEE REPORT
08-21
NO.
- BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:
Recommending the following:
That BILL NO.
16 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMEND!NG THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF
MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY", be
PASSED ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT; and
2.

That County Communication No. 08-6, from the Budget Director, be FILED

CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE THAT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-21 BE ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
adopt Committee Report 08-21. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNC!!_rkl!E":!!TER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
Aga—,
report details your Budget and Finance Committee's review and
recom ..z..._.ed approval of a bill to amend the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget as it pertains
to the Department of Water Supply by transferring $150,000 from the Engineering
Program to the Fiscal/Customer Service Program. Your Committee was informed
that the transfer is required to replenish inventory of supplies s been
depleted due t
-ous mai waterline breaks sir
damage.
Your Committee recommends passage of the proposed bill and the filing of the
communication.
Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion, Members? With none, all in favor of the motion, please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
3A1SA,
JOHNSON, MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTAN1LLA,
VICTORINO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried, we have eight "aye"; one "excused", Mr. Mateo.
Motion passes.
Members we are at the point in the agenda where the Chair will give you his
recommendations. It has been a long week, a long day. We still have a reasonable
amount of work to continue to do with this agenda. The Chair would prefer that we
do not continue to go because this could definitely go way into the burning evening
hours.
I would like you to utilize the weekend to reenergize yourself, take into consideration
the testimony provided to you today regarding various items, as well as some of the
requests for consideration on item Committee Report 08-23.
In regards to Committee Report 08-23, or more commonly known as Wailea 670, if
upon your review you feel a need to consider processing a proposal, that I would ask
either through e-mail or other communication means, a voice message that you
would please give the courtesy of informing Corp.--Council Services of your intention
so that we can have the appropriate staff start preparing whatever is required
you and, and your office. As well as for us to place appropriate personnel in order to
assist you with your request should you have any.
It is also the Chair's intention, Members, to allow the full Council to take into
consideration any decisions to be made on the balance of the agenda including Land
Use items, Policy items. And also by request of Policy Chair Mr. Mateo, he would
respectfully request that he be able to participate with all items being originated by
his Committee to the Council for consideration regarding this agenda.
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The Chair will allow Members, as a courtesy for you to give some short
announcements today, even if it is not at the end of the agenda, because it may be
timely regarding activities that may be occurring this after, this evening or this
weekend.
So wit: ':.hat, yes, Ms. Anderson.
-

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair, before we go into announcements, I just have a
question?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Did we receive all the written testimony that was given
in, even those testimonies that were one page?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I will ask the Clerk. Mr. Clerk can you respond to the question provided
by Ms. Anderson.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Everything is dis--been distributed to the Members, except for
four one page testimonies which we will duplicate and get to you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Before we leave the building today.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Great, thank you very much.
Thank you, Cha'
--IAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
DUNCILMEME
ANDEF ON: And, and Mr. Chair,
,jec',
proposed conditions from various members of the public, and so if an
forward those proposals as conditions, you would war
weeke
)r first thing Monday morning? Or?
CHAIR HOKAivifr\: I would prefer if as much as possible to give staff and Mr. Fukuoka so he
can then start scheduling adequate personnel as soon as possible. And, you know, if
it's this weekend, that would be a courtesy the Chair would request, but it's not a
requirement. But please know Members, you know, if it is not ready by the time we
reconvene on Monday and start doing business, take that into account also.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: I want you to just give the courtesy to one another because I would also
like the Members to have sufficient time to review any new proposals regarding any
item on the agenda regardless c' ;ihich committee report it may be. As well as
Mr. Fukuoka's need to schedule personnel regarding, I would assume overtime
requirements.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so Mr. Chair, we would be reconvening at 9:00 a.m.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair will be proposing that the body be, stand in recess
9:00 a.m. Monday morning where we shall reconvene at that time in this chamber to
complete business of the Council.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, and so with that, Members you have heard my proposal, and
before we get to that portion, the Chair will allow each Member a short
announcement portion for the balance of today's meeting. Mr. Victorino, any
announcements.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Members of the Council offered various announcements.
CHAIR HOKiJiA: The Council shall stand in recess, till 9:D a.m. Monday morning, when
we shall reconvene in these chambers. The Council is in recess.
THE COUNCIL MEETING OF FEBRUARY 8, 2008, WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT
5:02 P.M.; AND RECONVENED ON FEBRUARY 11, 2008, AT 9:03 A.M., WITH ALL
MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON, EXCUSED.
(Councilmember Johnson arrived at 9:06 a.m.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Council of the County of Maui shall reconvene its regular meeting of
the eighth February 2008.
This is Monday, Members, we are returning from a recess over the weekend.
Currently, what is be--before you is the business agenda that we have posted for the
meeting. We completed Committee Report 08-21.
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At this time, Mr. Clerk, let us proceed with the agenda.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman a7,d Members, relative to Committee Report
a. 08-21, the bill adopted is BILL NO. 16 (2008).
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COMMITTEE REPORT
08-22
NO.

- LAND USE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
1.

That BILL NO.
17 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
AMEND THE STATE LAND USE DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION FROM
AGRICULTURAL TO URBAN FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT MAKENA,
MAUI, HAWAII", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO
PRINT;

2.

That BILL NO.
18 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
AMEND THE KIHEI-MAKENA COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP
FROM HOTEL TO SINGLE-FAMILY FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT
MAKENA, MAUI, HAWAII", be PASSED ON FIRST READING and be
ORDERED TO PRINT;
That BILL NO. 19 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
ESTABLiS3 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT ZONING (CONDITIONAL
ZONING)
PROPERTY SITUATED AT MAKENA, MAUI, HAWAII", be
PASSED ON FIRST REAnING and hp ORDERED TO PRINT;
That the County Clerk RE
Conditional Zonii
and

iteral AgreemE and Declaratic

That County Communication
FILED.

9, from the Planning -

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair, and good morning.

Aar, be
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
I MOVE TO ADOPT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-22.
COLCI:MEMBER PON.FIANILLA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Molina, seconded by Mr. Pontanilla, to
adopt Committee Report 08-22. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I MOVE TO AMEND COMMITTEE REPORT 08-22 BY, IF THE
MEMBERS WILL NOTE, THERE IS A FEBRUARY 8, 2008
LETTER TO YOU AND THE MEMBERS. MY AMENDMENT IS TO
AMEND CONDITION NO. 3 IN EXHIBIT "B", AND IN EXHIBIT "2"
TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL.
AND THIS AMENDMENT WILL BE TO, IF THE MEMBERS WILL
FOLLOW ALONG, TO BRACKET OUT THE "," AND THERE IS AN
UNDERSCORED WORD OF "OR", AND, AND IN ITS PLACE, IT
WILL READ, "TIME SHARES", AND, AND THEN BRACKET OUT
"OR FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP"--"SHALL BE ALLOWED; AND
FURTHER, NO SPECIAL USE PERMIT OR CONDITIONAL
PERMiT FOR SUCH ACCOk-.:::. 2.: .T:2.!•!-.S SHALL BE
APPROVED BY THE COUNTY."
-

INCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

DKAMA: We have a mot
Pontanilla.

) a -

lade by Mr. Molina, seconde

Members, we, we'll be referring to a memorandum fror M.!`,:lolina to you, Members
of the Council, dated February 8, 2008.
Mr. Molina.
(Councilmember Johnson arrived at 9:06 a.m.)
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
Again, my amendment will delete the reference to fractic:ia ownership in Condition
No, 3. At the Land Use Committee's meeting of February 6, 2008, the Corporation
Counsel advised against including a similar reference a condition being proposed
for another project, stating that the term "fractional ov lership" is not defined and
would, therefore, be difficult to interpret and enforce; and, accordingly, the term was
deleted from the condition.
And although that situation involved a condominium property regime, the same
difficulties over meaning are present in this particular matter. So on that basis and
because it appears that the prohibition against TVRs and timeshares adequately
addresses the Committee's concerns, that is the reason why I'm making this
proposed amendment, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion on the motion to amend? Hearing none, all in favor of the
motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HC' "
..

Oppose, se""
NOES NONE.
.

iyes.•
Mr. Mc
COUNCILMEivibtR MOLINA: Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman.
This particular
-.vas dealt with on January 23, 2008, to discuss an
application from Jon and Sam Garcia for a ten-lot single-family subdivision on
5.497 acres in Makena, Maui, Hawaii.
Your Committee approved the bills which amended the State Land Use District
Classification from Ag to Urban, along with the Kihei-Makena Community Plan from
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Hotel to Single-Family, and establishing R-3 Resident District with conditions. The
proposal came with four conditions, along with a $491,000 voluntary contribution from
the applicants to be given towards an affordable housing project with Lokahi Pacific.
I'd ::ke to thank the applicants for their goodwill gesture even though they were
exel7pt from the County's Workforce Housing Policy requirement.
I ask for the full support of tiis application, from the Members.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Are there any further discussion on the motion as amended? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair.
Because I was not present for all the discussion in Committee on this particular item,
I did have concerns with regard to the archaeological, also the testimony that is
basically from the community. Many people in the community wrote that they did not
support additional intensification of development.
The dwellings that are on this property currently will be raised, therefore, new and, I
gather, more progressive or updated facilities or dwellings will be built. And for me,
some of the historic charm and character that go along with the destruction of
old-style architecture and basically a feel and the ambiance of that part of the island
and that particular section which we, I had opportunity to visit on a previous site
inspection, all of 0 - 7 4 —ill, of course, be lost.
While the applicant has done an admirable job in terms of compliance with al
things that were asked of them. I believe that the application is goina to pass any
But or similar applic an adjoining proper
support.

Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion, Members, on the motion as amended before you? Okay, with
none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
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BAISA,
ANDERSON,
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR KOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: CCUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON.
The motion passes. We have eight "ayes"; one "no", ;',/ls. Johnson.

CHAIR
Mr. Clerk.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, BILLS, BILLS NO. 17 (2008), 18 (2008), and
19 (2008).
COMMITTEE REPORT
08-23
NO.

- LAND USE COMMITTEE:

Recommending the following:
That BILL NO.
21 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
REPEALING CHAPTER 19.90, MAUI COUNTY CODE, AND ESTABLISHING
A NEW CHAPTER 19.90A, MAUI COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO
KIHEI-MAKENA PROJECT DISTRICT 9 (WAILEA 670)", be PASSED ON
FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT;
2.

That BILl._ HO.
22 27,08), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
REPEAL
7.17.1NL
Nn. 2171 (1992) AND TO ESTABLISH
KIHEI-MAKL .
' ilsTRICT 9 (WAILEA 670) ZONINP.
(CONDITION/
ZOXIMATELY 670 ACRES SITUATE
PAEAHU, F
:17:AU1-1( , MA
I", be PASSED
RST READINC
ORDERED
PRI1
(

•

That the County Clerk RECORD the "Unilateral Agreement
Conditional Zoning";

-

Declaration for

4.

That the matter relating to the reporting requirements of Chapter 2.96, Maui
County Code (the Residential Workforce Housing Policy), be REFERRED to
the Policy Committee; and

5.

That County Communication No. 01-334, from the Planning Director, be
FILED.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Members, at this time, before I do recognize M::. r.lolina, the Chair has been made
aware of, while it was our good intentions to y and get all proposed amendments
squared away by this morning, we had some coordination hurdles to overcome.
I'm, I'm aware of one Member's need for time to finish up some of the proposed
resolution--amendments, excuse me, Members, amendments. Is there any other
Member that is considering to propose an amendment, before the Chair makes his
recommendation on proceeding on this matter?
Okay, if there is no other Member interested in proposing amendments to the
consideration, then my request to you, Mr. Molina, with all respect and to you, other
Members, that Item 08-23 be placed at the end of the calendar.
Are there any objections, Members?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, so ordered--end of the calendar.
And, Members, the Chair will hold that we will proceed after that. I am giving fair
notice.
Okay, with that, Mr. Clerk, let us proceed.

COMMITTEL
OBJECTlO,
FOR THIS ME: T:

24

&!O.. 08 ®,
- - - TO THE -

EING
AGE

COMMIIIE.

Recommending the followi.
That RESOLUTION NO. 08-10 entitled "ESTABLISHING A SISErc-CITY
RELATIONSHIP WITH FUKUYAMA CITY, HIROSHIMA PREFECTURE,
JAPAN", be ADOPTED; and
2.

That County Communication No. 08-7, from the Economic Development
Coordinator, be FILED.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo.

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
CHAIRMAN, I MOVE THAT COMM:TTEE REPORT NO. 08-24 BE,
BE ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by Mister--Ms. Anderson,
to adopt Committee Report 08-24. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman.
Your Policy Committee met on January 22, 2008, and discussed the proposed
resolution transmitted by the Economic Development Coordinator, entitled
"ESTABLISHING A SISTER-CITY RELATIONSHIP WITH FUKUYAMA CITY,
HIROSHIMA PREFECTURE, JAPAN".
The purpose of the resolution is to authorize the Mayor to formalize a sister-city
relationship between the County of Maui and Fukuyama City, Hiroshima Prefecture,
Japan.
A ten-year relationship, Chairman,
Fukuyama City has been established through
the Japanese Chamber of Commerce. Fukuyama City as participated in the Maui
County Fair, and many visits to Maui has been madE
by their dignitaries, as well
as many of their students, mplii County also has
-city relationships with two
additio
964,
Japan cities e
rommittee expressed sup
r the resolutio
recommends the ador
o
the proposed resolution - ltitled "ESTABLISHING A SISTER-C — Y
RELATIONSHIP WITH FUKUYAMA CITY, HIROSHIMA PRE
-URE. JAPAN".
And, Chairman, the motion does include the filing of the communication as well.
HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Mateo.
Members, any further discussion? Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Chair. I'd like to ask the Members' indulgence,
and I'm not sure if this should be a friendly amendment or I do need a amendment to
make a correction.
As we have stated in here, we have the Mayor of Fukuyama City--under Japanese
protocol, you need to really put the name in since we have the Mayor Charmaine
Tavares put in the resolution.
SO I'D LIKE TO ADD THE HONORABLE AKIRA HADA, WHO IS
THE MAYOR OF FUKUYAMA CITY, AND BECAUSE ALSO THE
GOVERNOR, OUR GOVERNOR LINDA LINGLE'S NAME IS
MENTIONED, WE DO NEED TO ADD THE GOVERNOR OF
HIROSHIMA PREFECTURE, THE HONORABLE YUZAN FUJITA,
THAT SHOULD BE ADDED TO MAKE IT A PROPER
RESOLUTION.
I, I'm not sure if that can be done as a friendly amendment or we need to have a
formal amendment. I leave that up to you, Chair, to lead me in this, this particular
area.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
The Chair will take that as a motion to amend, made by Mr. Victorino, for the
appropriate corrections.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
N:
SEJKAMA: Okay. we

secc

ere is a motic

As state(
Members, we are looking at the second "Resolved" clause.
ve shall add the appropriate names and, and titles for the Govern of
Mr. Victor'
name of the Mayor of the Ciiy.
the Prefe ; re, appropriate Prefecture, as well
Any further discussion, rvierribers? If not, all in

of the motion please say "aye."

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."

NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
We are now back to the main motion as amended. Any further discussion,
Members? Okay, with having none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: For the record, RESOLUTION NO. 08-10.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
08-25
Recommendinc

POLICY COMMITTEE:
ollowina:

RESOLUTION
8-11 , entitled "i
DIRECTOR
THE DEPARTMEr
= HOUSING ANC
/IAN CONCERNS OR THE
DIRECTOR'S DESIGNEE TO EXECUTE SECTION 8 PROGRAM HOUSING
ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE COUNTY OF
MAUI AND LANDLC77S OF FAMILIES RECEIVING SECTION 8 PROGRAM
ASSISTANCE", be ,:..::.?TED; and
2.

That County Communication No. 07-349, from the Director of Housing and
Human Concerns, be FILED.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
CHAIRMAN, I '.',1:3VE THAT COMMITTEE REPORT O. 7,3-25 BE
ADOPTED.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by Ms. Anderson, to
adopt Committee Report 08-25. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman.
On January 22, 2008, your Committee discussed the proposed resolution transmitted
from the Director of the Department of Housing and Human Concerns, attached to
County Communication No. 07-349.
The purpose of the proposed resolution is to delegate the authority from the Mayor to
the Director of Housing and Human Concerns or the Director's designee to execute
Section 8 Program housing assistance payments contracts between the County and
landlords of families receiving Section 8 Program assistance.
Currently, between 300 to 400 housing assistance payment contracts are normally
issued a year, and it's been the Mayor who exerci--who executes by signature these
payment contracts. The Department now, with concurrence of the Mayor, is
requesting that the authority to sign the housing assistance payment contracts be
delegated to the Director of Housing and Human Concerns or the Director's designee
to execute all payment contracts.
After a lengthy discussion, yc
Committee recommends
idoption
proposed resolution entitled "AUTHORIZING THE DIRECTOR OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND HUMAN CONCERNS OR THE DIRECTOR'S
DESIGNEE TO EXECUTE SECTION 8 PROGRAM HOUSING ASSISTANCE
PAYMENTS CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE COUNTY OF MAUI AND LANDLORDS
flF FAMILIES RECEIVING SECTION 8 PROGRAM ASSISTAN`7-7.".

Chairman, the motion does include the filing of the commur:cat:on as well.
Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, any further discussion be--on the motion before you? With none, all in
favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion passes; nine "ayes."
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, for the record, RESOLUTION NO. 08-11.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COMMITTEE REPORT
NO.
08-26
- POLICY COMM! I I EE:
Recommending the following:
That BILL NO.
20 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAU. .0 ENTER INTO
AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY AND COUNTY
OF HONOLULU AND -E OF HAWAII FOR THE U.S. ENVIRONMEN U
PROTECTION AGEN VAIl BROWNFIELD CLEANUP REVOL\ G
LOAN FUND PROGRAM", be PASSED ON FIRST READING ; I be
ORDERED TO PRI and
-

County Communication No. 07-300, from the Mayor, be FILED.
CHAIR
Mr. Mateo.

Thank you very much.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
CHARM/V-1., MOVE THAT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 03-26 BE
ADOPTED.
Cel..iNULMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by Ms. Anderson,
excuse me, to adopt Committee Report 08-26. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman.
Your Committee met on January 22, 2008, to discuss the proposed bill transmitted
from the Mayor, attached to County Communication No. 07-300.
The proposed bill authorize the Mayor to enter into a Memorandum of Agreement
with the City and County of Honolulu and the State of Hawaii for the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Hawaii Brownfields Cleanup Revolving Loan
Fund program, which provides low-cost financial assistance to eligible public,
non-profit, and private entities for the cleanup of contamin--contaminated sites that
are poised for redevelopment. It was noted that the Hawaii Brownfields Cleanup
Revolving Loan Fund program is a grant award of two million dollars from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. It is further noted that this two million dollars
is available for use by the County of Maui, City and County of Honolulu, and State of
Hawaii.
Your Policy
recommends that the bill, as revised, entitled "A BILL FOR
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI TO
ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMEI
'ITH THE CITY AND
JNTY OF HONOLUi
AND STATE (
HAWAII FOR THE
. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY WAIT BROWNF LDS
C iANUP REVOLVING LOAN FUND PROGRAM", be PASSED ON FIRST
READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT.
And, Chairman, this does include the filing of the communication as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo.
Members, are there any further discussion on the motion before you? Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair.
I think that it's really important to note that the two million dollars is the monies
are a--available on a statewide basis. And because Maui County does have some
sites which would be worthy of cleanup and eligible, certainly, I'm hoping that if there
are anyone--there is anyone in the public or private sector who has any interest
whatsoever in trying to utilize these monies, that they please apply for them because
if we don't utilize the money and it just sits unexpended year after year, it will, !lke all
things, go away.
So I know that there are some mill sites and some other sites that have been
decommissioned, so I just urge anyone who is watching this meeting or anyone out in
the public, to please avail themselves of the opportunity to investigate how these
monies can be put to very good use.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Anyone else, Members, wishing to provide discussion on the motion before you?
With none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NC)FR•

NflNF
lave nine "ayes'

DEPIJ

CLERK: For the record, BILL NO. 20 (2008)
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COMMITTEE REPORT
- PUBLIC WORKS AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE:
08-27
NO.
Recommending the following:
1.

That RESOLUTION NO. 08-12 , entitled "AUTHORIZING A SECOND
AMENDMENT TO LEASE OF REAL PROPERTY TO LAHAINA
RESTORATION FOUNDATION", be ADOPTED; and

2.

That County Communication 'Jo. 07-315, from the Director of Parks and
Recreation, be FILED.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Clerk.
Members, regarding this item, the Chair would ask you to please remain in the
chambers. Chair will call a recess subject to the call of the Chair.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 9:24 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 9:27 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: The regular Council meeting of eighth February 2008 that was recessed
till this morning is hereby reconvened.
And the Chair is stating it that way, Members, for those that are watching are
wondering why are we, why am I saying that, because this is still the official meeting
of the eighth of February, that the Council has agendized.
At this time, th. 'hair recognizes Mr. Victorino.
,

COUNCILMEMBER

ORINO: Thank you, Chair.
MITTEE IP(

\ICILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
SE(7.7
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Victorino., seconded by Mr. Medeiros, to
adopt Committee Report 08-27. Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
Your Public Works and Facilities Committee met on January 9 and again on
January 23, 2008, and recommended the adoption of the revised proposed resolution
approving the amendment to the lease and management agreement with the Lahaina
Restoration Foundation and the Old Lahaina Court--of the Old Lahaina Courthouse in
Lahaina, Maui.
The proposed amendment would allow the '_ahaina Restoration Foundation to obtain
insurance coverage at a reasonable cost L:11::: the lease expires on March 15, 2009.
It is the Department of Parks and Recreation's intention to evaluate the lease at that
time, and to incorporate revisions addressing the various concerns raised by your
Committee.
The partnership between the Department of Parks and Recreation and the Lahaina
Restoration Foundation has been a successful one. Your Committee acknowledges
the organization maintains the park and the surrounding areas.
I respectfully ask the Council for their full support of this resolution and the adoption
of the committee report and the filing of this item.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
Members, further discussion on the motion before you? Ms. Johnson.
COUNC"_"EMBEP '01- 1 "S?N: Yes, Mr. Chair.
./Ing this item forward. It wz
I
Nant to that... ...2 Committee Co-Chairs fc.
much appreciated, and also for accommodating the request of the Parks Departme
behalf of Lahaina Restoration Foundation, so that while the insurance rate may
reflect immediately any kind of cost savings, I think that the removal of the
particular language relating to the safety-related repairs is worthy of sup r / the
Members because I believe it will at least make them eligible for a redu - - ate if
possible.
So I would like to once gE' -1 "lank the members of the Committee for moving this
forward.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Members, further discussion? Having none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSCN, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANiLLA, VICTORNO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, for the record, RESOLUTION NO. 08-12.
The following County Communications were presented.

COUNTY COMMUNICATIONS
NO. 08-25

- BENJAMIN M. ACOB, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY,
(dated January 23, 2008)

Informing the Council of the Department of the 'rosecuting Attorney's intent to
expend $15,000 in State Forfeiture Funds for the p ;hase of a multi-function copier.
fini13 HOKAMA m".

tar
UNCILMEMBI

NILLA: The

airman.

MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-25.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
file County Communication 08-25. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBEP. F:..%:TANi.Z_LA: Chairman.
This communication from the Prosecuting Attorney is informing Council of the
Department of Prosecuting Attorney's intent to use $15,000 in forfeiture funds for use
to purchase a multi-function copier.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion, Members? Members, you are aware of a typographical error
in the posting of the agenda.
The Chair is ruling that there is no difficulty for the Council to proceed on the motion
before you. The Department is required to just notify us of their intention to spend
forfeiture funds or other special funds regarding it, the specific agency. Therefore,
the Chair is ruling that there is no issue of legality or issues of whether or not the
Council may move forward on this matter at this time.
Questions for the Chair prior to voting? With none, all in favor of the motion please
say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AHD CHAIR HOKAMA,
CHAT

'KAMA: nnposed, say "no,"
NC
,

!ONE.

KAMA: Motion is carried.

Mr. Clerk,
NO. 08-26

- DOUGLAS LEVIN, CHAIR, SALARY COMMISSiON,
(dated January 23, 2008)

Informing the Council of salary increases for the Corporation Counsel and the
Prosecuting Attorney at $110,486, retroactive to January 1, 2008.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla.

PC: iTANILLA:
CHAIRMAN, MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COiviRfUNICATION
NO. 08-26.
COUCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
file County Communication 08-26. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
This communication from the Chairperson of the Salary Commission informs the
Council of increased salaries equaling $110,486 each for the Corporation Counsel
and the Prosecuting Attorney. The adjustment of salary is retroactive to
January 1, 2008.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, questions regarding the motion before you? Discussion? Having none, all
in favor of the motion please say "a e."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
°HAIF 1ATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
HOKAMA: Opposed, say
NOES: NONE.
Motion is ca. :ied.

CHAIR

-

Mr. Clerk.
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NO. 08-27

- KALBERT K. YOUNG, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE,
(dated January 23, 2008)

In accordance with Section 17 of Ordinance No. 3289, the Fiscal Year 2006 Budget,
transmitting a report on transfers that have occurred from the General Fund and
Department of Water Supply Revenue Fund to the Bond Fund as of
December 31, 2007.
CHAIR HOKA0/.=-.: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-27.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to file
County Communication 08-27. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
This communication from the Finance Director summarizes transfers from the
General Fund and Department of Water Supply Revenue Fund to the Bond Fund as
of December 31, 2007.
These temporary transfers are used to complete CIP projects and will ye- r
reimbursed from proceeds of the eventual issuance of General Obligation ._.,.
durinn the. third quarter of Fiscal Year 2008.
Tha
IR HOKAM,
Is there any further discussion on the motion before you? Wit'
the motion please sad "a:•.e,"

e. all n favor of

AYES: COUNC.,:LIVIEMBERS ArDERSOI* BAISA,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTAMLLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."

NOES: NONE.
CHAR HOKAVA: Motion is carried viih 7ine "ayes."
Mr. Clerk.
NO. 08-28

- KALBERT K. YOUNG, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE,
(dated January 24, 2008)

Transmitting sixty-one contracts for November 2007 for filing with the County Clerk.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-28.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
file County Communication 08-28. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: rhairman, this communication from the Finance
Director transmit issued contr.
or the month of November 2007. I ser
memo
dated February 1, 2008, to al
e Members, requesting that they notify
if they
would like to refer any contra(
le appropriate standing committee for
- on,
Having not received
Communication 08-28.

reque

the Members, my requeE

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, you've heard Mr. Pontanilla's commen3. Your last opportunity to have the
Chair recognize any specific contract to be referred to the appropriate committee for
further oversight or review.
Having no requests, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
HOES : NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
Mr. Clerk.

NO. 08-29 - CHARMAINE TAVARES MAYOR,
(dated January 18, 2008)
In accordance with Section 2.41.040, Maui County Code, informing the Council of a
vacancy on the Commission on Naming Streets, Parks, and Facilities due to the
resignation of Verna Nahulu received on January 18, 2008.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you.
I MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-29.
CC 0.,MEMBER ANDERSON:
SE )ND.

nmuni
HAIR M/

one

Mr. IV -

: Chairman.

In accordance with County Code, Section 2.41.040, this communication reports a
vacancy on the Commission on Naming Streets, Parks, and Facilities due to the
resignation of Verna Nahulu.
I'd like to take the opportunity to express our, our appreciation to Ms., Ms. Nahulu for
serving this community in this capacity, and there being no action required, I ask the
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Members for their favorable, favorable consideration in the filing of this
communication.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Basa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I, too, would like to extend our thanks on behalf of Kula to Ms. Verna Nahulu. She's
re--relocating to the Mainland for business reasons and will be sorely missed not only
as a member of this Commission, but also as a board member of the Kula
Community Association, so we bid her well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, Mr. Chair.
I, I would like to take this opportunity to thank her for all her service to the people of
Maui County. We're going to miss seeing her flaming white hair, and our loss is their
gain. She was, and is a person who really gives back to the community and so;
therefore, her departure from Maui is going to leave a void. And so I'd like to wish
her all the best in her new endeavors, and a hui hou, not aloha.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
NCILMEMBEF

[ORIN
secc

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCH::;E:.3ER JOHNSON: Yes, I'd just like to echo my sentiments as well because
I've known Verna for many years, and she's been very active in many issues and
particularly in bringing forward many of the Hawaiian issues that we deal with on a
cultural perspective. And she's really a great person, and I know that wherever she
goes, she's going to be lighting fires under a lot of different people. So she's a great,
great participant in community affairs.
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So, Verna, I really am going to miss you personally.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
I, too, would like to echo my same--the same sentiments. My dealings with Verna
over the many, many years, she's been a very positive, a real caring individual that
took the community at large, whether it was Upcountry or any other place, Hawaiian-Hawaiiana or whatever, and really put her heart and soul to look for positive solutions
to help all. So she will be sorely missed.
And, again, like my colleague from South Maui said, until she returns, we will look
forward to that.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further comments, Members? With none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: CC.:UNCIL .E'IBERS A!•.!DERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIR, MOLINA, ; :3NTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
-

.

)KAM

)posed, say "

NOE
CHAIR HOKAM
Mr. Clerk.

-

arried. We ha

ayes.'
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NO. 08-30 - CHARMAINE TAVARES MAYOR,
(dated January 23, 2008)
In accordance with Section 2.41.040, Maui County Code, informing the Council of a
vacancy on the Board of Ethics due to the resignation of Peter Soman received on
January 22, 2008.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you
Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
CHAIRMAN, I MOVE TO FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION
NO. 08-30.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by Ms. Anderson, to
file County Communication 08-30. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
In accordance with County Code, Section 2.41.040, this
communication reports a vacancy on the Board of Ethics due to the resignation of
Peter Soman.
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and to recognize the
contributions made by Mr. Soman in his serving this community.
And Chairman, because thprp
thei
rable consideratir

required action, I'd like tna sk
lg of f
communicatic

t

Member

.IR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo.
Members, any further discussion? Wien none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NC.DIES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried with nine "ayes."

Mr. Clerk.
NO. 08-31

- DANNY MATEO, CHAIR, POLICY COMMI I I EE,
(dated January 22, 2008)

Requesting the Council's favorable consideration to discharge the Policy Committee
from consideration of County Communication No. 07-232, from Councilmember
Michael J. Molina, relating to prohibiting the use of nonbiodegradable plastic bags
and encouraging the use of environmentally preferable alternatives; and informing
the Council of his intention to offer the following motions:
A motion that the Policy Committee be DISCHARGED from further
consideration of County Communication No. 07-232;
2.

A motion that County Communication No. 07-232 be REFERRED to the
appropriate standing committee; and

3.

A motion to that this communication be FILED.

CHAIR HOKAA: Thank you very much.
Mr, Mateo.
HAIR M/
I
VE TO DISCHARGE THE POI
FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF CC
NO. 07-232.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.

MITTI
IMMUN
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by Ms. Anderson, to
discharge Policy Committee from further consideration of County
Communication 07-232. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman.
County Communication No. 07-232, from Councilmember Michael J. Molina,
transmits a draft bi'! entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDNANCE AMENDING
CHAPTER 20," of Cne, "MAUI COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO THE REDUCTION
OF PLASTIC BAGS". The purpose of the draft bill is to prohibit the use of
nonbiodegradable plastic bags and encourage the use of environmentally preferred
alt--alternatives.
-

Chairman, your Policy Committee is a nine-member committee and was thought to
be, at the time, the most appropriate committee to consider the comments of all of its
nine members. However, since legislation has recently been passed that allows all
Members to, to participate in, in the process, it is the Chair's belief that this particular
item should be forwarded to a committee that actually oversees the matter of this
particular item.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Any further discussion on the motion to discharge? Okay, with no further discussion,
all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COL
MEC
VIC

_

7

7.:E"IBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
V1OLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
IATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA .

Opposed, say "no,"
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion carries

" nine "ayes."

Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:
CHAIRMAN, I MOVE THAT COUNTY COMMUNICATION
NO. 07-232 BE REFERRED TO THE APPROPRIATE STANDING
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COMMITTEE FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION AND THAT THIS
COUNTY COMMUNICATION BE FILED.
CO'ji.,'CILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
CHAR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by M. Mateo, seconded by Ms. Anderson, that
County Communication 07-232 be referred to the appropriate standing committee of
Council, as well as filing of this communication, 08-31. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman.
At, I would just like to, to acknowledge Mr. Molina for moving this particular bill, bill to
where it is today. I believe we've all heard of the discussion going on currently on, on
Oahu, with the plastic bag bill. And this is the opportunity for us to actually have that
dialogue.
The Policy Committee's agenda items is quite burdensome at this time, and the
Policy Committee just did not have the appropriate time to hear the measure. And
forwarding this item to the appropriate standing committee will in fact allow this body
the opportunity to engage in that discussion.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much.
Any i'orther discussion, Members on the motion before you? Okay, with none, all in
favor nf the motion please say "aye.'
;

ES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDER
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PON
_ 'HAIR M/ - AND CF

ISA, JOHNSON.
\, VICT
KAMA.

HOKAMA: Opposed, say
NOFTT.: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAKIi:,: Motion is car7:ed.
The Chair will, with that passage of that motion, with no objections, shall be sending
County Communication 07-232, after review of our rules and oversight matters of
each committee, be referring this to the Public Works and Facilities Committee.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objection.
CHAIR HOKA.MA: Any ot]ections to the Chair's assignment of this committee, excuse me,
of this communication?
MEI`../IBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR F-.:SKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Molina.
(Councilmember Baisa was excused from the meeting at 9:45 a.m.)
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
And I, I want to thank also Chairman Mateo of the Policy Committee. He does have
a, a, a lot of matters to deal with, but even though we were not able to get the matter
for a hearing, Mr. Mateo and myself had discussions with the retailers to hear their
concerns, as well as the proponents of this particular issue. So I want to thank him
for his efforts.
And I want to thank Co-Chairs Mr. Medeiros and Mr. Victorino for accepting this
matter into their Committee. I've had some preliminary discussions with them, and it
is my hope that we can get this matter on, at least to have a hearing prior to us
entering the budget session.
And, you know, when I look at this particular bid,
a lot like That r' a plastic bag
blowing in the wind. It's been bouncing around from here to there, sc
opefully, this
will be its final resting place and we can begin the discussions on the 'ocess of this
particular legislation.
'nan.
KAMA: Thani'
Any further

, Mr. Molina.
lot, Mr. C!.

let us proceed with the

COUNTY CCittiMUNICATLOi\:
07-232, THERE BENG NO
OBJECTION, WAS REFERRED TO THE PUBLIC WORKS AND
FACILITIES COMMITTEE.
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NO. 08-32 - DANNY MATEO, CHAIR, POLICY COMMI I I EE,
(dated January 29, 2008)

Requesting the Council's favorable consideration to discharge the Policy Corr7.Lee
from consideration of the Miscellaneous Communication dated February 20, 2007,
from the County Clerk, relating to bicycle tour business liability insurance and general
liability issues; and informing the Council of his intention to offer the following
motions:
1.

A motion that the Policy Committee be DISCHARGED from further
consideration of the Miscellaneous Communication;

2.

A motion that the Miscellaneous Communication be REFERRED to the
appropriate standing committee; and

3.

A motion to that this communication be FILED.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you.
I MOVE TO DISCHARGE THE POLICY COMMITTEE,
COMMITTEE FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF THE
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATION RELATING TO LIABILITY
INSURANCE IN REGARDS TO THE BICYCLE TOUR BUSINESS,
AS WELL AS OTHER ,:riENERAL LIABILITY ISSUES OF THE
COUNTY.
MEMBER ANDEI
SE
,IR HOKAMA. I hank you.
We have a motion made by Mr. Mate:, ze=ded by Ms. Anderson, discharge the
Council's Policy Committee from further consideration of :',,Iscellaneous
Communication. Mr. Mateo.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman.
The Policy Committee, as a nine-member committee, was thought to be the most
appropriate committee to consider the comments of all nine members of the Council
on this important matter. However, since legi--legislation has recently been passed
that now R"ows non-committee members to participate as non-voting members in the
meetings of, of the five-member committees, the matter, matter relating to liability
insurance ;n regards to the bicycle tour business can now receive the appropriate
review in a committee that oversees this, this subject matter, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you vey much.
Members, any further discussion on the motion to discharge? Having none, all in
favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER BAISA.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

76

passes. We have eight "ayes"; one "excused", Ms. Balsa.

Mr Mateo.
EO:
CHAIRMAN, I M
THE MISCELLA EOUS
COMMUNICATION E REFERRED TO THE APPROPRIATE
STANDING COMMITTEE FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION AND
Ti-!"r THIS COUNTY COMMUNICATION BE FILED.
..: 1‘...]aL.MENI2ER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by Ms. Anderson, to
refer the Miscellaneous Communication to the appropriate standing committee of
Council, as well as filing of Communication 08-32. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman,

you.

And, and, once again, the referral to the appropriate standing committee will allow for
the engagement of the discussion on this important matter. And the Chair asks the
Members to support the, the consideration. The Policy Committee's agenda just had
prevented us from being able to move this item up earlier for discussion.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, further discussion on the motion? With none, all in favor of the motion
please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: COUNC1'."PIBER BAISA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion passe:

we Pight "ayes"; one "excimed". Ms. Baisa.

Members, w
objections, the C
I be refe
g the matter of Miscell
nmunication as it relates to business [sic] tour business [sic] liability insuranc
general liability issues to the Public 'A (s and Facilities Committee. Any
objections?

MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So c dered.
-

Mr. Clerk.
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THE MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATION, THERE BEING NO
OBJECTION, WAS REFERRED TO THE PUBLIC WORKS AND
FACILITIES COMMITTEE.
(Councilmember Anderson was excused 7rom the meeting at 9:50 a.m.)
.

NO. 08-33

- CHARMAINE TAVARES, MAYOR,
(dated January 23, 2008)

Requesting an opportunity for Police Chief Thomas Phillips to discuss the proposed
South Maui Police Station.
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-33 be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee.
NO. 08-34

- FREDERICK D. PABLO, BUDGET DIRECTOR,
(dated January 30, 2008)

Transmitting the "FISCAL YEAR 2008 - SECOND QUARTER CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS IMPLEMENTATION REPORT" as of December 31,
2007.
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-34 be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee.
NO. 08-35

- FREDERICK D. PABLO, BUDGET DIRECTOR,
(dated Fehmary 1, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed b Sntitled
B
DR AN ORDIN
,MENDING
CAL YEAR 2008 BUD
- .l HI
LINTY F MAUI
PERTAIN
ESTIMATED REVENUES, LANAI COMMUNITY
.N AREA - LANAI (
AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT, TOTAL CAPI
MPROVEMENT PROJ
APPROPRIATIONS, AND TOTAL APPROPRIATIOI :WERATING AND CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS)", and "CERTIFiwATION OF ADDITIONAL
REVENUES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2008".
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-35 be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee.
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NO. 08-36

- FREDERICK D. PABLO, BUDGET DIRECTOR,
(dated February 1, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDii\lACE AMENDING THE
FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAL AS IT PERTAINS TO
ESTIMATED REVENUES, LANAI COMMUNITY PLAN AREA GOVERNMENT
FACILITIES, TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT APPROPRIATIONS,
AND TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS (OPERATING AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS)", and "CERTIFICATION OF ADDITIONAL REVENUES FOR FISCAL
YEAR 2008".
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-36 be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee.

NO. 08-37

- FREDERICK D. PABLO, BUDGET DIRECTOR,
(dated February 1, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
APPENDIX A OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING". This proposed bill adds
a new grant for the Certified Local Government Program.
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-37 be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee.
(Councilmember Anderson returned to the meeting at 9:51 a.m.)

NO. 08-38

- FREDERICK D. PABLO, BUDGET DIRECTOR,
(dated February 1, 2008)

Al
G
oposed bill entitled "A BILL
Transmitt
APPENDIX , )F THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR TH JNTY OF MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING". This proposed bill adds
a new grant for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Map
Study.
The Deputy Cou%' Clerk stated ta the recommeded action is that County
Communication No. 08-38 be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee.
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NO. 08-39 - JEFFREY S. HUNT, PLANNING DIRECTOR,
(dated January 15, 2008)

Transmitting documents relating to a conditional permit application by Joy and Don
Nelson for wedding services and group functions at 210 and 220 Hauoli Street,
Maalaea, Hawaii.
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-39 be referred to the Land Use Committee.
NO. 08-40

- JEFFREY S. HUNT, PLANNING DIRECTOR,
(dated January 15, 2008)

Relating to an application for the Kihei Baptist Chapel, transmitting a proposed bill
entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE ZONING FROM
R-2 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT TO PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC DISTRICT FOR
PROPERTY SITUATED AT KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII", and related documents.
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-40 be referred to the Land Use Committee.
NO. 08-41

- JEFFREY S. HUNT, PLANNING DIRECTOR,
(dated January 31, 2008)

Relating to an application by the Planning
transmitting a proposed
entitled "A B'L'P OR AN ORDINANCE TO CH,.:.-,L= 7 ONING FROM OPEN SP)
B-2 COMMUNITY BUSINESS
DISTRICT
STRICT FOR PROPEL
SITUATED T
kILUKU, MAUI, HAWAII", and relat • documents.
aputy C
nication
NO.

08-42

state
eferre

recommended
Committee.

- JEFFREY S. 1-!'„!!'..7, PLHiG DIRECTOR,
(datecl Janueli -: 29, 2038)

Relating to an application by Tanna Swanson, transmitting a proposed resolution
entitled "APPROVING THE ACTION OF THE MAUI PLANNING COMMISSION
GRANTING A TYPE 3 BED AND BREAKFAST HOME PERMIT FOR THE
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GUESTHOUSE BED AND BREAKFAST ON PROPERTY SITUATED AT LAHAINA,
MAUI, HAWAII", and related documents.
The Dep..4 County Clerk stE:e.O that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-42 be referred to the Land Use Committee.
NO. 08-43

- l' „EAL A. BAL, INTERIM FIRE CHIEF,
(dated January 22, 2008)
,

Transmitting a proposed resolution entitled "AUTHORIZING ACCEPTANCE OF
DONATION FROM GOODFELLOW BROS., INC. TO THE COUNTY OF MAUI,
DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND PUBLIC SAFETY, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 3.56,
MAUI COUNTY CODE".
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-43 be referred to the Policy Committee.
NO. 08-44

- THOMAS M. PHILLIPS, CHIEF OF POLICE,
(dated January 25, 2008)

Transmitting a proposed resolution entitled "APPROVING THE ACQUISITION OF
REAL PROPERTY AT WAILUKU, MAUI, HAWAII", and related documents. This
proposed resolution is to allow for the purchase of property located at 1831 Wili Pa
Loop, Wailuku, for a County Morgue.
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No flR-44 be referred fr the Policy Committee.
,

(See pages

08-45

nd 178 for (

ents.)

- BILL KAUAKEA MEDEIR
;OUNCILMEMBER,
(dated January 29, 2008)

Relating to the matter of genetically modifying taro.
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-45 be referred to the Public Works and Facilities Committee.
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NO. 08-46 - TAMARA HORCAJO, DIRECTOR OF PARKS AND RECREATION,
(dated January 28, 2008)
Transmittng a proposed resolution entitled "WAIVER CF COMFORT STATION AND
PARKING AREA REQUIREMENTS IN THE E PAEPAE KA PUKO'A SUBDIVISI!ON,
PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII, PURSUANT TO SECTION 18.16.320, MAUI COUNTY
CODE".
The Deputy County Clerk stated tha. the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-46 be referred to the Public Works and Facilities Committee.
NO. 08-47

- CHERYL K. OKUMA, DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT, (dated January 15, 2008)

Pursuant to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Consent
Decree (Civil No. CV 98-00622 SOM) and the State Department of Health (DOH)
Consent Decree [Civil No. 99-0064 (3)], transmitting a copy of the "USEPA/DOH
CONSENT DECREE QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT #34, OCTOBER 2007
THROUGH DECEMBER 2007".
The Deputy County Clerk stated that the recommended action is that County
Communication No. 08-47 be referred to the Public Works and Facilities Committee.
"!0. 08-48

- JEFFREY K. ENG, DIRECTOR OF WATER SUPPLY,
(dated January 31, 2008)

In accordRnr.P with Section 3.44.015. Maui County
)de, reporting on wa
easemen'
reyances for the second quarter of Fiscal ear 2008.
'eputy
stated
Inication No: 08-48 be referred

E

le re mrr ded action is
ttee.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Clerk.
Members, you have the Chair's recommendations of referral to the various standing
committees of the Council. Are there any questions or requests for the Chair to
consider at this time? Ms. Johnson.
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COMMENTS RELATING TO
COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-44
CCUNCIMEMBER ,.!OHNSON: Mr. Chair, I just, on 08-44, which is in7,.ecj7d o the County
morgue.
CHAIR HCKAMA: Yes.
COUNCiLMEMBER JOHNSON: I just was curious as to the, I know the item's going to the
Policy Committee, but because I know that we're dealing with other budget issues
shortly, is this going to be something that will be heard prior to budget or is the intent
to take this up after budget, because I know that we did have money allocated for
this?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I, this is a non-impact to the budget situation regarding the new County
morgue, Ms. Johnson. This would, this that is being sent to Mr. Mateo's jurisdiction is
for the consideration of acceptance of real property by the County through the
Council.
The project is moving on very well. There have been no issues of concern brought
up either by the current property owner or the Department, which is under the
jurisdiction of Chief Tom Phillips.
So I can tell you that at this time, it is something that Mr. Mateo will be considering,
but it is not a budgetary impact item, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER .,101-NSON: Okay, tha7.! very much, Mr.
,

And the only reason I ask is because of the fact that from my perspective, if we c
take the property, if there was a budget request coming up to alter and to do some of
the work needed on the in
.n was that, well, perhaps
impede
some - hat progress.
But I just want to thank you also for y
fforts, Mr. Chair. because this is very
important to the community. And I wani uiank the Police Chief and also Member
Mateo for taking this item up. Its somet:.:. .g that while not glamorous, it's something
that certainly will create a big impact on the community in terms of having dignity not
only for the people that have been, you know, deceased, but also for their loved ones
so that they would have a much better setting in which to have their final memories.
-

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
This is a priority project for the Council, and we are well aware of the sensitivity
goes--that is, goes along and becomes associated with our morgue facilities,
Ms. Johnson.
So the Department is well aware aid will be working th Mr. Mateo for a timely
consideration.
Is there any further request to the Chair regarding the recommendations or referral of
the various County Communications as read by the Clerk? Hearing none, with no
objections, those items shall be referred as indicated on the left-hand margin of your
agenda, Members.
Mr. Clerk.
The following bills for second and final reading were presented.

ORDINANCES
ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 8 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE
PAIA-HAIKU COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP
FROM SINGLE-FAMILY TO BUSiNESS/COMMERCIAL
FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII
HOKAMA: Thank you,
Mr. Mo
NCILMEMBER IV

Thank y

>airman,

MOVE 1 u APPROVE BILL NO. 8 ON SECOND AND FINAL
READIN").
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Molina, seconded by Mr. Pontanilla, to
pass Bill No. 8 on second and final reading. Mr. Molina.

COUNC[LMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Bill No. 8 amends the Paia-Haiku Community Plan from Single-Family to
Business/Commercial for property situated in Paia, Maui. This matter is related to
the proposed Paia Town Center, which is a project which will beautify and improve
the property, along with adding retail space, public restrooms, a police substation,
and additional parking for Paia.
This matter passed first reading by the Council on January 25, 2008, and I ask for the
Members' continued support.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion, Members, on the motion before you? Okay, with none, all in
favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS,
MOLINA,
PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

posed, say "no."
NONE.

_MEMBER
HOKAMA: Mc
)asses Bill N( 3 passes
,ith eight "ayes"; one "excused", Ms. Baisa.

Mr. Clerk.

ise me, sec
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ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 9 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE ZONING FROM INTERIM
DISTRICT TO B-CT COUNTRY TOWN BUSINESS DISTRICT
(CONDETIONAL ZONING) FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT PAIA, MAUI, HAWAII
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
MOVE TO APPROVE BILL NO. 9 ON SECOND AND FINAL
READING.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Molina, seconded by Mr. Pontanilla, to
pass Bill No. 9 on second and final reading. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Bill No. 9 is a proposed zoning change from Interim District to B-CT Country Town
Business District for property in Paia, Maui, This matter, again, relates to the
proposed Paia Town Center with the three conditions established by the Land Use
C---- 114 °- on January 23, 2008.
Ti::
HOKAMA: Than
Members, any further discussion? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
I, I would like to thank the applicant for responding to the community concerns when
we heard this at the last meeting and agreed to save the mature trees in the current
parking area, and they have also--that's a condition that we adopted, and there is an
attached map indicating those trees that are going to be saved.
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And I think it's so important that whenever we can, we save our exceptional trees.
So I want to thank them for that.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HU<AVIA: Tha I! : you, Ms. Anderson.
- ,

Any further discussion, Members? With none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER BAISA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine, excuse me, eight "ayes"; one
"excused", Ms. Baisa. Bill No. 9 passes second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.
ORDINANCE NO.
RILL NO. 10 (2008)
A BILL FC
RDINANCE AMENDIN
OF THE FIE \L AR 2008 BUDGE
COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY

HE
1E

CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTAtILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 10.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, secondec! by
pass Bir No. 10 on second and final reading. Mr. Pontanilla.

Molina, to

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
Adoption of this bill amends the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget to allow for a $200,000
grant received by the Department of Water Supply for the State Department of Health
Source Water Protection Grant program.
I ask the Members' support of this bill.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion, Members? Seeing none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
JSED:

ICI, EN E R

HOKAMA: Mc
carried with eight "ayE ,
passes second an 1 inal reading.
Mr. Clerk.

'excused", Ms. B

No. 10
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ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 11 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMEND:NG
THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO ESTIMATED REVENUES,
LANAI COMMUNITY PLAN AREA - LANAI WATER SYSTEM ACQUISITION APPRAISAL,
TOTAL CAPITAL 'IMPROVEMENT PROJECT APPROPRIATIONS,
AND TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
(OPERATING AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS)
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 11.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
pass Bill No. 11 on second and final reading. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
Adoption of this bill will amend the current 2008 Budget by providing increase to
estimated Carryover/Savings revenues in the Water Supply Fund by $110,000, and
designates an added appropriation of e
amount for the Lam Community Plan
Area for facilitation of the L 'nai Water S). Acquisition
----1

I ask the Members' sun
,IR HOKAMA: Thank y

-.

is bill.

ryr ch.

Members, any further discussion? With none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER BAISA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried with eight "ayes"; one "excused", Ms. Baisa. Bill No. 11
passes second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.

ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 12 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING APPENDIX A
OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND HUMAN CONCERNS
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 12.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

sEcoNn.
)KAMA.
s Bill No

lave a rr
n seconc

ntanilla, secon
l reading. Mr. Pontanilla

to

.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
of this bill amends the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget by increasing grant revenue
c. €. taining to the Department of Housing and Human Concerns for the Home
Investment Partnership Program.
,

-

The availability of this home program funds will assist the County in its effort to
expand affordable housing opportunities and services.
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I ask the Members' support of this bill.
CHAP. 1-10KAIVI,L.: Thank you very much.
Members, any further discussion? Having none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS,
MOLINA,
PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER BAISA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried--eight "ayes"; one "excused", Ms. Baisa. Bill No. 12
passes second and final reading.
Mr. Clerk.

ORDINANCE NO.
BILL NO. 13 (2008)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
TH
,L YEAR 2008 BUDGET FOR THE COUN I Y 'Thc MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO ESTIMATED REVENUE_
KAI COMMUNITY PLAN AREA GOVERNMENT
LITIES,
APITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT APPROPR
ANC
'ROPRIATIONS (OPERATING AND CP : L IMPROVEMENT PR(
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla,
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO PASS ON SECOND AND FINAL READING BILL
NO. 13.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAr /i.4,: We have a motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
pass Bill No. 13 on second and final reading. Mr. Pontanilla.
,

COUNCiLMEMBER PCNTAN1LLA: Thank you, Chairman.
The adoption of this bill amends the current 2008 Budget by providing increase to
estimated Carryover/Savings revenues in the General Fund and designates an
appropriation for the Molokai Community Plan area to allow for the new Kaunakakai
Fire Station project.
I ask the Members' support of this bill that will allow for the progress of this greatly
needed and awaited facility for the Molokai community.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Is there any further discussion? Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much; and I will be excitedly supporting
this motion.
The Kaunakakai Fire Station has been a project that has been long in the making.
The
--si community has waited for decade
-

And, Chairman. I guess as of today, we all know this fire, existing fire t;
has really become a misfit for our island. You have a fire station tha
proximity to the elementary school; a station that is i ;lose proximity
close proximity to a church And it would force tl
rers o
e
at times traverse directl
1 Kaunakakai

s really,
ry close
)allpark, i
vehicl
,

In addition, this one-bay station must hold their apparatuses out, outdoors, open to all
of the elements. But the most difficult issue to deal with was the fact that at every
heavy rain period, this station flooded. Our firefighters waded in the waters that
flooded their quarters.

As a community grows, so too must our facilities. This station is meant to address
the needs of our community for some time to come, and it will continue to serve as
the "nerve center" for health and safety on Molokai.
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The Mayor and her team, retired Fire Chief Kaupalolo, Deputy Chief Bal, has worked
hard in their commitment to this project. And the people of Molokai, is greatly
apveciated. And I am especially proud and thankful to Firefighter III Greg Jenkins
who contributed greatly for this project.
And I'm excited again that this long-awaited project is--now has the opportunity to
move forward.
I thank the Chairman of the Finance Committee to helping to expedite this process.
And to each of the Members, I ask your continued support to move the project
forward.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very, excuse me--thank you, Mr. Mateo.
Any further discussion on the motion before you? With none, all in favor of the
motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS,
MOLINA,
PONTAN I LLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES:
JSED
CHA

MA‘. M
'.Jo. 13 passes secor
- UN
iu 1

LERK: I'

)UNCILMFMRFR BA1SA.
-iec
J fir

eight "a
Mr. C

airman, we

the er

ie agenda.

lave uelore you Committee Report No. u8-23.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, this is how the Chair would like to move on with the final item
of business for today regarding the Council's agenda. Staff needs a short period of
time to conclude its finalization of the amendments that is being proposed.
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However, that does not prohibit us from moving forward with what we do currently
have before us that was presented to you by Friday's meeting. So, therefore, we
shall start moving on 670, and then we will take a, our midmorning break and allow
the staff to finalize those remaining amendments that are being proposed.
Is there any questions to how the Chair wishes to continue to proceed?
Ms. Johnson.
CCJNO1LMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair.
Because it's so freezing in this chambers today, I would just ask for a brief recess so
that we can, you know, just at least get warm or get heaters or warmer clothing or
something, just for, just for a few minutes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
We'll, we'll stand in recess till ten-twenty.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:11 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 10:26 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Council shall reconvene its regular Council meeting on the agenda
posted for the eighth of February, 2008. Today is Monday, February 11.
Members, we have one item remaining on the business of the Council.
At this time, Mr. Clerk, bring the en (ward, p!rya.F:.

DEFERRED COMMITTEE REPORTS
IMITTEE EPORT
OE - 3 - LAND USE COMMITTEE:
Recon ending the following:
1.

hat BILL NO,
21 (20C3), ertle• "A BILL FOR AN ORD17.1q.:CE
REPEALING CHAPTER 19.90, MAUI COUNTY CODE, AND ESTABLISKNG
A NEW CHAPTER 19.90A, MAUI COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO
KIHEI-MAKENA PROJECT DISTRICT 9 (WAILEA 670)", be PASSED ON
FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT;
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2.

That BILL NO. 22 (2008), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO
REPEAL ORDINANCE NO. 2171 (1992) AND TO ESTABLISH
KIHEI-MAKENA PROJECT DISTRICT 9 (WAILEA 670) ZONING
(CONDITIONAL ZONING), FOR APPROXIMATELY 670 ACRES SITUATED
AT PAEAHU, PALAUEA, KEAUHOU, MAUI, HAWAII", be PASSED ON
FIRST READING and be ORDERED TO PRINT;

3.

That the County Clerk RECORD the "Unilateral Agreement and Declaration for
Conditional Zoning";

4.

That the matter relating to the reporting requirements of Chapter 2.96, Maui
County Code (the Residential Workforce Housing Policy), be REFERRED to
the Policy Committee; and

5.

That County Communication No. 01-334, from the Planning Director, be
FILED.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MOVE TO ADOPT COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 08-23 AND THE
FILING OF THE COMMUNICATION.
COUNCILMEMBER PC TANILLA:
SECOND.
DKAM
We have a moti
made by Mr. Molina, seconi i b,
adopt Comr :ee Report 08 3, as well as the attached legislation t

inilla, to

Report 0f 3, as well as the I g of said communication.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Your Land Use Committee began a long journey starting on January 31, 2007 until
November 20, 2007, to discuss a proposal from Honua'ula Partners, LLC, to
construct 1,400 housing units in the South Maui area.
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For this term alone, your Committee held an evening public hearing in Kihei, along
with a combination of Committee and recessed meetings, totaling twenty-eight
sessions.
Committee approved the application on November 20, 2007, with twenty-eight
attached conditions.
The Workforce Housing Policy requires the applicant to place 700 units in the
affordable housing range. The applicant is on record as contributing over forty million
dollars towards public infrastructure, which includes land and money towards a fire
station, police station, and parks in South Maui, along with a private water and
wastewater system and traffic improvement upgrades.
The applicant intends to set aside a total of 84 acres of Open Space within the
project and 6 acres of private parks, which will be open to the public. The applicant
has also agreed to set aside 18 acres for a Conservation Easement area and an
additional 23 acres for native plant cultivation.
A Cultural Resources Preservation Plan will be required of the applicant as well.
The applicant will be required to comply with twelve conditions as mandated by the
State Department of Health, provide water quality and marine monitoring reports.
And a transportation management plan the State of Hawaii, Department of Transpor-with the State of Hawaii, Department of Transportation, prior to the commencement
of construction activity.
And, Mr. Chair, I believe you have sent a memo to all the Members indicating your
preference to establish some time parameters. So with that being said and out of
respect for your request, Mr. Chairman I'll yield the floor for the time being for other
considerations from my fellow colleagues and I'll speak for a second time on this
motion after everyone has been given their initial opportunity.
;

;

Thank
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, if k you very mu
The Chair is aware of your request to speak last, Mr. Molina; and it is our normal
practice to allow the Committee Chair that privilege after discus--regular discussion
on the motion before you.
What we do currently have though, Members, is a main motion that is before you.
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The Chair has indicated, by written correspondence to you, some amendments that
I'm, I am proposing for your consideration that Mr. Mateo has assisted the Chair by at
least bringing it forward. So, at this time, Mr. Mateo, if you would, on behalf of the
Chairman, please.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. And I ask the Members to please
refer to the memo dated February 7, 2008, from the Council Chair to each of the
Members.
CHAIRMAIN, ON YOUR BEHALF, I MOVE TO AMEND SECTION 2
OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT DISTRICT BILL, AT
SECTION 19.90A.020(B), BY DELETING THE PHRASE
"INCLUSIVE OF ACCESSORY DWELLINGS" AND INSERT IN ITS
PLACE THE PHRASE "TOGETHER WITH ANY ASSOCIATED
OFFSITE RESIDENTIAL WORKFORCE HOUSING UNITS", TO
READ AS FOLLOWS: "THE NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS
THAT MAY BE CONSTRUCTED IN KIHEI-MAKENA PROJECT
DISTRICT 9 (WAILEA 670), TOGETHER WITH ANY
ASSOCIATED OFFSITE RESIDENTIAL WORKFORCE HOUSING
UNITS, SHALL NOT EXCEED ONE THOUSAND FOUR
HUNDRED."
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
OKAY, SECOND FOR DISCUSSION.
_ EM3ER ANDERSON: Chair.
CHAIR I-1k.

IA: Thank you. We needed a second if we are to move forward with the

dice

Mr. Mateo, seconde
VICE

M1

Mateo.

:chairman, thar

The amendme
a housekeeping meas _ tende o clarify that the maximu
number of dwell ig units, 1,400, includes an offsite residential workforce housir units, of which 250 are contemplated at the Kaonoulu Light Industrial Subdivision in
North Kihei.
The amendment also will remove the potential confusion that may be caused by
difference--by reference to accessory dwellings when none are permitted in project
district.
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Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Under discussion/questions, Ms. Anderson.
CC!rii!C!MEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I'm sorry, Mr. Chair, but.
CHXR, HOKAMA: Do you need a copy of the amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I sure do. I can't find it.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Here.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, if the.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: When was that handed out?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Last week.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I, I didn't get a copy of that one.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. While Ms. Anderson reviews the proposal, any further
discussion/questions on the amendment that is before the body at this time?
Ms. Anderson.
C

I thank you for this,
in, in cam:4A with what you are doing here.

Chairman. And, and I agree

And the fact that you are taking °L. inclusive
accesso
handled somewhere else in, in the
90A ordi nce.
HOKAM,

Project District itself, access(

e lings', that's already

tellings--

COUNC MEMBER ANDERSON: Are not.
CHAP nJKAMA: --is not a !Dern

use.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Permitted use. So we don't need that.
'Cause I was trying to address this same issue in another way, and I'm hoping that
maybe we can combine the efforts.

-
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My, my concern, Chairman, is that we do have a commitment and a condition that
says that 250 workforce housing units will be constructed offsite at Kaonoulu, but we
have nothing in the ordinance or in the conditions that addresses the requirement
that the remaining 450 workforce housing units be constructed in the Project District.
And because our ordinance, our workforce housing ordinance, 2ows for an option,
several options to be worked out at a later date with the Department of Housing and
Human Concerns, it's very likely that those 450 additional houses may not get built in
the project district; but, instead, in-lieu payments made or land offered, of which I
don't believe the Council will have any say at that point.
And because it was represented to us and to the public all through this process that
they would be constructing 450 workforce housing units within the project district, I
would like to see it called out in the ordinance itself so that we can be assured that it
will happen.
This is a twenty-year build out project and a lot of things can happen in five years, let
alone ten or twenty. And as we've also been told by the developer's representative
that they intend to build 100 units per year, that means that the development of the
workforce housing and the fact that they're going to do 250 upfront, we're looking,
you know, at least five years down the road before they develop any affordable
housing within the project district.
So I would like some assurance that, that we will get those 450 units within the
project district, the units built, not in-lieu fees.
CHAIR

Ms. .•.alerson, Ms.

Let me recommend this course of acti 71.

I would ask--the Chair would prefer and, and would rule that we sh_ _
take up ti amendment as is. I understand the discussion that Ms. Anderson hE
provided the, this motion to amend. but I would recommend to the entle
an
:o add
om South Maui that, that should be dealt in a separate mot
it up in the discussion on this m
the two points she he
That would be the Chair's way to address your concern, Ms. Anderson,
COUNCILMEMBER P.HTIRSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The only reason I brought it up is because I have an amendment to this very same
language that would address my concerns. So if we adopt this amendment, I was
thinking that we could, you know, add the language that I'm going to be proposing at
the same time. But if you'd like, we can do it later.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: That would be better, especially if you are having it written up with your
support comments on it, Ms. Anderson.
So that would be how the Chair, Members, will rule at this time, that we move forward
on the motion as it currently is proposed to you on the correspondence dated
February 7. The Chair would then allow Ms. Anderson her opportunity to make a
motion to amend during the proceedings.
Any further discussion, Members? Hearing none, all in favor of the motion as to
amend, please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER BAISA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have eight "ayes"; one "excused", Ms. Balsa. The
amendment passes.
We are now back to the main motion as amended.
M. Anderson, yes?
NCILMEMBER ANDER&
adding one sentence to it?

t want me to amend this, this amendr

by

)KAMA: No its not that I
V1EMBER ANDERSON: 'cause now I've got to change mine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Not, it's not that I don't want ye.: to. I'm open to you making a motion to
amend, and then the body will decide whether or not we would like to-COU \!CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --adopt that motion or not.
So if you have something that you have, you have to present to the Members, the
Chair is.
C 7;..i:,CILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, it's just one sentence, and, and since we've now
taken up yours, which I'm sorry I wasn't aware of. I didn't get it on Friday or if I did, it
was lost in the shuffle. So I wrote my own and now it's not applicable-ble, because
we've already adopted this one.
,

SO I WOULD MOVE TO AMEND THE AMENDMENT BY ADDING
ONE SENTENCE AT THE END TO READ, "FOUR HUNDRED
AND FIFTY AFFORDABLE UNITS SHALL BE WITHIN THE
PROJECT DISTRICT."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Just, before I recognize the motion, Ms. Anderson, what are you
going to be adding that on? Is that on number "B", letter "B" of.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right, what we just adopted, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So after one thousand, "shall not exceed one thousand four
hundred"?
COL' MPA9ER ANDEDSON: Yes.
CHIA

)KAMA: Okay
MEMBER ANDERSON
amendment would read "I
project district."

idred

ion to am„.

be'?

"exceed one t
d fifty afford*.

and
its shall

CHAIR HOKAMA: With, "within".
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON': Within the project district.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Members, the Chair recognizes a motion to amend, which will add
language to the revised Section 19.90A.020(B).
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And, again, Members, the Chair would allow you, if this passes, to do the appropriate
nonsubstantial language adjustments with the appropriate dictions and additional
literary requirements needed by staff for legal and formality.
Okay, we are under discussion. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, I don't want to confuse the issue at all,
but I, I just want to let you know that originally I was going to amend this same
section to say that "inclusive of a, accessory dwellings and affordable housing shall
not exceed one thousand four hundred. Two hundred and fifty affordable housing
units shall be locut--located offsite and four hundred and fifty affordable units shall be
within the project district."
So I think this amendment kind of consolidates with your amendment to, to make it
very clear that this body expects 450 affordable units within the project district, the
remaining 250 units will be offsite. That's already covered in another condition on the
zoning bill.
And I think it's important for us to spell it out because the project could be sold off
incrementally to different people, and we just want to make sure that the units do get
built. It was represented to us by Mr. Jencks on several . . . occasions that he would
be willing to do that. And in fact, Members, he also said he'd be willing to build them
all on, onsite.
And given the fact that we were told by our Water Director that won't, there won't be
water available for the Kaonoulu Industrial site for these 250 units, it might be better if
they built all of them onsite because they'll probably get the water before we do, if
they get the water.

But be that as it may, I know we're not
:—)rnmittee work. We're
tighten up loose ends, and so I saw this as a, a glaring loose end: ar
Members wi up! t tb 3mendment,
HOKAM.

th

lying to
ape the

very much.

We are under discussion. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you.
I, I can support the amendment. I think it just continues to provide the clarification or
the clarity that we initially wanted to achieve in, in, in the first place. So I, I think it's a
good, it's a good addition to add.
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Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Pontar.
COUNCILMEMBER P•NITANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
amendment--makes it very clear that, you know, when you
Yeah, I can support
get 700 affordable units, 250 of 'em will be located outside of this particular project
district with the remaining 450 within the, the project itself. It, it brings clarity.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, I just have a, a question, and that would be in regard
to concurrency because I, I just want to make certain that because of the
representations we've had in committee, the timing is really important. Therefore, I
just want to make certain that the units to be constructed will be done concurrently
with all requirements under our workforce housing policy so that we don't have the
problems that we had in the past.
And I realize that because we're repealing an old, you know, the old part of the
ordinance and then inserting this new, I don't want somebody down the road to lose a
loop, or create a loophole or use a loophole to say, "Well, you know, because we had
this entitlement a long while ago, we're going all the way back and we're not
necessarily subject to putting these units in one for one or whatever the timing is with
the market-oriced housina."
So if e

Ar

better.
Thank you.

CHAIR HC'.

Okay, thank you.

Ms., Ms. Anderson, question or.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'd like to clarify, Mr. Chair.

fy t
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, regarding the amendment now, regarding the amendment.
COUNCLIViElliBER ANDERSON: And her question.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: My question.
CHAR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: 'Cause I, I, I did sleep with ths ordinance this weekend
so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, but it needs to relate to the motion before us, which is-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --your amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. I just want to clarify for her that there is a
condition that specifies that Honua'ula Partners, LLC, shall provide workforce
housing in accordance with Chapter 2.96, and then it goes on to say the 250 offsite.
So they will have to comply with the one for one.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEM.BER JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair. I just want to make it
crysta clear that we're not going back in time to old ordinances and resurrecting the
So thank you.
-

\MA: Thank you.
igain, Members,
o have the oversight, throug
standim
:tees,
he various departments that particularly have jurisdiction over these conditions if it
passes the Council, to bring them in regarding the implementation of the conditions
we have set forth in ordinance. So you still have your oversight ability to bring the
Administra--Administration in to ensure compliance is, hopefully, implemented.
Further discussion on the motion to amend, Members? Any ft..: ':her? If not, on the
motion to amend, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
-
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, SCI ' "no."
. :

NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER BAISA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. Thank you.
Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman. Thank you very much, Chairman.
AND I MOVE TO AMEND EXHIBIT "B" AND EXHIBIT "2", AND I'D
ASK THE MEMBERS TO ONCE AGAIN, THIS IS, IF THEY CAN
REFERENCE THE MEMO FROM THE CHAIR TO THE
MEMBERS, DATED FEBRUARY 7, 2008, AND THIS FLOOR
AMENDMENT RELATING TO WATER.
If you can please follow along with me in that memo.
Chairman, I'm sorry.
I MOVE TO — END EXHIBIT "B", AND EXHIBIT "2" TO
EXHIBIT "C" r - lE PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONINC
BY
ADDING A
..-11Rn PARAGRAPH IN CONDITION
1 TO
READ AS FOLLOW [s
"AT THE
;JECT WATER SYSTEM IS
COMPLE JNUA'ULA PARTNERS, LLC, ITS
TESSORS AND PERMITTED ASSIGNS, SHALL
Li-t, TO THE COUNTY THE RIGHT TO
PukCHASE THE PROJECT"--PROJECT'S-- "WATER
SYSTEM AT THE COST OF DEVELOPMENT OF
SUCH SYSTEM."
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have a motion to amend made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by
Ms. Anderson. Mr. Mateo.
'.,:.:HC,E-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman.
The amendment would require Honua'ula Partners, LLC to offer to the County the
right to purchase the water system it develops to meet the potable water
requirements of the project, at the cost of development of the system, thus ensuring
that the County would have the ability to maintain water quality and consistent water
rates of the project.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo.
Members, further discussion/questions? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to be con--supporting this, but
only because it offers the County the right. It doesn't say we have to. It may not be a
system that the County wants to take on.
And given the second amendment that's coming up, I think the affordable housing
residents will have some protection in the water rates.
But this could prove to be a very costly system to operate, so I would not want us to
tie the County to taking it over. But, as you said, maybe they'll hit a gusher. Maybe
they'll hit Dr. Thomas' deep well, So should that happen, it would be a, a good option
for us to have. So I'll support it,
air.
-

)KAM,

Members, Turtner discussion?
Again, the Chair's intent is only to have the system offered to the County for its
review, its analysis, its proper due diligence. It is not requiring the County to accept
or acknowledge or receive said wa--said water system.
Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a clarification on the proposed amendment with the word--the intent, now is the
intent to have the County to have first right of refusal or just, just to be offered it at,
you know.
My, my, my only question would be is that if the applicant, should this project move
on, if the applicant offers to--it to somebody else besides us first. I'm, I'm just curious
if your intent is to have the County be the first to be offered this system, and maybe if
the language that's in here should be adjusted to conform to that, for example, to
state instead of "right", maybe say "first right of refusal", or something to that effect.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Molina, the Chair is happy that you brought forward a very valid point
for consideration by the body.
I had assumed that if they didn't want--they wanted to sell it, more than likely it was
not to anybody else's advantage to purchase it. But I may be totally wrong, so I take
your comments very well and I'm open to a, a revision by you if you would like to,
care to propose one at this time, Mr. Molina.
(Councilmember Baisa returned to the meeting at 10:52 a.m.)
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well, Chairman, if, if there are no objections, it may be
adjusting the language to maybe strengthen it and providing more clarity. If, if, again,
your, your intent, Mr. Chairman, is to offer the County first right of refusal, maybe if
Corp. Counsel can offer a recommendation in terms of language.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, you know what? It's about thai time of the morning, Members.
Why don't we take a recess. We can work on your suggestion, Mr. Molina, which the
Chair appreciates.
/e welcome ck Ms. Balsa
AEMBER BAIS
HOKAMA: We are just starting the meat of the day, agenda's won,
missed
Ms. Balsa,

'ou have

BAISA: Thank you, Chair. I watched it in the dentist's chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, Members, also the, Mr. Fukuoka, on behalf of staff, has indicated a
need for some additional time to finalize some, some proposals.
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So instead of coming back and then knowing we're going, in, in a half hour, go back
to lunch, why don't we take our midday break? What is the, I would prefer hour-half,
two hours max, Members, because I would, I would like us to end the day with sun,
hopefully. So 12:30 or :00 p.m.? What is your preference?
COUNCIMEMBER BAISA: One-thirty.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: One p.m.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: One.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Members, if we go to one, I ask whatever revisions and what not,
please square away with, in writing, share your ideas with others if it's a proposal that
has not been already offered. And I think that will allow staff sufficient time,
Mr. Fukuoka?
Okay. And then it's the Chair's intention to finish the, the work, Members, this
afternoon once we return. So, so there'll be no need for additional breaks, we are
going to stand in recess till 1:00 p.m.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:54 AM., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:04 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Council shall reconvene its regular Council meeting of the eighth of
February, 2008. It is 1:05 p.m., Monday, the eleventh. We are continuing with our
end of calendar portion, Members, of the business requirements of the Council.
. motion to amend the main motion as
Currently, what you have before you is the
amend--currently amended. So stay with me 'cause it's going, we'll, we'll, we'll take it
slowly so AF
do this pro—procedurally rnrrprt, as well as Members can follow.
relations to the memorandum
the motion to amend beforE
Okay, so
being proposed that the proje
seven February, from myself to you, whereby
the County f( consideration
water system, once completed, shall be offei
ownership. And the County is not obligated in any manner to agree or accept
receive.
Okay, any further--and then I believe Mr.
Mr. Molina.

`lad the floor last prior to the
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And my question was more just for clarification sake. At this point, I'm, I'm fine with
the current language as, as stated. So, and I, during the break, I did manage to get
some clarification as well. So I'm okay with the proposed amendment, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Further discussion on the motion to amend? Having none, all in favor of the motion
please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you.
IE TO AMEND EXHIBIT "2", .".ND EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT
'
THE PROPOSED CHAP - ,N ZONING BILL BY ADDING
A NEW, FINAL PARAGRAPH
;ONDITION NO. I TO READ
AS FOLLOWS:
ES FOR THE RES1D
ORKFOf E
SING UNITS SHALL BE NO
GHER THAN THE GENERAL WATER CONSUMER
RATES SET BY THE COUNTY IN LI ANNUAL
BUDGET, FOR AS LONG AS THE UNITS ARE
SUBJECT TO CHAPTER 2.9, "."".U1 COUNTY
CODE."
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion to amend made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by
Ms. Anderson. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you.
The amendment will require that the water rates for the residential workforce housing
units be no higher than the water rates set by the County in its annual budget, for as
long as the units are subject to Chapter 2.96, Maui County Code.
Also, it acknowledges that, under 2.96.060(A) of the Code, ownership units are
subject to Chapter 2.96 for twenty-five years from the initial sale of the units, while
the rental units are subject to the Chapter for the life of the, of the unit, under
Section 2.96.070(A), Maui County Code.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo.
Members, further discussion on the motion to amend? Having none, all in favor of
the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
HO!':AV.A: Opposed, say "no."
,,JES: NONE.
-

IAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried We have nine "ayes."
We are now ba,

is amenc .

Mr. Mateo, thank you very much,

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, I'm sorry. You're asking for additional comments on, on
that last.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No. I'm, let's see.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
We're going to go ahead and move on-CHAIR HOKAMA: Move on.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: --Mr., Mr. Chair, Thank you,
I MOVE TO AMEND EXHIBIT "B" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE
PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL BY DELETING THE, THE
PHRASE FROM CONDITION NO. 17, WHICH READS,
"CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN, AND/OR PARTICIPATE IN THE
OPERATION OF A PRIVATE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FACILITY AND SYSTEM THAT ACCOMMODATE THE NEEDS
OF THE ENTIRE KIHEI-MAKENA PROJECT DISTRICT 9"; AND
BY ADDING IN LANGUAGE SO THAT THE REVISED
CONDITION NO. 17 WOULD, WOULD READ:
One minute, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, brief recess, please.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Recess, subject to the call of the Chair.
(THE MEETWG WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 1:10 P.M., AND WAS
RECON"F.i.;ET
1:12 P.M., WITH ALL 7 .'T:!?F_RS PRESENT.)
CHAIR

)KAMA: We shall return to session.

;gular Coun

at is before
tly exists.

3-23, The
eo.

Committee Rep
,cognizes M

HAIR MATEO: Cha

CHi-ir HC"' :

, Chairman, thank you very much,

nri

iQ back in

^r- r1

r

as ar

apologie:

No apologies.

VICE-CHA•. MATEO: --requesting that short break.
If there is no objection, Chairman, I would like to restate and continue the entire
motion that I had a little difficulty with.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I MOVE TO AMEND EXHIBIT "B", AND EXHIBIT "2" TO
EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL, BY
DELET'!% :G THE PHRASE FROM CONDITION NO. 17, WHICH
READS, "CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN, AND/OR PARTICIPATE IN
THE OPERATION OF A PRIVATE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FACILITY AND SYSTEM THAT ACCOMMODATE THE NEEDS
OF THE ENTIRE KIHEI-MAKENA PROJECT DISTRICT 9"; AND
BY ADDING IN LANGUAGE SO THAT THE REVISED
CONDITION NO. 17 WILL READ:
,

"THAT"--HONU--"HONUA'ULA PARTNERS, LLC, ITS
SUCCESSORS AND PERMITTED ASSIGNS, SHALL
CONSTRUCT A WASTEWATER TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM FROM ITS PROJECT SITE CONNECTING TO
THE WELLHEADS OF THE KIHEI WASTEWATER
RECLAMATION FACILITY. THE TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM SHALL BE SIZED TO ALLOW FULL BUILD
OUT OF THE PROJECT AND AN ADDITIONAL 2,000
HOMES WHICH MAY BE DEVELOPED BETWEEN THE
PROJECT SITE AND THE KIHEI WASTEWATER
RECLAMATION FACILITY.
"HONLINULA PARTNERS, LLC, ITS SUCCESSORS
AND PERMITTED ASSIGNS, SHALL ALSO
CC':L:TiRUCT A RECLAIMED WATER SYSTEM FROM
THE KIHEI WASTEWATER RECLAMATION FACILITY,
INCLUDING REQUIRED INTERNAL PLANT
IMPROVEMENTS, CAPABLE OF PRODUCING AND
TRANSPORTING 3,000,000 GALLONS PER DAY OF
R-1 WATER. ..INUA'ULA PARTNERS, LLC, ITS
SUCCESSORS AND PERMITTED ASSIGNS, SHALL
U17...:.7.71. A MINIMUM AND SUBJECT TO
THE VOLUIVIF OF RECLAIMED WATER
EQ.L. TO THE AMOUNT OF RAW WASTEWATER
GENERATED BY THE PROD CT."
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We have a motion to amend made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by
Ms. Anderson. This is on a memorandum dated to you, the Members of the Council,
of February 7, 2008, from the Chairman to you.
Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you.
The, the amendment require the project to connect to the Kihei Wastewater
Reclamation Facility through construction of a wastewater transmission system and
construction of a reclaimed water system, including internal plant improvements,
Chairman.
It also requires that Honua'ula Partners, LLC provide such improvements as to make
the connection feasible, rather than rely on a private wastewater treatment facility.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. When the condition was being read, I just want to
clarify the terminology that Vice-Chair Mateo used was, "connecting to the wellhead
of the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility." But in our memo, it says
"headworks", and because we're no'] dealing with fresh water system and we're
dealing with either reclaimed or waste.gater transmission, I just want a clarification
thf it is "headwork" s opposed to "weilhead,"
)KAMA: Than

Mateo nods, noddei

ing

So, Members, the motion to amend is as it relates to "the headworks of the Kihei
Wastewater Reclamation Facility", and not the "wellhead." This is terminology that
has been reco7777:- E: T'ed by the Department's division. So "the is the
terminc gy theif LII
e recommending that we consic'..: in the
-

-

-

-

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair, for claTify.;ng that.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I'm trying to understand. Obviously, something happer ,e,c! between the time we
approved the condition and now. You said the Department is recommending this
change.
If I remember correctly, wasn't the Director in favor of a separate system?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The division head, as I understead--stood it, mentioned no objections.
Okay. This amendment is what I believe to, to be the right thing to do, Members.
And that's why I have drafted it under my, under my signature, for your consideration.
It has always been the Chair's position that we invest the people's money to build
systems, to expand systems to take into account future capacity needs and we build
in those extra capacity.
I have a problem with allowing those that we would have expected to join the County
system to be spread over a larger base of expenses to lower the per-unit cost per
resident user of the County system. Okay.
If we choose not to allow those that should be on our system, then what is the use of
all our good capacity expansions that Mr. Pontanilla and his Committee will be
entertaining, as we!! as OLT :naVity then to lower the per-unit rate on the existing
users of improvem.:ts -:.,:teady paid fr.7 and ccT.Dted in construction.
-

have always mairr....
ilosophy,
_Am currently again asking you to
consider this as a way
the wastewater for this project, including not only
the full build out of the pr.
that they need to put into additional capacity for
future residential use that the
. ity has already planned. And, as you can seE
do have our projected requirements listed
ave in--as
consideration prior to your decision.
Ms. Balsa,
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank
for the explanation, Chair, but I very distinctly
remember Mr. Taylor giving us a whole bunch of reasons about why it was better to
have stand-alone systems, and this was the national trend; and that's why I'm
confused.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Urn-hum. And, and I understand what the Division representative said,
Ms. Balsa. And, again, it's a decision that we, as the Council, need, will need to
make regarding policy and philosophy of how do we approach wastewater treatment
and sewer, sewage in this County.
You still have the floor, Ms. Balsa.
COUNCILIV1E3ER BAISA: No. If, if Mr. Taylor were here, I definitely would like to ask him,
but S; Ca he's not here, it's okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We can put in a request for his appearance, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, he was here earlier.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: He was here earlier, but I think he left.
CHAIR HOKAMA: He was--he, he did notify that he had some divisional requirements after
lunch, so. But he is aware of our request for his presence, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think it might be helpful to hear what he has to say. It will
help us-CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --you know, decide this.
Thank you.
CHA

)KAMA• nkay. Thank you, Ms. Balsa.
Ms. AndE L
MEMBER ANDERSON

rman.

I support this amendment. And, yeah, I, I, I think
e. one thi
get this to happen. and Mr. Taylor argued it for the very reasc
stated.

tried to
'isa just

But, you knc ::, is an assessment fee study of the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation
Facility. And what I passed out to the Members is a two-page excerpt from this that
shows how the fee, the Wastewater Reclamation Impact Assessment fee was
derived.
-
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And the Kihei plant was expanded from six million gallons to eight million gallons in
1999, at the cost of over $8 million. And the purpose of expansion was to allow for
capacity for all these projects on this list. And the, the fee to pay back all other users
who paid for the expansion of the plant was supposed to come from these projects
when they come ch'ire.
So, you know, yeah, techhology's evolved and it's probably more feasible for private
entities to develop wastewater treatment plants, but is it the, is it the appropriate thing
to do, excuse me, given the situation we have right now with injection well problems
along the shoreline, destroying our reefs? And is it, is it really a policy decision that
this body has made?
I mean I don't think that we should make a decision, sort of a policy decision de facto,
by a developer presenting us with an option that they prefer to privatize what has
traditionally been a public service that government provides.
And so everybody needs to share with the cost of developing and maintaining our
public facilities and services. And just because they have the deep pocket to develop
their own system, then we just say "Okay."
I mean there is currently, the capacity of the plant is eight million gallons a day.
They're only running five million gallons a day, so they haven't even, even used up
the six million capacity that they had back prior to the expansion.
And, you know, it's one thing for a hotel to have their own sewage treatment plant or
even a condominium project to have their own sewage treatment plant if it's too
onerous for them to hookup to a current public facility, because that's an entity that,
you know, they have a corporate entity that's always ;Ding to be ownership of a land,
that's always going to maintain and operate the
But here we have a large residential housing project and it includes affordable
housing, and it's very likely that various lots within this project are going to
sold c
to other entities. So I don't know if it's fair to expect the homeowners in
-oject
maintain and operate a private system.
And in that we have not received a sewage disposal analysis to tell us how they're
going to be able to effectuate this plan, I think that the prudent thing for us to do is to
follow the plan that's already in place; and that is the projects that come online in
South Maui should be paying their fair share for the expansion of the plant that
currently has capacity.
And, so, I support this, Mr. Chairman, one hundred percent.
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The fee of, actually, the fee that got adopted, Members, was $4.75 per gallon. What I
gave you was what was proposed, but in the final analysis when it went through
Committee, they added on a few other things and it ended up being, being $4.75.
That money, that assessment fee is to, is supposed to pay back ad the other users
whose rate fees paid for the expansion.
So I guess I'm belaboring the point, Mr. Chair. But I fully support this because I think
that, you know, government's job is to povide for the general wel--liteare of its
public. And I'm just not in favor of constantly turning over public services and
facilities to the private sector, and then leaving the rest of us to carry the burden.
Just because they have deep pockets is, is not a reason to allow that to happen.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
We are under discussion. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Yeah, I'd just like to get some clarification, like Member Baisa.
So under this, the project would construct the transmission line from the project area
to the wastewater treatment plant in Kihei. Would that mean that properties along the
way would then connect to it, such as Maui Meadows that doesn't have a sewer
system now?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The way the, the, the understanding of your Chair--Chairman and public
law, which is Federal law, and how we are setup, if this does move forward and then
the sewer becomes in, in reasonable proximity to projects such as Maui Meadows,
then the law requires them to connect.
MEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.
So the cost of the transmissic

'Id be borne by

CHAIR HOKAMA: The public, the way the public law is, each individual homeowner is
required to do the Tnnection.
-

COUNCILMEMBER ,,,ECEIROS: Okay. Because I think I'm, like Member Baisa, !
remember Wastewater saying that the reason they didn't support a system like tha:
was of, because of the energy cost to pump the wastewater those long distances,
and that seemed to be their highest cost, their energy cost for pumping. So I, I just
needed some clarification.
-
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Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ncu, , Members, wh&. the, the amendment that Mr. Mateo has
provided for at this point ir time, if you read it, in, especially in the first paragraph, it
talks about the private developer doing the project themselves, but expanding
capacity at their cost.
-

COUNC!LMEMBER MEC EROS: So.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have not reached the point where it is then being required for them
to offer the County. Okay. They are being asked to construct the transmission line
from our current reclamation facility to their project, including additional capacity of
2,000, 2,000 more, more units between the project site and the facility. Doesn't say
anything about them providing--offering that to the County, in that paragraph.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Because my, my, your Chair's concerns has always been what happens
to the small, private property owner that has no resources of this nature. They have
to wait till the County provides either the capacity or constructs additional capacity for
them to utilize their property to move their personal needs forward whether it be in,
you know, family subdivision or a family project. They are dependent on the County
to have the capacity either in water or wastewater to then be able to build out their
property.
These are
that they're willing to pay for it in advance and not wait for the
County to iak care of its infrastructure requirements.
To me, if you want that privilege, then the Chair is sayin..
additional capacity for the general residential use that the
That is what the Cl 'r is proposir
he-ILMEMBER MEC RC

ieed to include
will administer.

:nendment.

CHAIR HOKAMA: --amendment Mr. Mateo has been kind enough to forward on my behalf.
COUNCILMEM9ER KELEH:JIS: Okay. Mahalo for that clarification, Mr. Chairman.
CCUNCiLMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
I, I, too, have some concerns like Member Baisa and Member Medeiros, in regards to
this wastewater...9a:rnent plant.
You know, we've had the manager for wastewater before this body, and one of his
recommendation is that because of efficiency in new technology, that a wastaviater
treatment plant out at the project site would be more feasible.
I can understand your concern in regards to utilizing public facilities, but Member
Medeiros brings out a very good point.
What happens should we construct or the developer construct the transmission line
from our wastewater plant to their project? What happens to the adjoining property,
Maui Meadows? Who puts in the transmission line for those residents to hook up to
the County facility?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The transmission line, more than likely, will be done by this project. The
resident is required to hookup to the, the County's transmission line from their
property, just like how you did your house.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So what I'm hearing, what, what you're saying then, all
of the residents up in Maui Meadows now need to hookup to this transmission line?
CHAIR HOKAMA: If the system is provided, by public law, they are required to hook up like
any other resident. It is not a choice of the resident, it's public law. If the system is
there, you must hookup. That is why we no longer allow cesspools. We only allow
septic tanks, under specific situations. Othe: that, you must hook up to a public
or private sewer system.
NCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you vel

uch, Chairman.

HOKAM/

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCr2
ANDERSON: Could we get a, a, some advice on Corp. Counsel in
regards to that, Mr. Chairman, because I, I, I agree with you that if the system is
available, you have to hook up. But I don't know if you can apply that retroactively. I
mean Maui Meadows has been there for thirty years with the system, the individual
systems that they have. And I know some people have to retrofit now because they
have to go from cesspool to septic because of an EPA mandate.
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But I don't know that--if Corp. Counsel could give us, if he could find in the County
Code, or if there's anybody maybe, because I'm not so certain if.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, we'll ask Mr. Giroux if he's prepared to respond to, to that subject,
Ms. Anderson, so.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKA!',A: Corporation Counsel, are you prepared to provide an oral response to
the Couna at this time?
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL JAMES GIROUX: Thank you, Chair.
No. But I would advise getting some input from Public Works. They're probably
more familiar with these types of situations and how the law interacts with their
administration of the sewerlines.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that advice, Mr. Giroux.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I think that's something we need to know because
I've seen other opinions from Corp. Counsel saying that we cannot apply a current
law retroactively.
So, you know, unless there's something specific in the law that says otherwise, I think
we need to know that because, you know, Maui Meadows is built on blue rock. And
I, I'd hate to have to see all of Maui Meaaows dug up in unison, to hookup to this and
burden Maui Meadows' homeowners with additional financial burd--burden. Because
this is something we're asking a new development to do in order to, and, you know,
Maui Meadows is not on this list that I handed out to your folks, They were built a
long time ago, so they were expecte lookup to the wastewater treatment
plant like Maui, VVaile
So and, you know, the thing about the pumping, I mean sewage is pumped from
everywhere. The lines go way down Piilani Highway.
So I don't know that it would be any more of a burden for it to go this way on Piilani,
as it does already this way.
So, you know, I, I, I sort of, well, I hate to use the term "was led to believe," but I can't
think of a nicer way to say it off the top of my head, that we were, you know, nearing
capacity and that we wanted to save what little we had for the smaller projects.
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But, as I said, I've checked with the people who keep the counts, and as of
January 28, the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility was running at
500 million [sic] gallons a day, and they have a capacity of eight million. So I'd like to
see the plant working closer to capacity, and I'd like to see--the other thing I like
about this condition, Mr. Chair, is it, it spells out specifcally that they need to reuse
the R-1 water that would be a product of their sewage.
And, you know, we talked about it in Committee, and we got a commL nent, a verbal
commitment from Mr. Jencks that they would be putting in dual 'les. But it's
nowhere in any of the documents we have that we're passing on. It's not in the
ordinance, and it's not in the conditions of zoning.
-

So, you know, having spent a lot of time reading land use ordinances, I know how
important it is if you want something to stick five years/ten years down the road when
the issue might come up, then you better put it in the ordinance.
So that's one of the other things I appreciate about this amendment, Chair, is
because it does specifically spell out that they will have to reuse the R-1 water that's
generated.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are you done, Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Johnson.
NCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes
I know we have some similar issues in West
Maui, because when Departmer
lawaiian Home Lands constructed a lot of their
infrastructure and distribution lines at Villages of Leialii, the EPA Consent Decree and
Department of Health basically advised people that if they .
low, if they're on
cesspool, they're going to have to get
it and hook u
ines that are adjacent
to them.
\nd, yet, there was
::he issue of capacity. We don't have sufficient capacity for
?!!ow--to allow the next pfiase of Villages of Leialii to go forward, So from a practical
perspective, there is a Consent Decree, and, yet, the Department, Public Works and
our Wastewater Division don't have capacity even for Villages of Leialii to move
forward.
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So many of the people who have inquired have basically been told by the EPA and
the Department of Health, "We're not going to penalize you for failure to do it,
because we realize that you have other issues." Therefore, it, you know, it's a very
mixed message.
And I think that we, as a Council, don't have the capacity or the capability to enforce
what EPA and Department of Health should be dealing vjith. I think that's within their
purview, and I tftnk comingling it with this conversation or 'Ehis discussion, it, it may
be what the law is, but the reality is if you do not have sufficient capacity, how can
you ask people to hook up when even Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, which
has priority in most situations, is being told they cannot hook up.
So while I know it's on the other side of the island, I think the issues are very similar.
And from a practical standpoint, the people who are adjacent to this new added
infrastructure are unable, at this point in time, to connect up for a variety of reasons,
and another one is the cost. And it was explained to these individuals that to put the
infrastructure in to get it to their units, they would have to pay for that cost.
So I don't know if it helps clarify or muddy the issue, but that's the reality.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNC•I:E.•BER VICTORINO: !'‘•!ovi that

'....:Dta!!y confused, that's okay.

I
wihat you're tryi,.
Chair,
this change
not construct a wastewate:
that they will hook u
sending their sewer and back with reclaimed water, Is
whole amen t is about?

.it this project now will
)tir facility both ways,
t your, you're, this

,

IR HOKAMA: My whole amendmen to'-.he money
move forward--

COUNCILME...13ER VICTORINO: Urn-hum,
CHAIR HOKAMA: --compared to those who have to wait till the County can do the project,
then we should get something for a public beneft. And my thing is, they put in
additional capacity.
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I think that what is the, the question that I hear from Ms. Baisa and Mr. Medeiros,
what Ms. Johnson had shared her thoughts, or Ms. Anderson, was whether or not
once the private system connects, in this case, to the headworks of the Kihei facility,
does that nov. become a public system. Because under public systems, it is very
clear if it withil proximity of your dwelling unit, you must hook up to the public system.
Okay.
I'm sure one of the--what is the word I can use in protocol in an open session? One
of the issues would be whether or not the transmission line that potentially Honua' ula
Partners may construct, if required, is, is that part of a public system or is that the
private system?
Because I know regarding public law on the public system, it is very clear--if it is next
to your property, you must hook up. That's the public system.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, so, Chair, again, if they were to construct something
like this, where would this line run? Along Hono--along Piilani Highway?
CHAIR HOKAMA: My understanding from Mr. Taylor was that it would be, the, the easiest,
as far as easements and right-of-ways, from the project site to-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Um-hum.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --the County's facility.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Along the Piilani Highway?
CHAIR :..in 1::.;.

.7, han

COUNCIL

7,7 iRINO: Back, back and forth hnth

And, a

gain, I. I,

likely where maintenance can

belaL

C-grect.

the pc

HOKAMA: No, no, no. I think you need to as

Pn,

he sewer?
at.

questions.

uuuiNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, you know, because we were led, and I agree with
my colleagues That this construction of a wastewater facility was going be built on the,
on the project and it was going to be used on the golf course, the R-1 water,
and these were all he things I thought we had said okay to. And then this changes
everything because now they won't construct the wastewater. This wastewater, the
sewer will come, we'll process and send it back as R-1 water, which I don't have a
major problem in my mind except for the fact that how does this affect capacity.
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My colleague from South Maui says they can go up to eight million and we're only
using five. Okay, I have no problem with that either.
What about future development or future projects that are set up to, to come online?
Will that be all, all--will this affect this also? W "::-Iat be a part of it?
So I guess I just have a few questions in
change.

'.:1e understood it to be, and this, this

And I understand, Chair, what you're saying is taking somebody who wants to do
something, putting in the infrastructure, and then having everybody hook up at, at, at
some point, if that's required by law.
I don't know about Maui Meadows because if you go along the Honoapiilani High--I
mean the Piilani Highway, I should say, and those, the County would still have to, if
I'm not mistaken, have to put in the basic line going up Maui Meadows for those to
hook on, because it really wouldn't be adjacent to their property, as adjacent as what
I understand "adjacent" to mean. But I may be wrong in that one also.
So I just wanted clarification 'cause I thought we were going in one direction. I
understand the change. You are trying to now say, "Don't construct the wastewater
treatment plant on your, on your faci--on your property. We'll just hook up--we want
you to hook up to ours and send the R-1 water back to your three million gallons a
day to use for whatever golf courses and other irrigation.
And that's what you're asking for, Chair. I better understand it now.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: N
I.e Chair would.
Id appreciate any Member to ask
for clarification. If there is a con :
share that concern prior to decision makinc
and that is why we are in the process of hearing out the amendment as well as
oncerns whether or not we, you wish to move this forward or not. It is
undecided, therefore, we are open to questions and discussion regarding the
to amend.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOL;' ..JA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-

I, too, have some--not quite clear on, you know, what was mentioned to us from
Mr. Taylor back in Committee and, with regards to your proposal here. So I, I, I'm
sort of on the fence with this, Mr. Chair, at this time.
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My, my, if it's appropriate, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to get comment from Corporation
Counsel.
Because we're looking at considering imposing a condition where there's going to be
an additional cost to the applicant--and I can imagine what something like this would
cost to construct a wastewater transmission system from the project site all the way
to our wastewater facility. Is it something where we would need to get some type of
prior consent from the applicant because of whatever this thing is going to cost? I
mean is--can I get comment from Corporation Counsel? Because I, I don't know if
the applicant has had a chance to, you know, give comment. Unless, Mr. Chair,
you've had some conversations with the applicant, please?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Molina, if I may respond to your concern in this manner.
One, because it is being proposed as a condition of zoning, eventually, the Chair has
planned to allow the representative from the developer to come forward and address
those conditions that have passed that were not part of the original corn-Committee's recommendation, and whether or not the, the owner/developer can
agree to those revisions.
Because this is how the Chair for--foresees when we reach that point. In order for it
to be in a unilateral agreement, obviously, the developer/property owner's
representative needs to have concurrence. And then that will be then drafted into a
unilateral agreement that will be properly executed and then filed with the appropriate
State agency whether it be Bureau of Conveyances, Land Court. Only after then,
and the Clerk's Office receives confirmation of such filing, does the Chair even
consider a posting for second and final reading. It is how we do ---)st, almost every
single zoning bill. After the unilateral is filed and confirmed, only t 1 does the Chair
consider posting for final reading. Until that time, it goes intn IR Chair's limbo
because they chose nc.. .o execute the unilateral agreemer, : come up for
second and final readin_
-

Okay, we already have one application that w
under yc
)mmittee's jurisdiction,
not under your chairmanship, but under your Committee's jurisdiction, that passed
first reading, the unilateral has yet to be executed and filed; and, therefore, it is in

CCJEJCIMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Tharl.c you for that clarification.
So, again, and I guess for those watching and, you know, who maybe need to
understand what the, the process is in terms of this, when we impose a condition like
this. And, again, my, my question was more related to the cost and, you know, of
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course, getting the other party to agree to something like this, and also the comments
from Mr. Taylor from Wastewater as well.

So I'm still really, really not, not clear on this, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Molina,
Mr. Jencks, as I have mentioned earlier, will be given an opportunity to address the
Members of the Council regarding those amendments that we have taken up today,
as well as if he wants to give comments about any of the other comments-conditions, excuse me, that moved forward through your Committee's action,
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla, then I'll recognize Ms. Anderson. Yes, Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
Something that's always on my mind is that, you know, we, we tell people to, or
developers or people that want to develop on this island, "You provide the facilities
from Point "A" to Point "B". What happened to, to those developers and, and people
that want to develop between Point "A" and Point "B", do they share a cost in, in the
development of the initial transmission line for either water, sewer? How do we
handle that?

CHAIR HC.:AMA: Well, you know, water has been an interesting one. I': lot too sure how
the current allocation will be done; but, normally, my, my underst_ding has always
been that that's why under the meter thing, you have your water development fee
account, you have your--what's that term, what's that term? Anyway, we, we try and
make sure that every property owner y assessed.
And that is why in if
unty, yo t now, the option of what, what twenty years ago
was called the Mello-Koos metho 1 )f funding infrastructure never went anywhere.
r-Roos.
It's currently on the State statute. Vve can use it. This is a type of hybrid
circle
You know, Mello-Roos, Members, for infrastructure, is you would Cl
around an improvement area, do the improvement, and then besides property tax,
there would be assessed a special fee to pay off that improvement within the
subdivision.
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So let's say it was for the sewer. You draw a circle around 670, they would pay their
property tax, and then only those in 670, as the example, would pay the higher
assessment to pay off that improvement. And in this case, if it's the sewer system,
that's what they would be assessed.
The reason this County has not embraced that is because then in the discussions of
previous Councils was that only those that had the financial ability would get
improvements down the road because they can pay for it. And those subdivisions
and communities that didn't have the financial resources would have to wait until the
County did either General Fund or general obligation financing, which is where
everybody helps to pay for the improvement.
And the County has traditionally always chosen that it be from General Fund or
general obligation, so that regardless of region or improvement, everyone pays a fair
share from the view of the legislative branch, not only those that can't afford it.
And, and I just give you some hist--that, that historical perspective of why, even if it's
a tool currently available to you, the Members of this legislative body, it has not been
embraced anywhere Statewide.
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you for that information.
You know, my previous employment, you know, we deal with lotta, we call it
"extension of services." And when we do extend a service within a specific area, be
it one mile, two mile, three miles, whatever the cost of that particular extension of that
particular line, is paid by the requesting party.
for a period of five to seven years, whoever comes on that line pays
share of the construction cost, rather than what you just mentioned to us,
those people living in the subdivision.

ta
N,

My question earlier was, you know, from Point "A" to Poini
oever comes in
between, do we have an ordinance saying that they gotta pay part of the cost, or
whenever they come in, they free ride?
CHAIR HOKAMA: It depends what part of the system. You all have the issue
as been
part of Public Works, on road improvements, roadside improvements. And we have
had the deferral option, whereby, we've allowed subdivisions of three lots or less,
called the "family subdivision" ordinance, to waive or defer the improvements, and
whether or not we go back and actually assess them for that deferral when we do the
project is yet to be determined. But the intent has always been that property owners
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pay their pro-rata fair share. That has always been the, the objective of, of public
infrastructure financing, Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Again, we have the tools. Whether we actually do it administratively and
actually collect is, is another question that this body may be interested in another
action.
Anything else on the motion before you to amend? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You know, it's really difficult when you're dealing with something that has had a
partial entitlement for, since 1992, that has never been utilized; and then,
additionally, they're asking for entitlements that won't be fully utilized for twenty years.
So we're looking at a long span of time here, and that makes it difficult for everybody.
Mr. Taylor probably wasn't here in 1992.
But in their condition of zoning in 1992--and these are zoning conditions that
currently run with the land. Until we repeal this ordinance, on second reading, this is
the condition that they must adhere to: "The applicant shall participate in its fair
share of development and funding of the wastewater and the effluent transmission
system between the project site and the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility."
They're already required to do that by law.
Four, "That the E,:;i::icant shall connect to the public wastewater reclamation facility
'.
for treatme7::
:ewater when it becomes feasible."
.

,-

So it's clear
expansion of if
want to participate

; is what they are mandated to do by law. Anc
the plant was to accommodate this growth. An
I don't think that's fair.

County taxpayers invested funds, over $8 million, to expand this treatmei )lant by
two million gallons for the express purpose of accommodating these projec
.

And just for those who might be concerned about capacity, the project, Wailea 670, in
their site and infrastructure master plan, it cites that their need for wastewater would
be--and this is in its total, the golf course, village mixed use, and residential--would
be, would total approximately 640,000 gallons per day.
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And there is a proposed sewer plan map, if anybody's interested, and, you know, just
for those who might be interested, there's also a, a site map, this is the first regional
site map I've seen on this project. I hope we see more of them.
So you can see how far away it is from the treatment plant. It's not that far away,
gang. And, and the transmission line between, you know, Maui Meadows is already
built out. But from here to the treatment plant, nothing's built. So the transmission
line should be sized for the expansion of the growth in this area, and that's only
common sense.
The, in a letter to Chair Molina of the Land Use Committee, dated September 13, '07,
in response to questions specifically about the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation
Facility, we asked them how many more gallons per day will be coming online for
projects in Wailea. And their--they answered that their records indicate that
approximately 150,000 gallons per day.
So, you know, with those that are coming online with the 600, what'd I say, 630,000,
say 650, that's 900,000 of capacity that would be utilized at the plant which currently
has three million unused gallons.
And, you know, we did do an allocation plan for wastewater, but that was back prior
to the expansion, so that, you know, the small amount that was left, anticipated being
left, would be fairly allocated until the expansion happen. So there's not a capacity
problem. It's already, I mean, the Councils before us put this in for the very reason
we're discussing, Mr. Chair, fair share of in--infrastructure upgrades.
And as far as cost, I think it would be probably way cheaper for them just to hook up
to our plant than it would be for them to devele!?
own plant. They still got to put
in the sewer lines, you know, to all the various
of the project, whether it's their
plant or our plant.
d they have to di.

/

roa

widenin.

iilani.

big bene
- embers, that I see,
what their water source
VIII turn ( be. WI knows how much brac L w brackish the water might
oe? Who knows the two wells " it they have set aside tf it are brackish, that they
intend to irrigate the golf course with, who knows how brackish they will become?
And we have at least two dozen down-gradient brackish wells from this project. And
some are on the golf course for Wailea, but plenty of 'em are irrigation wells for
condominiums and other hotels. And my fear is that as they pump the brackish wells,
that the salinity will increase and the down-gradient wells will become more saline to
the point where they won't be able to use them. Where's the protection for these
people? There is none.
-
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You know, Wailea 670 has an agreement with Wailea Resort in regards to the wells
on their golf courses. But they're the only people that have any kind of protective
covenants with Wailea 670. So I see that as unfair.
If they hookup to our plant and they have R-1 lines from their plant--from our plant to
their project, they could ostensibly utilize way more R-1 water than they generate.
Right now, 70 percent of the R-1 water in the Kihei plant is being injected because
there aren't enough transmission lines to utilize that R-1 water.
And you folks got the memo. The injection wells are destroying our reefs. We, we,
USGS gave us a model showing us how the plumes from the injection wells spread
out.
Nobody's given us a, what do you call, urn, a, a section--what is it? A, thank you, a
cross-section of what the Kamaole aquifer looks like. We don't know how deep the
basal lens is. We, it's all Russian roulette here. So how fast will their injection wells
contribute to the degradation of our nearshore waters? So if they are hooked up,
according to this condition, maybe they can use more of R, R, R-1 water. Seventy
percent of it is being injected, and it's full of nutrients. They could use that for their
golf course; they could use that, you know, to slow down or, or keep the pump rate of
their wells lower so that they don't go saline.
I mean to me, it's a win-win situation, and I think it's a brilliant idea.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

Members, I know one Member askew
comments bar
depart--said Department regarding this amendment. [
resource person. Ms. Baisa?
MEMBER BAISA: I
imbivalence here, and i.: CHAIR

help to clear t gs up,
:se of confusior -

the Divis
of the
yc still wist ne, the
.

I sense a I

No, I.

COUNCLIVEMBER BAISA: --because of what

said prevously.

I think if, you know, that hadn't been said and we had him here so we could just say,
you know, "Do you support the amendment? Is everything okay?", I think we could
move ahead; but he's not here.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair, hearing that, will ask for a motion to table this
amendment so that we can continue with the business of the Council regarding this
subject application.
Yes, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, while I have it in front of me, if you would
please allow me since, before we close this subject for now.
Members, we're supposed to be complying with the policies and objectives of the
community plan. In our approval of any project, we are saying it complies with the
policies and objectives of the community plan.
Under the Kihei-Makena Community Plan, Liquid and Solid Waste, the first objective,
coordinate.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson, we, we, I'll, I'll be happy to let you speak on, on what I
know you want to share, but I, I prefer tabling because we're going to need to bring
this back to make a decision and I would, I would.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I may not find this again, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, I'm, I'm sure you have able, able staff that can assist you.
But I would like for us to keep doing the business of the body. We're going to table
this porticri after I, I receive a motion to defer, and then when we bring this back, the
(7"17..ir happy to allow further this subject matter.
ME..

ANDERSON: Thank

I air.

)KAMA: Okay.
COU

VEME
MOvi-

HIK, I

MOVE TO DEFER THIS MATTER.

COUNC" MEMBEF. ,SA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair would ask that the deferral be till we have completed
all other amendments.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
TILL WE COMPLETE ALL OTHER AMENDMENTS, CHAIR.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
COUNC!LIVEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you for that clarification.
CHAIR HCKAMA: I have a motion by Mr. Victorino, seconded by Ms. Baisa. All in favor of
the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. The motion regarding this specific amendment is
tabled till the end.
Members, and Chair--the Chair thanks Mr. Mateo for that consideration of at least
bringing the, the issue up on my behalf.
Members, I beleve l'ou do have two communications, both from Ms. Anderson, I may
be wrong--threa, i am wrong. One dated February 8 and two dated February-February 11.
So what the Chair wi
exactly ow we're
ner,
orderl

der so vc
all for a short recess. I will put this
the amendments, and so that we can pro

itact Mr. Taylor in Wastewater
So, Members, we'll also
.)ss till two twenty-five.
two twenty - five, Members? Oka we'll L

(T! !''. .i:.EETING WAS RECESSED BY THE OKAIR AT 2:07
RECONVENED AT 2:28 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)

3 ion.

So

ND WAS
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall bring this Council meeting back to order.
Members, during the break, Mr. Taylor did return for the Council's resource
requirements, therefore, in order for us to utilize Mr. res--Mr. Taylor at this time, the
Chair is looking for a motion to reconsider the deferment-CCUNCLMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --of the amendment.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes.
I'D LIKE TO ASK FOR A RECONSIDERATION OF THE
AMENDMENT.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion made by Mr. Victorino, seconded by Mr. Molina, to
reconsider the deferral of the amendment.
Any further discussion? If not, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA PONTANILLA. VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MA1 \ND CHAIR HOKAMA.
;

-

)sed, say "no."

DES: NONE.
CHNP.

Motion is carr ,-.
,-

Members, back in front of you is the motion io amend made by
:',Aateo on the
Chair's behalf, regarding the wastewater transmission system or the wastewater
condition regarding Wailea 670.
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In front of you is Mr. Dave Taylor, Division Head of the Branch for the Department of
Environmental Management.
Ms. Baisa, questions for Mr. Taylor?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair.
And thank you, Mr. Taylor, for joining us. You're a, a very importart 2ersol today as
we try to discuss the proposed amendment.
I'm trying to recall our discussion at an earlier meeting where we were discussing the
wastewater system for Honua'ula. And if I remember correctly, and I'm looking at
page 28 of the committee report to try and help me refresh my memory; but, at that
time when you were asked if your current system had the capacity to handle all of
this, you did--you stated that you did not have the capacity and you also were in
support of a private system. Can you please tell us about that?
Are you familiar with the amendment, the proposed amendment?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF DAVID TAYLOR: Yes, Member Baisa, I am.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: All right. Then I'm sure you're ready to educate us some more.
Thank you.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Thank you, Member Baisa.
That was our testimony in the past, that our Department does support the, the, the
applicant's position that if the project is approved, it should have its own wastewater
treatment plant.
As far as our capacity, our system has a number c
lines, the pumping stations, and the treatment plz
enough capacil
le transmission system and thE
project.

nents
transmissic
rrently, we do nc la\
;g stal°
0
this

We currently do have capacity at the treatment plant for this project, but treatment
plant capacity is given out with the issuance of building permits. So whether or not
would have capacity at a future time when bdi7ig permits were issued, I have no
way to answer that because I don't know who may come in for builCrig permits
between now and then.
But at the present time, we do not have capacity in the, the piping system, to get the
wastewater from this project to our plant.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
That's very clear.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Questions for r' Ar. Taylor? Ms. Anderson, followed by
Mr. Pontanilla.
,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
So, Mr. Taylor, are you aware that there is a current condition on this land that says
the applicant shall participate in it's fair share of development and funding of the
wastewater and the effluent transmission system between the project site and the
Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility, and that the applicant shall connect to the
public wastewater reclamation facility for treatment of wastewater-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Taylor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --when it becomes feasible?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: I, I have heard that language before. I'm, I'm not really
clear exactly where that is or what, what that condition is attached to. But I, I've
heard that language-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, the.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: --discussed in these chambers.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, the condition is currently deeded against the land,
402 acres of the property that's currently zoned. And, you know, I think when a
Council adopts a nolicy and attaches it to a condition of zoning and it gets recorded
with the Bureau o" ,onveyances against the land, that pretty much says what we're
supposed to do.
-

So, and I appreciate you don't have enough capacity in the transmission lines, but
that would be something that they would have to put in. There's also a condition that
says that their project will not cause undue burden to public facilities, and that they
have to pay for their impact
So I'm just )7cidering if, if you would have any objection. You know, I spoke with
Scott Rawlins and he told me the capacity at the plant was currently running five
million gallons, and that the projects in Wailea that are slated to go online would take
up 150,000 gallons.
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So my feeling, Mr. Taylor, is if we could get Wailea 670 to upgrade or to put in a

transmission line and an R-1 line, it says "transmission lines", then they could take
some of that 70 percent R-1 water that's being injected and use that on their golf
course or on any of their other common park areas, and that way it would prevent us
from having to inject it.
So is that something that would be fF-.:'orable to you?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Taylor.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Our, our analysis of this situation is more about the long
term, rather than the possibility of just this one project happening in, in a vacuum. If
this was going to be the only project to happen in Kihei in the next fifteen years, I
would completely agree with the point Member Anderson just made.
Our concern is that the next major upgrade of the Kihei treatment plant is going to be
very expensive and very difficult. It's basically built up to the property lines, it's built
up to the fence lines. It's going to be very difficult to expand that plant.
So we're already thinking about the next very expensive expansion and how to push
that project back. We're talking tens of millions of dollars. This might be a fifty million
dollar project, something in that, in that neighborhood. And the plant isn't expandable
in small increments, a hundred thousand or two hundred thousand gallons. The next
expansion is going to be millions of gallons 'cause it's a large plant.
So the real question is, is, is the longer term vision of how do we deal with
wastewater capacity in South Maui. Our belief is that there isn't going to be encuc'l
development to warrant a huge expansion, and no way to pay for a project thai big.
So our best choice, we feel, is to go in sort of a, try to conserve the capacity and
make it last as long as we can by having large projects like this one build their own
plant and save ours for future infill.
But 1g-term strategy than, than a short - 1
bonus.
1NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, I appreciate that; but, the long-term strategy back
in 1999, which was nine years ago, was that the $8 million the County spent
expanding the, this system up to eight million gallons a day was so tei could take
care of the ten major project districts in the community plan at that irie. And, you
know, this includes 200 and, 2, 2, 2,200 developable acres of single-family
designated lands; 800 acres of multi-family lands; 420 acres of industrial; 682 acres
of public lands; and an additional 140 acres of hotel designated lands. And, and this
.
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includes ten major project districts. This is right from the expansion study, which
included Wailea 670 as one of the projects that this expansion was done to facilitate.
So, you know, I, I appreciate your looking at long range into the future, but they were
looking long range into the future in 1999. And if we don't follow the plan they had
then that justified the expansion of the plant, then what good is any plan?
And, you know, until we have--Kihei has an infrastructure concurrency requirement,
and, you know, you can long-range plan, but for expansion, for more growth in Kihei,
but until we have water, until we have roads, unti: we have parks, until we have
police, until we have schools, we're maxed out at growth--in growth in Kihei. We are
underserved in all those areas right now. And the one thing we have capacity for is
sewage.
So why don't we use what we have right now and assure those people who will have
the benefit of living here, that they're going to have, you know, they're going to be
part of a public system and that they're, you know, contributing to the cost of the
expansion. That's the whole idea. It's not just hooking up and utilizing it. It's paying
your fair share for the expansion.
You're going to save this three million gallons for the next fifteen years? You know, I
mean maybe we need another wastewater reclamation facility at the other end of
Kihei so we can take care of the injections wells in Maalaea that are destroying the
reef. Maybe an expansion at Kihei is not the smart thing to do. Maybe we need a
plant at the other end of South Maui.

So that--those are all questions up in the air. But, you know, we spent $8 million,
Mr. Chair, and we haven't used one gallon of the expansion that we paid for. We
were at five, we, we were, at the time this expansion was done, we were below five
million gallons a day. And we, actually, the, the plant capacity was at six million
gallons a day at that time. And the allocation was 5.6 in 1999 March of '99.
Anc

leaf-, now, because it's allocated doesn't me e
hc
used it. So now I hear we're using five million gallons a day.
tat means we ha\
an additional one million gallons a day previous to 1999, and then we add€
two millions gallons a day capacity, so there's three million gallons capacity in
plant. And, you know, we invested $8 million to expand it up to eight million, and we
haven't used any of it.

So how long do we save this capacity? You know, the idea is to use the capacity so
the user pays the impact fee to pay back all the other users for the investment of the
expansion. You follow me?
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WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: I, I do follow you. And if I could make maybe just a
couple, a couple of points-CCUNCiLVEMBER ANDERSON: Certainly.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: --based on your questions.
The volumes that you're quoting, the x-number of mi:Jor gallons a day, aV:hough
that's what we, we use those numbers and we commu;licate those numbers, what
really drives the wastewater treatment plant is not volume of water, it's pounds of
solids, for any lack of a better way to talk about it. With all the low-flow fixtures and
toilets and showers and things, the actual volume of water coming in is, is, may be
dropping, but the pounds of solids is increasing.
So going to, to just serve a strict volume measurement doesn't, doesn't really work.
The plants aren't really, they're not really rated by gallons of water. They're, they're
really rated by a mixture of gallons of water and pounds of solids. So those numbers
are very misleading. And the fact is there are more houses. They are generating
more waste. The, the, the plant is more under a load than it was in the past, and we
are absolutely using that capacity.
So, and making cleaner water, like for reclaimed water, takes more effort and more of
the equipment onsite to make cleaner water. So it's not as simple as just looking
back ten years and, and saying, "Hey, we have less water now than we do then."
Because we have more solids, we have more loading. The plant is closer to its
capacity, however you want to define that. There is no one number, no volume
number, x-number of milron gallons a day that really wraps up what the capacity of a
wastewater treatment is of a wastewater i:ce7.= 7 3nt plant is.
.

.

So that's sort of the answe:
_Thy those numbers may not make common sense, but
if you were to look at the dry pounds of solids after we reprocess them, those have
been constantly going up through the years. hat's really what dri\ ,q the plant
capacity.
INC MEMBER ANDERSON: Well, then maybe they, they used the wrong capacity
f _ res to come up with this assessment fee. Maybe you need to come up with a, a
r 1‘.4 way of figuring out the assess=". fee because the assessment fee was
on the, the flow, the gallons-per-cia: ]ow. And, as far as I know, that's st:I.
four seventy-five per gallon.
-

WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: It's $4.65 per gallon a day.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, four sixty-five.
And so, it's hard to get, you know, different--all I have to go with, Mr. Taylor, is the
information that, that I've been given in regards to the gallons per day. And, you
know, if you have more solids, then that probably means you have more R-1 water to
recycle, to some extent. Would that be true?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Not necessarily.
COUNCIMEMBER ANDERSON: But you still have 70 percent of the R-1 water that is not,
that is being injected?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: I'm not sure of the exact ratio at the, at the Kihei
Treatment Plant. Countywide, we average 22 percent reuse. It's certainly higher
than that at Kihei. It's probably in the, in the 40 or 50 percent range, is my guess.
And that varies throughout the year.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, that's a guess. But Mr. Parabicoli, who works on
this, he told us it was 70 percent that we were injecting. And that's scary when you
look at the fact that upwards of 50 percent of the coral reef along the South Maui
shoreline is gone, and they attribute at least, well, they attribute at least half of the
degradation to injection well plumes; the other half to runoff. And this was a
quantitative study done by the Division of Aquatic Resources in conjunction with the
Coral Reef Initiative folks--and be happy to share that study with you.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR

Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
;ILMEMBEI

NILL

Thank you, Mr. Taylor, for being h€
s afternc
leared some c
minds in regards to what was said when we ° gards to wastewater
facilities and how efficient they are today. And, and mat's a technology that is being
used throughout the United States.
My question is that you mentioned about the pump station and transmission line, the
existing ones, that are at capacity. And any more that's going to come on there, we,
we need to do some work. And I, I think you mentioned that at one time. The
existing route that presently goes from Wailea to the Kihei Treatment Plant, does it
traverse Piilani Highway or Kihei Road?
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WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: That existing collection system is in South Kihei Road,
all the way from Wailea to Kalama Park. And then from Kalama Park, there's a
pipeline that runs mauka to the treatment plant.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANLLA: And that's the facilities that need to be either upgraded
or, I guess upgraded, what you mentioned earlier?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
Just a point of information. You know, I, I do attend the Water Use and Development
Plan for Central Maui, and one of the things that we talk about is the reuse of
recycled water from the Kihei Treatment Plant. And, you know, we pump in, well, we
pump into the ground about five million gallons a day or thereabout. And one of the
ideas is try to extend a grey line from the treatment plant towards North Kihei so that
we can take out some of the farmers on that particular route that are using potable
water at this present time, so we can, you know, basically kill two birds at one stone.
We're utilizing the recycled water as well as, say, conserving potable water. So I
thought I'd make that comment to you.
Thank you.
And, by the way, I'm awaiting for that study that's--I need so that I can forward that
thing to one of our Congresswoman. Thank you.
CHAIR
•

••

Mr. Tavinr? Ms. Johnsnn.

MEMO
SON:
:s. David, I, rr luestion basics
vith overall
)olicy and
we're going because, obviously, as you stated, things have
changed over
3nd nothing is cast in concrete. Therei
ve have to at least
look at, you know, our 2030 Plan/2050 Plan sustainability.
One of the things that s difficult for us to do is look at what ('Ers approved back then
and then, you know, move that out twenty/thirty years fror na7 c?nd see where we're
going to be because we don't have a crystal ball. In terms of the General Plan
Advisory Committee and where the Administration or where your Department is going
in overall policy, if you will, or direction, is it more that we're getting away from
centralized systems and we're going to these individual systems?
.

-
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Because if I read between the lines, that's what I'm sensing. And if that is so, then is
this what the General Plan Advisory Committee's being given, and are the studies
that they're being provided supporting one direction or a different direction?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Thank you, Member Johnson,
And I thin': as everycie knows, the Maui Island Plan has not yet been completed and
given to :he General Plan Advisory Committee. Our Department's interaction with
Long Range Planning, which is very close, we, we've commented on this very
thoroughly, is going to support the methodology you just, you just summarized,
decentralization of wastewater treatment to, not to individual systems, which are
considered septic tanks on, on single lots, but to these package, smaller area
treatment plants, to have treatment for, you know, hundreds or maybe a couple of
thousand homes with reuse on that site, rather than tying into a large centralized
system like we currently have. That is our input to the Planning Department, and I
expect that, that is what you will probably see when you see the draft of the Maui
Island Plan.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And then the $64,000 question then comes. For
those of us or whoever is currently on the existing system, which is a public system,
in many case is antiquated. But, you know, I guess when I look at the cost analysis,
what is the mechanism or what is the philosophy for then taking the existing users
who rely on a more centralized kind of system and then is it to get us all off and into
these smaller, more, I won't say a more efficient, but, you know, more modern types
of facilities?
And if that's the case, is there an unintended cost to those of us that are on those
current systems? Because what we're trying to do, and 1'7 sure you understand,
we're trying to look at the impacts. And if there is an u' " 'tended consequence
hprause of a philosophical change, then somebody's goim D pay, I just want to
w who it is.

TASTE WATER ThanI Member Johnson.
And, and that's--the answer to your questioi. really the core rear . why we're
presenting this strat,.7:::;;:. As, as I think you've all heard before, our wastewater
systems were buiIt•
[ Age subsidies from the Federal government, something in
the neighborhood o percent.
.

-

At that time, the Federal government did not support, did not fund small package
treatment plants. They only funded large centralized systems. So that's why we
have a large centralized system. It was always more expensive, but because the
Federal government paid for it, it was cheaper for us as a community.
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Currently, the Federal government doesn't pay for anything. So what we're really
looking at is what is the most cost-effective way to provide reliable wastewater
treatment to the community as cows. And the best way to do that is these
package treatment plants, withoi; the long, large pipelines and, and a long-term cost
of pumping water around.
So there is really no unintended consequence. There's just a more efficient system
as we move forward to the future.
We, I would foresee that thirty years from now, the same centralized systems are still
operating. I don't think that we're going to get rid of them because people, as you
know, they're still hooked up to them. We're going to have to keep up with our
maintenance and rehabilitation and replacement, but we're just saying let's not grow
them. Let's grow on the outskirts with small package plants. Let's decentralize so all
of our eggs aren't in one basket. So we think this will be the most cost-effective way
to get reliable treatment to everybody as the community grows.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and, and I guess the question for us, Mr. Chair, then
is as, and I don't think you were here earlier, but, philosophically, it's like buying in,
you know, to an existing, whether it's a, a condominium or whatever it is, the cost, of
course, if borne by the number of users that ostensibly are on that system. And if
you have a fixed number of users, but an increasing cost to maintain, replace, or
rehabilitate, what ends up happening is if you have a private system, you have one
cost. If you have the public system, are we as, let's say, hook up to the public
system's diminish or at least don't continue, are we then saddling everybody that's
hooked into a public system with a, an unrealistic or a, an increased cost, because of
all the things that you just stated.

unintended consequence because
And that's my point, in
number of peoole you have on a system, divided by the
vice-versa. Yo
it I'm saying.
-

IIVISI(
igree,

list the law of the
of operation or

nswer to that v%
';',HIEF: And, and, an
that's really where this, this strategy comes from.

Id be. we

are built in huge,
Because infrastructure systems like this, water, power,
upfront chunks, and then you slowly chip ayfay at the capacity; ±Ien you have to do
another huge improvement, then you slowly chip away at the capacity. When you're
getting close to that capacity, instead of trying to get more users, because you're
looking at, at a time not too distant in the future where you have to do this huge
improvement. At that point, you really don't want more users because that's going to
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add to your cost; that's going to accelerate the time you have to do this huge
improvement.
Because our original system was built with Federal funds and we, the community,
didn't have to pay for that, our best option was to get as many users as possible
because we had lots of extra capacity. Now that the capacity is getting closer and
closer to being at, at its maximum, we really don't want to go across that line where
we need a whole new one because that's a cost that this community has never seen
before.
So that's really become our, our real concern, is that staying on, on, on the side of
the line where we don't need to replace the whole system because it's just a little bit
too small. And, and that's really what we're talking about here.
If, if we knew exactly how many homes were going to be built in the next thirty years,
we could optimize the solution. Because we, we have a good feel for about how fast
growth is happening and we don't think what we have is going to last thirty years, it's
just a matter of time, whether it's five years or ten years or fifteen years till we run
out. And at that time, there will have to be a huge series of projects to deal with it
because we don't really see any realistic way to pay for a huge type of project.
Without Federal funds, we think that conserving what we have is a better choice than
getting a few more users and running out faster.
But, again, that, that's a Council policy. And if, if Council disagrees with that and
would rather have some more revenue now and deal with that lack of capacity later,
again, that, that's Council's position. But we're really concerned that if that happens,
we don't have any realistic solution.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and, and I thank you for beir, honest. Because I
guess it's, it is our call, Mr. Chair. And it, it really does concern me, though, because
there is no free lunch. Everybody in this entire County pays because how many
times have we subsidized wastewater special fund because ostensibly the users Qav
for whatever costs are under there. But there's many times when we've had to g
and subsidi2 :hrough real property tax to that
1.
So this is
-al problem for, for me. I'm, I don't know what otl people feel, but it's
a philosopni71 decision
being asked to make rigl .!: r
. And because the
developer,
Chair, is coming forward, as Ms. Anderson mentioned, they knew
what the requirements were way back when, when they signed on.
-

-

The fact is that we're now moving in a different direction, which may cost them less.
So I, I basically support your amendment because I think philosophically, the
entitlement and what runs with the land currently is the buy-in. That's the way I'm
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looking at it. That was the original buy-in, the fact that they have amended and
perhaps added on to that doesn't negate their original obligation, which was to buy
into a system whether they agree with it now or not.
So I believe that they should pay their fa
amendment.

-

sl are and, therefore, I'll--will support your
-

Thank fou.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
I think there's almost two subjects right now. And I think we agree that our capacity
at the present treatment plant, somewhere around, is being used at a very rapid rate
with solid waste. And then we have another area where we have reclaimed
R-1 water, which is really the issue I think many of us have been very concerned
with, the degradation of our reefs and other things that are occurring because of this
R-1 water being injected into the ground.
I guess the question I have for you, Mr. Taylor, and it's a little different take on this
whole thing, is how much per square foot or linear mile or linear yard or whatever,
would it cost if you were to take a 2-inch line and run it from the present--and
know where I'm going with this one, yeah--from the present wastewater treatmeni,
and run it all the way down to 670, so that everybody and anybody could connect.
What kind of cost would we look at, along with the pumping stations that would be
necessitated to move that R-1 water from where it is, going--what is that—north,
which we're going, south, south xry. We're going south, yeah, sorry. South. We
go south. And that way, that I
water would
)t only be available for their golf
course and other areas down there, whatever :hers, irrigation necessities they
would have, and it would take away, hopefully, a
of water that's being injected per
day. and they would not have to use so much b kish water. I mean, to me, it's a
win-win if we can figure this out.
How wouid this cost-effective, how, how
cost-effective would this be, along with they maybe conne&:- 7: to the Makena waste
treatment plant anyhow.
What do you think? What was your feeling--your take on that? Because I think that's
an important question to be asked, what the cost involving R-1 water to be taken to
this area for use by this project and anything else in that area?
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WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Construction costs are a little bit nebulous without
knowing details, but, but I would think putting in a 12- or 16-inch line-COUNCILMEMBER V[CTORINO: Okay.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: --from the plant to this project, say three miles maybe,
all fiat's rock. I, I know they're putting fiber optic in there, and I, I see they're
breaking carbide bits left and right because it's so hard, maybe $3 million a mile. So
you're talking $9 million for pipeline, another couple million for pumps and tanks. So,
you know, between 10 and 15 million probably to put a, a core reuse system in.
And we don't, we don't have capacity onsite to make that much R-1. We'd also need
plant improvements and other, you know, it could be another 5 or 10 million for that.
So to create a, a core system able to get, say, three million gallons of R-1 water to, to
that area, you'd probably be in it for in the range of, ballpark, $25 million, something
like that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay, I guess that's the key right there is, you
know, what the cost. Because all, you know, the, the real issue is what do we do with
this, all this R-1 water. And, you know, whether it's 50 percent or 70 percent being
injected into the ground, it's water we need to use someplace, you know.
And somewhere along the line, either they're going to have to do it this way, or put in
the core from their project, sewerlines and R-1 wa, R-1 lines going back and forth.
To me, it makes much more sense as they're doing the highway and everything else,
that they would do that instead of trying to go with their own waste treatment plant
there, and, and nnd then
to get enough water using the brackish wells again.
They're going I
se it on - potable water, again. I have no problem. But some
kind of means
Asing tha
water because it's sitting there being injected into the
ground.
Rigl
Mr. Taylor'?
I I guess th;
hal
ig concern has been, is F I do we
use it. And here's an opportunity
ei
they cost money. But somewhere
along the line, somebody's going to pay f It's either Peter or it's either Paul.
Somebody's got to pay for it, and the people ot Uentral Maui eventually going, even if
A&B does build a new treatment plant and we do move it out from the tsunami area,
even though it's a different subject, there will be expenses transmitting lines out and
somebody's going to pay for that.
There's a, there's a, like, like Member Johnson said, there is no free lunch. But when
and where do we do, and how long do we wait till we destroy whatever in, you know,
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whatever coral reefs we have there and other marine life because we take too long to
decide what to do with this R-1 water.
Real philosophical question, yeah.
Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Mr. Taylor.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
And mine may be more a, a point of information.
You know, we know Member Anderson discussed the early requirements and
conditions on the applicant, and then we're talking about your amendment now. And
you did mention, I believe, at one time, that the amendment, if approved, would
require a bilateral agreement.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Unilateral . .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I mean, I'm sorry, unilateral agreement-CHAIR HOKAMA: Correct.
MEDEIROS: --agreed to by the applicant.

INCILMEME
DEIROS: Okay. So seems like e
discu
moot, if we
ask the developer if he would agree to that.
\NI 1E
you think yi
I bring up the developer to disci
-

IR HOKAMA: After we make the dec

Dn

was just a:
matters?

the amendment.

J"'`7 _.MEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, manaio, Mr, Chairman.
11

HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Your know it already, already runs with the land. It's
already a condition that was adopted by a previous Council, so all we have to do is
just implement it.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: If it's not repealed, you're absolutely correct.
CC._;NC::_TirEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
And that seems to be the problem with a lot of things, it's i: . :plementation. You know,
good intentions don't add up to a whole lot unless they're 7cowed through with.
--

.

So, M. Taylor, were you in the Wastewater Division in 1998?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Yes, I was.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so when did you guys adopt this policy of little
satellite privately operated sewage treatment plants.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: There's currently no written policy regarding this. And,
basically, it hasn't come up. It's coming up in the General Plan. And as we've gotten
involved with the Planning Department about scenarios for different land use choices
and, and infrastructure needs, we've kind of looked at a number of different scenarios
and realized this is going to have to be our policy.
So it's really a policy that the Council would adopt if they adopt that language in the
General Plan. So we're sort of in the interim right now where there is no policy now
about anything regarding this.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, but you're.
WASTEWATER DIVISION r.71-liEF: But we can see we're moving in that direction. So our,
our recommendation diis position, on this, on this application is to support that
direction of policy on this application
INCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, you know, know yo
g to do tl
hing,
Mr. Taylor, but it's the elected body who sets policy for the Cour
the policy
right now, adopted in 1998, for, for the wastewater transmission ii
Maui says,
"coordinate improvements to sewer transmission line T
wastewater reclamation
facilities to meet the needs of future population growth Require that the Wailea
Resort Company and the Wailea-7',7 3!:ena Alliance," which I'm assuming is
Waiea 670 and Makena Resort, "wor K toward a solution that would enable the
Wailea sewerage system to be dedicated to the County." Now that's the adopted
policy of this County for sewage in South Maui.
-

-

And I could go on and on about reducing the reliance on injection wells and what not.
But this is the most important policy here.
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So if you are advising the Planning Department of a policy different from this, then I
think you need to come to the Council for a community plan amendment.
WASTEWATER DIVIS:ON CHIEF: Thank you, Member Anderson. And, and if I may give a
little history that may link these.
At the time that was written, at the time that condition was written, the plan was to
build a new wastewater treatment plant out near the old Puunene Airport, send a lot
of the wastewater from Maalaea and North Kihei to that new plant, and then use the
existing plant to serve the southern part of Kihei, Wailea, and Makena. That was the
plan when those conditions were written. Makena built their own plant since then.
The Council passed a, a resolution a couple of years ago not to relocate the Kahului
Wastewater Treatment Plant and not to build the Central Treatment Plant. So I know
it's sort of splitting hairs, but, but, in a sense, the Council resolution that said we're
not going to move and we're not going to build a new treatment plant, basically
changed the County's policy to say we're going to stick with the three treatment
plants we have and not build a fourth.
So that's really where the Council policy changed this direction. And I know it's kinda
hard to make that link, but without the new treatment plant by the old Puunene
Airport, that whole plan and those old conditions just sort of evaporated, they aren't
even possible anymore.
So from a policy standpoint, I would go back to that resolution that the Council
passed that said we're not building a new treatment plant, as really the policy
decision that, that pushed us in this direction.
Cr)! INCILMEMBER ANDERSnKl: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Ch9ir,
IR HOKAMA: Okay. Th
definitely, we look at that i
go thrc
readings if

3 ir recalls that passed one rea
different light, mem--f mb
resol

Any furthi luestions for Mr. Taylor since we do have him - -

nstead of two. ;o
ce and effect
st
As. Balsa.

COUNCILIIEHIR BAISA: I don't know if Mr. TE, - 3 an answer the question, but there's
just one ;ingering issue.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And then I'm ready to be quiet.
Earlier in this discussion, it was mentioned that if a new sewerline was made
available, that members of--people along that line would then have to connect to it,
and Maui Meadows was mentioned.
Can we get somebody to tell us that they would have to or not have to. I'm
concerned because if those residents are going to be required to connect, I'm
assuming that we're talking abou : a, a significant amount of money. And if that's so,
I'd like to know that.
t

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Taylor, can you respond and tell us if it makes a difference whether it's a public
system or a private system?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Thank you, Member Balsa, Mr. Chair.
County Code 14.25A.130, says that whenever a wastewater line exists in the road in
front of a property, they must tie in. That's really the governing, governing ordinance.
And I, I believe that that's really about a public wastewater line, not a private one.
So, essentially, even if there was a public line in Piilani Highway fronting Maui
Meadows, those houses aren't on Piilani Highway, they're on surface streets. So the
existence of that line would not, in our opinion, trigger Maui Meadows to have to tie
in.
What would trigger Maui Meadows to
":o tie in is if the County initiated a CH')
project and put sewerlines in Maui Mead,:_,n front of everybody's house, we cou!
then make Maui Meadows tie in. And if that was the Council's wishes, we could (
that. We could set up an impact fee in that area, etc., etc. But just having a, a, a lir
with capacity run by on the highway is not enougi gger this ordinance.
.., MEMBER BAISP
ank y
ich. That clarifies that. An
hat's of concern for us because we wanted to make sure that they would know if this
was going to be done because we didn't want to go through what we did recently with
anothe t! ing that, you know, affected that neighborhood and, of course, the
reside- ?,r9 very upset.
-

-

So thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that question, Ms. Baisa.
Is there any other questions for Mr. Taylor or areas of concern for Mr. Taylor?
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: MahE2o, :',11r. Chairman. I just wanted to follow up on
Member Baisa's questioning.
So can a private line tie into a County wastewater reclamE:jon
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Yes. That's actually very common.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. The next question is who would assume a private
line's cost for all the pumping?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: In this case, if it was a private line, then the developer
would have to make arrangements to keep that line and that pumping station private.
And, usually, they would set up a homeowners association or, or some how the
owner, or somebody that the owner designated would have to remain as the owner of
that pumping system and, and get that electric meter and pay that bill.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And being that the system being suggested is a dual
system of wastewater and R-1 water, just looking at the geographics of the area
seems like there would be some kind of gravity flow to the plant, but coming back
would be necessary to pump it back. How many pumps would be, pump stations
would be required in a length of that magnitude from the project area to the
wastewater treatment plant?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: The engineering would have to be looke
but it, it
could be done, possibly, with just one pumping station. It might be better
..ave one
and a, and a booster pumping station, but that, that would be the detailed
enginE
id there's no real we _
:now just by, by looking at it.
JNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
costs?

Developer would be responsiblE

WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: I suppose that would be up to the conditions that you
place.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Taylor.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further questions for Mr. Taylor? Ms. Anderson.
CU.1CLMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
Just one last question and I'm sorry :f I'm, Mr. Taylor, I mi,t be putting you on the
spot with an answer you can't Ote me, but that's okay, too.
I'm looking at the existing sewer system, and it shows all the sewerlines and the
various pump stations along South Kihei Road. Pump Station 16, that goes all the
way down to, shoots, past.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Makena Surf Condominium.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Makena Surf, that's the last stop. So, you know, it looks
like the expense is getting all this sewage pumped not only north, but uphill to the
treatment plant at Piilani. So pumping from Wailea 670, it looks like it would not cost
what we're already expending because there's, you know, it's, you know, just a
stone's throw off Piilani Highway, so most of their sewage would be gravity flow down
to Piilani, and then from Piilani to the treatment plant. I don't, I don't see the, you
know, in comparison to where you're pumping it from now, it doesn't seem like it's
going to be that, you know, large of an increase in pumping cost.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: It's less, but it would still--it's a significant amount of
water, and it would still have a significant pumping costs. It's not just about, it's not
j:jst,foo:_et elevation. It's also when you, when you-ANDEPON: Length.
IASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: --length and when you push D 'De, water
it's, it's friction and you've got to overcome that frictior
Dnger
the, the more you have to, more
aye to

igh a oibe
onger

ILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so at $4.65 a gallon at--what did I say it was?
vWASTEVVATER DIVISION CHIEF: The $4.65 a gallon is only for the treatment plant
expansion fee. That does not cover a7 7 collection system or transmission or, or
maintenance. That is just the fee, estabished by ordinance, which says that when
you tie in, that's your share of upgrading just the treatment plant, what's in the fence
line at the treatment plant.
-

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, and it's based on their gallons per day?
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WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: That's correct.
CCU['...'01L_MEMBER ANDERSON: So if they are going to be using.
WASTEWATER DIII&ON CHIEF: As a rough calculation, if.
COUNC!I_MEMBER ANDERSON: Let's say, let's just say they're going to be using 600,000
gallons a day, daily flow. They, they would be paying that impact fee times that
amount?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: A, a thousand houses would be about $1.6 million.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, that helps. Thank you.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Any questions for Mr. Taylor, further questions or the Chair will be happy to thank
Mr. Taylor for his presence.
Mr. Molina,
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chair.
Just one question for you, Mr. Taylor. Looking back at the committee report notes,
you mentioned that, I guess your preference, I guess, as a Department, would be
these large, so-called large projects build their own systems. And we currently do
have the capacity, but is it more like you're looking at, at this long-term, you prefer to
keep the current capacity that we have for smaller infill projects n d let the larger
projects do their own thing? I guess you're looking way dow
road that if the
capacity is filled up a lot sooner than anticipated, the Count
t looking at a, I
guess, a tremend
amount of money to expand capacity ir
future for South
Maui. Am I correc

WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: That's correct.
And, and I don't even know if it's way down the road. I mean this could be ten fifteen years. And, and in wastewater, I know that seems like a lot to a lot of people,
but it takes us at least eight years to do any major project. Our permitting, our
regulations, environmental impact statements, budget, even a fast - track project, we,
we're probably the most heavy regulated--heavily regulated field other than nuclear,
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in the United States. We can't do a, a treatment plant upgrade in less than eight
years, realistically.
So we have to be looking ten or fifteen years. And I don't think this is real long-term.
I think this is in our, in our planning horizon. We're looking at, you know, sort of an
unsolvable problem if we overload the Kihei Treatment Plant. We don't seem to have
a realistic way to fund and build an expansion to that.
So our concern is that if we run out of that and there is no forty c fifty million 'oiiars
available to do a large expansion, we might not be able to serve infill projects, and
we might have, you know, a moratorium and a, and a list as exists in other areas.
And we're, we're looking that the only way to avoid that is in taking action now. And,
and once it happens, it's obviously too late.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So, in short, the little guy or the little projects are the ones
that could be, potentially be impacted.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Other questions for Mr. Taylor?
Okay, just, just one quick one on, on your response to Mr. Molina.
So we're looking at the current base of sewer users, particular for South Maui, to
come up with the r' million that we're going to need in ten - fifteen years, then. Is
that xmhat you're t
js?
ER DIVk
lIE
we keep the capacil
huge project like that.

tw
h
at the current

neve apper
dle, w lever

CHAIR HOKAMA: But we will still need to do the upgrades, the maintenance, the
replacement:::,
WASTEWATER DIV&ON CHIEF: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And what kind of numbers are we looking just for that requirements,
Mr. Taylor? Same amount as $50 million?
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WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Those would be much, much less. I mean it's the
difference between redoing your kitchen every twenty years and trying to expand
your kitchen while you're using it. I mean that, that's a pretty close analogy. And you
can see the costs for that are, are enormous to try to upgrade your, your kitchen
while it's in use, rather than just having a, you know, a facelift every twenty years.
But it's still going to be tens of millions of dollars over the long-term, but nowhere
near as much as, as trying to expand it in its place.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, we definitely are going to learn from the shortcomings of Cty d
County of Oahu's sewer program.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: And, Mr. Chair, just because you made that comment, if
I could make a comment.
One of the reasons that the Ala Wai sort of catastrophe was so bad is because that
system's not decentralized. That was one pipe that handles all of Waikiki and all of
Manoa, I think, and, and some huge area. And even though the break in that was
only like a 10-foot crack, they spilled 48 million gallons in just, in an instant almost, in
just a couple of days.
If you decentralize, you don't have all your eggs in one basket. Any one failure
doesn't have enormous repercussions because all of your waste isn't going through
one system. So that's another huge benefit of decentralization is if you get this
natural reliability, is that a lot of different things can fail, and, and, and the, those
failures don't pile up on each other.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We will need to make a decision regarding this matter.
Any further questions for Mr. Taylor? "-, 1nderson.
INCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah,... Jst wondering. Mr. Taylc
projection numbers you're using when you say, we're hoping that WE
■int where we need to expand the Kihei plant?
to get to 1

kir

You know, 'cause I'm looking at these, you know, proposed projects for South Maui.
I know the, the, the community plan projected a hundred thousand more people in
South Maui, and that would include this project. But, so those are just things in the
community plan, but now I'm looking on, on, I mean all these proposals, sooner or
later, I mean where do you think how far that plant can go? And, and, you know, we
need some kind of idea as to what you think all the infill is going to be and how far we
can stretch the plant.
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WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Thank you, Member Anderson.

And, and this is exactly where, where this kind of strategy kicks in because we don't
have any exact numbers. What we look at is how do we get flexibility. If we build, if
this developer builds a plant at their site, that plant's going to be a relatively small
footprint with a big buffer area, say it's on five acres.
If our plant starts filling up where we don't have enough capacity, we now have two
options. We could either expand our plant, or we could approach them and take over
theirs, which I'm sure the homeowners' association in the future would be more than
happy to give us their plant if we asked for it. We can expand that plant, take all the
Wailea flow, run it to that plant, take the reclaimed water, run it back to the golf
courses, and free up capacity in our plant.
So we wouldn't necessarily even have to build an expansion at our plant to gain more
capacity. If the same thing happened in North Kihei, if somebody develops.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But no--wait, wait, wait.
So you're keeping the two plants separate?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: If the same thing happened in North Kihei, let's say
somebody built a thousand houses in North Kihei and built a, a, a treatment plant for
those thousand houses, nc— there's another plant that could be expanded. We could
shave off some of the flow
m North Kihei, take that out of our current plant, and get
more capacity in our plant infill.
-

And no matt
N much Kihei grew, if it kept growing on the edges, w :ould keep
.loing that so each plant handled its infill area. And as we needed more capacit
we'd just build more on the outskirts closer to where reclaimed water can be USE:
because it's out in agricultural areas with large parks and things, and it becomes thi
we, we could slowly grow into a
.:7-H-stem that has less pumping per
c a7.-ita, more reclaimed water pe : overall operating cost per capita,
............ having one center facility '1hET•:.. wC ye az,7.pletely dependent or.
,

-

,-

-

And so we, we increase security and reliability, and this is where the whole country is
going. I was at the National Wastewater Conference a few months ago, nobody is
talking about building huge centralized regional facilities. Everyone is talking about
how to decentralize. This, and it's all for exactly the same reasons: lack of Federal
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funding; trying to put more cost onto the developers rather than onto the, the
ratepayers.
So we're not alone in this situation, and the solution that we're, we're k:rd of laying
out is the solution that, that all the other municipalities in our position ETe choosing.
So it, it's not like we're going this alone.
CO•NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
And, and what kind of track record is there out there? How long have any of the
other municipalities been doing this?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Some municipalities have done it from the beginning-thirty years.
What really led to this is the EPA, through the Federal grants program, originally was
not funding these small package plants. So everyone had to centralize. It was the
only way to get money. So once that Federal money ran out and everyone had to
pay their own, this was always the best economic decision.
So I think since then, it's been growing and growing. And, and, at this point, because
everyone's in our spot, where 30-year-old, 40-year-old technology that has to be
replaced, this is where the, the industry has gone; and this is really what everyone's
doing.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And one last question, Chair.
Does Makena Resort have, have room for expansion of their treatment plant? And
do they do any recycling? I mean.

(ASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: Makena Resort is a, has , rivate treatment plant that is
regulated by the Department of Health, not by us You know, some of our
ex-employees run it. I've been there a couple of times. I don't :low exactly- mow
it's expandable to I think I heard a couple of million gallons. They're running it at just
a fraction of that right now, and I believe they reuse all their water. They just don't
have very much. So I, I, I think their intention was to reuse all of their water, and I
think thF;: :7!!::.Yity to, to handle a lot more than what they have right now.
;

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you.
Thank you, Chairman.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further questions for--Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just want to find out, the package plants, are they made
here in the United States or they're made in China?
WASTEWATER DIVISION CHIEF: I, I have no idea.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and, you know, the only reason I'm asking is
because we have Federal standards. We're having problems with all kinds of things,
so it's important to me that I know where these things are being built. Because even
with our water, we had some stuff that was imported from Germany. The machining,
all of the integration, if they're all, you know, different set of, I guess, manufacturing
specifications, that really concerns me because even though you're going
decentralized, I look at our pool pumps in our County pools for heaters. Every one is
different. And so while it may not be a problem now if we go that route, it could be a
big problem later, especially if we're looking at taking over systems that all are
manufactured under different standards by different countries and with one basic
requirement of government, which is you must meet EPA and Department of Health
standards.
So that's why I'm asking. So at some point in time, I would like to know more about
where these are manufactured.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Anything further for Mr Taylor at this time members?
:,
Okay, having no
appreciate your participath

nk

.

idii

very muck
:he Cour

)ns,

Okay, Members, any further questions or discussion on the motion to amend before
you? We do have a motion.
Okay, let us be clear that the motion does not ask that they build a County plant.
We're allowing them to build their private plant. What the amendment is requiring is
that they connect to the County headworks and provide additional capacity for the
County to utilize. Okay.
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And it's, also as part of the motion that Mr. Mateo read, it's on page two of the memo,
including the requirement of 300, excuse me, $3 million of R-1 water for utilization.
That is what is before you, not whether or not it should be a public plant or not.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You said $3 million--3 million gallons, you're referring to?
CHAR HCKAMA: Three million gallons, excuse me.
COL Nali'vlEEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you . .
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr.-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --Victorino. You are correct. Three million gallons per day of R-1 water.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. All in favor of the motion please say "aye."
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

AYE.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

AYE.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

NO.

COUNG"_MEMBEE' MOLINA:
COUN( MEMBE 3 ONTANILLA:

NO.

COUN( MEMBER VICTORINO:

NO.

lkIR HOKAMA: Okay, how many--raise your hands on the "noes", please. Okay, one,
two, three, four. Okay, one, two, three, four, five. Motion passes; five "ayes", four
"noes". The "ayes" are Mr. Mateo, Ms. Andersor, Johnsc::, Medeiros, and
Mcina,
Pontanilla, aid Mr. Victorino,
the Chairman; "noes" were Ms. Baisa,
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS
ANDERSON,
JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR
HOKAMA.
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NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, MOLINA, PONTANILLA
AND VICTORINO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much.
AND AGAIN ON YOUR BEHALF, I MOVE TO AMEND
EXHIBIT "B", AND EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE
PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL BY DELETING
CONDITION NO. 16, RELATING TO A SEWAGE DISPOSAL
ANALYSIS, AND RENUMBERING THE SUBSEQUENT
CONDITIONS ACCORDINGLY.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have a motion to amend made by Mr. Mateo, seconded by
Ms. Anderson. Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, connection to the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility
would eliminate the need for proposed Condition No. 16, which requires a Sewage
Disposal Analysis, and was intended to relate to the private wastewater treatment
facility.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Further discussion, Members? Ms. Anderse-.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You know, the a still going to be doing the plant, but I
guess since they are now going to have tc Dok up to the County. I'm wondering if
the County would like the benefit of this, or if the Department of Heal their
regulations would fully satisfy the need for a Sewage Disposal Analysis.
You know, if we'd had ti at analysis, Mr. Chair, as part of our application requirement,
as stated in the Code, we would not have been spending all this time trying to figure
out what to do their sewage.
.

So I'll leave it up to the Department of Health, and support the amendment.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.

Any further discussion, Members? If not, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried; nine "ayes."
Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, short break, please. Short recess.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. How about ten minutes, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, recess till three-forty.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 3:30 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 3:45 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKP": We shall reconvene the Cr. A's meeting.
,

Members, we are on Item 08-23. Main motion as amended. We have taken care
some amendments.
I'd like to refer you now to the remaining three different communications
colleague of South Mai. Ms. Anderson, regarding proposed amendments. The first
one I would ask is tha ou refer to the February 8 memorandum from her to you,
Members, so if you can have that before you for consideration before I recognize
iderson.
Okay, with that, Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
MY FIRST AMENDMENT WOULD BE IN EXHIBIT "B", AND
EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN
ZONING BILL, TO ADD A NEW CONDITION, AS FOLLOWS:
"THAT, PURSUANT TO SECTION 19.510.050(E), MAUI
COUNTY CODE, HONUA'ULA PARTNERS, LLC, ITS
SUCCESSORS AND PERMI I I ED ASSIGNS, SHALL
PROVIDE A BOND IN A FORM ACCEPTABLE TO THE
MAUI COUNTY COUNCIL OR A CASH DEPOSIT IN AN
AMOUNT AS WILL ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH
THESE CONDITIONS OF ZONING. SUCH BONDS
SHALL BE POSTED AT THE SAME TIME THE
UNILATERAL AGREEMENT AND DECLARATION FOR
CONDITIONAL ZONING IS RECORDED WITH THE
BUREAU OF CONVEYANCES OR THE LAND COURT
OF THE STATE, AS THE CASE MAY BE.
"THE FAILURE TO FULFILL ANY CONDITION OF
ZONING WITHIN THE TIME LIMITATIONS SPECIFIED
OR, IF NO LIMITATION IS SET, WITHIN A MAXIMUM
OF FIVE YEARS FROM THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF
THIS ORDINANCE, MAY BE GROUNDS FOR THE
ENACTMENT OF ORDINANCES TO RESTORE THE
ZONING TO THE PREVIOUS ZONING DISTRICT OR
INITIATE A CLAIM ON THE BOND."
nHA1R unKAMA: Is ti icit the motion, Ms, Anderson?
DUNC MEMBER ANDERSON: Yes. Thank you, Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you ver nuch.
-

The Chair recognizes a motion i:o amend made by Ms. Anderson, seconded by
Ms. Johnson, as it regards to adding a new condition in Exhibit "B", and in Exhibit "2"
to Exhibit "C" of the change in zoning bill. Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
I'm just going to read the justification that I have here for Members so that the public
can understand why I'm proposing this condition.
Given the number of conditions that are attached to this large project district and the
twenty-year time frame for build out, and the possibility that portions of the project
could be sold to other assignees, it would be prudent for the Council to assure that
the developer, its successors and permitted assigns are in compliance with and
satisfying the attached conditions.
All, the condition, actually, Mr. Chairman, is taken right out of Chapter 19.510.050,
under Conditional Zoning, which states that: "the conditions to be imposed must
have been performed prior to council action"--isn't that interesting? That's never
been done that I know of--"on the rezoning amendment or be enforceable by the
county so as to ensure performance after council action. The conditions shall be
fulfilled within the time limitation set by the council, or, if no time limitation is set,
within a maximum of five years from the date the ordinance is in effect."
This, this condition, Mr. Chairman, is to ensure that after this leaves this body, we'll
never see it again, that the conditions that are imposed will be fulfilled. And if they're
not fulfilled in a timely manner, the County has the bond as a backup.
I just think that it's time for us to start implementing this portion of the County Code.
So, you know, a good example is the 1992 conditional zoning that they received and
never went forward on it. You know, and all--for all, you know, purposes, that zoning
should have been rescinded at least, you know, ten years ago--five years years ago,
rather. Or the bond should have been, there should have been a bond and the -would ha-e. had the project that a previous Council had adopted.
-

And, and I might put in a plug here, f1/
air, the reason they only gave them
for 402 acres for the golf courses, ti
tie League field, the clubhouse, was, you
know, "Go show us that you can do it. Prove that you have the water, and then we'll
ik about expanding it to something bigger." Well, that never happened, and now
what we have in front of us is something bigger, again, without a water source
analysis, without a sewage analysis, without a preservation r- a 1 for our historic sites.
There's a lot of unanswered questions about this project.
7:e put bonding on
this project, as the County Code allows, then the Council stili has some control in
seeing to it that the conditions are fulfilled in a timely manner. Most of the conditions
have some time limitations set to them, but there are some that don't. And this would
ensure that those conditions get implemented and if they don't, we have recourse.
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Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Further discussion on the motion to amend? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair, I support this.
I think ;:iat I've seen a great many projects which have had a number of problems,
the Maalaea Triangle and the millions of dollars that actually the County of Maui had
to end up forking over, if you will, you know, on damages that occurred because we
had insufficient money and violations of grading ordinance.
-

Right now, I'm dealing with an issue in West Maui where I have been informed by
one of the Department of Transportation officials that there is absolutely no
enforcement, no Best Management Practices being followed by projects that are
going on in the area, one in particular. And it really disturbs me that we now, as the
public, are having to act as policemen. Who will pay for the damages? And if
someone is injured as a result of failure of one of these projects to implement or to
adhere to the conditions that they agreed to, and the Best Management Practices, it
always seems that the County ends up getting embroiled in this--Montana Beach. I
mean the list just goes on and on and on about what people promised, but what they
don't do.
So I am all in favor of at least holding on to a bond. It still may not be sufficient to
implement the things that are necessary that a developer could try, let's say, not to
implement or try to get out of conditions that can be removed or altered later on.
So I am in full support of this, Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank yri i
Members

iscussior

ay, Mr. Mateo'

I kay, thar

Would you like to speak for your second and final time, Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILI:LE7,1BER, ANDEFSC:': Well, I just think that, you know, I don't know how else
the cornions that we irTpose would be enforceable by the County unless we C..:)
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
Any further comments? Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
That's what I tried to do five years go.
I got a question for Ms. Anderson in regards to the time frame. According to this,
"Such bond shall be posted at the same time the Unilateral Agreement and
Declaration of Conditional Zoning is recorded with the Bureau of Conveyances of the
Land Court."
So once it leaves this body, then it goes back to the Land Use Commission, I think,
for final approval?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, it would not, Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Clarification.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
Just to clarify, the way this condition would work is between now and second reading,
they would have to get a bond that's in satisfaction to the County to meet the needs
of the conditions. And, and the way that would be effectuated is that their engineer
would make a listing of the condi--the, the, the cost of the conditions, the estimated
cost of the conditions.
Our P
Norks Department, they have someone
oaks at these
and they review it, and they say whether or not the amount is sufficient.
You know, subdivisions are bonded all the time, so its not like this is anything
unusual. It's just that we're doing it at the zoning stage, so Ha: the Council has
assurance that the conditions are enforceable and they will be performed as
requested
.

So they would be able to do, do that between now and second reading. Public
Works would say, "Yes, we agree with your estimate," or, "No, we don't." And then
they would have to adjust it according to the County and then go and secure a bond.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much for that.
Further discussion? Further questions? Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILIVIEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
I'm relatively new to this idea of bonding a project, and so I'm very curious.
How does one determine how big a bond you need? And I kinda understood what,
what Member Anderson shared. But you're projecting costs here out for twenty
years. How do you determine how, how much of a bond you need? Is there some
kind of a formula or?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That's a very good question, Ms. Baisa.
I'm, I, I know that Engineering from Public Works does participate.
And, you know, you could approach it couple ways. Ms. Anderson talked to
Engineering. I know that.
So, before I--that, we need that phone off, please.
Before, well, what I'll do is I'll let Ms. Anderson share, share some points of
clarification before the Chair gives you his understanding.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNC.„

-

-

BER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

A project of this nature, they have been in the process since 2000 with this particular
project. They know how much it's going to cost them to do ,
1/4IR HOKAMA: I need that phor

3ne last reminder.

going to have you

removed.
I'm so Ty, H..Anderson.
-

CCUi\OILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
They know what the infrastructure costs are going to be. They've already told us.
They've mentioned some of them already.
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You're not going to go forward with the project of this magnitude without knowing
what your costs are, because they've already projected out what their sales are going
to be, what their profits going to be. So, you know, it's all kind of in, in a general idea.
And it's not like they're going to be, yeah, they'll be, they'll be doing specific portions
of the project as probably individual subdivisions. But most of the infrastructure
needs, as far as putting in their roadways and, and such, they'll probably be doing all
at once.
They're, they're going to be going for Phase II approval for the project in its entirety.
So, you know, it's up to them to say, "This is what we think it's going to cost us", in
today's dollars. And, hopefully, Public Works, you know, they're going out to bid all
the time. They know what today's dollars are.
We, we certainly can't expect anybody to know what the costs are going to be in
twenty years. Hopefully, all this will be done within five years, infrastructurally.
They're going to have their first houses up within five years, that means they've got to
have the roadways in; they've got to have their sewage plant in; they've got to have
the water done.
So their engineers and our engineers are trained to work this out. So that's the best I
can give you. And at this point in time, I think that that's, you know, I'm, I'm just
following what the County Code says we should do, Mr. Chair, to ensure
performance after we take action.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Ms. Baisa. I'm sorry, who's question on clarification? That was Ms. Baisa?
COI 'MMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
r,HAIR

HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa.
.MEMBER BAISA. Foll

uestion.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Please.
COUNCILI'47EMBER BAISA: What is the cost to a developer to obtain a bond of this
maglitude? And I am assuming we're talking many, many, many millions of dollars.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I do not know what kind of premiums someone would be asked
regarding the bond, a bonding. Again, depends on the total bonding amount, would
be one of the key factors.
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Two, the institution must have some kind of ability to perform should it not--should
something negative happen, like the Hawaiian Homes projects that we are dealing
with in various parts of our County, like Lanai and Kula; and what the bonding
company now needs to perform since the contractor has not been able to fulfill their
obligations.
So, so there's a lot of factors that I don't know if any of the Members have had
experience with bonding companies, I've--my only experience is trying to collect from
the bonding company, to perform after a difficult situation. So I guess, still then
you're going to deal with attorney's fees, too.

But I can tell you, Members, we wouldn't be considering these type of conditions if, in
the past, those agreements, those conditions that we have put into ordinances were
implemented and completed. We wouldn't be talking about 4,000 more affordable
units being owed this County if we had compliance and it was completed. You know,
issues of Mr. Mateo's affordable housing would be treated differently if those
conditions were fulfilled and implemented and completed.
And the current code states exactly what Ms. Anderson says. You do it in five years,
or you can lose your zoning. It's in the books; it's currently in the books.
So I have a different perspective because of placing the Councils in predict-situations, whereby, through past granting of land use entitlements, were not fulfilled,
obligations we expected to be fulfilled. So that's why we look at conditions like these
this afternoon.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I + ;nk that's very important information .
,-,

nk my concerr
I, too, am aware.
reneged deals,

)t about the bonding. I certainly understand the rationale, and
)een told over and over aboL.
inability to collect, or on, on
concerned about cost.

CHAIR HOKAMA:
COUNCILMEMBE -:.
And
the more the cost of this project is driven up,
somebody's ;oing to pay. And, generally, these costs are passed on, so that, that's
what I'm looking at.
.

,

Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Baisa.
And for all of us that were in Virginia this past summer, you do know how our
colleagues, they approach it. They had all the infrastructure required to be built first
before the house--all infrastructure built first. That's Virginia's approach.
Okay, you do have a motion to amend before you. Any further questions, point of
clarification, need for resource, or further discussion? Okay, yes, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just second and final, Mr. Chair.
In regards to the cost of this, the investment folks behind this project have trillions in
asset. The cost will be, if there's any cost passed on to anybody, it will be passed on
to the offshore market to which they're appealing in this project, which is the reason
they need another golf course. And that market can afford it whether they pay a
million, two million, two million five for their lot. They're the ultra-rich; people who are
looking for three--third, a third or fourth vacation home.
As far as the people in the affordable houses, the cost of the house is fixed based on
our workforce housing ordinance, to the HUD guidelines for income for Maui County.
So no cost will be passed on to them because their sales price is fixed. We can't
change it unless we change our ordinance to adopt something besides HUD
guidelines.
And so I just wanted to add that in case people were concerned.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Members, you do have a motion to amend before you. With there being no further
discussion, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, B,
JSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILL
. RI NO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion carries; we have nine "ayes."
Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
For this memo, February 2, my second condition.
CHAIR HOKAMA: February 8.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: February 8, eh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: What did I say?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: February 2.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, I was looking at page two. Sorry.
IN EXHIBIT "B", AND IN EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE
PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL, A NEW CONDITION
WOULD BE ADDED, AS FOLLOWS:
"THAT HONUA'ULA PARTNERS, LLC,
ITS
SUCCESSORS AND PERMITTED ASSIGNS, SHALL
PROVIDE ANNUAL COMPLIANCE REPORTS TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND THE MAUI
COUNTY COUNCIL ON THE STATUS OF THE
PROJECT AND PROGRESS IN COMPLYING WITH
THE CONDITIONS IMPOSED, COMMENCING WITHIN
ONE YEAR OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE
ORDINANCE."
,.;:,MEMBER JOHNSON:
.

-

SECOND.
CH/

DKAN
, he Chair recognizes a motion to amend made by I" Ar
seconder y Ms. Johnson, which would be to require an annual compliance report,
and such )mpliance report to commence within one year of the effective date of the
ordinance. Ms, Anderson,

CC j: 3;2,1EMBER ANDERSON: Again, Mr. Chairman, because there's so many
conditions attached to this project district and, again, because it is a twenty-year build
out, I think it's only prudent that we have compliance reports on an annual basis so
that the Council has a mechanism with which to chart the progress in compliance of
the project, much like the State Land Use Commission requires.
-
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Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Further discussion/questions on the proposed amendment? Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Yeah, I just wanted to get some information from, from Planning.
This is a, a normal procedure that they have the processes or the mechanism to
receive and review these reports?
CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll ask Deputy Director Suyama if she has any comments she can
share this afternoon to your question, Mr. Medeiros.
Ms. Suyama.
DEPUTY PLANNING DIRECTOR COLLEEN SUYAMA: Annual compliance reports or
status reports are now requested by the State Land Use Commission when they
grant their approvals; and the Planning Department responds to those compliance
reports. We either agree, you know, with what has been written by the applicant, or
we inform the Land Use Commission where there has been either some
non-compliances or changes in the situation dealing with the application.
I don't see it as a problem if compliance reports are being filed by the applicant.
C01.!n' Mr=r IREP.
,

!'"ahalo, Ms. Suyama.

Mr. Chman,
CH P '

:

Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.

Members, any further discussion on the motion to amend? Wi
the motion please say "aye."

le, all in fay

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSCN, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTA!!!._LA, VOTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried; we have nine "ayes."
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MY THIRD AMENDMENT ON THIS MEMO WOULD BE--I GUESS
I SHOULD SAY, I MOVE TO AMEND IN EXHIBIT "B", AND IN
EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN
ZONING BILL, A NEW CONDITION, AS FOLLOWS:
"ALL ENERGY SYSTEMS FOR ALL RESIDENTIAL
UNITS SHALL BE DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED
TO MEET ALL APPLICABLE ENERGY STAR
REQUIREMENTS ESTABLISHED BY THE CLIMATE
PROTECTION DIVISION OF THE UNITED STATES
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY IN EFFECT
AT THE TIME OF CONSTRUCTION. FOR PURPOSES
OF THIS CONDITION, ENERGY SYSTEMS SHALL
INCLUDE ALL HOT WATER SYSTEMS, ROOF AND
ATTIC AREAS, OUTSIDE WALLS, WINDOWS, AIR
COOLING SYSTEMS, AND HEATING SYSTEMS.
"ALL RESIDENTIAL UNITS SHALL BE EQUIPPED
WITH A PRIMARY HOT WATER SYSTEM COMPRISED
OF A CONVENTIONAL SOLAR"--WATER, SOLAR-"PANEL HOT WATER SYSTEM, OR A COMMON
:„.JLTI-UNIT SYSTEM AT LEAST AS ENERGY
EFFICIENT AS A CONVENTIONAL SOLAR PANEL
HOT WATER SYSTEM, SIZED TO MEET AT LEAST 80
PERCENT OF THE HOT WATER DEMAND FOR THE-RESP a :TED--"RESPECTIVE UNITS.
"ALL AIR COOLIN..3:
'STEMS AND ALL HEATING
SYSTEMS FOR
FACILITIES, SW17- 1 :;•'..:::;
POOLS, P,".\!D SPA AREAS SHALL MAKE MAX.ii
USE OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT CONSTRUCTION F.. D
TECHNOLOGY."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have a motion to amend, Members, made by Ms. Anderson,
seconded by Ms. Johnson.
If you would permit me, let me just call this the energy amendment. You have heard
Ms. Anderson reading it; you have a copy. On page four of her February 8 memo to
you, the Members of the Council, regarding this subject application.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You know, I, I do know that we currently have, in the County Code, adopted the
model, the Hawaii Model Energy Code. That was done, if memory serves me, I
believe it was done in 1998 or '99.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Couple years ago.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Couple years ago?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes. We deferred action because of our differences with the State and
the County.
And if I may, so the Members can understand what--and I'm sure people like
Mr. Molina, when it came to the County's Model Energy Code, Members, the
difference in opinion was that the State was asking us to adopt their program, which
was, interesting enough, the County of Maui has, had already, at that time, point in
time, surpassed everything that the State Model Code was requesting us to adopt.
So the point of contention was why adopt something we have already surpassed in
expectations of what the State Model Energy Code was all about
And so what ende tp is what is currently a he County of Mat. ;ode is the revised,
my understanding, the revised portion of a Maui County Energy Code that currently
exists in one of our title A too sure which title specifically, but it is in the Maui
Count) ode currently.
-

And that's what happened with that in the past.
Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In regards to the, the difference with this ENERGY STAR initiative, as opposed to the
energy, Hawaii Model Energy Code, currently, it does not focus on solar; and the
ENERGY STAR does. And we are in South Maui, where we have plenty of sunshine.
Also, Chapter 16.16 doesn't really provide guidelines or standards regarding solar,
and ENERGY STAR does. ENERGY STAR also had--applies to various energy
alternatives that are available. And these guidelines, you know, while they, they, you
know, in adopting this, we're saying, you know, "Look at these energy guidelines and
implement these that are stronger than our Hawaii Model Code."
And as they evolve, maybe in ten years down the road, the guidelines under the
ener--ENERGY STAR mandates from the Climate Protection Division of
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, may have evolved with technil--technology
and, hopefully, have been improved. And at that time, they could, you know, it's
dynamic is what I'm saying. So they could, you know, step up to the plate and use
technology that's being offered through ENERGY STAR.
I just think that we need to do everything we can in all new developments to use as
much energy-efficiency building as we possibly can because we are so dependent on
fossil fuels. And, of course, we need to get away from it. And I think that is the trend.
I'm not even going to go into global warming except to mention it.
And so I would hope that Members would see the value in this. This same condition,
Members, was adopted for the Makena Resort rezoning application several years
F ')
he exact same condition,
;

HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
JNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So I figu
Wailea 670,

's good enough for t

,

ough

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, just one quick clarify--so, so your amendment takes the same
language that was proposed in, in that land use entitlement?
COUNCILMEMBER• fDERSC!'!: Yes, sir.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So where, where there's no issue regarding our electric code,
and, and the ability for, for this to move forward from a Code standpoint?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, because.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: You know what, you know what I'm trying to avoid, right?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We're requiring them to do something and, yet, when it comes to the
implementing of our Plumbing Code, Building Code, Electrical Code, we haven't
always been up-to-date. And so we're asking them to do something from this paper;
but, yet, by what we've adopted currently under Electrical, may not be permitted
currently, we've placed them in a unfair situation.
So I just wanted to ask for clarification that, that would not be an issue with this
amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, it wasn't an issue when we did Makena Resort,
and we had that fully vetted with Corporation Counsel.
And, you know, that's not to say that it may not, in the future, as technologies evolve,
it might be in contradiction with our Code. But if that's the case, then I'd be the first to
propose an amendment to the Code, Mr. Chair, so that it would be in compliance.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, okay. Okay, and that subject agreement has not ever moved
forward, so that is still questionable, Members, regarding the, the other item.
Okay, questions/discussion on the motion to amend? Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Yeah, I just wanted to ask Member Anderson, because of her knowledge of this
being applied to other projects, if this has any impact, whether positive, negative, or
none, to the affordable housing units, as far as their costs?
HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson, are you able to responc
question posed by Mr. Medeiros?

yield to tl

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Are ye::

to share some comments?

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Again, Members, the cost of the affordable housing is
tied to the HUD Affordable Housing Guidelines. So whatever HUD says, you know,
our median income is, all of the housing is tied to that. The only variable in the cost
is what the interest rate would be at the time. Those kind of things.
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So, you know, I think the cost of our affordable housing is really sacrosanct, it's
protected from all these add-ons. And, again, the market-priced housing is going to
have to absorb the cost.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Medeiros.
CO!,.:NCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
Mr. Chairman.

Yes.

Mahalo, Member Anderson; and mahalo,

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I guess my, my question, really, on this, on this
particular one, though I agree wholeheartedly in what Ms. Anderson is attempting to
do here, I guess in the areas of technology, you know, if she would, you know, like,
for example, swimming pools, spas, those kinds of--you, are you referring to those
would have the latest technology as they develop as this plan, twenty years goes out,
as they build these various homes, that you would be asking them to keep up with
the most energy-efficient construction and technology at that time of build out?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you-Gni Imr 11 MEMRFIR vIrTORINO: I'm sorry.
)KAM

:he question,

Ms. Anderson, will you yield and respond to Mr. Victorit

uery.

COUNCILI.EMEER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Yes, and those, well, it specifically says, "shall make maximum use of
energy-efficient construction and technology." So, I mean isn't that what we want
everybody to do, and that's the direction that we're going.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay, thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair, at least
that clarifies that.
CHAR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The other benefit to the people who will be living in
particularly the affordable housing, is that the actual operating costs and monthly
costs will be substantially lower with this type of technology. So that really is a
benefit.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Is there further discussion/questions from the Members? Okay, if not, all in favor of
the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion passes with nine "ayes."
Okay, Mr- bers, I did inform Ms. Anderson which ordered she wanted, but I'm going
to ask you, since we have been dealing with the change in zoning ordinance, it, it
would assist the Clerk office and myself if we can continue to work on the change of
Inning ordinance.
---

for Ms. Anderson, what we had talked about as going third,
_
just--bring
that up forward, because the other item you have for the Cot )nsideration is
regarding the, a potential revision to the project district ordinance. So if we can just
stay on the zoning ordinance at this time, please, the Chair would appreciate that.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr., Mr. Chairman.
Members, the February 11 memo that, at the very bottom, says: "My proposed
amendments are as follows: In Exhibit "B", that's the one we're taking up right now.
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And if I might, Mr. Chairman, just so that when I get going here, everybody can keep
up with me. I handed out to you Members a packet of papers with a paperclip on it.
And this was the amendments that we--that I had originally written with my office.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And we have justifications for these conditions included
:n these memos. And :f you puii the one that says Piilani on the top, and the one that
says "CONS", conservation, those two memos would help with the justifications that
I'm going to do because staff did not include those justifications in these floor
amendments because they didn't have time and they were pressed.
And I'm sorry there was a miscommunication. I didn't get the memo to call somebody
this weekend, and I was relying on my e-mail so that's why this was all delayed this
morning, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We have that--Members, any one of you missing documentation that
would, Ms. Anderson is referring to, so we may assist you in ensuring that you do
have other appropriate documents with you? Is there any need for staff to assist?
Okay, with that, Ms. Anderson, would you proceed for us.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I MOVE TO AMEND IN EXHIBIT "B", AND IN EXHIBIT "2" TO
EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL,
ADDED LANGUAGE TO CONDITION NO. 2, AS SE--1) 1.! IN
RAMSEYER FOPMAT AS FOLLOWS:
I guess that's not part of the motion. Son
st the explanation
because I, that, the
amendment, ame
anguage,

Shall I start over, IV
I airman,
my amendment and not really the

CHA Okay. The Chair understands, I'm sure the Clerk understands.
-

Why don't you just make the motion to amend and state exactly what you want the
Council to consider, please, Ms., Ms. Anderson, which is basically the beginning of
page two.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right, and so we all know where it's going to be placed,
since I just read that.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
MOVE TO AMEND "UPGRADE PIILANI HIGHWAY, FROM
KILOHANA DRIVE TO"--WAILE--"WAILEA IKE DRIVE, TO FOUR
LANES OF TRAFFIC." ADDED LANGUAGE WOULD BE, "THE
IMPROVEMENTS SHALL BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO THE
COMMENCEMENT OF ANY CONSTRUCTION ON THE SITE."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, there is a motion to amend, Members, made by Ms. Anderson,
seconded by Ms. Johnson.
Again, we are referencing Exhibit "B", and in Exhibit "2" to Exhibit "C" of the
proposed change in zon--zoning bill, and this is as it regards to the upgrade of Piilani
Highway, from Kilohana Drive to Wailea Ike Drive, to four lanes of traffic.
Ms. Anderson, on the motion to amend.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Members, if you will look at the memo that says "Piilani" on the top of it. The
justification at the bottom of the page, this condition to upgrade Piilani, from Kilohana
to Wailea Ike Drive, was originally amended to state that the improvements shall be
completed prior to occupancy of the first unit.
During Committee meetings, I proposed it be amended to state that the
improvements shall be completed prior to the issuance of a grading permit. At the
time, this amendment received consena
Mr. Jencks then asked that the timing be changed to allow for grading of the site
while construction of Piilani laking place, in order to allow for the rock debris
from the blasting needed to - fib3n Piilani to be stockpiled at the site rather than
hauling it to another area.
-

I never got a chance, Mr. Chairman, to go back and amend that condition. But the
condition as currently stated does not provide for any time limits whatsoever for the
widening of Piilani Highway. And as best as I can determine, I don't believe the
consensus language was ever amended, and maybe it was over looked.
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But this amendment would allow for the grading of the site, Wailea 670 site, while
Piilani is being widened; but would require the improvement to be completed before
construction begins, as required in our Kihei-Makena Community Plan.
And I'm going to put this on the record. I think it's important, Mr. Chairman,
because, Members, I also passed out to you a sheet that shows our conditional
zoning requirements, a change in zoning. And I would note it's 19.510.040, Change
of zoning, Item 4, "The council may grant a change of zoning if all the following
criteria are met: No. 1, The proposed request meets the intent of the general plan
and the objectives and policies of the community plan of the county."
One of the policies in our Kihei Community Plan states, "Upon adoption of this plan,
it shall be required that adequate facilities and infrastructure will be built concurrent
with future development. The land use designations on the community plan map are
not an assertion that infrastructure will be provided to these areas but merely that it
would be appropriate to develop these areas as designated on the maps if the
necessary infrastructure and services are available."
Under our Land Use section in the Community Plan, it says, "Upon adoption of this
plan, allow no further development unless infrastructure, public facilities, and
services needed to service new development are available prior to or concurrent
with the impacts of new development."
Under Physical and Social Infrastructure, it says, "Allow no development for which
infrastructure may not be available concurrent with the project's impacts."
And under Trarsportation, our second policy states, "Undertake transportation
system improve.7.ents concurrently with planned growth of the Kihei-Makena region.
Require adequate interregional highway capacity, including the widening of Piilani
and Mokulele Highways to four lanes, prior to the construction of major projects
south of Kilohana Road or mauka of Piilani Highway."
This condition comes right from the Community Plan, Mr. Chairman. This project is
south of Kilohana, mauka of Piilani. The roadway between Kilohana and Wailea Ike
is a two-lane road, and it's already beyond capacity, far beyond capacity.
I sent--shared pictures with Members, actually,
had was, received consensus.

.'6* 1
-

this condition that I originally

The State Department of Transportation has already told us that the roadway is
maxed out at this point, and needs to be upgraded now.
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So I hope that Members can see the value in this. If, if we're going to adopt this
project, we have to make sure, again, Members, under our change in zoning criteria
for approval, we are making a statement.
Those of you who are voting "Yes" on this, you're saying that this project will not
adversely impact or interfere with public or private schools, parks, playgrounds,
water systems, sewage, solid waste, drainage, roadway and transportation systems.
Again, we are maxed out on Piilani Highway. We, we've already reached carrying
capacity. And mind you, Members, we did not widen that highway; we narrowed it.
We put two lanes of a federally sanctioned highway that met Federal Highway
standards, safety standards, and narrowed it down to four lanes and it no longer has
highway, Federal Highway, no longer meets Federal Highway standards. So we've
turned a highway into a boulevard, we did not widen it as the Community Plan
states.
This section from Kilohana to Wailea Ike will be gridlocked. It will be a bottleneck
because not only will there be additional traffic for construction, but if they don't
widen the highway before construction begins, then you're going to have not two
lanes of bottleneck, you're going to have one lane of bottleneck because one lane
would be taken up with construction.
So, you know, when this came up, I, I, I asked Mr. Jencks, and Mr. Goodfellow was
here. They were all okay with it. So I don't know how that condition or that portion,
portion of the condition disappeared, but it did. I guess while I was gone, and I'm
sorry for that but my community is already in severe traffic congestion.
Road, Members, if you think South Kihei Road's going to be a reliever
South
road foi any of the construction that takes place here, forget it. South Kihei Road is
already gridlocked bumper to bumper. And its all times of day now, Mr. Chairman
It's not just, you know, during commuter time. It's on the weekends; it's all time
the day, bumper to bumper.

So if we are going to r tect the put
from the deleterious effects of this project,
then this, this widening
Piilani, fror ".ilohana to Wailea Ike, I think it's imperative
that it happens before major construction begins.
-

Thank you, Chda.. 7 .
,

-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to make a public statement here about the remarks made by the previous
speaker that this matter was not discussed in Committee.
We're all, Members, look at page twenty-two of your committee report, the last
paragraph. I'll read maybe the, it will be the second sentence. It says, "Your
Committee considered various revisions to the time frame for completion of the
widening of Piilani Highway, and ultimately recommended that the time frame for
Condition No. 2(a) be deleted." So there was a discussion related to the time frame
for Piilani Highway.
And if you look further up, it occurred more than likely at this August 15, 2007. So
there was no, or it seems to be implied that someone maybe deleted this condition
without the, you know, Committee having a discussion on it. If you look at the
committee report, this matter was discussed.
So I just want to make that real clear. So I don't know--I don't have the attendance
of who was here and who wasn't here, but there was, apparently, a discussion back
in August 15, 2007. So I want to make that real clear that nothing was deleted and,
you know, and I guess taken out without any Member not knowing about it. So the
Committee did have a discussion.
And I have instructed--I'm going to instruct staff if any Members want to go back and
refer to those minutes, we'll see what we can do to get them out here. But,
according to the committee report, page twenty-two, it's here. So there was a
discussion on it.
Thank you, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Ms. Ihnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHN

Yes, Mr. Chair.

ol I think, if my memory serves me,
know, it was maybe the time, you know,
e !angth of time, five years, you kT.o , and I, I, I tried to recall exactly, because we
had all of the discussion about so many of these different things.
But, anyway, I think this is a little bit different, though, because it, it's not so much a
specific time frame as it is the improvements shall be completed prior to
commencement of any construction on the site.
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And I think that what this is doing is it's just going right back to what the

Kihei-Makena Community Plan already says. And, perhaps, at that time, you know,
we had not considered concurrency as really having it's own time limitation.
But I'm going to be supporting it because it's already part of the ordinance whicri s ir
the Community Plan. So, for me, I don't have a problem with it.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Further discussion, Members? Okay, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, you know, I apologize to Land Use Chair Molina
if he thought I was making an accusation. I, I went through my matrix, and the date
that we made that consensus; and then I looked after that and I, I could not see
where it was discussed. So it may have been discussed when I was not at the
meeting, but I wasn't, you know, I wasn't accusing anybody of deleting something
intentionally.
This was a very arduous project to get through, Mr. Chairman, so I just want to
clarify that. I was not making any accusation towards anybody. It's just that I, I can't
understand or could not find where that consensus condition was changed.
So, you know, it's hard, it's hard to make that determination based on the committee
report. And I did go through the minutes of several of the meetings where I was not
in attendance at the end o the Committee, and I couldn't find any reference.

up, Chair Molina, because I wai 1
on this condition originally.

So I just wanted, I just:
r ^ognize that we did have

-

,

people to

)KAMA: Okay. Tha you vet)
We under discussion on the motion to amei
if not, all in favor of the motion please sz
Ok
AYES:

ther discussion, Members?

0.:j.....TIC3ILMEIV :13:ERSNDERSON, BA1SA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA,

CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.

,
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
Item 2, Members. This will be the handout that I gave you, the justification. The top
of the page says "CONS", Conservation. So if you would turn to the third page,
that's where the justification begins, so that you can follow along once I make the
motion.
Oh, my goodness.
I MOVE TO AMEND CONDITION NO. 2--I'M READING FROM
PAGE FOUR, MEMBERS. I MOVE TO AMEND CONDITION
NO. 2 IN EXHIBIT "B".
Oh, I'm sorry.
I MOVE TO AMEND CONDITION NO. 27 IN EXHIBIT "B", AND IN
EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN
ZONING BILL, AS FOLLOWS:
(A) IN THE SECOND PARAGRAPH, LINE THREE, BY
DELETING THE PHRASE "(1) AN 18-ACRE", AND
INSERTING THE WORD "A" IN ITS PLACE;
IN THE SECOND PARAGRAPH, LINE FIVE, BY
DELETING THE COMMA AFTER THE PHRASE
"CULTURAL SITES", AND ALSO DELETING THE
FOLLOWING LANGUAGE: "(2) AN ADDITIONAL
F
'NATIVE
ENTITLED
23 ACRES,
MANAGEMENT/ENHANCEMENT AREA'
THE
FOR
AREA'),
'ENHANCEMENT
PRESERVATION 1 7 ::■ND CULTIVATION OF
AN
NATIVE HAnkii-.1:
INTERPRETATIVE TRAIL SYSTEM OF ABOUT
'TRAIL'),
(THE
2 ACRES,
PARENTHESIS,
COLLECT, IN PARENTHESIS, (COLLECTIVELY
THE
EASEMENT
AND
WITH
THE
ENHANCEMENT AREA, THE, THE 'BOTANICAL
HABITAT PRESERVES')";
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(C)

IN THE SECOND PARAGRAPH, BY ADDING A
NEW SECOND SENTENCE TO READ: "THE
EASEMENT SHALL COMPRISE THE PORTION
OF THE . . . PROPERTY SOUTH OF LATITUDE
EXCLUDING
ANY
20°40-15.00
NORTH,
PORTIONS OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES, THE UNITED
STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, AND
THE UNITED STATES CORPS OF ENGINEERS
FIND DO NOT MERIT PRESERVATION, BUT
SHALL NOT BE LESS THAN 18 ACRES AND
SHALL NOT EXCEED 130 ACRES.'

(D)

IN THE THIRD PARAGRAPH, BY DELETING THE
PHRASE "BOTANICAL HABITAT PRESERVES"
AND INSERTING THE WORD "EASEMENT" IN ITS
PLACE;

(C) [sic]
(E)

IN PARAGRAPH (A), BY DELETING THE PHRASE
"BOTANICAL HABITAT PRESERVES" AND
INSERTING THE WORD "EASEMENT" IN ITS
PLACE; BY ADDING A COMMA AFTER THE
WORD "EASEMENT" IN THE TENTH LINE; AND
BY, BY DELETING THE PHRASE "AREA, THE
ENHANCEMENT AREA AND THE TRAIL,'

(F)

IN PARAGRAPH (B), BY DELETING THE PHRASE
"BOTANICAL HABITAT PRESERVES" AND
INSERTING THE WORD "EASEMENT" IN ITS
PLACE: BY DELETING THE COMMA AFTER THE
WORD "EASEMENT' IN THE THIRD LINE: AND
BY, BY DELETING Ti
PHRASE "THE
ENHANCEMENT AREA, AND THE TRAIL,
RESPECTIVELY";

(G) IN PARAGRAPH (D), BY DELETING THE PHRASE
"OF THE BOTANICAL HABITAT PRESERVES" IN
THE FIRST LINE, AND INSERTING IN ITS PLACE
THE PHRASE "TO THE EASEMENT"; BY ADDING
A COMMA AFTER THE WORD "ASSIGNS"; BY
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ADDING THE PHRASE "OR CONVEYED TO A
LAND TRUST THAT HOLDS OTHER
CONSERVATION EASEMENTS"; AND BY
DELETING THE PHRASE "BOTANICAL HABITAT
PRESERVES" AND INSERTING THE WORD
"EASEMENT" IN THE REMAINING TVVO PLACES
IT APPEARS IN THIS PARAGRAPH; AND,
Ph ALLY,
IN PARAGRAPH (E), BY DELETING THE PHRASE
"18-ACRE" AND THE PHRASE "OF THE
BOTANICAL HABITAT PRESERVES".
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, that's a long one.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That was a mouthful.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the Chair recognizes a motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson,
seconded by Ms. Johnson, which will be to amend Condition No. 2(a) in Exhibit "B",
and in Exhibit "2" of Exhibit "C" of the proposed change in zoning bill as stated in the
February 11, 2008, memo from Ms. Anderson to you, the Members of the Council.
This is a multiple amendment, Members. You're dealing with eight sub-amendments
in, in the motion that creates it into one main big motion.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSOI\

ank you. Ch

Members, if you'll look on page tw
is same memo, under Item 2, you'll see the
whole amendment as it currently,
whole condition as it currently reads, and
the, the amendments that I just read, in the context of the whole condition and it's
easier to understand that way. The things that are being deleted are bracketed, and
the things the: Eee being added are underrn:.ed.
And I thank Ms. Carla Nakata for spelling out this, these changes in, in the manner
that she did so I could read it in the record. Even though it's confusing, it was a
whole lot shorter than if I'd read the whole condition with all the changes.
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Members, basically, what this does is it allows for--we're changing the, the, the title
of this from Native Plant Preservation Area Botanical, what was that, Botanical
Habitat Preserves, and just calling it an easement for the purposes of combining
everything under one title. So that, and then, and then really what this amendment
does, Members, is it allows Fish and Wildlife, Department of Land and Natural
Resources, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, to look at the botanical survey, the
completed botanical survey and give us their comments before we make a decision
that only 18 acres should be preserved, because there could be some very
important plant species, some exceptional trees, that will be destroyed otherwise.
And because our change in zoning application requires this, Members, it required
that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife, the Department of Land and Natural Resources, and
the Corps of Engineers be afforded the opportunity to look at a baseline study and a
preservation mitigation plan, and to provide their comments to us.
We all know that the, the baseline study that was originally done for this application
was inadequate. And Dr. Lee Altenberg went out and did an extensive review.
Academics across the State and in the Nation have reviewed his study and find it to
be exemplary.
So why don't we allow Fish and Wildlife, Department of Land and Natural
Resources, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers the same opportunity to weigh in on
this. And if they say, you know, all 130 acres of this critical habitat are worthy of
preservation, then we've got something to hang our hats on. And, and if we, if we
don't take this opportunity, then, in my opinion, we're abdicating our responsibility
under the County Code, to preserve this critical habitat.
It's the last remaining habitat of the, the native dry land forest, Mr. Chairman, of
which only five percent remains statewide. There are species within this habitat that
are worthy of preservation, species that are on, should be on the endangered
species list. An' maybe as soon as George Bush gets out of office. EPA and those
who look at the__ lists will take up adding more endangered species on the Federal.
Federally listed endangered species l.:, 'Awikiwiki has the highest priority rz
become on the Federal endangered species list.
I'd like to point out to Members under justification, again, in our County Code,
change in zoning requirements, we are supposed to have identification of
environmentally sensitive areas, habitat and botanical features which include
endangered plants and animals, and exceptional trees, and a baseline and
preservation/mitigation plan and comments from the Department of Land and
Natural Resources and U.S. Fish and Wildlife, and Army Corps of Engineers.
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The application did not sufficiently address this requirement, so I'm hoping that by
making these amendments, we will have a second shot at it, Mr. Chairman.
And, you know, the condition that currently, as it currently reads, it, it basicay just
says, basically, it's a condition that the developer wrote: "I'm willing to preserve
these 18 acres. It fits within my plan, and anything in that, that you feel that is
worthy of saving, it'll get saved. But everything else is going to be a golf course,
multi-family/single-family housing."
This is critical habitat. This is our natural resources, and I think we need to take
every step possible to see what we can get preserved. It's only one-sixth of the
whole property. And, you know, when you look at the density that they've got, only,
what is it, in their density--they're only going to put 2.5 houses per acre. Well, that's
good for the high-end buyer who wants to have, you know, a really nice, spacious,
lushly landscaped yard; but, while they have a lushly landscaped yard, we're
destroying ancient wiliwili trees. We're destroying precious native Hawaiian plants-sawikiwiki, the, the rock nihi. It's found nowhere else on earth. I don't know how we
can turn our backs on this and, and count it as being insignificant.
I don't know if any of you read Dr. Altenberg's plea in the Saturday paper, but it was
extremely heartfelt. And we heard it time and again not only from Native Hawaiians
who came and spoke to us, but from young people in our community who feel a
deep aloha for these resources.
And I'm just asking you, Members, to allow a second shot at this. You know, let this
study be reviewed by the agencies responsible, and let's see what they say. And if
they say, "Well, all 130 acres need to be preserved of this last remaining critical
habitat," then there you have it. That's a whole lot more than what Mr. Jencks is
offering. And if they say, "You know what, we think only 20 acres is worthy of
preserving," at least we have their expertise. So I would hope the Members could
see the value in this amendment.
Thank you, Chairman.
SIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Questions, further discussion? Ms. Johnson.
CCJNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair.
I think that the amendments to the conditions, and I want to thank both Ms. Nakata
for assisting Member Anderson, and Member Anderson for going back to this. I
know that she was not able to be at our meeting where this was discussed.
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And, for me, I think that it gives a little bit of a wider leeway so that when the
terminology is changed, I don't see this as something that is so vastly different from
what was actually facing us right now. I see this as something that gives a little bit
more of a, I guess a, a broader approach to this kind of measure because when we
pigeon-hole everything and we term it a specific way, even with regard to a trail. As
we're saying now, Ahihi Canal is actually going to be proposed to be closed off for a
period of time because it's inappropriate to degrade that particular area.
And what we may think, as un--I guess, untrained people, might be a great idea in
giving access, it may not be a great idea. So I'd rather have people who do
understand this type of thing be able to look at it. And I don't see this as anything
earth shattering that's being proposed by Member Anderson. I think it just--it
respects the minimum that was proposed by the developer, but then leaves some
leeway so that if there is a significant opportunity or significant find that's worthy of
preservation or even if a portion of this were not to be recommended for access in a
trail, it, at least it lets the professionals be able to look at this.
And because we don't have a plan in front of us now, and we don't have all that
expertise, I think this is the next closest thing. So I'll be supporting this.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, any further discussion, questions, clarification? If not, all in favor of the
motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMEERS ANDRSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS,
3LINA , i7 = 74NILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AN'_'
HOKAMA.
-

CHA

)KAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.

CHAIR HOK/=..

is carried. We have nine "ayes."

Ms. Anderson, your final proposal on this memo.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you, Chair.
And that was an amendment to Condition No. 7--27.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, Members, if you will look, attached 13 its is another
map for the whole area, and the idea is to replace--to meet the condition that we just
amended, to replace the current map with this new map.
SO I MOVE TO AMEND EXHIBIT "B", AND EXHIBIT "2" IN
EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL BY
DELETING THE MAP ATTACHED TO THE PROPOSED BILL
AND REPLACING IT THE MAP Al I ACHED HERETO.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the Chair recognizes a motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson,
seconded by Ms. Johnson, which would be to replace a, the map on the change of
zoning bill by deleting the existing map and replacing it with the map attached to this
February 11, 2008, memo to you, the Members, from Ms. Anderson.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you.
This just would show the whole area with all of the sites GPS'd in the study by
Dr. Altenberg. And, of course, you know, this all depends on what we get back from
Fish and Wildlife, but at least it marks out th ative plants appropriately and,
therefore c.. F"' the amended condition.
-

)

Thank yo_ _ ..airman.
CHA

WA Than
Members, further questions? M

Du

have a question?

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Miss--any further discussion, Members? Okay, with none, all in favor of the motion
please say "aye."
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Members, why don't we take a very short break, and we will work on the last
amendments which would be on the project district ordinance. Okay. And then we
should then move forward to full discussion on the item before a decision.
Ten minutes, Members? Okay, we'll stand in recess till 5:05 p.m.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 4:56 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 5:10 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we are back in session. This is the continuation of the Council
meeting of Friday, February 8, 2008.
We are currently on Item 08-23. We have a main motion as amended.
Chair would refer you to a memorandum dated today, the eleventh of February, from
Ms. Anderson to you, Members, regarding some amendments she is proposing to the
project district ordinance.
Ms. Anderson.
INCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr r.l mirman.
-

Members, it's the last one we have left. Ai
'ould direct yoi
guess the first, let me see which is the first one. Anyway, the
memos that I gave you, one is percent and one is trails.

le two memos, i
ication on these

first one would be per--percent. If you want to follow the justification, it's very
short.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Ms. Anderson, why don't you make the motion to amend first.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
ON PAGE 3, I MOVE TO AMEND SECTION 19.90A.020(A) OF
THE PROPOSED PROJECT DISTRICT BILL ATTACHED TO THE
COMMITTEE REPORT BY ADDING A PERIOD AT THE END OF
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DENSITIES/ACREAGE
ALLOCATION FOR THE SING--SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
SUB-DISTRICT, AND A NEW SECOND SENTENCE TO READ:
"APPROXIMATELY 40 PERCENT OF DWELLING UNITS SHALL
BE SINGLE-FAMILY", AND BY ADDING A PERIOD AT THE END
OF THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DENSITIES/ACREAGE
ALLOCATION FOR THE MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
SUB-DISTRICT, AND A NEW SECOND SENTENCE TO READ:
"APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF DWELLING UNITS SHALL
BE MULTI-FAMILY."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, just a minute now, Ms. Anderson.
Okay, the Chair will recognize and accept a motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson,
seconded by Ms. Johnson.
Members, this is specifically to 19.90A.020(A).
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ,ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
:his porti.
ler 19.90A.
Members. i1
page two of the merr
my--this amendment is inderlined. All it does is all out that 40 percent of t
a. dwelling units shall be
dwelling units shall be single-family and 60 perce
multi-family.
And the reason I did this, Members, is because generally in a project district this
we have, we have it in Maui Lani, we have it in most all project districts, the
land acreage for each land use category is spelled out in the ordinance.
Because this developer has chosen to put density requirements in for single-family
and multi-family, I decided that it probably, I wouldn't, it wouldn't be necessary to call
out the acreage. I did originally, 'cause we've got the acreage called out for
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recreation, open space, and utility, 350 acres maximum. That, of course, includes
their golf course; and then 53 acres maximum for village-mixed use.
But in their presentation to us, Members, they said that they would do, be dc:1g a mix
of single-family and multi-family, with 40 percent single and 60 percent multi-family.
With the density requirements that they have, 2 1/2 units per acre for single-family,
10 units per acre or less for multi-family, I think that pretty much constrains them in
how many acres they can use, but it still allows them some flexibility. And I think it,
it's important. And any way we can to make sure that what was represented to us is
what happens down the road.
Without this, these percentages being included--and notice, I say approximately, so
there is still some leeway--it's likely that we could end up with 80 percent multi-family,
you know. Or I mean I just think we need to have more specifics in the ordinance
because down the road if there's questions if, you know, if they sell this off to various
people and they all want to do multi-family, there's nothing to restrict them in the
ordinance from doing that. And so that's why I put this in.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, questions, clarification, discussion on the motion to amend before you?
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Quick question. I'm wondering how the forty and the sixty
were determined.
HOKAMA: Ms. .erson, will--are you willing to respond to the question from
Ms. Baisa?

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
Yeah, from the developer himself and the
representations made in various presentations to the community, to the Planning
Commission, and to the Council.
JNCILMEMBER BAISA: Very good.
Later on, I'd like to ask the developer how ha
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You know--if I may.

I'm curious.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Hold, hold on, Ms. Anderson.
The Chair's intent after we complete all amendments, the Chair will be requesting the
representative from the applicant to please come forward and give us his comments
regarding ability of whether or not they are able to agree or not agree to those
changes that have taken place. Okay, and then we'll move forward to our debate
and final disposition of this matter on today's calendar.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Yes, I'd like to also ask that Member Anderson put in the word "approximately." Who
would be the authority to determine how flexible "approximately" is?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson, do you wish to respond to the query?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, you know, "approximately", to me, means, you
know, 42 to 45 percent would be approximate; but, then you would adjust it, you
know, accordingly to multi-family.
You know, who determines what an average for the entire single-family residential
use sub-district of 2.5 acres or less will be? It's the developer.
Remember, Members, we are only doing Phase I of this project district. They will
then be going and getting Phase II approval, where they have to put in more specifics
about what they're doing. So this is a guideline for them to follow and for the
Planning Commission to look at when they look at Phase II.
So if they come in for Phase II a,oval, and then when they go to Phase III
approval, which is the Planning Director's kuleana, he's got something to guide him.
And if they come in with, you know, 80 percent multi-family, I think anybody witl
a brain would say that's not approximate. That's far exceeding 60 percent,
-

So, again, you want to provide some flexibility for the developer because this is
Phase I, and it only sets out densities and acreage in this section.
CHAIR

ThaTIK you,
Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
That gives me more clarity on what "approximately" means.
Thank you
CHAIR HOKAMA: It only, at one time, it was only on--based on the density, and now it's
part of density and percent. So, hopefully, that will help narrow the parameters of
individual discretionary judgment than, than more guidance, in the future.
Anything further, Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No, no. That's all I have. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Questions, clarification, discussion on the motion to amend, Members? Okay, with
none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HC:

: Alotion is carried.
-

Mister,

me--I was going

:-..7:Lve nine "ayes."
to the Clerk, Excuse me.

Ms. Anders(
COL

MEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chai
I MOVE TO AMEND SECTION 19.90A.020(B) OF THE
PROPOSED PROJECT DISTRICT BILL BY DELE 17 !G THE
PERIOD AT THE END OF THE FIRST SENTENCE, INSERTING A
SEMI-COLON IN ITS PLACE, AND ADDING A NEW PROVISION
TO READ: "PROVIDED THAT, NO MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
DWELLING UNITS SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED WITHIN THE
PROJECT DISTRICT PER YEAR."
-

,
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair recognizes a motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson,
seconded by Ms. Johnson, relating to Section 19.90A.020(B). Ms. Anderson.
COLINCIMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
Members, at the bottom of page two, this condition and its amendment in its entirety
is listed; and I'd like to read it so it makes sense to people who are listening,
Mr. Chair.
"The number of dwelling units that may be constructed in
Kihei-Makena Project District 9 (Wailea 670), together with any
associated offsite residential workforce housing units, shall not
exceed one hun", oh, we just amended that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: It is still 1,400.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
" • . one thousand four hundred; provided that, no more than one
hundred dwelling units shall be constructed within the project district
per year."
Oh, ye . 1, okay. So what this is, Chairman, is a qualifier. It was represented to us all
thrci - this project that they intended to build no more than a hundred units per
yea.. _id the reason this is important is because all of the traffic impact analysis
was done based on that build out schedule. And if they accelerate the development
beyond a h Jred units per year, it's going to have a very negative impact on our
community.
-

--

So that's why I put if
ause, you know, if you say you're going to do something
and you represent that to us and you make all of your statements based on that, as
far, you know, your, your justifications for, what you're dairy.: as far as mitigating
the impacts based on that build out sctiec:u:a, then you shu.,:,:f st:ck to it; and we
should have something in here that requires them to do that. And that's the
justification for that, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.

Members, questions, clarification, discussion on the motion to amend?
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, just for clarification.
The hundred dwelling units, it, it's going to 50 percent, or fifty affordables and fifty
market?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are you posing that to Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Anderson, will you yield to and respond to the question from Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
That's what he's got to do--one for one. So, you know how I anticipate this,
Members.
Mr. Jencks has represented that he's going to do the 250 offsite affordables first.
And, you know, that will probably take him the first couple of years of the project. So
once he's got that done, then he can go and do 250 market-priced at the, at the site;
and that will probably take him a couple of years.
So, you know, this is just to pace the, the development so that we don't get 500 units
in one year. He's, he's told us several times that, that wouldn't hnnnan,
So, again, we don't
ow who this project might be solc
ly be
sold off to various different entities. They all need guidance on what ti Council
made their decisions based on, and that's why I've included this -) here,
Mr. Chairman. I think it's a vital element in the build out of 1,400 ui very
congested area of Maui.
CHAIR

Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. I, I just wanted clarification, and, and I think
Member Anderson answered that.
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The first 250 unit that will be built offsite, then the developer can build 250 units on
the project site prior to any additional affordable housing. That's the way I get it.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Members, further questions, clarification, discussion on the motion to amend? Okay,
with none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried; nine "ayes."
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
I MOVE TO AMEND THE PROPOSED PROJECT DISTRICT BILL
BY CREATING A NEW PROPOSED SECTION 19.90A.020(D), TO
READ: "THE LAND USE MAP ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT '1' IS
ADOPTED IS MADE PART OF THIS SECTION BY
REFEREN L.1."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSO
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have a motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson, seconded by
Ms. Johnson, which would amend the project district, proposed project district
ordinance bill, by creating a new Section 19.90A.020(D). Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
This just adds a section under the section that we just discussed about the densities.
This is under the subsection, land use sub-districts and allowable densities and
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acreages. The purpose of this amendment, Mr. Chairman, is to add a conceptual
land use map to this project.
a twenty-year build out. Project di--project districts of this magnitude
should be tied to a conceptual site plan because this was what was presented to the
public, it was presented to the Planning Commission, it was presented to this
Committee.

Aga:n,

And those of you who can recall, Wailea, excuse me, Maui Lani came to us not that
long ago to change their site plan because they wanted to change around uses; and,
and we granted it because it was a logical and fair thing to do, and because it was
needed for a school.
I think that, that a project this large with this long a build out, there should be a map
attached to it.
The project district ordinance for Maui Lani also has a site map attached to it, and,
you know, their map's better than this map but this is the only map we had. And if
Mr. Jencks would like to contribute a better map between now and first reading that is
easier to read, that maybe gives us some acreages in each one of these various
bubbles of development around the golf course, that would be helpful, too.
But, you know, and, and, and maybe that after we get word back from U.S. Fish and
Wildlife, and I don't know, even the water treatment plant may have to be changed
because of the condition we did today. So there may be changes to this conceptual
site plan, Mr. Chair; but, it's better than nothing. It's what we have right now.
CHAIR

Okay. Thank you very much.
questions, clarifition, discussion? Ms.

JNCILMEMBER BAISA:
-'uclf
of the motic
what it is.

to
maker
accepta
vas wondering if it wog
-ant of "land map" b
use that's
"conceptua

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I guess the question was posed to you, Ms. Anderson, so the
Chair is needing your, you, you to yield to the question if you wish to respond.
COU[XILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And I appreciate her added language. I think it improves it. It's really what it is, a
conceptual land use map. And so I would accept the friendly amendment and add
that language, "The conceptual land use map."
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, any objections by the Members?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair then recognizes that the language for this proposed
motion to amend shall be stated as, "The conceptual land use map attached as
Exhibit "1" is adopted and is made a part of this section by reference."
Okay, .::urther questions, clarification, discussion on the motion to amend? With none,
all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
I MOVE TO AMEND THE PROJECT DISTRICT BILL BY
DELETING THE LANGUAGE .N PROPOSED SECTION
19.90A.030(A)(3), AND REPLACING 'T WITH THE FOLLOWING
SENTENCE: "MINIMAL GRAL;::, OF THE PROJECT SITE
SHALL BF ENCOURAGED IN ORDER TO RETAIN THE
KISTING
OLLING TOPOGRAPHY AND NATURAL
RAINAGI
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The CIE. s recognizes :a: J amendment to the main motion as amended by
Ms. Anderson, seconded by Ms. Johnson, whereby it is a proposal in the project
district ordinance bill, deletion of language in Section 19.90A.030(A)(3), and
replacing it with the amendment.
-

Ms. Anderson.

-
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What this does, Members, is replace the language that was originally in, adopted by
a previous Council, for this project district. The, this language was taken out and
replaced with--let me read it so that we know what we're--30(D). The language
currently reads.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: (sneeze?)
CHAIR HOKAMA: Bless you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Ms. Anderson, if you can't find it, that, that's okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I don't see it because I think Ms. Nakata put this
in a different place than where I had it.
Oh, what it currently says, Mr. Chairman, is "Existing topography and natural
drainageways shall, to the extent practicable and feasible, be retained during grading
of the project site."
You know, that's weakened language from what was originally adopted by the
Council. The idea being that you use the natural drainageways and the existing
topography to retain the natural drainageways and, and existing topography. And so,
again, minimal grad ng is what we're--is the key word here.
And, you know. I'd just like to remind Members that South Maui has no master
drainage in place. I guess we have a plan. Had a plan for over ten years, but there'
no drainage facilities. So it's even more incumbent that we make sure that we dor
disturb the natural topography and drainageways to the extent possible.
Anc
is amendment, Members, it does say "minimal grading of ti
)ject site shall
be encouraged." There's some flexibility there for whatever they need to do within
reasonable limits.
Thank you, N1. .
-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, questions, clarification, discussion on the motion to amend? Okay, having
none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Ms. Anderson, I think we may be on our last proposed amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate your
indulgence and the patience of all the Members to allow me to do this. I think
everything that I've added to this bill only tightens it up, makes it more clear for
everyone, and restores some of those conditions that preexisted on this property, that
I think was done with great wisdom by our fore-members.
I MOVE TO AMEND THE PROPOSED PROJECT DISTRICT BILL
BY ADDING A NEW PROPOSED SECTION 19.90A.030(A)(4), TO
READ: "TRADITIONAL NATIVE HAWAIIAN BEACH AND
MOUNTAIN ACCESS TRAILS ACROSS THE PROPERTY SHALL
BE PROVIDED, TO INCLUDE THE KANAIO KALAMA PARK
ROAD, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT '2',
WHICH IS ADOPTED AND MADE A PART OF THIS SECTION BY
REFERENCE."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHA

recognizes a motion to a ind made by Ms. Anderson,
kay, tl
)Ki
seconded by Ms. Johnson, which would add a new proposed sectic to the project
. Anderson.
district ordinance bill under 19.90A.030(A)(4), as read in the motion b
Ms. Anderson.

COUNC'LMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, this was language--this is language in the current project district zoning
adopted in 1992. You know, we have a Constitutional mandate to provide mountain
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and beach access, and to preserve and protect traditional trails for these purposes,
you know, basically, for Hawaiian gathering rights.
But it's also the right of everyone to access our mountains and our beaches. And
when we have traditional trails like this, it's our responsibility to make sure that they're
protected and that, you know, just because somebody wants to go in and develop,
they need to respect the preexisting rights on this land; and that includes the
traditional trails that exist there.
Members, it's also in our County Code, application requirements. This is something
that should have been included in the application, another thing that should have
been included in the application, so that when it came to us, the trails were already
identified; they had designed their project to accommodate these trails.
Members, I think you can remember how many times I brought this up during our
discussion. And Mr. Jencks assured me that he would do that and he would bring us
a map, and that never happened.
So here we are in the final hour now making it a condition of zoning.
Item 23, under application requirements for change in zoning, "Identification of
traditional beach and mountain access trails and additional trails which may be
required for public access to the beaches and mountains, and if applicable,
preservation/mitigation plan, and comments from Department of Land and Natural
Resources and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs." Never done. Never done even when
we asked them to do it. Not done.
So I've taken it upon myself to do it and to call out a specific trail that is, a map
attached, Members. It's a tax map that shows the trail. I'd like to also reiterate,
Mr. Chairman, that our Kihei Community Ian has several policies that spell out the
neces--necessity to protect these trails. It says, "Encourage and protect traditional
mauka and makai accesses, cultural practices and rural lifestyles. Preserve and
restore historical roads and paths as cultural resources, and require such resources
to be available to the public."

Members, our responsibility here is to the public, first and foremost. What are we
doing to protect their rights? And that's the point of this condition.
Wren it gets to Phase II, and they have maybe reconfigured, depending on what
happens with all of these conditions, and they have a more detailed plan in their
Phase II project, at that time, I'm hoping that they will respect the trails and design
their project around them, incorporate them, make them an active part so that the
public is included on this property, as they should be.
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Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Membe s—Mr. Molina.
-

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chairman.
I'm, I'm happy to support Member Anderson's proposal. I think it spells it out a lot
clearer and provides more specifics with the attached map as well.
But just for my own information, the applicant, even if we didn't have this, the
applicant still has to comply with what's in the Code related to this. Am I not correct,
Mr. Chair? And also, is there a State statute?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That, in, in general, I would agree with you, Mr. Molina. I believe the
State program is called the Na Ala Hele Program, which is a statewide trails program
that even on Lanai, we have done our due diligence to document and properly
designate with signage, those important trails, whether it be for access, Native
Hawaiian access, gathering rights, or just public access to public resources. So that
is the Chair's understanding.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: All right. So even if we didn't have this, but, but what we
have here makes it a lot more specific to the applicant.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER

Okay. I'm fine. Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Than
Medeiros,
MEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahal(

airman.

If yc - 11 permit me to ask Member Anderson a question?
-

CHA!R

Please.

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo.
Member Anderson, the trail that you have highlighted and it is marked "Kanaio
Kalama Park Road." This alignment has been determined by DLNR?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson, will you yield and respond to the question from
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. This is a very long-standing traditional dirt road
and trail.
This one, I'm specifically calling out because it's easily identifiable. I got some other
questions about the stepping, the ancient stepping stone trail.
I cannot tell you whether or not this, this is a, a, a old tax map that identifies this
roadway, Member Medeiros. And it was just the easiest map that I could attach to
this that was very clear. It's, you know, it's the same trail that's been there for
probably well over a hundred years, that I know of. And it's not changed at all. It's,
it's still the same configuration.
I'm trying to find . . .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But the alignment is from DLNR? Or this is a DLNR
map?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No. This is a, a, a tax-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --map key.
In other words, you know, D
with all due respect, Na Ala Hele is a program
within DLNR. But it, you know, you have to have cooperating landowners in order to,
to be part of the Na Ala Hele Program. The requirement for mountain and beach
access is found in HRS 174.

And I might add, Mr,
ir, that this Cc
has been required since,
the late seventies, to adopt an ordinance for mountain access, whic
done, I'm sorry, it's Chapter 46-174.

now,
vent

We've dc7e it for beach access in our subdivision ordinance, but we haven't done it
for mc!..ntE5.:7. access. But, nonetheless, our Constitution and our application
requirement makes it very clear that we intend to fulfill this, this, this condition of our
Constitution, in respect of Native Hawaiians and their gathering rights, and the
traditional trails we have to access our mountains and our beaches.
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So if we don't do this condition, this trail's going to disappear. They're going to grade

over it, they'll put their golf course on it, and it'll never be seen again; and I'll
guarantee you that.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: There's no one, no one else is going to make it happen,
but us. We're the stewards here.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. My question is not about the condition. It's about
the alignment, and I think you answered that.
My second question is, if this trail was established that far back where it was--rocks
were laid down as a trail, is there a Hawaiian name for it besides "park" and "road"?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: May I, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: If I could have staff pass this out, Mr. Chairman, I think
it'll help.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, will Ms., we'll have Ms. Murashige assist you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: This map, Members, is a USGS map. And on the map,
it shows the trail in question. This map, by the way, was done by Long-Range
Planning, and it overlays all the cultural sites in this area of Wailea, including on the
Wailea 670 site. The trail, the stepping stone trail that I was referring to earlier,
Member Medeiros, is not the same as this Kalama Park Trail.
ent stepping stone tra
id, of
Sites 4951 and 4959--4951 and 4959 are the
don't
have
an
accepted
inventory
course, that all remains to be seen because w
survey from the applicant, accepted by State DLNR. We also don't have a

preservation/mitigation plan.
So that all is still in limbo. But the dashed line tzt you see across this map, that is
the trail that I'm calling out specifically in this condition. And, again, the condition,
you know, is there for guidance. At least this trail will be preserved. You know,
people living today can tell you about using this trail.
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It, it's not like, it's not like it's ancient or anything. It's still a viable dirt road. They call
it the "Jeep Road."
But as far as any of the other tails that might be on here, and specifically the ancient
stepping stone trail, I think that would have to be decided after the preservation, after
the inventory survey is done. State Historic has approved a preservation plan, and,
hopefully, that w:.:1 be done before they go for Phase II approval at the Planning
Commission.
In fact, it should have been done for our benefit, Mr. Chairman. Our County Code
requires it. It didn't happen, and that's why I wanted this whole area preserved where
all these sites are because they've refused to finish their inventory survey in a timely
manner.
But, nonetheless, when it gets to the Planning Commission for Phase II, they better
have that preservation plan done. And I would think that State Historic and OHA will
have something to say about it at that point, because they've already asked us not to
approve any zoning on this project until the inventory survey is done and until the
preservation plan is done. We've got that in writing from OHA. And I wonder how
they're going to feel about this, that we're just ignoring that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, anyway, that's all I have to say about the stepping
stone trail.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCIL L. •7: 1 MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
-

Yeah, certainly, you know, I, I would support preserving any old Hawaiian trails.
That's very important. My only concern is when you put it on a map, that it should
have the correc ame on it if there was a n, rom the old Hawaiian days, and not
a name that's
- .;iated now with
II awaii and called a "traditional old
Hawaiian trail," and that's my concern,
-

But, certainly, I would be sLppc:: Jve of preserving any of the trafl :::onal trails,
-

Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Members, further questions, clarification, discussion on the motion to amend before
you? Okay, with none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILME1V:BERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
It is the Chair's understanding that there be no further amendments? Any comments
to the Chair to the contrary? Okay, having none, let us move forward, Members. I'm
aware of the time.
The Chair will now ask Mr. Jencks, as the representative of the property
owner/applicant, to come forward to provide comment on the actions of the Council
this, this day, regarding Wailea 670. And I have asked Mr. Jencks to share his
comments in the order that the amendments were taken by the Council so that we'll,
we'll follow the same process as we did, so that you can follow along much more
simpler and Mr. Jencks can do it in a methodical approach.
M'. Jencks.
MR. CHARLES JE`.?: Think you, Mr. Chair.
As oromisec

best to do that.

)KAMA: Th
MR. JENCKS: So as not to confuse anyone.
I guess I, I'll, I'll start off with amendment 7:.2mber one, which was proposed by the
Council Chair with regard to the number of
units in the project.
I would suggest to you that the Members that voted in favor of this, I, we have no
problem with the, the definition of the number of units in the project. There was an
amendment to this that was proposed by Councilmember Anderson, talking about
the, the additional 450 affordable units that would be built in the project.
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I would suggest to you as a matter of public policy, instead of putting numbers in an
ordinance, it's better to provide a term that describes the balance of the units. I think
that provides more flexibility for you.
And so I would suggest that, that the first part of the revised, of the, of the condition
be left as, as the Council Chair proposed it, but then modify what was adopted to say
the balance of the workforce housing units in the--be provided within the project
district.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Jencks.
MR. JENCKS: Number two.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes. What was that, Ms. Johnson? . . . Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: If, if I could comment before we go on, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I, I, I.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Briefly.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Real briefly then, 'cause I really want him to give us what he thinks of-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --so we can move forward toward.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And I appreciate his, you know, his desire to have it
flexible, balance rather than the 450 units.
But, you know, the way the
idition reads that th
shall co
workforce housing ordinance, and that gives him flexibility anywhere wit
project, within the community plan district, to build affordable housing.
So, you know, what we're being told now is something specific that I'd like to see us
stick tc. happens if, you know, ten years down the road, they've only done the
25C at :..0.•noilu, and then they decide they want to do another 500 at Kaonoulu?
There's nothing that would require them to do anything in the project district, then
they would have, you know, say 500 affordable units outside the project district, and
the balance in the project district being 200 units.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And that's why we'll take that up when we hit discussion on the
main motion as amended, Members.

Okay. So Mr. Jencks, will you please continue.
MR. JENCKS: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
The second amendment that was proposed by the Council Chair relating to the water
system being purchased by the County is fine.
The change, number two on that page with regard to the water rates is fine as well.
We, we support those, and we can go with those.
The third recommendation from the Chair addresses the issue of the wastewater
treatment plant in Condition 17. My comments to that are--I have a few comments.
First of all, we had an extended conversation on this issue in Committee. We talked
about, I heard it mention page 28 on the, on the committee report, discussing this in
depth, and I thought Mister, well, the Division Chief was here, David Taylor, gave a
really good succinct explanation of what his concerns and issues were, not only from
the, the standpoint of the Division, but also from a public policy point of view and cost
to the Maui County taxpayer.
I would say to you that the condition that was modified will do a number of, number of
things. Number one, it will add a nominal cost to this project of over $50 million.
That is a cost that will be passed on to someone in the project, most probably the
market-rate units because they certainly can't add another $30,000 per unit to the
affordable, which is already heavily subsidized. It will add significant delay to the
project.
Part o le whole impetus here in this project has been tc
some public improvements and create some public ben
affordable housing.

No things. One, make

■ut also to build some

This kind of condition certainly doesn't get us any closer to either one of those goals.
It will inc .::,Ese the energy cost and the operational expenses of operating the, the
Kihei Waster:ter Treatment Facility, which will be passed on to the taxpayer.
-

We are coming back to you. The existing condition that was deleted, that came from
the Land Use Committee, proposed the project coming back to the, to the Council,
with a wastewater disposal analysis.
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My suggestion to you, for those who voted in favor of this, would be to consider a
modification that would allow for this discussion to take place at that time within the
context of that wastewater disposal analysis because we can provide and compare at
that time the differences between these two approaches and the benefits of both.
And also, I would suggest to you, there was some discussion today as well about
including the two older conditions that were tied to this project in the current zoning
approval. I note on Exhibit "B", Conditions 3 and 4, Condition 3 referenced
participating in its fair share of development and funding of the wastewater and the
effluent transmission system between the project site and the Kihei Wastewater
Reclamation Facility. That condition, Members, was originally proposed in the list of
conditions from the project team to the Land Use Committee. We still support that.
That was our original intent, to participate in a regional improvement which means a
lot to Maui County.
Number four said that the applicant shall connect to the public wastewater
reclamation facility for treatment of wastewater when it becomes feasible. We also
support that. Our original proposal was, we'll build a private plant to handle the fee-to handle the wastewater. When it becomes available for the County, we'll connect
to that. We'll design our plant and our system to do just that.
So I would suggest for those who voted in favor of this motion, to consider
reconsidering the change, bringing it back to the original condition that you have from
the Land Use Committee, allow us to bring this back, bring it back to you with a
complete analysis and review, and, excuse me, and incorporate these two conditions
that we discussed months ago, so that we can help the County do a regional
improvement, and we will indeed connect to that t eatment plant when the service
becomes available.
-

It was also our intent to use every gallon of reclaimed water we generate on sit.
We've always said that. That's our, that's our intent. So, if, if you want to modify ti
conditions to reflect that, that's fine as well. We support making it so it's clear we'
going to use all the reclaimed water we generate.
Ok:,
,ould say to you that the other conditions that were discussed with regard to
numbe 17, with regard tc '.sing all the reclaimed water, that's fine, if you want to
add that in, that's fine. .fe, assuming we go back to a onsite plant, and also the,
the condition that was proposed by the Chair with regard to the sewer rates, that's
fine as well, so that the affordable folks pay what the County is paying for sewer
rates. We would support that as well.
,-

Any questions on that, on that proposal?
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I'd ask you once again to reconsider that proposal, those that voted in favor, to
consider a change as I described.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Jencks.
I believe that completes the comments from the Chair's offerings, Members.
MR. JENCKS: Correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I, I, I want him, I want him to finish first so that he can sit down.
So why don't you deal with the first of three from Ms. Anderson, which is the
February 8 memo to the Members, Mr. Jencks, and if you have any comments
regarding those amendments, please.
MR. JENCKS: Certainly.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: If I may ask a question on that last presentation or
discussion that he made. He asked for questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just a quick question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Jencks, do you have--have yc : ome up
what's the word, specs, I guess, on whe :'s going to cost you
Jild yc
sewage plant? Any--what is your estimat
:hat?
.

any,
vate

MR. JENCKS: I, we've already received some based upon the input from Committee and,
and the condition that was received. We've already done some preliminary work on
the plant. And the onsite plant is going to cost something on the order of about
$6 million, That's just the treernelt plant that would allow for us to take in
approximately a half million gallons a day of water at build out. And it would be buil
incrementally to, to address that, that, that demand; process water to an R-1 level,
and send it back out into the project for irrigation purposes.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. And so then as you're digging up Piilani Highway
to widen it, couldn't you lay lines at that time and save considerable amount of
money?
MR. JENCKS: There's a lot of things you could do.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much.
Okay, Mr. Jencks, if you would please share any comments you have regarding the
February 8 memo from Ms. Anderson and the amendments proposed thereon.
MR. JENCKS: Certainly. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
The February 8 memo from Ms. Anderson, Item No. 1, on the first page, talks about
the issue of bonding. And I, I want to preface my response by saying that from a
stand--from the standpoint of someone who's familiar with construction cost and what
it, what it takes to get to the point where you can accurately estimate construction
cost, as well as the process of bonding subdivisions and grading and those kinds of
activities, and actually helped write the, the bills and ordinances to implement the
current bonding procedures of Maui County, I can tell you that what was proposed
here is, is impossible. And it's impossible for a number of reasons.
You cannot get a bond--and this proposal requests me to get a bond between first
and second reading, un, unless I'm reading it incorrectly--I cannot get a bond on
anything until I've completed the construction drawings, those drawings have been
reviewed by the County, and I get concurrence on the level of detail whether they're
consistent with County Code and policy and design policies and standards, then I
can go out and I ran get a bond.

I'm required
t a bond for
grading I
in Maui "
matter c
it's in the Code. I have to get a bond for all grading that I do, along with perfc
with regard to best management practices. That's part of the bonding process.
If I want to bond a subdiviEi ..n, I have to once again get a bond. So there,
multiple times right now :::rocess where I need to bond.
.

-

-

I would say to you I'm five years away from having any drawings, let's say even for
Piilani Highway possibly. When you start thinking about the condition we talked
about a few minutes ago with regard to the wastewater treatment facility,
modifications in the plant, modifications to Piilani Highway, in addition to the onsite
wastewater circulation system, I'm years away from that.
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The bond amount for this level of effort is probably going to be somewhere in the
order of 250 to $300 million. This work is going to take place incrementally over a
period of time. In fact, the conditions you have given me out of Committee require
things to be done at some point in the future when a traffic signal is warranted. How
am I going to estimate the value of that today when that work is prospective. It's
impossible. I cannot do it.
Mr. Goodfellow went out and made a couple calls to bonding agencies that we do
business all the time with in Hawaii and, and out of state. And the basic response
was, this is not doable. It is not possible. With a project of this size, the amount of
requirements I'm being asked to perform, the timelines you've given me, the amount
of work it takes to get there from today, you can't do it. You simply can't do it.
Yet, for the work that I'm going to be doing, grading work which is really the most
sensitive work, I have to post bonds with the County of Maui to ensure that I do
things properly, I do the best management practices, I address drainage issues,
siltation issues, erosion control issues, and I'm highly restricted by that ordinance as
well in terms of how much land I can disrupt.
So there's plenty of opportunities to control this idea of bonding the project, a, a
project of this size is, it, it just, it doesn't work. It's impractical; it, it's impossible.
So once again, getting back to the issue of affordable housing. If you're interested,
as we are, in making good our commitment to follow through on this project, build fifty
percent affordable housing, I need some certainty. I need to know today that I can
walk out of this chamber with conditions that are reasonable that I can count on, not
a conCion That I'm thinking to myself, am I going to be able to complete this or not, at
the samo time start committing to building affordable housing. I can't do both.
That's why I tell you, you know, if I'm, if I'm not in compliance with the conditions you
give me on this project, believe me, Members, and I want you to all look at me when I
tell you this. I don't want to come back here. There's no incentive for me to come
back to this chamber and have you ask me, "How come you di( )mply with this?"
My commitment to you is I will live up to these conditions; the .. :3Ct will live up to
these, these conditions. There is no incentive for me to come back here. If I'm not in
compliance, which is basically what this bonding is making sure I, I am in compliance,
I'm in violation of the ordinance.

The Planning Department's going to know, Corp. Counsel's going to know, and then
you're going to know. I don't want to be back here. That's not where I'm going at all.
There's no incentive for me to do that.
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So, in summary, can't do it.
If you--if we're interested in getting something
accomplished, I suggest to those that voted in favor of this, to consider a motion to
say, "Look, let's remove this condition from the project list."
The balance of the, of the requests from Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chair, I got a question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: This is in regards to the bonding area.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Is it feasible to bond the affordable housing portion for
this project?
MR. JENCKS: To bond the affordable housing?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Meaning you're going to deliver 700 affordable units.
We know that 250 is going to be located offsite and 450 within the project district. If
you were to bond all 700, is that feasible?
MR. JENCKS: That would mean I'd have to design all 700 units today, locate them, do all
the civil engineering work and the architectural work, to base a bond on that.
No, it's not possible.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair.
•,IR HOKAMA: Okay. Questions on the bonding. Because. Members, ther€ ways to
skin the cat. Okay. So it's not a debate. We are here to listen to I\ . Jencks
comments, so then we can decide how and what we want to do.
Okay. r.".s. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And, you know, I don't think we had, need, need to have all the "i's" dotted and the
"t's" crossed to get a bonding amount.
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Mr. Jencks, if you work with bonding folks, what would be the cost of a $250 million
bond?
MR. JENC

Two to three percent.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Two to three percent. Thank you.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much.
Mr. Jencks, amendment two on that February 8 memo, which is the compliance
report, as well as when the reporting would start. Any comments, Mr. Jencks?
MR. JENCKS: Actually, you know, Mr. Chair, No. 2, with regard to the compliance report,
that's fine because we have to do that anyway for the State Land Use Commission.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. JENCKS: Number three had to do with the energy systems.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. JENCKS: That's, that's fine as well.
I did have a suggestion. The top of page three on condi--the number three that was
changed or added, excuse me. Top of page three, it reads: "All residential units
shall be equipped with a primary hot water system comprised of a conventonal solar
panel hot water system, or a common multi-unit system at least as energy ecient as
a conventional solar panel hot water system, sized to meet at least 80 percent of the
hot water demand for the respective units."
I would ask you
ider the following change:
esidential units sha )e
equipped with a primary hot water system at least as energy efficient as a
conventional solar panel hot water system, sized to meet at least 80 percent of the
hot water demand for the respective units."
The reason why I'm asking you to consider that is because there's other options
besides solar panels that need to be considered. For example, flash water heaters
that operate on natural gas. They're very efficient and they're being used quite a bit.
This ties--this may eliminate that option, so I was just suggesting taking out that
wording, "comprised of a conventional solar panel hot water system, or a common
multi-unit system" so that there's some flexibility in that condition.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that comment, Mr. Jencks.
MR. JENCKS: And that concludes my comments on that list, Mr. Chair,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay, thank you. We appreciate that suggestions and your
comments.
Mr. Jencks, now, please, to a February 11 memo from Ms. Anderson. This is still
dealing with the change of zoning proposed ordinance, and the first amendment I
would ask for your comments, please, is on the time frame of Piilani, regarding Piilani
Highway, please, Mr. Jencks.
MR. JENCKS: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Yeah, I, I, I remember specifically talking about this in Committee. And I would ask
those that, that voted in favor of this change to rethink and read the committee report
because we did spend a lot of time on the issue of construction. I'm not quite sure, it
says, "The improvements shall be completed prior to the commencement of any
construction on the site."
Well, we went to great lengths to talk about the amount of work and the type of work
that's going to occur when we widen the Piilani Highway. And we made it very clear
to the Committee that material taken from Piilani Highway widening would reduce
traffic and congestion if it could be taken into the project site and processed for use
on the property. That's still what we want to do, and, and, and my concern is that
"commencement of any construction on the site" would preclude that, get us right
back to where we started, which was more traffic on Rile ' Highway.
.

If we can just stick with the wording we've got, we can reduce the traffic, get the
improvements done, and make some headway on the property with regard to the
grading, the access, so that we can still provide u timely manner.

I'd ask you to reconsider that condition as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Tha.'. you.
Just a question of clarification on, on, on this specific ameldment, Mr. Jencks.

So my understanding is whatever rock from the blasting you have, you're going to
take it to this site. So I'm assuming you're going to then do some type of quarry
operation. You're going to be breaking rock, breaking it down to--
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MR. JENCKS: Processing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --appropriate size, whether it be for base course of roadwork or, or other
requirements?
MR. JENCKS: Correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, so the Council can, you know, appreciate your comments as well as
suggestions. You would then need a Department of Health--because you're going to
need to then, I would assume, start up a type of quarry operation, so you would need
a permit from DOH, with the appropriate air quality monitoring and testing and the
whole nine yards.
MR. JENCKS: That's, that's standard operating procedure for crusher operations. It's done
all the time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Right, right. So you're looking at a portable plant onsite to take care of
the needs instead of having semi-trucks going back and forth from a permanent site
to the project site.
MR. JENCKS: Exactly.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much for that clarification.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Cha* man.
-

Mr. Jencks, this condition does not precle .L.
from Piilani blasting to your site. I specif..
grading. It just doesn't allow for full-scale
with our community plan, Mr, Jencks.
.

ude your ability to take the rocks
.:,mtioned that this would allow for
And this is in compliance

So as
e developing or blasting the rock in order to widen Piila , this condith
does
event you from taking that n.
:abris to the site and to ade whatev-:
portions of the site are necessary in
-zo process that rock. There's nothing in
t1 3 condition that prevents that fro-i hE.;:ipening.

--

-.

MR. ,IENCKS: If I may, Mr. Chair.
My only concern is, and, you know, working in, in, in public service and looking at
public policy, and trying to read it so it's ambig--unambiguous, then I think we should
change the wording to make that very clear because this says of any construction on
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the site. I don't want to have someone in DSA telling me, "Well, it says you can't
have a crusher. That's construction." We don't want that. It's, if that's what you
intend, Councilmember, then change the wording to make it explicit because this will
be a problem in the future with an administrator. Let's make it clear, not ambiguous.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We thank you for that comment.
Mr. Jencks, on Amendment No. 2, which is a multifaceted amendment, if I can use
that term, with eight different components. But I would say in general, it's regarding
to native Hawaiian plants in, in the current hab--habitat area. Any comments, please,
Mr. Jencks?
MR. JENCKS: Sure. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
I would ask the Members who voted in favor of this as well, to reconsider this one.
Frankly, if you read the existing condition that was placed on the project by the
Committee, it provides for the delivery of Mr. Altenberg's report to DLNR, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, U.S.G.S., and the Army Corps of Engineers for their review and,
at a minimum, at a minimum, ladies and gentlemen, we have an 18-acre
conservation area.
What is proposed here is wordsmithing. What we proposed originally gets you a
better plan with full governmental review that includes all those agencies, and it says
at a minimum.
So I would suggest to you that you don't need the last underlined paragraph on page
two, which starts with, "The Easement shall"--compromi--"comprise the portion of the
property south of latitude". You don't need that because it's already in the condition
you approved. We must submit it. It will be reviewed. At a minimum, in 18 acre,
plus, Members, the 23 acre area that was in addition to that which is no longer in the
suggested condition, So I suggest to you that you reconsider this change as well.

The other modifications really aren't that problematic in, in paragraphs
"d", but they follow along with that initial change.

"2

And that concludes my comments on, on that one, Mr, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that, Mr. Jencks.
Mr. Jencks, there was a third amendment on this communication, and this one is as it
regards to the map.
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MR. JENCKS: Yes, sir.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any comments on that, please.
MR. JENCKS: Yes, sir.
The map that was provided to the Committee for the development of the condition
that I just previously referenced was clear and unambiguous. It was a map that
showed both "a", the 18-acre conservation area that we had suggested, at a
minimum, once again, as well as the 23-acre native plant management area, without
all the other interference that's on the map that's proposed to be attached.
I want to remind the Members that the map that's, that is proposed to be attached
has a lot of additional dots and lines on it. Those are merely GPS points. They don't
mean anything.
I, I recommend to you that you stick to the map that was provided. It is a graphic to
illustrate, at a minimum, what we provided--what we will, will be provided within the
context of the concept plan. And I think it's, it's much more clear and
understandable.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much for those comments on that third
amendment, Mr. Jencks.
Let me then now refer you to, please, the last communication from Ms. Anderson to
the Members. This is as it regards to the project district ordinarce consideration,
Mr. Jencks.
The first comment we would ask if you have any is regarding the clarification of
percentage, percentages regarding various types of housing units. Mr. Jencks,
1R. JENCKS: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
I would, I would suggest to the Members that once again, approximately, whether it's
40 percent or 60 percent, in the eyes of a Administrator, it creates a problem. If you
want to put in a range, 30 to 50 percent, 40 to 70, I don't know how you want to do it.
I guess my direct response to you would be, I don't think this is necessary. I think it's
confusing.
It limits our flexibility. Yes, I did talk to you and I did say generally 40 percent
single-family, 60 percent multi-family. But as the market changes and demands
change, desires change, whether it's for the affordable side--and part of the process
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here, ladies and gentlemen, is I just don't decide to build a two-story apartment
building. I have to do some focus group work to find out what people will be
interested in buying even if they're affordable buyers because they just won't buy
anything; and that's been proven in Maui County.
This is driven as much by the need to build affordable housing as it is the
marketplace. So creating as much flexibility--remember, we have a 1,400 unit
maximum, 1,150 in the project area. I think does the job and it gives us enough
flexibility so that we can build what is in demand and not have to worry about specific
percentages that I may have to come back to you at some time in the future and
adjust. It just doesn't make any sense.
By the way, I would say the 350 acres maximum is, is actually, in the Code, is
actually more than we have, but we're fine, we're leaving it at 350 acres maximum of
open space.
I would go to number two, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Jencks.
MR. JENCKS: This has to do with the providing "no more than one hundred dwelling units
shall be constructed within the project district year."
Members, I would suggest to you that anyone who voted in favor of this also request
a change.
:Lever said in this chamber that we intended to :T.Jild a hundred units a year. I said
very clearly--I said very clearly, it's difficult to hun--build and sell a hundred
units a year. There will be times when you can exceed that. And believe me,
Members, there will be times when nothing will get built because of processing
applications or the economy. But to limit a project that has substantial, substantial,
onsite and offsite infrastructure requirements, in addition, Members, to things like
bond the entire project, and then tell somebody you can only build a hundred units a
year, which, onsite, is fifty affordable and fifty market, simply is not doable. You can't
constrain a project that way.
I can't load traffic on any roads until they're built. I can't increase capacity unless the
State Department of Transportation and the County is happy with the roadway
system.
So that, that creates an untenable economic situation for the project as well that, that
cannot be supported.
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So I ask you to reconsider that condition as well.
I'll move to number three, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Jencks.
MR. JENCKS: Those that vote, voted in favor of number three, which is the map, the map
is a conceptual map. And I, I need to remind you that I have a long way to go here.
I'm going to get out of Phase I with my basic zoning in place, hopefully.
I then have to go to the Maui County Planning Commission. I have to detail what the
multi-family product is going to look like, what the single-family product is going to
look like, what the commercial buildings are going to look like, the golf course. This
map is going to change. It has to change, and it will change as a function of, once
again, the market.
But I'm tied into the number of dwelling units I can build, I'm tied into the maximum
density, I'm limited by wastewater water/roadway access. It's good to have a map;
but, in this case, the Phase II application will actually dictate what this things going to
look like, and that's a year away.
So I would suggest to you, we don't need a map. We already have a map attached
for the preservation area. We do not need a, a concept plan map attached to this
ordinance.
Number--number four, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, proceed, please.
This has to do with the change proposed by Councilmember Anderson relative to the
grading.

And I was reading this, and I, I thought to myself, "Well, okay, this really isn't so bad."
The problem is, what is Once again, we get in, back into an interpretation
what one person thinks is Trial, ano i.: er might say is excessive. So I suggest--I
was thinking, well, maybe just reworc last sentence as, "Grading of the project
site shall be encouraged to retain 6 ie existing rolling topography alo! natural
drainageways."
.

.

.

.-

You start putting words in that aren't quantifiable or defined, you run into problems in
the future. It stalls, delays, and you can't make the progress you need to make.
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I'm fine with the original wording if it comes down to that.
The last one, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Excuse me, Chair. What was.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: What was the suggested language you chose,
Mr. Jencks.
MR. JENCKS: . . the suggested wording was in, in the underlining under number three, for
grading.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. JENCKS: "Grading of the project site shall be encouraged to retain the existing rolling
topography and natural drainageways."
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
MR. JENCKS: It's in our, frankly, it's in our best interest to reduce the grading because the
more money I spend moving a yard of dirt is less money I can use to build a house.
!'EIEDEIROS: Mr. Chair,
CHAIR HC::.

. 1PriPiros,

COUNCILMEMI:

we aE

MR. JENCKS: I have one ma
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you need for clarification, right now. I would like Mr. Jencks to finish
the comments on the amendments that we have taken action on this day, this day, so
that you may take it under consideration as we move forward to the next phase of the
deliberations. If, if you have a question for clarification?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes, please.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Jencks, on the grading that you described, when you do grading, aren't you
required to provide a grading plan, and doesn't the grading plan include cuts and fills
and how you're moving the earth around?
MR. JENCKS: Yes, it does.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So that has to be reviewed and approved by one of the
County agencies?
MR. JENCKS: It will be reviewed and approved by a number of, of County and State
agencies, and would also be included as a part of the Phase II application.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Jencks.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I'd just like to remind Members that the cut and fill
at Maui Lani that exceeds 30 feet, that also got a grading permit and was approved.
So a grading permit doesn't put any kind of regulatory controls in place a, a
condition of zoning like this.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that.
Anc
acc s?

ncks, any comments on the

MR. JENCKS: Thank you, Mr. Chair,

e Hawaiian beach and mountain

- final comment.

This one was voted on, and I v„culd ask that someone request that it be revised to
correctly reflect wha.. is in 19, 19.90, Section 030 [sic], Subsection "C", under Design.
This is the existing ordinance for this project district in the Maui County Code. I'll
read to you.
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It says, "Traditional native Hawaiian beach and mountain access trails across the
property shall be provided; and additional access trails may be required as
determined by the Council." Okay. That's the wording that's in the, the current
zoning ordinance for this property that's in the Maui County Code.
The wording that was proposed goes beyond that. I would suggest to you, that you
stick with the existing wording that is in the ordinance. And there was discussion with
regard to, to HRS, and this will be indeed covered by that review with regard to the
cultural preservation plan.
And, and I should tell you that the discussion with regard to the existing trails, the
existing trail that is, that, that is shown on the TMK map, from the access point, on
the makai access point across the property, simply does not exist today. It has been
destroyed. It was destroyed long ago by grading on the site. I have no explanation
who did it, but it was probably over maybe 25-30 years ago. It does not exist.
There is a jeep trail that picks up in the upper third of the property--a jeep trail. There
are, and we have identified, cultural trails that have pavers that are identified in the
cultural preservation plan, excuse me, the archaeological reports on the southern
part of the property. There were none in the northern part of the property. Those will
be preserved in situ as a part of the cultural preservation plan.
I just wanted to clarify that they are identified, and if there are more and through
discovery with OHA in walking the site, there are more, then they will be preserved as
well. But the, this Kanaio Park Road trail or jeep trail simply does not exist today
from the makai boundary halfway into the property, and that's all I have to offer,
Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Jencks.
Yes, Ms. Anderson.
NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So have you done any--has, have, have you or your
previous property owners done anything to bulldoze or grade over that trail?
Because I've talked to people in, you know, in the recent past who have used that
jeep trail.
MR. , E"•:3KS: Well, the jeep trail that's shown on the map doesn't exist. And I can't
account for people prior to me twenty years ago, but I can tell you during my tenure
and exposure and knowledge about this property, that trail hasn't exist, existed.
,
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, it is a traditional trail. It's on the maps.
The language that is currently, which you read, which is currently in the project or
Chapter 19.90, was considered, but staff advised, and I agree, that there was no,
what's the word, no mechanism to allow the Council to determine additional trails.
Once this is adopted, it's out of our kuleana.
So that's why I specifically called out the jeep trail that I've seen on various maps. I
don't think it's something that you couldn't reinstitute since it shows on the maps
where it's been for a long time.
But that's why, Mr. Jencks, we changed the language because, yeah, and maybe
during Phase II, the Planning Commission will come up with some more trails, but
maybe you might come up with some more trails.
But the stepping stone trails do not really suffice as access trails because they're
discontinuous segments of an ancient trail. And I don't think you'd want people
tramping on antiquities like that to access anything. I mean they're representa-representative of the past. But I don't think they would function as an access trail like
the jeep trail does.
MR. JENCKS: I think that's, that point is well taken, and I, and I respect that comment.
I would tell you that on the, the map that was provided as a part of the original
conditions for the property that included the preservation plan, included a trail system
on it that provided trail access, a part of which was on the original trail. It doesn't
exist today from the makai boundary to the mauka boundary, and, and, and it
included a walk by the cultural site. So we've tried to plan for that eventuality and
incorporate that access. It's on, it's on that map.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAM,

Mr. Jencks,

Mr. Jencks, we thank you for coming forward and sharing your comments regarding
the actions so far on the amendments by the Council.
...embers, the Chair will be taking a short recess. It's been
since we reconvened.

an hour ana a

I will be asking you to consider, you know how the Chair is, I'd rather finish, but that's
my, my preference. I am also dealing with eight other Members that have other
personal requirements, as well as family matters. So prior to recommending to you
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how we shall proceed to conclude this agenda item, we're going to take a short
recess. Ten minutes. Please be back by six-forty. Already we know that Ms. Baisa
is late for her 6:00 p.m. requirements.
So we'll be in recess till 6:40 p.m.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 6:32 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 6:47 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the Council meeting shall be reconvened.
Members, we have gone through the various amendments as proposed by various
Members. We have taken votes on it.
We do have currently on the floor a main motion as amended, and we have also
received the comments of Mr. Jencks, the owner's representative, regarding areas of
concern or revision that he is proposing.
The Chair at this time will give you some comments so that you can assist the Chair
in seeing how we will continue to try and conclude the business of this Council
meeting, okay. And I'm aware of the time of the various different needs of each
Member.
So, one, Members, obviously, is one, one approach, is we could consider passing out
the various bills attached to this committee report, as amended, which means it
would pass first reading this evening.
Two, if there 're Members that wish to have certain things revised that we have
already taken v s on, then Members, the Chair would prefer to recess which is so
not like me, bu. -J recess till Thursday because I know what's going to happen if we
do it tonight. You are going to propose a revision; we're going to take a recess; staff
is going to work with attorneys and Corp. Counsel. maybe Planning Director Suyama,
to craft new language; then it's going to have to be reintroduced or presented back
on the floor of this body, and then we'll go through a amendment motion with
discussion and then decision--takes time.
So to me, is I'm giving you what I consider the best two options--either pass it out on
first reading this evening as is, then you can make your considerations of whether or
not you want to make amendments, revisions, deletions prior to second reading, or to
recess this meeting till Thursday.
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And the Chair expects any proposed revision shall be completely written up in
advance of the meeting reconvening for the courtesy of the other Members to review
so that we can take votes and make a determination on this application.
So you have "a" or "b", nothing from column "c".
Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much.
I would go with "a". I think we've, we've put in a hell of a lot of time at this point, and
it would be my own preference to move it out on first reading and give a--we have,
still will have the opportunity to, to review, reconsider, whatever it is, up until we're
ready for second and final.
So the preference would be to move it out at first reading.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Understood.
Other comments-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --by the Members? Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNC1VEM3ER PONTANILLA: So if we move this, this particular project out, out of,
first reading, approval on first reading, do we still have the ability to
recc: ..•3r some of the amendments that were made this evening?
.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, yes, and always--the body always is the ability to reconsider,
okay.
The only difference is if, again, so that I am fully informing you of the implications of
some of your decisions. If you choose to move it out tonight with passage of first
readin7 on the proposed bills for an ordinance, whet.! Ier it be on the project district,
but, n2a7ticular, with the change of zoning bill, thel The applicant must consider or
not--whether or not he would wish to put it in a unilateral agreement.
-

If the applicant decides, yes, and forwards it and does get recordation at the State
agency, whether it be Land Court or, or Bureau of Conveyance, or both, then, of
course, the Chair will schedule for second and final reading.
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If the applicant chooses not to agree to the terms of the conditions of zoning as it
passes first, first reading, then the Chair will have the ability to then bring it back to
the Members for two things: either reconsideration of first reading, or a recommittal
back to the standing committee, which would be Mr. Molina and Land Use, for further
consideration. That is part of the impact regarding change of zoning ordinance.
And the Chair will also be remiss in not giving you the full information that prior, in the
order of what is presented to you, the project district ordinance, in your Chair's
understanding, would rule that, that must pass first before we can take up the change
of zoning ordinance before this body.
That would be the proper order of processing the proposed ordinances before you.
Questions? Oh, hold on, Ms. Anderson. Mr. Pontanilla had the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Then, then, Mr. Chairman, I, I would, for me, recess to
Thursday.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I, I appreciate your response.
I believe a hand was from one of the ladies or all the ladies. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and this just question for clarification-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --because part of the, the original passage, it involves the
repeal of the original ordinance, and my thought is if that is repealed, you know, if the
second part doesn't pass, where does that leave the project? Does it leave it with no
approval? Because I don't want to get involved in, you know, if the original part of the
legislation is repealed, h is the first part of c consideration.
KAM/

reject district ordinance?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right. What happens to the underlying, I guess, does it
just revert back to what it was originally?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are you talking about zoning?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, yes, because, you know, if the project district
approval that was attached to the original, I'm assuming, change in zoning and all the
other conditions that were placed on this, does that have any impact whatsoever on
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anything that we're doing subsequent, if we pass one part of it but don't pass the
remainder? You understand what I'm asking?
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, let's say, your example would be if we passed a revised project
district ordinance but do not pass the change in zoning ordinance, what happens?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Then the existing zoning ordinance is in effect. And if there is
noncompliance or there is nonconformity as de--decided by either our attorneys or
others with the jurisdiction of the matter, then things cannot go forward till you get
compliance or--compliance of, of the proper documents, which would be land use
classification, community plan, and zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right. And, and I think because of the fact we've dealt
with this before, when somebody has an entitlement or someone, you know, does not
develop a project in compliance with what was originally represented, isn't there also
the option to say, "Look, you know, you have not acted to implement the original
agreed upon plans, therefore, because you have not acted, you're not in
compliance."
And what would happen in terms of the, I guess, rollback or any of our options if there
is not substantial compliance with what was originally represented. In other words,
all the conditions that were originally agreed to with regard to this project. If the
developer cannot or does, you know, is unable to comply with them, which would
mean the approval of the, the golf courses and the clubhouse and all this other--I
mean, we've had other people not move forward with their plans either.
So, you know, I just don't want to, I guess, get into a situation where because the
developer says he doesn't have the use of his property and what we want to do or
what, you know, we're doing is making it impossible for him, I don't want to get into a,
a taking situation or some other, I guess, very unpleasant disagreement with what
we're doing and what the developer, you know, intends to do now.
CHA HOKAMA: Well, to me, in the--yc
's view, it'll be hard to prove taking. They
already have project district approval. t hey already have a zoning approval in place.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And so they could go forward, essentially, with what their
original plans were?
CHAIR HOKAMA: And they would have to comply to the conditions of zoning as it currently
exists.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. I, I just wanted to make sure of that.
And then the other question would be with regard to the issues that were raised at
the Planning Commission by, and, you know, I believe it's Maui Tomorrow, with those
issues whereby they believe that there is not compliance or not adhering to, I believe,
it's Chapter 343.
There's several issues, you know, of, of having to redo the Environmental Impact
Statement or having an updated Environmental Impact Statement.
Let's say that this goes forward, Mr. Chair, and we do get some type of approval, and
then it's subsequently found that there does need to be an updated Environmental
Impact Statement--because I know we've gone through this before in Napili on
another project--what will that do to our making a decision on this? Will, will that
create any kind of potential problem or--I, I, I don't want to say a lawsuit because,
basically, I don't think that would happen. But I don't want to get in a predicament
where we're making a decision and then we're further complicating the issue if there
is a court ruling that says, "Yes, they have to do an updated Environmental Impact
Statement."
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair would comment accordingly to the concern you have brought
forward to the body, Ms. Johnson. One, currently, the issue--the question of a
Supplemental EIS is not before this body.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Um-hum.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is not within the purview of the Council.
The Council has received, by communication, and we have gone through the process
of an application that has gone through a departmental review, a Planning
Commission review, and with the recommendations before us. The body, in your
Chair's perspective, has the ability to decide whether or not vants to accept, to
pass this land use rec--proposal, excuse me; deny this and use proposal; or, or
recommit back to Committee; or if you feel appropriate, we could also remand this
back to the Planning Commission on, on sufficient grounds.
Regarding the s'...t:ect of Environmental EIS, I would just say that if it is by
court
order for us to re-review our decision, then that is when the Counc .vould
appropriately take it up under consideration.
.

But until such time, the Chair has no problem with the Council making a final
determination of the application before it. And your decision can be, as I said, "Yes",
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"No", and you don't want to deal with it, then you can recommit or remand it. You
have various options, Members.
But for tonight, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. No, I understand. And that's why I was trying to at
least understand, because I know where, you know, I know what I'm going to do. I
can't say for, you know, with any certainty what other people will do. I, I don't have a
problem making a decision this evening.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
It's been a long day so maybe I didn't hear you right. But I thought I heard you say, in
your explanation, if we pass it out tonight and the applicant does not want to do a
unilateral agreement, that we could remand it back to first reading?
CHAIR HOKAMA: No. The Chair would then recommend couple things, yeah.
One, either the body can place it on the calendar for further consideration.
The body can recommit the item back to the standing committee.
There's different, different-COUNCILME3EF: • . 1:RSON: You mean.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --procedures that is be--that is available to the body regarding the
disposition of this matter.

INCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Because I've never heard of anything being remanded
back for first reading. So are you saying that you would call a special Council
rilee ig? Because it's my understanding, according to the Code, we cannot have
f: 3t -second and final reading on this until there is a recorded unilateral agreement
for conditions of zoning.
-

-

CHAIR HOKAMA: That is our practice and our procedure.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So if we get a dinner break, I'm prepared to go forward
tonight, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Again, Members, allow the other Member to exercise that option, and,

okay, so we've heard from that.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Recess, Chairman, to another.
CHAIR HOKAMA: To another day?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thursday is fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
Any other comments before we move forward, Members?
Ms. Baisa, any preference?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. Based on what I'm hearing, obviously, I don't think
we're going to have the developer agreeing to a unilateral agreement, based on the
way things are right now because of, you know, what we've already heard.
So we don't want to pass it out unless we have an opportunity to discuss this more,
and we may want to make--tweak some of these things.
So either we recess to Thursday and do that, but I would be very uncomfortable in
passing out this bill as it is right now.
CHAIR "OKAMA: Okay. Thank you
further comments, Members? Mr. Medeiros,
MEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
And I would agree with Member Bais., . .• like to see a recess to
recommendations _
and then give us time to work or
comments we want to submit for the next i eeting.

- '3y, and,
know,

.

Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair will allow you, upon hearing this, the Chair would
exercise the option of recessing the meeting till Thursday. I will take another short
recess for you to consult your calendar. I would like to reconvene no later than
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10:00 a.m. on Thursday, and to have the rest of the day to complete the work of the
body. This is a Council proceeding, therefore, we will finish within a reasonable time.
And, again, Members, we shall make the decision, and then the burden of agreeing
or not agreeing shall be to the developer. It's not the other way around.
Okay, hearing that, we'll be recessed subject to the call of the Chair for you to consult
with your office and your schedule.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 7:05 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 7:10 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair will reconvene the regular Council meeting that we started on
the eighth of February. We will not finish on the eleventh of February to my
disappointment. Therefore, Members, the Chair intentions are to recess this Council
meeting hopefully for the last time, to Thursday, 9:00 a.m., in this chambers to finish
the work of the Council.
As stated earlier, Members, if you are willing to consider a revision to the
amendments currently in the main motion as amended, please, you have a day or so,
please work with the staff, have your amendment properly drafted, get your
comments ready. And I would ask that as a courtesy, upon completion, to have it
disbursed to the remaining Members for their full review so that when we return
Thursday morning, we will be able to take it up in a timely and orderly manner and
make the decisions required to end this Council meeting.
Questions on the Chat 's intentions?
-

COUNCILMEMBER VICTCi::iNO: No questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Ms. Anderson.
MEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, I understand that seve us have
-

C lointments on Thursday morning. So if you could maybe state your intentio

some kind of recess so we would know if we have to cancel our appoint--I hay _ in
appointmit that I, I don't think I can cancel and it's important and I've had it for
several' :ves-!<s. So I'm wondering if there will be any break in the morning's
proceedicics to a .OW for those of us who have meetings.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
That's a reasonable question. The Chair will state it, the Chair plans to reconvene at
9:00 a.m., Thursday, Members. I would hope we can work through two hours, and
then take a midnight--midday break.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I feel that way . . . okay, midnight is fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You know I don't have a problem working at midnight.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No problem.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We know.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We're ready.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, but that's me. Okay, and then recessing, if need be, at
11:00 a.m., for a minimum of two hours; and then reconvening and finishing whatever
is remaining on the Council's agenda. That is your Chair's intent, Ms. Anderson
and . . . anyone else that would like to readjust their schedule for Thursday?
Again, the Chair has misjudged. I also had plans this, this afternoon. But, okay, we
have important work to do, so time should not be the only factor you take, your
consideration, Members. This is very important legislation, so the Chair is willing to
recess this meeting once more.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you for that, Mr. Chairman.
And I would also like to request that, or ask if there will be a time in our proceedings
on Thursday where Corp. Counsel can address the Cease and Desist Order that
we've received. And I believe Land Use Chair Molina requested comments from
Corp. Counsel on that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair will then ask Mr. Giroux to properly inform Corporaion
Counsel Brian Moto, and have Mr. Moto or another representative from Corp.
Counsel to be able to comment to the Council prior to decision making.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
Any further request prior to this recessing for either personnel or staff resource
requirements?
Okay, there being none, this Council meeting shall stand in recess till 9:00 a.m.,
Thursday, that would be the fourteenth of February in this chambers. This meeting is
in recess.

THE COUNCIL MEETING OF FEBRUARY 8, 2008, WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT
7:15 P.M., ON FEBRUARY 11, 2008; AND RECONVENED AT 9:05 A.M. ON
FEBRUARY 14, 2008, WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT COUNCILMEMBER
JOHNSON, EXCUSED. (Councilmember Johnson arrived at 9:06 a.m.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall reconvene the Council meeting of February 8, 2008.
Before I ask the Clerk to give you the status of where we are on the agenda, the
Chair will open--reopen our reconvened meeting by stating this, Members.
Today, we shall do one of three things. We shall either pass this out; we shall either,
or we will file this i--application; or we will recommit this application. The business of
the Council is being hindered, especially its impact on the next Council agenda, by
our inability to conclude this meeting.
So today, one of three things will happen. Again, this will either pass first reading by
this Council; it shai!! be filed by Council; or it shall be recomi i iit':a c; ::)y this Council,
because the Couroil will not cork.ue to do committee work.
--

.

Stating that, it is the Chair's intentior ' you, we have received reconsil ation
request by the Members--and thank you for putting it in writing, Members--the Chair's
intention is to move forward by working on the project district ordinance first. Upon
conclusion of all considerations under that proposed bill, we shall then move to the
zoning ordinance and work on the conditions of zoning.
-

For those in the gallery, decorum

„as as we

Good morning, Ms. Johnson.
(Councilmember Johnson arrived at the meeting at 9:06 a.m.)

E;tarte6 t.s meeting.
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Cell phones, pagers, shall be either on silent or off mode. Any disruption of decorum
in these chambers, the Chair will have you escorted out. We will--I will not tolerate
any disruptions of this meeting to be concluded in a timely manner.
Stating that, Mr. Clerk, please bring back for the Members the current status of what
is before the body.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chairman, before the body for its consideration is
Committee Report No. 08-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Members, what is also before you is a main motion as amended. That is the current
status of where we are regarding 08-23 from Land Use Committee, chaired by
Mr. Molina.
Members, I would now direct you, since you have heard how I'm going to proceed
this morning, I will ask to, please, to take before you the proposal by Ms. Baisa. I
have that as number, wait, excuse me.
Is that the correct one, Mr. Fukuoka? Ms. Baisa? Yes.
Okay, Members, we'll take up the recommendation or, or a memorandum to you from
Ms. Baisa, regarding the limitation of number of units per year. Therefore, the Chair
recognizes Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Excuse me, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Y66.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I do not have Ms. Baisa's
CHAIR )KAMA: Okay. Sta.

assist

)y providing you v

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, Mr. Chairme
CHAIR

.

could ask a pc

order.

State your point.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: We have many requests here, and I'm just wondering,
some might conflict with others. And I'm just wondering how, what--how it was
determined what order the conditions would be taken up.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: The order that I am proceeding on is, one, we are working first on project
district ordinance proposal. We'll take up the order that I have, I am, I am going to
indicate to you now, then we'll move to the conditional zoning bill proposal and take it
up.
Because we have--Mr. Molina is proposing, gosh, I guess the order that we have,
the, the staff and I have worked it out is under the project district, the first one will be
Ms. Baisa, followed by Mr. Molina's on grading, and then I believe that's it on the
project district ordinance.
From there, we move to the-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --change of zoning bill.
Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I also have a con--I'm sorry, my condition on grading has
to do with the Piilani widening, so I guess that is zoning, not project district.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I understand that would be under the change of zoning application-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --so when we hit that ordinance, we'll take up your consideration at
that . .
COUNCILMEMRP, L,;; ON: Thank you, Chair.
L

CHAIR HOKAM

iy questions for the Chair? Yes, Ms. Anderson.

MEMBER ANDERSON: I'm sou,w the order which you were giving us.

upted yc

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So, again, Members, on project district, Ms. Baisa's proposal, and
then we'll work on Mr. Molina's st. lmittal to the Members.
-

Okay, Members, if you have that February 13 communication from Ms. Baisa to all of
us. The Chair recognizes Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR, I MOVE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE VOTE ON
THE FEBRUARY 11, 2008 MOTION TO AMEND SECTION
19.90A.020(B) OF THE PROJECT DISTRICT BILL, WHICH
DELETED THE PERIOD AT THE END OF THE FIRST
SENTENCE, INSERTED A SEMI-COLON IN ITS PLACE, AND
ADDED A NEW PROVISION TO READ:
"Provided that, no", that no, "more than one hundred
dwelling units shall be constructed within the project
district per year."
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
I have a motion to reconsider made by Ms. Baisa, seconded by Mr. Victorino.
If you would allow the Chair one quick comment on, on the proceedings that, that
we'll be following, Members, and I'll use the example from Ms. Baisa.
Anyone wishing to make a motion of reconsideration, one, first, either the Chair will
reaffirm or the Members shall affirm that the person that is making the motion was on
the prevailing side of the motion during the earlier portion of this Council meeting,
which was held on Monday. Okay. You must be on the prevailing side.
It is a debatable motion, and your will, again, have the Clerk assist us by reminding
me, reminding the Chair of the amount of time that is allowed by the Rules, on
discussion. By rules, it is a majority vote for reconsideration, which is five of the
nine-member Council. It is not two-thirds. We are not in committee; this is not a
special committee. Rules that imply an mpac mittee '., again, is different
from the Council, the full assembly.
So, so for those of you that had questions regarding two-thirds requirement, that
would be a requirement if this was still in committee, okay. So I'm just informing you
so that if we can proceed with you being aware of the r . ocedures and rules that we
have adopted to follow in proceedings of the Council.
-

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, just one point of order.
I just want to know that, you said that the person making the motion must be on the,
or on the prevailing side.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The second has to also be on the prevaThg side, or can
any one second the mot;on?
CHAIR HOKAMA: By rules, it's not stated that you must be on the prevailing side-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --to second the motion. That's why I have recognized the motion.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I would like to thank you
and staff for giving us a summary of the amendments that were adopted on Monday.
I think it's very helpful. You also give us the vote.
And so my question, Mr. Chairman, on this amendment that, in the reconsideration, it
appears that Ms. Baisa was excused when we took this up. She did not vote on this
amendment.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No. The Chair believes that when this was brought up under motion
number, amendment number--hT.Ad 7h one second.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: One,
JR HOKAMA: Nc his was not
The Chai

-)er on

...3e me.

°:ake that point of information and then the, okay. Okay, thank you.

Okay, Member;.
reminded is that Ms. 3E -:S2 aid participate in tI'. vote.
This was under ...7 iend:hent No. 14, which was made by motion from Ms. ArrisTs T.)n,
seconded by Ms. Johnson; and the amendment received nine "ayes."
.

,

-

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I returned by the time that happened.

,
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Anderson, point of information?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, and I, I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, but the same
condition was amended at Amendment No. 1. So it's confusing because Amendment
No. 14-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --basically says the same thing as Amendment No. 1,
the same.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Ms. Anderson, the Chair has received your point of information.
The Chair has made his ruling. I have accepted and received the motion by
Ms. Baisa. You folks are all well aware of the rules of procedure. The Chair has
made his ruling.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Baisa.
CCUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Cha:r.
At that meeting, the representative for Hoono--Honua`ula requested that we
reconsider our vote on this, noting that there would be very, there'd be difficulties in
strict limitations by year, of the number of dwelling units that can be constructed.
I dc Dt support limitation that will ultimatel
Tact the number of affordable housing,
also nown as residential workforce housin inits, that'd be constructed ir given
year.
'-'...:cordingly, I propose that, that limitation apply only to the market rate units. In
addition, I propose that the unit count be considered cumulatively so that, for
instance, if eighty market rate units are constructed in one year, up to a hundred and
twenty could be constructed in the next year, I don't think that we want to put a
limitation on the construction of affordable units since once of the major reasons for
our support of this project is that it will provide affordable housing. And, in my
opinion, the sooner the better.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
And I can also support this change. I think I, I agree with my colleague, Ms. Baisa.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Members, we are discussing the motion to reconsider at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll hold my comments till later.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any further discussion on the motion to reconsider? Having none, all in
favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
JR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes,"
Okay, Members, which means since the reconsideratil
back to where the motion was previously.

s been approved, we are

Therefore, I now would recognize Ms. Baisa.
COU•.aLMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I MOVE TO AMEND THE PRIMARY MOTION SO THAT THE NEW
PROPOSED SECTION 19.90A.020(B) OF THE PROPOSED
DISTRICT BILL READS AS FOLLOWS:
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The number of dwelling units that may be
"B.
constructed in Kihei-Makena Project District 9
(Wailea 670), together with any associated offsite
residential workforce housing units, shall not exceed one
thousand four hundred; provided that, no more than one
hundred market rate units per year, cumulatively,
commencing from Project District Phase I approval, shall
be constructed within the project district, with no
limitations on the number of affordable housing units that
can be constructed each year. Four hundred fifty
affordable units shall be within the project district."
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion to amend made by Ms. Balsa, seconded by
Mr. Victorino, regarding Section 19.90A.020(B) of the project district bill. Ms. Balsa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I think my reasons have already been stated. I just want to re--restate that the
reason for my proposing this amendment is I do not want to see a limit on the number
of affordable housing units built per year.
I think that it is urgent that we begin to construct as many as we can, as quickly as
we can.
Thank you

.

CHAIR )KAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussic

M

Mr. Victorino,

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, as I started to state earlier, that I can support
this.
I thini : affordable housing is one of our impetus as far as this bill, this pra,.•.cf is
concerned and all projects in the future.
,

And I think--I thank Ms. Balsa for putting this together in a form that, for which people
can truly understand, and for which the developer and the public can, can . with
and understand how this is all going to transpire.
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Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Thank you, Ms. Baisa.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.
Members, further discussion on the motion to amend? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
This amendment amends the condition that I put in, Mr. Chairman, that limins--limits
the build out to a hundred units per year. And that was based on all the
representations made to this Council over a two-year period in regards to impacts.
The Traffic Impact Assessment Analysis and the improvements necessary to meet
the impacts were all based on that build out schedule. And as we have a
concurrency requirement in the community plan to have infrastructure in place
concurrent with development, I'm having a real hard time with this because all the
timing for the improvements, the roadway improvements, are already set based on
that build out schedule.
So, of course, we all want affordable housing built as expeditiously as possible. And
I would note that the condition, as stands, does not preclude the 250 affordable units
at the lowest end being built previous to anything in the project district. We have a
condition that allows that.
And those, hopefully, if they can find water, we've been told by the Water Department
there is no water for those units. So it's likely that they'll be building the higher end
f Fr)rdehle housing on their projE site before they even get to the affordable unite
Inv
end; and those are th
nits I'm interested in. Those are the units tha
asidents can affol
-

I'm not happy where it's being placed. I'm not happy that there are three--that they're
in a three-story apartment building. I think our working families want homes to raise
their children in, not apartment buildings. But b. that as it may, as it may, that's
where it is placed, and with majority vote of this Council.
So this condition would allow them to build twice as many and ostensibly, you know,
if they're doing a hundred market-rate units, they've got to do a hundred affordable
units. And if they can't do the lower end because they don't have the water, then
they're going to be building those units within the project district that are 120 percent
and above.
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That means the way this condition is, they can build as many affordable as they want.
That means they could build 450 affordables from 120 to 160, in a price range from
360,000 to 498,500, depending on the interest rate at the time, depending on how
soon it happens, how fast our median income rises. It's now at 70,000, which I think
is unrealistic.
They could, you know, ostensibly, build 550 units. There's nothing in this ordinance
that prevents them from doing all those 120 to 160 affordable units within the project
district as a multi-family project. And you know, cost-effectiveness says that they're
likely to build, you know, a complex for more than, you know, for as many units as
they can at one time.
So this condition says that they could ostensibly build 550 units in a given year, and I
have a big problem with that because our infrastructure cannot absorb it. And it's not
just the widening of Piilani Highway. We have a condition that they, if it sticks, that
they have to do that widening before any major construction begins.
And I think that, that is a safeguard because right now commuter traffic is bumper to
bumper for two hours in the morning, three hours in the evening, every single day in
this corridor.
So I hope that condition sticks and, if it does, then I could live with this because at
least that infrastructure requirement would be met.
But, Members, there are many other infrastructure requirements that we need in
South Maui, including more police officers. We have a third of the police officers that
s! ould have in South Maui for our per capita population, not to mention all the
Deficits we have--and I won't belabor that at this p-i-+ Chairman.
,

as a developer makes
So I have a hard time with this condition, but, you knov%,
representations to us and to the Planning Commission about how they're going to
address impacts, when it gets down to the wire of approval, we have to hold them to
those representations. Otherwise, we're voting for entirely different than
based on. "Oh, well,
what was presented
and what we made
we don't need tc
ate that anymor•
taking care of it." He's
promising us only a 1 1...]ndred units a yea
nd now that promise is being broken.
-

So I can't support this. I'm sorry, IV .
-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much, Ms. Anderson.
Mr. Mateo, followed by--
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Chairman.
I will be supporting the motion on the floor.
In a recent study provided to, to us, in regards to affordable housing needs in, in, on
this island in this County, we currently sit with a two hundred and--two thousand four
hun, two thousand two hundred and twenty-four units short. This is in order to meet
the existing need. In order for us to address that 4,224 units in need, I think we need
to start biting into it at this point.
I support the, the, the motion because it will help us do exactly that. Don't provide a
cap on it at this point, and allow us--allow the opportunity for more affordable units to
be built.
So, Chairman, I'll be supporting the motion on the floor.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo.
Ms, Johnson.
COUNC;120 E!'r 7.7-7..R JOHNSON: Yes, and I, this is a question for Corporation Counsel, with
rega; ::
-Jur residential workforce housing policy. I have it in front of me, but
, AI know it better, Mr. Moto. Is, is the
posal that we're looking at
inconsistent with the residential workforce housing policy? Because I recall that for
every market priced house that
. also allowed to build, or for every affordable
you could build one market price home,
-

And so I'm trying to determine whether or not we are deviating or being inconsistent
with our residential workforce housing policy. And that's my reason in asking,
Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Moto, you have heard the question. Are you prepared to respond to the query
from Ms. Johnson?
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CORPORATION COUNSEL: Mr. Chairman. I didn't prepare before this meeting by going
through the affordable housing policy.
But I know that in, in land use bills, there is no necessary requirement to have a
condition specifically timing these matters. Because even if you did not have a
condition addressing it, it would be addressed by the, by the County Code.
I'm, I'm not aware of something that would, of a provision that conflicts with the
proposed amendment that's being made on the floor.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. And, and the only reason--and what you're saying, I
understand. But because another condition basically that was agreed to by the
developer says that they will comply with all of the requirements under 2.96, so my
question would be, if we're looking at compliance with the residential workforce
housing policy, is it now appropriate if we are deviating from that policy? In order
words, are those two things inconsistent with one another? 'Cause on the one hand,
you're saying, "Yes, I'm going to comply with everything underneath it," and yet if
what we're proposing or what's being discussed is inconsistent with that, I just don't
want to start off on the wrong foot right from the get-go so that's why I'm asking the
question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Moto.
C3F- 7)0RATION COUNSEL: Oh, at, at this time, all I can say is that I'm no
anything in the proposal on the floor that is inconsistent with Chapter 2.96.

-F - e of

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Any further questions or you have the floor for discussion, M

nson?

JNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: N:..
I, I do think though I share some of the concerns
that were raised by Councilm3r. - .er ,Thnderson because when you're looking at a traf-Traffic Impact Analysis Report, and even components of that were not adequate,
when you look at the housing that was constructed or to be constructed outside of
the project district, we don't have any idea how that's going to work in terms of the
flow of traffic in that area, then I look at, you know, potential conflicts in, in what was
actually made a part of their study. All the components were based on a phased type
of analysis. What happens is that you all of a sudden get out of whack.
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I agree with Member Anderson that if the other conditions prevail with regard to these
particular components must be constructed prior to any development, I would feel
much more comfortable with it because then perhaps the Traffic Impact Analysis
Report would not be defective on its face.
But, I, I totally support affordable housing, but I'm really nervous about doing
something that I feel is really not borne out by the information that we've had before
us.
So in, in the spirit of trying to be consistent in trying to look at what we have before
us, I, I basically don't have enough information to make a comfortable decision. So I
will always err on the side of being cautious.
And, at this point in time, I don't have enough information to support the measure.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
I'll, I'll be supporting the amendment. And, and my whole take is that we, we're going
to be providing 250 units for families 100 percent and below median income. But I
always been an advocate for the gap group.
And when you have a gap group where both husband and wife working, you know, 'most instance, they wouldn't qualify for the hundred percent below median incom.
So, for me, it's, you know, providing the housing that is required, not only for the
lowest of e lowest, but also the gap group who are also working families. And if
we're goi to provide affordable housing for this County, we i ta take a real good
stancE
gards to the broadness of what is affordable, wl
up to 160 percent
media
So for me, Cha:71an, you know, I'll be s....;.i)orting Member Baisa's amendment to this
particular cor
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, ..:[ lank you very much.
-

Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You know, last night I had the opportunity to attend an Olinda Community Association
meeting, and we had our Plar.n:ng Director, Mr. Hunt, there. And he refreshed
everyone's memory as far as what regions here on the island have the biggest
demand for affordable housing, and South Maui was second to the Wailuku-Kahului
region.
So apparently there is evidence of the need for housing within this region. And I
know it's been stated earlier about the concerns of the possibility of having more
units put up; but, ultimately, it's going to be the economy that dictates which way the
developer goes as far as how much units he wants to build. If you flood the market
with a lot of homes, the economy is down, then chances are it's going to be slow.
So I'm sure the developer is smart enough to know that if the demand lowers, then
that may have an impact on how much units he would want to build. And so, for me,
I think it's just a matter of priority what we, on the Council, consider most important.
And I'm like a majority of the Members here that feel affordable housing is critical to
this island.
And, you know, you can either want to make a scratch in this housing deficit, which
Mr. Mateo talked about, or you can make a dent. I prefer to make a dent, and I
appreciate the language that's being proposed by Member Baisa, so I think it gives
the developer a little bit more flexibility as to how many units he wants to put up.
So, for me, I'll be supporting the proposed amendment by Member Baisa.
Thank you.
iR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.

Medeiros.
JNCILMEMBER MEDE

ilahak ,

'airman.

Yes, I'll be supporting Member Baisa's motion.
I, I think
cnal—one of the most important challenges for us in County government
is to provide or to increase our inventory on affordable housing, and this gives us an
opportunity to do that. And unless we start to increase our inventory on affordable
housing, we will always remain behind things.
So, I, I think this is an important motion by Member Baisa, and I'll be supporting it.
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Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Any further discussion? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
You know, this is difficult condition not to support because we all support affordable
housing. And if the hundred percent and below affordable housing was included in
the project district, I would vote for this because then there would be a guarantee that
the housing priced in the range that our working residents can most afford, and those
who are most in need, could afford would be guaranteed to be built concurrently with
the market price housing.
But the way the ordinance reads right now, there's no guarantee when those units at
a hundred percent and below will get built. They could end up being built twenty
years from now at the end of the project, just like the Maui Lani Project. We still don't
have the low-end housing that Maui Lani was supposed to provide, and how long
have they had their project district.
The way the ordinance reads, because we've separated the, the hundred percent
and below housing outside of the project district and allowed all the other housing
from 360,000 to 478,000, and again, Members, that's likely to rise as we have seen
the median income rise from 65,000 to 69,900 in one year; in eight years, from
52,000 to 69,900, as that indicator goes up, the price of the housing goes up.

So it's likely that all this housing within the project district is going to be more
expensive than those figures I just quoted. And I don't think, you know, I don't think a
majority, granted, there might be 130 to 170 homes built in the 120 percent price
range. If they were built tomorro) vhile this 70,000 median inc le is still viable,
we're looking at housing at 358,00(
ah, there is a portion of our community that can afford that. But there's nothing
Jarantees that they're going to build that range first. They're more than likely to
build the high-rarge first and go down, which is what all the developers do. That
means the first housing they're going to build is 140 units at 478 and up. You know,
anybody that can afford a house at that price range who lives on Maui already has a
home. Likely, a good percentage of those houses in that range will go to retirees
who have moved to Maui.
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So I don't see any guarantees here that this is going to help our working residents.
And like I said, if the lower range housing was included in the project district, so for
every hundred market rates they do, they've got to do a hundred affordables at a
hundred percent and below until they reach two hundred and fifty, which is the
requirement, then I'd say go for it.
But all we're doing is allowing them to build the high end first and as many as they
want, ignoring what the impacts would be to the infrastructure and the services in
South Maui, and no guarantee they're going to go to Maui residents.
So that's why I can't support this, Mr. Chairman. As it stands now, we are doubling
the build out in this condition with no end in sight on how--I mean we could be tripling
the build out because of the way the condition is written.
And, you know, I represent South Maui. I have to go to bed at night wondering and
worrying when our infrastructure is going to be concurrent with our current demands.
We're nowhere near it, so we're just adding more burden of impact on the residents
of South Maui with no controls in this condition. And so that's why I can't support it
even though, of course, I do support affordable housing. I want to see that low-end
housing done first, not in ten years, not in fifteen years. There's no guarantee when
it's going to happen.
You know, we heard from the Water Director. We're at least three years away of any
potential additional water that could service this project at Kaonoulu. And it's
probably much longer than that based on discussions I just had last week with staff
and with the Director.
Thank you, Chair,
CHAIR HOKAMA Thank
.

An
say "aye."

yru

Member

f the r

COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, JOHNSON, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR MATEO,
/-D
/ CHAIR HOKAMA,
14

CHAIR FiC.); (AMA: Opposed, say "no."
,

NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON AND JOHNSON.

ease
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the motion passes. We have seven "ayes"; two "noes",
Ms. Anderson, Ms. Johnson. The amendment moves forward.
We are back to the main motion as amended.
The Chair asks you to now refer to your February 13 communication from Mr. Molina.
This is regarding the grading on the project district bill proposal. The Chair
recognizes Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
I, I MOVE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE VOTE ON THE
MOTION TO AMEND PROPOSED SECTION 19.90A.030(A)(3) OF
THE PROJECT DISTRICT BILL.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion by Mr. Molina, seconded by Mr. Pontanilla, to reconsider
the motion amending project district bill, which deleted language in
Section 19.90A.030(A)(3). Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
Based on the comments made by the applicant regarding the language relating to
grading, I would ask for the Members to reconsider this, this matter, and then have a,
a vote to consider the, amending the proposed condition.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank y
further discussic the motion
of the motion please sz "3ye."
AYES:

3onsider? Okay, havin

C:,̀.. ., .:NCILME3:HRS ANDERSCJ, BAISA,
4:EDEIROS, iVOLVA, PONTANILLA, VICTOR:NO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
- ,

CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.

all in favor
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried regarding reconsideration.
Members before I recognize Mr. Molina, I'm going to take a short recess regarding
procedure. Please stay in the chambers subject to the ca.: of the Chair.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 9:40 AM., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 10:00 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall reconvene this Council meeting.
Members, the Chair will make a ruling at this time. I've been made aware of a
procedural issue that the Chair wishes to correct. Therefore, the current motion of
reconsideration by the Chair will be ruled out of order.
We are currently, the Chair will state that the current and appropriate status of where
we currently are is now we need to vote on the motion to amend as amended. Okay,
you need to follow me because although we don't do this very often, the first vote you
took was the, this question of reconsidering previous action voted on Monday. The
second vote was on whether or not we would amend, which took us back to the point
in time of Ms. Anderson's proposal. Ms. Balsa's amendment was to replace that
proposal.
Therefore, now what is before you is that motion as amended, the proposal, and we
need to vote on that whether or not we're going to accept it or not accept it as part of
the project district ordinance. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSf._. -I: Point of r*..rmation, Chair.
nHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
1NCILMEMBER ANDERSON
you
Ms. Baisa's, not the one that Mr. M

g about the first
loing right now?

CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERS . okay, thank you,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So yoJ've heard the Chair's ruling on the matter. Any questions
to the Chair regarding the ruling? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Do we have to dispose of Mr. Molina's?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Didn't we vote for reconsideration already?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair has ruled that all out, as out of order.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I see. Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So what is before you now is the revised or replacement
secondary motion, and so that we can move now on the primary motion to amend,
which is Ms. Baisa's language.
Okay, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, that motion passes nine-zero, Mr. Clerk.
The Chair will now recognize Mr. Molina. Mr. Molina, please.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Chair.
I MOVE POP RECONSIDERATION OF THE VOTE ON THE
FEBRUi
.1 2008 MOTION TO AMEND THE PROPOSED
PROJE(
RICT BILL, WHICH DELETED THE LANGUAGE
IN PRO )SED SECTION 19.90A.030(A)(3), AND REPLACE IT
WITH THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE, FOUND IN SECTION
19.90.020(A)(2), MAUI COUNTY CODE:
"Minimal grading of the project site shall be encouraged
in order to retain the existing topography and natural
drainageways."
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we are now--the Chair recognizes Mr. Molina's motion to
reconsider, seconded by Mr. Pontanilla.

This is the amendment regarding 19.90A.030(A)(3). Mr. Molina, on the motion to
reconsider.
COUNCL.MEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would hope the Members reconsider this matter based on comments made by the
applicant with regards to the language on grading. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion on the motion to reconsider? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You know, this was a condition--this is a condition that currently runs with the land. It
was adopted by the Council in 1992 for the specific reason to retain the existing
rolling topography and natural drainageways.
The current conditions says, "Minimal grading of the project site shall be encouraged
in order to retain the existing rolling topography." Those are qualifying words. And
Mr. Jencks wants us to take out "Minimal grading," and take out "in order."
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, and, and I, I, and I understand, you know, you just--I just wish to
explain to the Member that, you know, we, we have a gray area between the
reconsideration parameters of the discussion of this motion versus the language that
Mr. Molina is proposing to replace, yeah, so I wot.. 1,1 if.
INCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, we're on the yob

)nsideration?

CHAIR )KAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, I'm sorry, Chair. I thought we voted.
CHAIR HCK

No, that was all ruled out of order .

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, I'm sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: . . finishing up procedurally, Ms. Baisa's revision.
Okay, any further discussion on reconsideration, Members?
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We shall retain decorum with each other also.
Okay, we're on the question of reconsideration. All in favor of that motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, motion is carried.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And for the Members' information, it will help maybe clear things up if they follow
along the February 13 memo that I sent to you, Mr. Chairman and all the Members,
related to the grading proposal.
I MOVE TO AMEND THE PRIMARY MOTION TO EXCLUDE THE
PHRASE "MINIMAL GRADING", REPLACE IT WITH THE WORD
"GRADING", AND DELETE THE PHRASE, "IN ORDER", SO THAT
PROPOSED SECTION 19.90A.030(A)(3) OF THE PROJECT
DISTRICT BILL READS:
"Grading of the project site shall be encouraged to
retain the existing rolling topography and nah
drainageways."
IR HOKAMA: Okay, I have a motion-COUNCILME v.:E:ER PONT/ LLA:
.

SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --with no second, it's going to die.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
SECOND--SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Seconded by, okay, the Chair recognizes a motion by Mr. Molina,
seconded by Mr. Pontanilla. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And, again, the proposal is just basically to remove any potential vagueness and
difficulties with interpreting this particular matter, and to basically administer, admin-difficulties with administering the term "minimal" because everybody can look at one
particular word and make different interpretations. So I would hope that this proposal
might help clear any potential difficulties with interpreting, should this matter ever
come up in the future.
So, again, it could be viewed as housekeeping, or it could be viewed as something
else. But I just throw out this proposal based on some of the concerns expressed
with regards to the potential difficulty of interpreting.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and, and, actually, you know, and, and, and I
undrst.?nd the purpose of this. But, actually, for me, it troy changes the meaning
of tho ole section to say, "grading of the project site s -mcouraged." Well,
maybe there's areas that shouldn't be graded at all.
_Dtally changed the
meaning.
So if anyone reads this, we're advocating that areas that maybe v
appropriate for grading at all would be graded. So I would go bac
language that exist with the c ent ordinance.
And I can't support this because, for me, it, it totally changed the meaning.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Ms. Anderson.

)e
original
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
I don't know. Maybe Mr. Jencks thinks we're like Burger King, where you can have it
your way.
You know, this, this language that's being amended is currently deeded on the
property. The Council before us saw fit to put this language in. It was vetted by
Corp. Counsel, and Mr. Jencks now thinks "minimal" is too vague.
I think you can find "minimal" in the dictionary. And the way that the, the ordinance
now reads is even more vague, or rather the amendment: "grading of the project site
shall be encouraged to retain the existing rolling topography." Well, what exactly
does "encouraged" mean? We ask him, "Please"?
I mean they've taken out "in order to retain", and put "encouraged to retain." This is
even more vague. I, I don't see any problem in keeping the language the way, the
way it reads now because it's very specific in that, "Minimal grading of the project site
shall be encouraged in order to retain the existing rolling topography." Now we're just
encouraging him to do it.
So 1 will not support this, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion by the Members? Mr. Molina,
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.
I think if we look at the language, the word "encouraged" was already in the original
proposal, so the word "encouraged" is not being taken out. So just wanted to make
that clear.
But, again, that's something up to the body. And, you know, we've all experienced
attorneys and other parties trying to interpret, you know, language. So, again, I think
in just--it's a, it's a possible way to clear up any future difficulties with interpreting
language. So, again, it's up to the body how they want to go with the language.
But, again, too, what is the definition of "minimal"? I mean, you know, I mean how
much? So it's a perfect example right there and then, you know. People have
difficulties with interpreting certain words at the same time.
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So it, it kind of goes both ways, Mr. Chairman. So how you interpret one word may
be different from how I interpret one word. So either way we go, Mr. Chairman,
there, there's always going to be someone out there who might have a different
interpretation of semantics.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Any further discussion on the motion to amend? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
Yeah, the word "encouraged" is currently in there, but it's followed "encouraged in
order to retain." You take out "in order to retain", and you, you completely wipe out
the qualifier in this condition, which the original Council who adopted the, the
ordinance that currently runs with the land, intended.
So, you know, "encouraging him to retain" is not the same as "encouraging in order
to retain."
And we have, Members, major drainage problems in South Maui, major runoff
problems. And the least amount of grading, the minimal amount of grading that is
done, the better, because, I, I, you know, I'm going to bring this up again. Our reefs
in South Maui are being devastated by injection wells and runoff. And if we don't
want to put controls in to stop that, then shame on us. And by taking out the "minimal
grading" and "in order to", just really makes this condition meaningless,
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Would I be able to ask a question of the Department at this point regarding this
information?
CHAIR HOKAMA: If it is within the parameters of the motion on the floor, Mr. Medeiros, the
Chair will allow that.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman, and you guide me if you feel it's
not within the parameters.
Mr. Deputy Director, because we're talking about grading, whether it's just grading or
minimum grading, on the project site, what would the inspectors allow as far as
grading?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Miyamoto, are you prepared to respond to the question?
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Yes, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Proceed.
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: In reviewing the, the proposed bill here that's
defining 19.90A, there are design guidelines for the buildings of--that will be
occupying this development. They have building height restrictions. So whatever
grading that, you know, so long as they stay within that building height, then the
grading would be permitted. So if they, you know, the grading and the building that
they're proposing for that site has to meet that building height parameters. So, so
long as they stay within that parameter, I think the grading will be permitted.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And, Mr. Deputy Director, they do submit a request for a
grading permit, and they do provide the Department with plans on what their grading
will incorporate?
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr. Deputy Director.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, just to clarify what Deputy Director was saying.
If you were to have the language before you which said "minimal grading" versus
"grading", would there be any difference in how you administered or your individuals
who would be issuing the grading permits, would there be any difference in how you
issue the permits, with the difference in the language?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Miyamoto.
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
That would be, I guess that would have to be related to what the proposed use of the,
the area that they're looking at grading is also going to, that's being proposed. For
example, if they're grading a parking lot, you know, where there is no particular
building height restriction, so the, the concern that you would have is how much
grading are they going to do.
From that point, we would look at the, we would have to look at the drainage report to
see how, how the proposed use and the drainage report would, would work together.
You know, you wouldn't allow them to cut a parking lot and have a low-lying area,
then somehow have to figure out how to get that to the, the natural drainage.
So it's, it's not just on the grading that we would look at, but also the proposed use of
that land that we have to evaluate and the proposed drainage master plan and how
that would, how they would handle the increased drainage--the incremental increase
in drainage and how they would tie that back into the existing drainage on the
property.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, but, I, I guess what I'm trying to get from you is a
sense of if you, on a particular project, are reviewing what the ordinance says, would
it make any difference to you if the word "minimal" were inserted in the way that you
analyzed what was permissible on that particular site, as opposed to just straight
grading?
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: I guess for, for, for us, the, for example, if, let's
say there was a, a, like you're saying, a, a rolling topography, and I guess the
concern is if they were to cut the top of that rolling topography to put in a parking lot,
is that considered minimal or is that considered significant grading?
You know, at this point, it's a real judgment call to be honest. And we would have,
we would look a the bigger picture, how drain--how, how is the drainage going to
work; and what other proposed landscaping. It, it's a big picture look that we take,
tend to look at, rather than just specifically just at the grading in, in specific.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And, and I guess, you know, and maybe you're not
able to give me an answer, but what I'm trying to get is a sense of whether or not the
language that is placed in the ordinance has any bearing on your actions. If you're
saying it has no bearing on your actions, then I have my answer.
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: It certainly has. I mean, you know, like, let's
say you have an open space. We certainly wouldn't want to see major grading in
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open space. You know, we, we would want to see that tried to, as minimally as
possible, to, to keep it as, in its natural form as possible in open space areas.
You know like, let's say, you're going to have a natural, a walk, a walking path. You
might have to do some grading in that, a minimal amount of grading in that area to
provide a, a safe walking path through that area. Whereas, you know, it, when there
is proposed development and when there's just something that's going to be tried to
be kept natural, that's where minimal would apply, in those types of open areas.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and, and that's where I'm going because for me to
understand, you know, because sometimes we're criticized for giving no clarity, if
"minimal" is inserted, I just want to understand, does that give you further guidance
as to what the wishes of the Council would be?
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Yes, it does.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Mr. Molina. Okay, wait, just to let you know, Members, by the rules, you have two
opportunities to, to provide comments. Whether you use it for questions to support
the motion on the floor, you have two opportunities. So once you have your two,
unless it is a procedural question to the Chair, the Chair will rule that you have had
your two opportunities provided by rules. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Point of information, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Just, just a moment.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It's more just a question of clarification from the Director, the Public Works Director.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Before I recognize you, then I, I will recognize the, the point of
information by Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just what Mr. Molina is about to do, I'm wondering even
though we've both spoken on the amendment-CHAIR HOKAMA: Twice.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --twice, does that preclude us from asking a point of
information from the Director to clarify statements he made to Ms. Johnson's
questions?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair will consider a point of information request. And, again,
Members, it is to receive a response of a question that you must pose, without the
narrative prior to the statement of the question or, or after the response of the
question. Okay. That's how the Chair is going to rule and proceed on the matters
before the body today.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Mr. Molina, you had a point of information?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, again, it was more just to ask to Director, to clarify
some of responses he made to Member Johnson.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you.
If I could ask the Director, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Miyamoto, so, I guess for me, in your responses, I'm trying to determine whether
the word "minimal" makes a difference or not. And, initially, in your first response, it
would seem to me, the way I interpret it--here we go with that word again--I interpret
your comments as being "maybe", "maybe not."
So should the original language then, that we're trying to change right now, to
remove the word "minimal", should that be left in and made even more specific then,
because you're talking about depending on what the applicant is going to grade,
right? It all—there's these different variables you have to consider. So it depends.
"Minimal" may fit in; "minimal" may not fit in.
So I'm trying to get a handle on this. So should we then instead add to the minimal
grading some additional specifics in there, or can we just, you know, look at what's
being proposed to amend, to remove "minimal"? Because you're, you're basing your
determinations on what the applicant comes to you with to get their permit, right?
Depending on what they do.
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So please help me understand if--does it make a difference whether we could keep
the word "minimal" in there or, or not?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr, Director,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
For the, because there is a golf course on this proposal also, this might give, the, the
word "minimal" might give the, the applicant guidelines in how that, that design of that
golf course would certainly be crafted. Because you're, you're looking to try and
retain the existing topography, that rolling nature of that area and the existing
drainageway. So "minimal" grading, you know, could help them--would provide them
some guidelines as to how much leeway they, they can modify the topography for
that golf course.
When it comes to the buildings and parking lots, there's other guideline--design cri-criteria in the, this bill that gives them the guidance and that sets the boundaries for
them. So you sort of work from the back, the top end down, like the building height;
and based on what you're proposing for a two-story building, you would work down
and then you see how your grading would formulate. So "minimal" does, it provide
the applicant some guidance as to, you know, on certain things that they, that it
would apply, like the golf course, open space, parks.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: But, but other things, "minimal" would not make a difference.
So, so I mean, my, my point is wouldn't it be at the time, you know, you guys are the
experts with determining grading parameters, not us. So at the time the Director
goes--oh, the Director--the applicant goes before you for the permit, then you guys
tell them that minimal grading or not, right? So you guys make that determination,
not us here on the Council.
So I guess my point is I'm still trying to determine whether "minimal" is needed in this
term or not because you guys, you guys are the ones that's going to tell the applicant
that. Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So, anyway, I just want to make that point as to why I'm still
not clear on this, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Ms. Anderson
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Miyamoto, projects of this size generally do mass grading. So, if the language,
"in order to retain the existing rolling topography and natural drainageways", if the
language "in order" is taken out, and it just says "encouraged to retain", then your
interpretation on a mass grading permit could be changed as to whether or not how
much they could retain the existing topography, how much they could fill in the
natural drainageways, if "in order to retain" is removed, and replaced with just
"encouraged to retain"?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Director.
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: For our review, I mean we're looking at their
proposal. And certainly mass balancing is a, is a criteria that the applicant will use to
justify their grading.
But given the language, you know, there are certain--he, he would have to adhere to
this language, so he would have to try and use minimal amount of grading, try to
retain the topography. So a lot of that, you know, this will set up how he designs the
property, how he sets, you know, his, his designers will develop the land. So this
gives him the, the information he needs to try and get that, the design of it to comply
with.
So whatever you decide here--I mean the mass grading, I mean, that's certainly not a
con, concern of yours when it comes to, to developing the land. It's certainly the
developer's because of the cost, but you set the criteria and then he has to work
within that criteria to make the development . .
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, and so my question to you, Mr. Miyamoto, is if we
change the language to say "encouraged to retain", that is less specific and strong
than the word "in order to retain." So when you read this, as you're giving them their
mass grading ordinance, if it just says "encouraged", then are you in a weaker
position than if it said "in order to retain", in issuing the grading permit, that you could
set parameters on, on whether or not they can grade off the top of a, a hill or fill in a
drainageway, like they did at Maui Lani?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Director.
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: I guess that's, that would be a question, you
know, we're going to, we would have to pose to Corporation Counsel, to be honest,
how, how restrictive that, that language is. And we would ask for an interpretation
before we went ahead and accepted it to ..
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so you think the language, the word "minimal" is
stronger than the word "in order to", based on what you just told Mr. Molina and
Ms. Johnson?
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: We would, we would have to ask, request a
interpretation from Corporation Counsel, to be honest.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, Mr. Chair, if I could direct the question to Corp.
Counsel.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Moto, are you prepared to respond to the question?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Sure.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Moto.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Let me make the general observation that words in an
ordinance are usually always important and depending on the context, some words
are more important than others.
And since we're dealing with the project district ordinance that's being proposed to be
amended here, I'll make another observation, which is, in general, because the
County, to my knowledge, has never had a, a very exacting law governing grading
and filling, meaning a law that goes into a lot of specificity as to how much you can
grade, what you can fill, how much fill you can put, etc., etc., because we've never
had such a law, any provision like this is going to have some ambiguity or vagueness
attached to it.
The other observation make is that when I compare the two wordings of this, then,
if the question is, does it make a difference, I'm thinking to my mind, it does.
The, the original wording which, which uses the "Minimal grading of the project", that
version, I would say the ambiguity of that provision there works to the disadvantage
of the, of, of the developer, Honua'ula Partners, because if, if, if that wording is
retained, more than likely, they're going to, they, and the County that is issuing
permits, will have to struggle over the term "minimal grading"; and whether the
proposed grading that's planned for the project will, in fact, retain existing rolling
topography and natural drainageways. And if not, then why not?
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Or the, the proposed rewording, this, that's the subject of the amendment, quite
frankly, I think eliminates some of that disadvantage to the developer and makes it
less likely that they will be accused of grading in a way that does not retain the
existing topography. And, quite frankly, I think that's something that we're very
honest in saying that that's the reason they wanted to see it changed.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Moto, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
Any other Member wishes to have their opportunity to speak on the motion to amend
the primary motion? This is a secondary consideration.
The Chair will just state that I am not going to be supporting the motion. I have
always had issues regarding grading and filling. I look out of my window every day
and I see one example of bad grading and filling, just adjacent to this County
Building.
So I were you, I'd really look at those two areas, Members, because it's going to-well, you decide for yourselves, Members.
Any further discussion on this motion? If not, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, MEDEIROS, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR
MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON, AND
CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, this passes with six "ayes"; three "noes", Ms. Anderson,
Ms. Johnson, and the Chair votes "no." The motion passes.
Now, we're back to the primary motion to amend. Any further discussion? All in
favor of the motion please say "aye."
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AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, MEDEIROS, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR
MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON, AND
CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have one, two "noes", three "noes"--Anderson, Johnson, and
Chairman vote "no."
Okay, let us move forward, Members. We shall take up Mister, we should go to now
the change in zoning bill, Members, the proposed ordinance.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, point of order.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You gave us the order for the project district, if you could
give us the order that you will be taking up the amendments for the change in zoning,
I think it'd be very helpful, especially for those of us who have proposals.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
One second, please, Members.
Okay, the Chair in--plans to take up the, this order regarding the change of zoning
proposal. The first one I plan to take up is the one from Ms. Anderson, which is
regarding the Piilani Highway, Members; then the Chair will then move on to the
consideration from Mr. Medeiros regarding the wastewater treatment; from there, the
Chair intends to move to the proposal from Mr. Molina regarding the bond
requirement; and then number six would be Ms. Anderson's proposal regarding bond
requirement. Number seven after that would be the proposal from Mr. Molina
regarding energy systems. And then, finally, the last one would be from
Ms. Anderson regarding the conservation easement map. That is the order that the
Chair is taking up the matters.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, my apologies, but when I heard you read
off the first one.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Which is mine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I was having a very hard time because I had misplaced
it. Now I've found it. If you could just give me just the topics in, in order again, I
would appreciate it, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, once more, Members, we are now moving to the conditional
zoning proposal. So the order will be Anderson, Piilani Highway; followed by
Medeiros, wastewater considerations; followed by Molina, bond requirement;
Anderson, bond requirement; Molina, energy systems; and, finally, the last is
Anderson, conservation easement, will be the order that we shall take up the
following.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair intends to work this portion of the meeting till
11:00 a.m., then we'll take a recess, Members.
Therefore, the Chair is happy to recognize Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
I will be moving for reconsideration of my motion to amend Condition No. 2(A), in
order to address Mr. Jencks' concerns with the terminology, "construction"; and then I
will be amending that motion with specific language to exclude "grading" . .
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, thank you, Chairman.
SO I MOVE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE VOTE ON MY
MOTION TO AMEND CONDITION NO. 2.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Chair recognizes a motion of reconsideration made by
Ms. Anderson, seconded by Ms. Johnson, and this is specifically regarding to
Condition No. 2(a) in Exhibit "B", and in Exhibit "2" of the change in zoning bill.
Discussion on the motion, Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, further discussion on the motion of reconsideration? Having none, all in
favor of the motion, please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Based on the comments made by Mr. Jencks, he was uncomfortable with the
terminology "construction" that's in our current amendment. And so I address that
because it is our, it was our intention to allow for grading. So that as the, urn.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson, you need to make a motion first, please.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, I need to make a motion. Sorry, Chairman. Okay.
I MOVE TO AMEND MY PRIMARY MOTION TO ADD A COMMA,
FOLLOWED BY THE PHRASE, "WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
GRADING", AT THE END OF THE NEW SECOND SENTENCE.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson, seconded by

Ms. Johnson, Members, will amend the primary motion to amend to add a common,
followed by the phrase, "with the exception of grading", at the end of the new second
sentence.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Condition No. 2(a) would then read as follows: "Upgrade Piilani Highway from
Kilohana Drive to Wailea Ike Drive, to four lanes of traffic. The improvements shall
be completed prior to the commencement of any construction on the site, with the
exception of grading."
Again, Chair and Members, this follows policy in the Kihei Community Plan, which is
attached to this memo, and specifically states that on page two, Members, of the
justification sheet: "Require adequate interregional highway capacity, including the
widening of Pi'ilani and Mokulele Highways to four lanes, prior to the construction of
major projects south of Kilohana or mauka of Pi'ilani Highway," which this project
definitely qualifies for. So I would ask for the Members' support.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
Members, on the motion to amend, discussion? Okay, with none, all in favor of the
motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
We are now back to the primary motion as amended.
Further discussion, Members? With none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."

NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried with nine "ayes."
Thank you very much, Members.
Please now direct your attention to a proposal made from Mr. Medeiros to you, the
Members, regarding Condition No. 17 in the change of zoning bill.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
And I would just like to have the Members direct their attention to my memo, to you,
Chair, and the other Members, of February 13, 2008, and the subject:
"WASTEWATER REQUIREMENTS; RECONSIDERATION OF CONDITIONS IN
WAILEA 670 ZONING BILL".
MR. CHAIRMAN, I MOVE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE
VOTE ON FEBRUARY 11, 2008 MOTION TO AMEND
CONDITION NO. 17, AS SET FORTH IN EXHIBIT "B", AND
EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN
ZONING BILL. THAT MOTION DELETED THE PHRASE,
"CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN, AND/OR PARTICIPATE IN THE
OPERATION OF A PRIVATE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FACILITY AND THE SYSTEM THAT ACCOMMODATE THE
NEEDS OF THE ENTIRE KIHEI-MAKENA PROJECT DISTRICT
9"; AND ADDED LANGUAGE SO THAT THE REVISED
CONDITION 17 WOULD THEN READ:
"That Honua'ula Partners, LLC, its successors and

permitted assigns, shall construct a wastewater
transmission system from the project site connecting to the
headworks of the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility.
The transmission system shall be sized to allow full build
out of the project, an additional 2,000 homes which may be
developed between the project site and the Kihei
Wastewater Reclamation Facility.
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"Honua'ula Partners, LLC, its successors and permitted
assigns shall also construct a reclaimed water system from
the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility, including
required internal plant improvements, capable of producing
and transporting 3,000,000 gallons per day of R-1 water.
Honua'ula Partners, LLC, its successors and permitted
assigns, shall utilize, at a minimum and subject to
availability, the volume of reclaimed water equal to the
amount of raw wastewater generated by the project."
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, I have a motion to reconsider made by Mr. Medeiros, seconded by
Mr. Victorino. We are under discussion. Mr. Medeiros, further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No, no, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Members, further discussion on the motion of reconsideration? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Point of clarification, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, Mr. Medeiros does not intend to make any further
amendments? He just wants to delete the amendment that we made on Monday,
and allow the condition to revert back to it, as it was originally stated?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair would not be able to answer that question at this time
because the question is whether or not we wish to reconsider it at all.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, that's why I'm asking 'cause I don't know if I want
to reconsider based on that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, so, you, you, you have his proposal, and you must-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. I , I.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --just take what he has presented, Ms. Anderson, as part of his
communication to the Members.
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Okay, Members, any further discussion on the motion to reconsider? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, and my apologies, Mr. Chairman, but, you know,
we just got all of these this morning, so it's kind of hard to take it all in on the fly here.
But, it, it, it looks to me that he's just deleting the language that we added and that
the condition would then revert back to as it was originally. And I can't support that,
Mr. Chairman, and so if I vote "No" on the reconsideration and it passes, then can
speak to the amendment that may follow?
CHAIR HOKAMA: You would then be able to speak on a succeeding motion, if it is made.
Yes, every Member has that opportunity by our rules.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Urn-hum. So, you know, I just--I, I can't support this,
Mr. Chairman, for reconsideration because in statements that were made on
Monday, and I may reiterate when we go to the motion to amend.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Stick with reconsideration .
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: The reconsideration.
I, I cannot support the reconsideration.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Members, any further discussion on the motion before you? Okay, with none, all in
favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, MEDEIROS, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR
MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON, AND
CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, three "noes"--Anderson, Johnson, Hokama. Motion passes.
Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Is, do I have the correct understanding, Mr. Chairman, that being that my motion was
successful, the Council would now vote on the primary motion to amend?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And do I need to make a motion to that effect?
CHAIR HOKAMA: We are back to the original proposal and, therefore, you would need to-what is now before you is we go back in time. We roll the clock back, and we are
now where we were with the proposed amendment as currently stated in front of the
body. That is what we have allowed by this approval of reconsideration.
So what is before you is the question of whether or not to adopt the proposed
language that currently exist, that is what is before the body.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I'm, I'm not real clear on this, Mr. Chairman, because if,
since the motion to reconsider was successful.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Does it then go back to the amendment that we
discussed or voted on in the February 11 meeting?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So what is before you, as I said, if you rewind the clock.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Urn-hum.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Rewind the tapes, what is before you is the motion as Mr. Mateo made it
on the, behalf of the Chair. That is what is currently before you, that question.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Mr. Chairman, I, I'd ask for your indulgence in a
short recess.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. The Chair will grant Mr. Medeiros a short,
five-minute recess.
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(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:47 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 10:56 A,M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall reconvene the Council meeting after a recess requested by
Mr. Medeiros regarding procedure.
Members, this is how we are going to move at this time. First, so you are clear on
the status of where we are, there is a main motion as amended. There is then a
motion currently made by Mr. Mateo, on the Chair's behalf from Monday's meeting, to
amend Condition No. 17.
So what is before you is that motion to amend the main motion as amended. Okay,
so it's like Mr. Mateo has just presented the consideration. That is what is before
you, okay.
So if there's no other motions, we are going to now vote on whether or not we are
going to agree with what was presented by Mr. Mateo, or we are not going to agree
to what Mr. Mateo has stated.
Okay, so there's going to be discussion, I know already from various Members
indicating it, but that would disrupt the schedule that the Chair had intended to follow
for today. Therefore, this Council shall stand in recess till 1:00 p.m., this afternoon.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:58 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:02 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall reconvene the Council meeting of February 8, 2008.
Okay, Members, what is before you is a motion to amend the main motion as
amended. Is there any further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
The amendment to the main motion is the amendment that was provided us on
Monday, February 11, which is that Honua'ula Partners, LLC, its successors and
permitted assigns, shall construct a wastewater transmission system from the project
site connecting to the headworks of the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility. The
transmission system shall be sized to allow full build out of the project and an
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additional 2,000 homes which may be developed between the project site and the
Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility.
Honua'ula Partners, LLC, its successors and permitted assigns, shall also construct
a reclaimed water system from the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility, including
required internal plant improvements, capable of producing and transporting
3,000,000 gallons per day of R-1 water. Honua' ula Partners, LLC, its successors
and permitted assigns, shall utilize, at minimum and subject to availability, the volume
of reclaimed water equal to the amount of raw wastewater generated by the project.
Is that the amendment that we are now voting on?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct, Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Just a clarification on what we're voting on.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. No, that, that is where we are after the affirmative vote on
reconsideration.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I just want to be crystal clear as to what I'm voting on. This gets a little confusing.
Also, more so since we had a lovely recess. Thank you for that also.
So this amendment is, is the motion. If we vote yes, what happens; and if we vote
no, what happens?
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you vote yes, it, the, the result is it will be the same as Monday. This
will be the condition. And if you vote no or if a majority of Members vote no, then the
condition would be as it is presented in the committee report's ordinance proposal.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any further questions or discussion on the motion before you?
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr, Chair.
And I apologize there's no cover letter with this. But as a result of an earlier condition
that had run with this particular property, I, I asked some questions. And because I
wasn't around when this particular issue of the wastewater and the original approval
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in 1992 of the project had been completed, I wanted to understand why there was a
condition regarding the wastewater, and why it was stipulated in the 1992 document
very clear.
And so I had the opportunity to visit with Ms. Lucienne deNaie, and she was able to
provide me--and this is what you've been handed out, Members--information that
when the original Environmental Impact Statement went out, the reason for the
wording of the condition regarding wastewater was a direct result of the Department
of Health position. And, you know, if you look at the documentation, its the
Department of Health. Also there's a communication from Bruce Anderson, Deputy
Director for Environmental Health, and then also a communication from Mr. James
Leonard who was with PBR Hawaii. Essentially, the concerns expressed in this
particular documentation are, and, and I'm just going to read this for the benefit of
getting it on the record.
It says, and this is in regard to the Wailea, Kihei-Wailea Wastewater Management
and specifically this project:
As a result of the meeting of May 9, amongst the respective staff, we
aware of the limited flow capacity of existing Kihei Wastewater
Treatment Plant and pending developments in Kihei-Wailea area.
Due to the heavy concentration of development and vulnerability of
coastal waters in this area to environmental degradation, we are
taking this opportunity to express our grave concerns regarding the
wastewater management problem the County of Maui is facing that
must be addressed.
I am sure that you agree that regional or sub-regional wastewater
systems operated by the County of Maui are the best wastewater
management alternative for this area.
To this end, we hope that the County is expeditiously implementing
the necessary treatment works to accommodate the planned
developments. The proliferation of small, private wastewater
systems would not be in the best public interest. Thus, construction
of sub-regional wastewater systems where major development is
being proposed would be an environmentally sound alternative.
In view of the gravity of this situation, the Department of Health will
not approve of any development in the Kihei-Wailea area unless
connection to the County sewers is possible until an acceptable
wastewater management strategy is submitted
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And that's submitted by John Lewin, M.D., Director of Health, State of Hawaii,
Department of Health.
Essentially, the communication that is being transmitted at that point in time, while
this is a snapshot, the conversation we had the other day, and under the questions
that were being asked of our Wastewater Division, would seem a direct departure
from this particular concern.
I raise the issue because at this point in time, I believe that I have seen nothing to the
contrary. There has been no major policy decision that the Council has made
regarding this particular subject.
So I support, as a result of this documentation and also because I think it begs the
greater question of which direction does Maui County go, I support your proposal,
Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Further discussion on the motion as, as presented before you?
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
And I think it bears repeating some of the comments--sounds kind of tooting my own
horn here.
I will repeat some of the comments I did make on Monday when we adopted this
unanimously, aside for Ms. Baisa who was not in attendance.
To me, it, it basically is fulfilling the commitment that was made all along by this
project from day one. And I like the idea of the transmission lines providing the
opportunity for Wailea 670 to use some of the waste effluent that is currently be
inject--being injected into the substrate, which the plumes from wastewater injection
have been found to negatively impact the nearshore waters and are a direct scientific
connection to the loss of our coral reefs.
Its very alarming. I mean I think it's more than alarming. How can I put this? It's a, I
think it's criminal that we have allowed, in the last ten years, Mr. Chairman,
50 percent of the coral cover along the shoreline in South Maui to disappear,
disappearing because of extensive algae growth that is promoted by the nutrient from
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the wastewater plumes and also, you know, the loss of fish, which is another
devastating problem that we have. The reef fish are not there in the abundance that
they used to be to eat the algae.
So any step that we can take to stop this trend, we must take it now. In the absence
of a Sewage Disposal Analysis, which was required as part of the application
requirement for this project, you know, we're left with a lot of unanswered questions.
Mr. Jencks has not provided any quantitative information on how his private
wastewater treatment is going to operate, how much waste effluent will have to be
injected. None of that. And, but we do have scientific knowledge on what's
happening to our reef systems.
And I did, actually, review the minutes of the meeting that we had when we had the
Division of Aquatic Resources and folks from the Hawaii Coral Reef Initiative come
and speak to us in the Water Resources Committee. And there is a clear connection
from the injection wells to the degradation of the reef system, and they attribute at
least 40 percent of the nutrient load that is impacting the reef system to the injection
wells.
So, and if we are only reusing 30 percent of our R-1 water from the wastewater
treatment plant, that means were injecting 70 percent of it. And with the proposal as
it stands, this would allow Wailea 670 to take some of that 70 percent effluent that's
being injected and use it for irrigation purposes.
And, you know, it's still an unknown how much, how long it will be before the brackish
wells that they intend to use for their golf course irrigation will become too brackish,
and they will have to sweeten it with something else in order for it to be viable for use
on the golf courses. That's another unknown--a total unknown because they have
not pumped the wells to any extent in order to make that determination,.
So, you know, I think absent scientific information, absent the analysis that we should
have been provided, that it's our responsibility to err on the side of caution.
And, you know, all we've heard is, you know, a couple of people's opinions. I didn't
see any hard data. The only hard data I've seen is the data that we've got about the
degradation of our reef system.
And the promises that were made in, you know, in writing by this developer back in
April of '06 when this first came before the Land Use Committee in the last term,
Mr. Chairman, Land Use Chairman Robert Carroll sent a letter to Wailea 670 asking
them for more information about specifics that were unanswered at the time.
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And one of the questions that he asked them is whether or not the project would be
willing to agree to the conditions already placed on the project by the unilateral
agreement approved October 19, 1992. That unilateral agreement, of course, is all
we--as we all know, was to give them entitlement to build two golf courses, and I
guess a clubhouse and a Little League facility on 402 acres.
One of the conditions, again, Members, currently running with the land is that they
will connect to the, to the Kihei Wastewater Treatment Facility. So in response, this
letter is from Wailea 670, Mr. Jencks, April 6, 2006. One of the conditions was, "Fair
share of development and funding for wastewater and effluent transmission
improvements."
Mr. Jencks responded, "We agree to participate when a structure for", collecting,
"collecting such fees is in place." We already have that structure, Mr. Chairman. It's
in place; it's part of the County Code.
The other condition was, "Connection to the Kihei Wastewater Treatment Facility."
Mr. Jencks answered, "We agree to connect and the system will be designed to do
so."
So you know, it's all about keeping your word, keeping your promises, and so I'm
going to support the condition as it stands because we, we need to hold the line,
Mr. Chairman. And we need to, I think, show respect to those Councils that went
before us and saw this as a need.
Again, as I presented on Monday, when the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility
was upgraded at the tune of $8 million to all the rate users, it was with the idea that
the added capacity would be available for projects such as Wailea 670, and that they
would pay their fair share of their sewage assessment fee when they were ready to
go online. And, Mr. Jencks, in '06, said he'd be willing to do it; and now he's not
willing.
That raises a lot more questions in my mind, and so--about a lot of things, because
we want to be able to be sure that the decisions we're making here on, on behalf of
the people of Maui County are backed with some assurance that the representations
that had been made to us that we based our opinions are on going to be followed
through with, and that's what this condition allows.
Thank you, Chairman.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Members, further discussion on the motion before you? Okay, if not, we're going to
vote. All in favor of the motion please say "aye."
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Aye.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, how many "noes."
Mr. Mateo is "no"; Ms. Baisa is "no"; Mr. Medeiros is "no"; Mr. Molina is "no";
Mr. Pontanilla is "no"; and Mr. Victorino is "no."
So we have three "ayes", six "noes"; the motion to amend fails.
The vote was as follows:
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON AND
CHAIR HOKAMA.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BALSA, MEDEIROS, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR
MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, let's move forward.
Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
WITH THE SUCCESS OF THE RECONSIDERATION AND VOTE,
I WOULD LIKE TO MOVE FOR A SECOND RECONSIDERATION,
MR. CHAIRMAN.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: One second, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Mr. Medeiros, the Chair will recognize your motion to reconsider,
seconded by Mr. Molina. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. And, and my motion to reconsider is a
reconsideration of the vote on February 11, 2008 motion to amend Exhibit "B", and
Exhibit "2" to Exhibit "C" of the proposed change in zoning bill, which deleted
Condition No. 16, relating to Sewage Disposal Analysis, and renumbered the
subsequent conditions accordingly.
Since we are now with the previous reconsideration and vote back to Condition 17, I
think it is important that we reinstate Condition 16, relating to Sewage Disposal
Analysis.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
Further discussion on the motion to reconsider, Members? Okay, with none, all in
favor of that, this motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BALSA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, motion carries.
Okay, Mister—no, let me see. That means we are back to where it was prior, prior.
Okay, I hope you guys know where we are 'cause I do.
Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
YEAH, I, I, I BELIEVE, AND CORRECT ME IF I'M WRONG,
MR. CHAIRMAN, BUT SINCE THE, WE WENT BACK TO
CONDITION NO. 17, WHICH REQUIRES THE DEVELOPER TO
CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN, AND/OR PARTICIPATE IN THE
OPERATION OF A PRIVATE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FACILITY AND SYSTEM, IN THIS RECONSIDERATION, I
WOULD LIKE TO PROVIDE THAT WE ALSO REINSTATE
CONDITION NO. 16, RELATING TO SEWAGE DISPOSAL
ANALYSIS.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We have a motion made by Mr. Medeiros, seconded by
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Point of order, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State the point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Could we have somebody, Mr. Medeiros or somebody
read the condition into the record, so those watching and listening know what we're
talking about and voting on.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That will be done after the Chair states the motion before you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The motion is to amend Exhibit "B", and Exhibit "2" to Exhibit "C"
in the change of zoning ordinance relating to Condition 16, a Sewage Disposal
Analysis. That is the motion.
Okay, recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 1:24 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:42 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall reconvene this Council meeting,
Okay, Members, bear with each other. This is not easy procedural process and it s
not a normal procedure that we are doing. So stay with the Chair. We're going to get
through this--hell or high water, we are going to get through this.
The Chair will rule that the motion to amend made by Mr. Medeiros is out of order,
therefore, where you are regarding the main motion as amended is that there is the
question before you that was presented by Mr. Mateo on Monday; and that motion
was to delete No, 16, okay, after the reconsideration that has just passed preceding
the recess.
So the question is, do we delete No. 16? If you vote "yes", we delete it, which is what
we did on Monday. If you vote "no", 16 remains as part of the conditions of the
change in zoning ordinance proposal.
For those that need to be aware of what is Condition 16, Mr. Clerk, will you read it for
the assembly.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Sixteen:
"That Honua`ula Partners, LLC, its successors and permitted assigns, shall provide a
Sewage Disposal Analysis that has been reviewed and commented on by the State
Department of Health, the State Department of Land and Natural Resources, the
County Department of Environmental Management, and the County Department of
Water Supply prior to Project District Phase II approval. The Sewage Disposal
Analysis, along with reviews and comments, shall be submitted to the Maui County
Council for review and the project shall be subject to additional conditions or
amendments by the Maui County Council if warranted by the Sewage Disposal
Analysis."
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Members, are you clear where we are and what the motion on the
floor is all about? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. I believe Mr. Mateo was the maker of this original
motion.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. If, if Mr. Mateo simply withdraws the motion, would
this achieve the same result, if you accept the withdrawal of the motion?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, at where we are currently and how we're running, the Chair
would not recognize that.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay. All right. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Point of clarification, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: This original mo--motion, as just read, was an
amendment that I put on the conditions many months ago. And the reason
Mr. Mateo amended, moved to delete this condition on Monday is because we had
adopted the previous condition that now no longer exist, which made the Sewage
Disposal Analysis a moot point.
So I just wanted to clarify that, and then I will yield. I would like to speak to the
motion after there's someone--if, if anybody else wants to speak, I, I'll yield.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Mr. Mateo, any discussion?
Okay, thank you very much, Members. You have heard the Chair's ruling and the
status of what is before you. Discussion? Okay, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I have a question, Mr. Chair, for Corp. Counsel on
this.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your question.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, and, you know, just very briefly. I'm not going to
get into this to any extent until after we get through with the conditions.
But the, the Wailea 670 project, now that they are doing a private onsite wastewater
system, they have triggered the requirement for an EIS. And that when there is a
trigger for an EIS, Chapter 343 states that the EIS, the final statement for the EIS
must be accepted as a precedent to any commencement of any action.
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So my question to Corporation Counsel, this condition reads that the Sewage

Disposal Analysis, which should have been done and presented to us in the
application but was not, must be done prior to Project District Phase II approval. And
as, as the condition further reads, that means once they get the Sewage Disposal
Analysis done, it has to go out for review and comment by the various agencies
listed, then it comes back to the County Council for our review and the project will be
subject to any additional conditions or amendments that the Council feel is
warranted.
So my question to Corp. Counsel is with this condition as it reads, does that mean
that Wailea 670 would have to do their EIS for the sewage treatment plant prior to
submitting it, prior to Project District Phase II application or approval?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Moto, are you able to respond to the question from Ms. Anderson?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Mr. Chairman, I'll give some preliminary comments.
And I guess the short answer to the question posed just now is, no, not necessarily; it
depends. And let me explain that.
First, one would have to address the question, Is an EA or EIS necessary at all for
this proposed private wastewater system?" I cannot give you a definitive answer on
this because I did not do the full work that would be necessary to answer that
question.
It is true that Section 343-5, which is the section of the Environmental Impact
Statement law, does treat as an action or, or trigger, as that word is used colloquially,
that section does say that Environmental Assessments are required for actions that-and there's a paragraph that says, "Propose any wastewater treatment unit, except
an individual wastewater system or wastewater treatment unit serving fewer than fifty
single-family dwellings or the equivalent."
Well, the private wastewater system that's proposed for Wailea 670 is going to
undoubtedly serve many more than fifty units, so, on its face, this might apply.
However, one would have to check to see, see if the original, what's an open
question to my mind, is whether the EIS that was done, I'm assuming in conjunction
with the community plan amendment that was being considered at the time back in
the 1980s, whether it covered this subject or not.
That, that's not something I can answer for you today. I just don't know the answer
for that.
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So there would be that threshold question, "Is, is an EA/EIS required at all for . . . for
this proposed private wastewater system?" It, it, there's a, it looks like it--one might
be required, but I can't say for sure at this time.
The, the next question that might come up is, "At what point in time is this EA,"
assuming for the sake of argument that one is required for the wastewater system,
"When would it be required?"
I can say one thing definitely. It is not required before you decide the zoning issue
that's before you today. In other words, none of these Environmental
Assessment/Environmental Impact Statement questions prevent you from voting
today on the subject agenda item. You're not under any constraint, or order, or
judgment that prevents you from taking whatever actions you want to regarding
Honua' ula.
It is, be--because I was not involved in the crafting of the Condition 16, I'm not
entirely clear as to what the Sewage Disposal Analysis entails. It is possible that an
EA, if required at all, could be done in conjunction with that.
I want to point out also that I'm not neces--even though I'm here today answering
your questions, I'm not necessarily the, the officer or person who will make the
determination as to what, what is the best answer, because we might also have to
seek out the position of the Department of Health and the Office of Environmental
Quality Control on these issues.
So, you know, I can give you whatever thing, offhanded comments I can today, but
that doesn't necessarily that, that will be the final determination.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Moto.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to leave it at that, except to
make one clarifying statement to Mr. Moto's discussion. And that is--and I and I, I do
have the 1988 EIS. And the final method of treatment and disposal of wastewater
generated by the proposed project was not determined within the EIS, and, in fact,
several alternatives and disposal methods were still under consideration.
,

And, and it's stated in the EIS that several alternative treatment and dispo--disposal
methods are still under consideration, with the final determination expected to be
made by the County. That's us.
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So just leave it at that for now, because I do want to discuss, once we get through
the conditions, a, a couple of concerns I have with that, Mr. Chairman, because.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, let's stay on the motion at this time, please.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

stay on the motion, Chair.

And I will be supporting this motion because, you know, again, this gives us at least
some option once the Sewage Disposal Analysis is done, to make any additional
changes that might be necessary to protect the nearshore waters and to
downgrading it, folks, where this project will be.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
We are under discussion. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. The motion, as I understand it, is to delete
Condition 16.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So I will be voting against the motion to delete, because I
believe that it's important to have this wording in as a protection.
1 share
Councilmember Anderson's concerns, and
leave it at that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
Further discussion? Okay, Members, if you vote "aye", you're voting to delete
Condition No. 16. If you vote "no", it is so that the condition as existing remains. Are
we clear? Okay, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, all opposed, say "no."
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, motion fails; nine, nine "noes."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Point, point of information, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: When you make a motion, can you also vote against your
own motion? And it's just a procedural thing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And normally the answer is no, but the Chair will rule that on this vote,
the Chair will allow Mr. Mateo to vote in the contrary. That is the Chair's ruling.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I believe that concludes Mr. Medeiros' communication. Yes,
believe it is so.
Let us move to number five, Members, which is from Mr. Molina, regarding the bond
component or bond condition.
Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to make the Members aware of a February 13, 2008 document to you and the
Members of the Council.
WOULD LIKE TO MOVE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE
VOTE ON THE FEBRUARY 11, 2008 MOTION TO AMEND
EXHIBIT "B", AND EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE
PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL, WHICH ADDED A NEW
CONDITION, AS FOLLOWS:
"That, pursuant to Section 19.510.050(E), Maui County
Code, Honua'ula Partners, LLC, its successors and
permitted assigns, shall provide a bond in a form
acceptable to the Maui County Council or a cash deposit
in an amount as will assure compliance with these
conditions of zoning. Such bond shall be posted at the
same time the Unilateral Agreement and Declaration for
Conditional Zoning is recorded with the Bureau of
Conveyances or the Land Court of the State, as the case
may be.
The failure to fulfill any condition of zoning within the time
limitations specified or, if no time limitation is set, within a
maximum of five years from the effective date of this
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ordinance, may be grounds for the enactment of
ordinances to restore the zoning to the previous zoning
district or initiate a claim on the bond.
And that is my motion to reconsider, Mr. Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have a motion to reconsider made by Mr. Molina, seconded by
Mr. Victorino. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And this motion to reconsider is based upon some of the comments made by the
applicant, and we did get this proposed condition on Monday and we had a lot on our
plates, and I guess, well, I'll just speak for me. And I think upon trying to look at both
sides of the issue, I would like to ask for this consideration to consider discussing
further this proposed condition and considering a possible revote on this matter,
Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Molina.
Discussion on the motion to reconsider, Members? Okay, having no.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I, I'm sorry, but I do have a technical concern, and
that-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --and that is that I also have a mo, a motion, an
amendment on the floor that will be brought up just following Mr. Molina. And my
amendment will be to keep the, the condition as adopted and, adopted Monday, but
to amend it with some clarifying language to meet the concerns that were addressed
by Mr. Jencks.
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And so what I'm trying to figure out here is, and as best as I can tell from the, from
the memo that we received from Mr. Molina, is that he, his motion to reconsider
would be to reconsider the actual vote on Monday.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So if the vote is to--if the, the vote ends up being to
delete the condition, the bonding condition that was adopted, and then, then my
motion or my amendment that would follow that for reconsideration, it seems kinda
convoluted because I don't understand how we could reconsider the condition that
was voted on Monday, if Mr. Molina's vote does away with that condition.
So if I could get some guidance on how to handle that, because I don't want to step
all over his motion, and I don't really know how to do this because my condition or my
proposal is to amend the existing condition.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I understand. I'm just thinking which way the Chair should approach.
Well, the Chair could do a parliamentary class right now or we could take a recess.
You know what, let--let's just do a recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:00 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:05 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall reconvene this Council meeting.
Members, what is before you is a motion to reconsidered--to reconsider, excuse me,
by Mr. Molina. Any further discussion on the motion? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman, just for clarification.
So the vote to reconsider, if that passes, that nullify the nine-zero vote that occurred
on February 11. Am I correct?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct. And then the question still remains before the body
whether or not--well, it wouldn't nullify the, it just brings us back to the question of
whether or not we want to retain it or not. That's the, the motion to reconsider just
allows that consideration be brought back to the floor. Yes, it--the, the motion of
recon--doesn't make an action of, of the condition by itself.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Just brings the question back to the floor.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
Any further discussion? Okay, having none, all in favor of the motion please say
"aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BALSA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
We are now back, Members, and this is regarding the subject of bonding, back
before you prior to a vote. And so what you do have before you is the proposal as
originally presented by Ms. Anderson. That is the question before you as it was
presented on Monday. Okay, that is the status of where we are on this conditional
zoning bill proposal. Okay, so discussion/revisions? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I MOVE TO AMEND THE PRIMARY MOTION TO ALLOW FOR
THE BOND TO BE PROVIDED IN FOUR FIVE-YEAR PHASES,
WITH THE BOND FOR THE FIRST PHASE POSTED AT THE
TIME THE UNILATERAL AGREEMENT AND DECLARATION FOR
CONDITIONAL ZONING IS RECORDED, AS SHOWN IN THE
RAMSEYER FORMAT ATTACHED IN THE MEMO OF
FEBRUARY 13, 2008.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the Chair recognizes a motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson,
seconded by Ms. Johnson, which would now add an additional, additional language,
Members, as presented. Instead of one bond, she is now providing her motion, four
different bonding phase, five--phases in five-year periods.
Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, would, would you like me to, you know, I
apologize. I should have probably read the last paragraph in my memo. Would you
like me to restate the motion?
CHAIR HOKAMA: You don't have to-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Or you think its sufficient.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --restate. The, the motion is accepted, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You can speak or--to the motion, or you may read, if you wish, exactly
how the condition would read.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
I will, just for the purpose of those who are with us today, that the amended motion
would read as such:
"That, pursuant to Section 19.510.050(E), Maui County Code,
Honua'ula Partners, LLC, its successors and permitted assigns,
shall provide a bond in a form acceptable to the Maui County
Council or a cash deposit in an amount as will assure compliance
with these conditions of zoning. Such bond may be provided in four
5-year phases, with the bond for the first phase posted at the same
time the Unilateral Agreement and Declaration for Condition Zoning
is recorded with the Bureau of Conveyances or the Land Court of
the State, as the case may be.
"The failure to fulfill any condition of zoning within the time
limitations specified or, if no time limitation is set, within a maximum
of five years from the effective date of this ordinance, may be
grounds for the enactment of ordinances to restore the zoning to
the previous zoning district or initiate a claim on the bond."
You know, Mr. Chairman, in reading this, I recognize that I should have amended that
paragraph that I just read. So I will, and I don't know if it's appropriate at this time, to
amend my amendment. But the intention would be to strike that last paragraph in its
entirety because it, it, it is already called out within, because the amendment that I'm
making is allowing them to do the bonding in phases, and so I think if we keep this
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maximum of five years from the effective date of this ordinance as a time limitation,
when they have a twenty-year build out, I think is, you know, an error at this point.
And this provision of the last paragraph that I just read, Members, is already part of
the County Code. So I don't think it's necessary, Mr. Chair, and if I could ask for a
friendly amendment.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, wait. Hold on.
The Chair's ruling is the Chair will not accept any more amendments, friendly or
otherwise. This is already the second amendment, okay, and we do not go beyond
the second amendment. So we'll take it up at this time. If this amendment, motion to
amend is adopted, then the Chair is happy to consider a housekeeping comment
made by Ms. Anderson, okay, but it's dependent upon the motion before you and the
outcome of this vote.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And so if I may speak to the motion to amend.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: We all received yesterday a letter from Travelers, written
to Mr. Jencks and signed by Mark Benson from the Seattle, Washington office of
Travelers Bond and Financial Services.
And I thought it was interesting some of the comments that were made, specifically
that, "The overall nature of the total permit requirements for Wailea 670 are much too
great for a bonding company to consider. It's unreasonable to assume that any
bonding company would be able to willing to provide such a bond."
Well, I thought it was unreasonable to assume that this was correct, so I did some
homework and called several bonding companies on Oahu, Mr. Chair. Excuse me.
And I spoke with three different principles from three different companies who told me
that, this one gentleman's been in the business, the bonding industry for thirty-five or
thirty-one years, twenty-five of those years spent on Maui, and he complimented this
Council, Mr. Chair, for being a smart Council. Because he says his bonding on this
island is stress free as opposed to Oahu. But he told me that bonding of this size is
fairly common, and that they do it all the time on Oahu. He also told me that if the
developer can't bond the project, you sure--we certainly should not be giving him any
entitlement; and that you really don't, at this level of bonding, you don't really need
construction plans to make estimates.
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Mr. Jencks has already given us estimates. Mr. Miyamoto, Mr. Taylor, all gave us
broad estimates.
I was told that it's not the amount. They give bonding in several hundred millions of
dollars all the time. What it is, is the length of the project. And because this is a
twenty-year build out, he said the way that they normally do this is they, they do the
bonding in phases. It's called "parcel bonding."
I've passed out to the Members, excuse me, an e-mail that we received this morning
from Mr. John Junk, who's President and Managing Principle of Jack Wolfe
Insurance, and they do bonding of this nature all the time on Oahu. And I spoke with
him late yesterday afternoon, and he had a doctor's appointment for the rest of the
afternoon and promised me that he would get this to me in the morning, which he did
do. And it just reiterates what I have already said, and that the way to do this kind of
bonding is in phases so that the first quarter of the project is bonded. And once they
fulfill that, that phase, than they can rebond for the next phase.
And it's up to them to decide what they're going to do in each phase. So, it's not our
job to figure out how they're going to develop their project, Mr. Chairman.
You know, there are so many variables involved here, variables in the condition,
variables in market conditions, and the great word, "flexibility" that Mr. Jencks has
wanted all along, so he's got the flexibility. It's up to him to decide what he's going to
do in the first five years of this project and provide the bonding to assure us that he
will fulfill the conditions that we have attached to this zoning that would be applicable
in each phase of the project.
And so that is what the condition addresses, Mr. Chair, and I hope the Members can
see the value in this. After all, it is a requirement, Members, of the County Code, that
such conditions shall be set forth in a unilateral agreement running in favor of the
County, acting by and through the Chairman of the County Council; and that the
Council may, may require a bond in a form acceptable to it or a cash deposit from the
property owner or contract purchaser in such amount as will assure compliance with
the conditions proposed pursuant to this section.
And that's why I feel that it's our fiduciary responsibility to make sure that we have a
bond on a project this large with so many infrastructural requirements, so many
unanswered questions, and such a long term for build out.
Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Further discussion on the motion to amend? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. And I, I think when we look at bonding--and I, I'm
sure that Mr. Victorino, because he's dealt with insurance also--there are many
different types of bonds. There's performance bonds, surety bonds, construction
bonds. And, generally, they're based on the ability of the individual or the company
that's moving a project forward.
If Lehman Brothers is still the backing entity for this particular development or a
consortium, they have so many more options than we do.
There are many companies that actually form captive insurance agencies which
handle their own coverages.
So, for me, if a company is proposing a development of this scope and, obviously,
with the tremendous expenditure of funds to date, if they don't have the ability to
secure this type of bond, then I don't know who would.
I believe it's not impossible. I believe we have had other circumstances that have
come up where people perhaps do not have that kind of financial backing, and
maybe that's why today, we are left with a lot of requirements that were conditions of
zoning that have never been fulfilled, and we have nothing that is going to enable us
to compel any developer or a company that has since long left our island to complete
those requirements. So we see it all the time.
I believe that the prudent thing to do for our taxpayers is to assure them that the
promises and the commitments that are made by anyone coming here to this island
to do a project over a long protracted period of time with this much expenditure of
capital, and there's some massive capital improvements that are required, they
should certainly be able to assure us and the community and the County at large that
they have the ability to fulfill those requirements. If they cannot, then they should not
be granted the zoning.
So I will be supporting this.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
Is there any further discussion, Members? Okay, with none, all in favor of the motion
please say "aye."
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Aye.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, who's the "no" votes? Mr, Victorino, Mr. Pontanilla, Mr. Molina,
Mr. Medeiros, Ms. Baisa, and Mr. Mateo. Okay, we have three "ayes", three--six
"noes", the motion to amend does not pass.
The vote was as follows:
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON, AND
CHAIR HOKAMA.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, MEDEIROS, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR
MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we are now back to the motion that currently exists before you. Is
there any further discussion? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I want to thank
my colleagues for the reconsideration of this to have the discussion on this particular
condition.
After Monday's occurrence, and along the with comments, I, I, it was good that we
had the recess 'cause it gave, for myself, a time to analyze this consideration here to
impose this condition on the applicant.
I, I've been on the Council for a little over seven years, and 1 have not seen any prior
approval or applicant that received land use entitlements, a, a bonding condition
imposed on them.
And there was one very major project in South Maui that you may recall,
Mr. Chairman, and probably Mr. Mateo, as well as Member Johnson, and, of course,
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we talk of the Seibu consideration that passed out of Committee, but never made it to
Council. And I did a little research. There was no bond condition imposed on that.
So for me, it, it, I look at it as a matter of principle. And while, if this is a policy that
this body would like to adopt to apply conditions on future applicants for land use
considerations, then maybe we need to have that discussion, a full, open public
discussion to get maximum public input before we consider adopting a policy like this.
But with this consideration at this point, it seems like we're moving along and making
a policy along the way. So it, I, I just find it troubling that it may be perceived as
maybe discriminatory against the applicant without having full public input on this.
So for me, I, I just thought about it really early, and I just, at this point, cannot support
the condition upon, you know, taking into consideration all of, you know, if we're
talking about, in terms of being consistent with all applicants, then, we, this term,
we've approved several land use considerations, but we've not imposed a bonding
requirement on those applicants.
So the question would arise then, why are we imposing this condition on this
particular applicant, and we didn't impose this condition on others? So it will be left
out there.
If, if we adopt a policy, it should be broad--the big guys, as well as the little guy,
Mr. Chairman. So it's just a matter of philosophy. That's the way I look at it. So as
far as the condition itself, I, I cannot suppo--support it this time around.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Further discussion? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. In other situations, I did propose bonding, however, 1
was outvoted. And the reason that I did propose bonding on some of those projects
is for essentially the same reasons, that we don't have a lot of our infrastructure in
place right now because of past performance by other very well intentioned but
perhaps undercapitalized companies.
While this company may be in a better financial predicament, I think if we're going to
impose bonding, it should be on a project that is going to be doing this type of
infrastructure improvement. It should be on a company that has the financial
wherewithal to do it. And, personally, I believe that the bonding requirement has
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been blown out of proportion because this is not a construction bond, And we
require construction bonds all the time. If you read the paper, you'll see them.
So, for me, obviously, if we don't put in any kind of hook, it will be the taxpayers who
are on the receiving end of that hook; and that's what I find really not fiscally
responsible, in my view. That's why I have proposed it on other projects, but I did not
get the support that was needed in order to make it a condition.
So it's certainly not for lack of trying, Mr. Chairman. And with all due respect, I don't
believe that this is an impossible situation.
Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Further discussion, Members? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman.
You know, the policy has already been adopted. There's no really policy to discuss
because it's already been adopted by a previous Council, and it's in the County
Code, And the purpose of the bonding is to ensure that the conditions are fulfilled.
And if they're not fulfilled, the County can then initiate a claim on the bond and get it
done.
So, you know, to me, again, fiduciary responsibility to make sure that the conditions
attached to this very large project are fulfilled. And the reason, in my opinion, that
this is different from other things that we've dealt with is because it's such a large
project. There are so many unanswered questions. It happens to be a project
district. Many of the finite details of this project will be worked out after it's long left
these chambers, and we will have no say in Phase II, in Phase III Project District
approvals.
So, to me, the bonding is sort of like a, a guaranty that the conditions that the Council
has imposed will happen in a timely manner. So I don't think that, you know, there
needs to be any kind of policy discussion. The policy's already been adopted.
And the reason this project deserves the bonding as opposed to a smaller project is
because simply its size in its twenty-year build out, and all the unanswered questions
as to when things might happen.
It's still--this project could conceivably not even start for ten years, Mr. Chairman,
because there is a condition in here that says precedent to any market rate housing
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being constructed, they have to do the 250 affordables at Kaonoulu. And the
question as to whether there will be any water available for them is a big question
mark for them to start that.
So that's why I think the bonding is important. I don't think we're singling them out. I
think they've singled themselves out by taking on such a large project, you know, in
one big fell swoop. So, you know, there's nothing that said they had to take twenty
years to do this, but that was their choice. So that's why I think the bonding is
important, and I'm sorry that the other Members can't see the value in it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Ms. Anderson.
Further discussion, Members?
The Chairman will explain his vote for the record.
One, I'm going to support the proposal. Two, this is not, in no way does the Chair
view this proposal like the Makena proposal--very different, Members. They did,
besides the talk, they did the walk. They built the wastewater treatment plant. They
paid and participated in the Central Maui Joint Water Venture to develop potable
water. They built the roads prior to the project; and that is why I view it very
differently. A company that does the walk, versus a company does the talk.
And, again, it's--we'll see how this turns out, if it turns out, Members.
Okay, you, well, that's another discussion. I was going say, but if you want to really
compare, look at the conditions that was placed on Makena.
Ms. Johnson for your second and final time.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. I just wanted to make certain that we're all on the
same page, because the motion that's under consideration is to remove the bonding
requirement. Is that correct?
CHAIR HOKAMA: No. The motion before you is whether or not you wish to retain the
language that Ms. Anderson had proposed on Monday. That is what is before you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay. I guess I just stated it backwards.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We—the motion that was defeated was the motion to amendCOUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: To amend.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --which added the additional language of four 5-year phases for,

regarding bonding. Okay, that was defeated.
So what is now back before you is the question of whether or not, by a "aye" vote,
you retain the condition as it currently stands. If you vote "no", then you delete-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --the condition as proposed by Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Because when I read Mr. Molina's proposal, it
seemed that he wanted to, I guess, repeal that particular language. That's the way I
interpreted it. So thank you for clarifying.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I, because, no, don't get confused between the two memos, now,
okay.
What Mr. Molina did was bring the question back, and the Council passed it with the
affirmative vote on the reconsideration.
Before Mr. Molina could then make any other motions for consideration, we took up
Ms. Anderson's motion to amend. That motion to amend, so you can understand, it's
a secondary motion.
Now we are back to the primary motion of amendments,
Okay, are you clear on what you are being asked to vote on, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Just so that--I have refrained from asking too many
questions because I thought I'd learn more by listening, but, in this case, I really want
to make sure I'm clear with this.
If we vote against this amendment, this does not eliminate the need for a bond as
called for in the Maui County Code?
I'm sorry to ask you that question.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: No, no, no, no. That's all right. That's an interesting question. Okay.
This vote, by eliminating, okay, if you vote "yes" on this, the language that
Ms. Anderson has stays as a condition of zoning. If you vote "no", it is not part of the
conditions of zoning.
But it does not mean that the applicant/property owner must, can--let me, how can I
say it? It still requires the applicant and the property owner to still fulfill whatever is
required by the existing Maui County Code.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Point of clarification.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: There's nothing in the County Code that requires
somebody to bond a project.
If they want to get final subdivision approval done before they put in their
improvements, including the improvements that we're asking for in here, they can get
a subdivision bond for each section of subdivision that they're going to do. They're
obviously going to do this in increments.
So the, the, if they want to get final subdivision approval which allows them to sell the
lots before they've done any improvements, then they have to get a subdivision bond
just for that subdivision, not for any of the conditions that we have here--just for that
subdivision.
So that's the only thing in the County Code that currently allows for bonding, and it's
to the advantage of the developer, not to the advantage of the County, because
normally you don't get final subdivision approval unless you do the improvements on
the ground,
So by doing away with this condition, you're not, you're not gaining anything as far as
protection that these conditions will be fulfilled because the bonding, at that point,
would be up to the developer. If he wants to get subdivision approval without doing
the improvements, all he's got to do is put up a bond for that one specific subdivision,
then he can sell the lots and put the improvements in at his leisure.
Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Are you ready to vote, Members? Okay, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Aye.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed say "no."
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:

No.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

No.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

No.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the Chair believes Mr. Mateo, "no"; Ms. Baisa, "no"; Mr. Medeiros,
"no"; Mr. Molina, "no"; Mr. Pontanilla, "no"; and Mr. Victorino, "no"; so the motion fails
with six "noes."
The vote was as follows:
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON, AND
CHAIR HOKAMA,
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, MEDEIROS, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR
MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. I think we're done with both Ms. Anderson
and Mr. Molina's.
Okay, let us move to Mr. Molina's proposal regarding energy.
The vote was as follows:
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON, AND
CHAIR HOKAMA.
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS BA1SA, MEDEIROS, MOLINA,
PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR
MATEO,
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Members, I'll make note of a February 13, 2008 document to you and the Members,
related to the energy systems for this proposal.
I'D LIKE TO MOVE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE VOTE ON
THE FEBRUARY 11, 2008 MOTION TO AMEND EXHIBIT "B",
AND EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT "C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE
IN ZONING BILL, WHICH ADDED A NEW CONDITION AS
FOLLOWS:
"All energy systems for all residential units shall be
designed and constructed to meet all applicable
ENERGY STAR requirements established by the Climate
Protection Division of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency in effect at the time of construction.
For purposes of this condition, energy systems shall
include all hot water systems, roof and attic areas,
outside walls, windows, air cooling systems, and heating
systems.
"All residential units shall be equipped with a primary hot
water system comprised of a conventional solar panel
hot water system, or a common multi-unit system at least
as energy efficient as a conventional solar panel hot
water system, sized to meet at least 80 percent of the hot
water demand for the respective units.
"All air cooling systems and all heating systems for
laundry facilities, swimming pools, and spa areas shall
make maximum use of energy efficient construction and
technology."
And it is my motion for reconsideration, Mr. Chairman.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the Chair just recognizes the question of reconsideration at this
time, made by Mr. Molina and seconded by Mr. Victorino. Okay, you heard that the
Chair is again ruling I'm only recognizing the motion to reconsider first. If that
passes, the Chair is open to another motion.
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Questions on the reconsideration, Members? Mr. Molina, any further discussion
points?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no further discussion, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Members, any further discussion on the motion to reconsider? Okay, having none,
all in favor of that motion, please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "nay."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That motion is adopted.
Therefore, what is before you is the amendment as originally proposed, I believe, by
Ms. Anderson, and the question of whether or not you wish to adopt the proposal or
not. Mr, Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I WOULD MOVE TO AMEND THE PRIMARY MOTION TO
DELETE THE PHRASE, "COMPRISED OF A CONVENTIONAL
SOLAR PANEL HOT WATER SYSTEM, OR A COMMON MULTIUNIT SYSTEM", FROM THE SECOND PARAGRAPH.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have a motion to amend made by Mr. Molina, seconded by
Mr. Victorino, to delete the following language: "comprised of a conventional solar",
pana, "panel hot water system, or a common multi-unit system". That is being
deleted from the mo--from the proposed condition by the motion made by Mr. Molina.
Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And the rationale for this consideration is we, we live in a era now where technology
is just coming along so fast, and it's really hard to keep up. I think .4 not specifying
certain types of systems in, into this condition, it would give the applicant a little bit
more flexibility to look at other technologies down the road. Because if this proposal
or the application moves forward, we don't know how long before the first house will
be constructed. It's a guessing game as, as to how many years.
And who knows, down the road, we may get some type of new invention along the
way that may be even better than what's--we have here currently. If I could
analogize this with cell phones. I mean five or six years ago if you would have told
me you can take pictures with your phones, I would have thought, "Yeah, right." But
look how fast that has occurred. So I see this along the same lines, this technology
as, as far as, you know, energy efficient systems for homes. That could be, that
seems to, in my opinion, parallels that of the evolution of cell phones. So we could
be seeing some type of new energy efficient systems. And, and like it states in the
condition, they would have to meet all the ENERGY STAR requirements and deal
with the Environmental Protection Agency.
So rather than restrict the, the applicant's options, and by taking out this language, it
gives the applicant a little bit more flexibility to look at something that quite possibly
could be more feasible and maybe possibly more efficient than what currently exist.
So I just throw that out there for the Members' consideration. If the Members feel
that they would rather just keep it the way it is, then so be it. But my feeling, personal
feeling is provide more opportunity, more flexibility for the applicant to look at
other options way down the road that could occur.
Thank

vni

Mr. Chairman

HAIR HOK!
Members, any further discussior

Or, Mc
'

notion to nend? Ms. Anderson.

ANDERSON: Yeah, I just would like to ask a point of clarification if I
COUNCILME
might, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'm just wondering if since Mr. Molina is providing this
amendment and it was a request of Mr. Jencks, I'm wondering if Mr. Molina has any
discussion with Mr. Jencks that could give us some idea as to what would be, what
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would be an alternative that instead of solar power, if Mr. Jencks indicated to him
anything along that nature.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that question.
First, the Chair will ask if Mr. Molina will yield and respond to the question.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sure. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you, Member
Anderson, for that question.
No, I didn't have prior discussions with Mr. Jencks about this consideration.
I'm just, for myself, looking down the road what may be out there in the future that
there may be something more efficient along the way. And with the current language
in there, it may be somewhat restrictive as to what can be put in the homes. So I'm
just looking at maybe let's provide the applicant a little bit more options to consider.
And as long as it meets the ENERGY STAR requirements and that of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, I guess the sky's the limit with this as far as
what the applicant can put in, and so long as it meets these requirements and it's
feasible for future homeowners.
So that is my nexus or rationale for this. But if the body would like to keep it the way
it is, then, then so be it. So that is my, you know, rationale for maybe expanding this
a little further, providing more options.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
Ms. Anderson,
MEMBER ANE

ink yo

airs

HOKAMA: Okay, than
Members, any further discussion on the motion to amend made by Mr. Molina?
Okay, having none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS BAISA, JOHNSON, MEDEIROS,
MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR
MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is, okay, we have one "no", Ms. Anderson. Motion passes.
Okay, therefore, we are now back to the primary motion of, to amend. Further
discussion, Members? Okay, having none, all in favor--yes, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So now we're going to adopt the condition with the
amendment?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is now the question before you. Do you wish to now include the
revised condition made by Mr. Molina to be now part of the conditional zoning
ordinance? That is the primary question before the body.
Further discussion? With none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HO - "4- !./1A: Opposed, say "no."
.

-

NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried.
Oka
Okay, we

)s care tl

-

up Ms. Anderson's proposal regarding conservation easement.

And the Chair will announce to the Members that at 3:00 p.m., the Chair will be
calling a recess, at which time I am considering to have Mr. Mateo take over the
rostrum for whatever balance of the meeting the Chair sees fit.
Okay, with that, Ms., Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair, I need a very brief recess to locate the
amendment. Oh, here it is. Thank you, Joyce.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1:.o, this isn't the right one. It's the one on the conservation easement amending the
map. Thank you very much, Ms. Johnson.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Do you need time, Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: No, I'm okay now. Thank you, Chair.
Yeah, the, the conservation easement that we adopted, Mr. Chairman-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --on Monday, was to allow for U.S. Fish and Wildlife to-U.S. Fish and Wildlife, and the Army Corps of Engineers, and the State Department
of . . . Land and, Land and Natural Resources, to do a thorough review on this
habitat, this critical habitat area. And I'm very happy that the Members supported
that condition because there's no sense in doing it after the fact. This way we have a
chance if they find that the easement that was proposed by Mr. Jencks is not
sufficient, then there's the opportunity to expand it.
Mr. Jencks--and attached to that condition, Members and Mr. Chair, was a map that
showed the area in question, and put out the, the GPS points that delineates the area
in question.
Mr. Jencks had a problem with the map because on top of the map were all the GPS
points for all the native plants, and he felt that it, I guess, muddied the waters so to
speak, and made it difficult to see the map. And that's true, it covered up--all those
GPS points covered up his golf course, his single-family homes. Yeah, it, it, it did.
So what we did is ■A, _ took the map, Mr. Jencks' map fl 8 acres and
reconfigured so that the map attached to the condition.
CHAIR ! 7,l/ WA: Ms., Ms. Anderson, Ms. Anderson.
-

ANDEEE.T.:::..!: What?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Let me first say-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We need a motion.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, shoots. I'm really sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: This, this discussion, yeah, would be, is going to be out of order.
COUNCILMEMBER A%!DERSON: Okay.
MR. CHAIR, PLEASE, I MOVE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
THE VOTE ON MY MOTION TO AMEND THE PROPOSED
CHANGE IN ZONING BY REPLACING THE MAP.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I have a motion to reconsider, made by Ms. Anderson, seconded
by Ms. Johnson, as it relates to a conservation easement map.
Ms. Anderson, on the motion to reconsider.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I think I already pretty much explained it, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, any further discussion or question on the motion to
reconsicir? Okay, having none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."
COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VIC 'ORIN°,
VICE-( MATEO, ANI NIR HOKAMA.
IR HOKAM.

;ay "no."

NOE0. NvivE,
CHAIR I-ICKAMA: The motion is carried.
Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And I agree, we maybe need a parliamentary workshop or retreat. That would be
fun.
I MOVE TO AMEND MY PRIMARY MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE
THE MAP WITH THE MAP ATTACHED HERETO, WHICH
EXCLUDES THE GPS POINTS.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second, second.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we have a motion to amend made by Ms. Anderson, seconded by
Mr. Victorino. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I think I explained it already, Mr. Chair, and the memo
does, too.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much.
The Chair would just state that, Members, you have also received correspondence
from Mr. James Kwon, dated yesterday, from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Pacific Islands Fish anO cife Office, for your information.
Okay, is there further discussion on the motion to amend.
favor of the motion please say "aye."

J5 havir

OUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
MEDEIROS. MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HC!' :'..
(

Oppose:, say "no."

NOES: NONE.

, all in
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried. We have nine "ayes."
Members, we are back now to the main mo--primary motion to amend. Is there
71,irther discussion? Okay, with none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."

.

AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, BAISA, JOHNSON,
MEDEIROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTCRINO,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO, AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say "no."
NOES: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Motion is carried with nine "ayes."
It is the Chair's understanding we have no further reconsiderations to take up.
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
If I could have the Members look at your February 7, 2008 consideration on page
number three.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, hold one-COUNC __MEMBER ANDERSON: Which one would that be?
-

CHAIR "OKAMA: --one secor- -1 there,

Pontanilla.

COUNC MEMBER PONTAN

wary 7, 2008,

MEMBER ANDERS

ards to?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: In regards to the wastewatE
- lamation facility. I
think there's two parts. If one--if one of the motion succeec - 1, - r not succeed, that
he had a secor f amendment, op ird and fourth amendment.
And, Members, this is basics ,:y u Lilizing the Kihei, the reclamation, reclaimed water
from the private water treatment facility to be utilized for irrigation, dust control, and
nonpotable uses.
.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, what, Mr. Pontanilla. I'll, you know, since we're all kinda
going through our stacks trying to find the right communication, we are going to take
the recess now.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And recess shall be--Council shall be in recess till 3:30 p.m.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:50 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED BY THE VICE-CHAIR AT 3:36 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT
EXCEPT FOR CHAIR HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Meeting of the Maui County Council for February 8, 2008 will
reconvene.
Members, thank you for the break.
Prior to going on break, Mr. Pontanilla had requested a, to provide an amendment to
the body, and this would be in regards to Condition 17, as we had addressed earlier.
The Chair will allow Mr. Pontanilla the floor at this point.
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
MOVE TO AMEND EXHIBIT "B", AND EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT
"C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL, ADD
LIL .372JAGE TO CCD7ION NO 17, AS SPOW..1 IN R.n.l'..1f3!1:YER
FC111-T AS FOLLJv'v :.1
1

,

-

"That Honolua [sic] Partner
_
successors and
permitted assigns, shall
maintain, an
participate in the operation
ivate wastewater
treatment facility and system that acct
date the
needs of the entire Kihei-Makena Project."
MY ir.77Er.:!:7,1ENT WILL ADD A SENTENCE:

"All reclaimed water from the private wastewater
treatment facility shall be utilized for irrigation, dust
control, or", non, "other nonpotable purposes, and none
of the reclaimed water shall be placed into injection
wells."
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
SECOND.
CHAIR HOKAIVIA: Members, it's been moved by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Victorino,
to add the language that would read: "All reclaimed water from the private water [sic]
system treatment facility shall be utilized for irrigation, dust control, or other
nonpotable purposes, and none of the reclaimed water shall be placed into injection
wells."
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
And, and, and I think on, on February 7--7, 2008, when we first talked about this
particular condition, that if the motion had failed at the time . . . our Council Chair,
Mr. Hokama, would have wanted that this provision be put in to ensure that the
reclaimed water will be utilized for irrigation, dust control, and other nonpotable
purposes within the development.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Victon io
-

COUNC

VICTORVD: Tank you, Chair.

Anc,
know, I will conc
i our esteemed colleague and our Chair Hokama that
this is the right thing to do. And as been stated many times, too much injection wells
have begin--have hurt our reef system and other parts of our ecologic system; and I
think it's time that, that these be put into use and 'njecte jack into the
ground. So I can wholeheartedly support this.
I think

is something long overdue and, hopefully, in the future, any other
that cc..7s
us that will have their own private system, that they
will have this same ccid: J.17,: .
t on them.
.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

-
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VICE - CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.

Members, additional discussion or comments? Seeing none, Chair will call for the
question. All those in favor of the motion to amend signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON,
BAISA,
JOHNSON, MEDEROS, MOLINA, PONTANILLA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Opposed?
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much.
Motion is carried--eight "ayes"; one "excused", Chairman Hokama.
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
THE SECOND AMENDMENT TO THAT PARTICULAR
CONDITION TO EXHIBIT "B", AND IN EXHIBIT "2" TO EXHIBIT
"C" OF THE PROPOSED CHANGE IN ZONING BILL, ADD A
SECOND PARAGRAPH TO CONDITION NO. 17, AS SHOWN IN
Ri•SE.YER FORMAT AS FOLLOWS:
sewer rates for the residential workforce housing
units shall be no higher than the residential sewer rates
set by the County in its annual budget, for as long as the
units are subject to Chapter 2.96 of the Maui County
de,"
COUNC MEMBER VICTORINO:

SECOND.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Members.
We have a motion on the floor made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Victorino.
And, once again, the amendment would read: "The sewer rates for the residential
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workforce housing units shall be no higher than the residential sewer rates set by the
County in its annual budget, for as long as the units are subject to Chapter 2.96,
Maui County Code."
Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNC2-AE-MBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
This is similar to what we had added for water rates. And, you know, we all talk
about residential workforce housing units and affordabty in general, that this would
keep some of the costs down for those families.
Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Thank you.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Again, Mr. Chair, I, I, I thank mister, or Council Chair
Hokama for bringing this forward.
I think again, just like Councilmember Pontanilla mentioned, and I concur
wholeheartedly, that the residential workforce housing in this project will not be
subject to higher sewer rates than those of regular residents throughout the County
of Maui; and that they, so long as they're under Chapter 2.96 of the Maui County
Code, that, that will be preserved and that they will have the same benefit of the rates
that we set for our general use in throughout the County of Maui.
So I'm thankful that Council Chair Hokama brought that up, and I hope the rest of the
Members will support this.
HAIR M/ -1 0: Thank yo
-

Members, additional discuss
Seeing none, Chair w
those in favor of the amendment signify by saying "aye."
AYES: COUNCIL7T:=:p.4BIERS
JOHNSON Ev :EDEIROS, MOLINA,
VICTORINO, AND VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
-
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Opposed?
NOES: NONE.
EXCUSED: CHAIR HOKAMA.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Members. Motion is carried--eight "ayes"; one
"excused", Chairman Hokama.
At this point, Members, we are going back to the main motion; and the main motion is
to adopt Committee Report 08-23 as amend, as amended.
Go ahead, Ms Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have some questions for our legal counsel before we take the final vote, if I may.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: We received a Cease and Desist Order in regards to the
title question on the property. And it was my understanding that the request for the
Cease and Desist was sent to Corporation Counsel for his determination. And I
would like to ask if we could have Corp. Counsel address this issue, especially since
the Supreme Court made a decision January 31, regarding the sale of Crown Lands,
of which this property is included; that all ceded lands are in question, and that
because this project presented us with a Warranty Deed.
And, and I would like to add, at this point, that during our proceedings, this issue
came up and we had a lot of deliberation on it. And we asked the developer's
representative if he would provide with--provide us a title examination that shows
unbroken title from the Royal Patent to the present. And he assured us he would.
He also promised many heirs to the Royal Patent on this land that he would provide
title examination, but he did not.
What we got instead was an examination of the title by Title Guaranty, which really
was just another reiteration of the Warranty Deed, I think because this is a
important issue to many Hawaiians in our commi..,r)( , a d because it's been brought
up in regards to the lands here, I think it's importai we address this and see if
Corp. Counsel can give us some guidance.
-

-
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Mr. Moto, are you prepared to provide a response?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I did get a copy of those documents. My office was provided with them and others of
like kind, I think that were submitted earlier.
The issue of claims of rival ownership was posed to our office actually much earlier
than this, and we responded by written memorandum dated November 9, 2007,
addressed to Mr. Molina as Chair of the Land Use Committee. And a copy of that
opinion should be in your, or would have been in your Committee binders. It is, I
think it is posted on our, on our website, along with our other opinions.
I, it, I won't for the sake of brevity, repeat everything that's in there. But I will very
briefly note that in, in preparing for that opinion, we were asked to review documents
that were provided by us--to us by the Committee Chair and his staff, including two
title reports, one dated September 2005 and another dated July 2007, as well as a
letter from Title Guaranty dated September 2007 to Mr. Jencks, as well as a
Warranty Deed.
And in our opinion of November 9, 2007, we noted that the Warranty Deed stated
that, or showed that title was vested in Honua'ula Partners as grantee. The letter
from Title Guaranty of Hawaii that was dated September 2007, stated that Title
Guaranty had examined the indices of the State of Hawaii. In other, in other words,
their records and files, including the files of the Supreme Court, the Second Circuit
Court, the, the local District Court, the office of the Bureau of Conveyances, as well
as the Tax Assessors off--Tax Assessors Office; and that, therefore, they were able
to certify this, Title Guaranty that is, that their record title to the premises were vested
in Honua'ula Partners as of July 25. 2007.
i Title Guaranty wer
:o state that it
lfirmed that or Jly 25, 2007, it is :d
an Owner's Policy of Title Insurance to Ho a'ula Partners LC, as the fee simp
owner of the property.
Our opinion went on to state that we are not aware, we, at Corporation Counsel, are
not aware of any judgment or court order that is inconsistent with or contrary to the
ownership claims of Honua'ula Partners, LLC, as evidenced by the Warranty Deed
and title reports.
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We are also not aware of any judgment or court order confirming or upholding the
ownership claims asserted by individuals who have testified before you, either in
writing or in person.
We further concluded that in light of these facts, that we did not believe there were
any substantive issues relating to ownership and land title that prevent the Council or
its Land Use Committee from acting upon the proposed change in zoning and Project
District Phase I approval. In other words, you are free to proceed as you wish.
Indeed, we also noted that prior Councils and the, the, and the State Land Use
Commission have, in past, reviewed and adopted land use measures relating to the
property. So this project district ordinance and the change in zonings bills that are
before you are, actually, are, are not the only land use bills have ever been passed
on the property. Previous ones have passed as well.
Finally, we noted that the, of the general principle that zoning is concerned with the
use of land and not primarily with its ownership or the identity of its user at any given
time. In other words, regardless of what you might feel about the merit or the lack
thereof of, of claims of ownership, the fact is that land use decisions and zoning
decisions are really about land use. They're not judgments about who owns the land,
but rather policy decisions as to what you consider to be appropriate land uses and,
and, and land uses that are compatible with neighboring uses, regardless of who
might own, own them at that point.
That, that would, that's basically a summary of our opinion.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, MT. Moto.
Ms. Anderson.
INCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank yc

airman.

Mr. Moto
;sentially ••!ad us the November 9 memo, and my question was
specific to the decision ir. le Supreme Court by Justice Moon, which was made
January 31, and I'm sure you must have reviewed that. And in regards to the
Warranty Deed on this property, would not Justice Moon's decision cloud the, the
Warranty Deed?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Moto.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: I, I don't know if it would because I haven't done that analysis
yet. I am aware of the opinion in general, but I am, first of all, I'm not sure to what
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extent the subject property consisted of lands that are, quote, "ceded lands" if there
are any on, on that particular parcel.
Secondly, even if it did, that would not--the, really, if there were any rival claimants to
that property, nothing I could write would change that because :I: would solely be my
opinion; and Corporation Counsel does--we're not title insurers or title investigators,
nor do we adjudicate claims to title.
Fundamentally, anyone who wants to either assert a title or clear title would have to
file an action in, in court, in order to have the courts adjudicate that.
Given that Title Guaranty has issued an insurance policy, in, in all likelihood, if
someone were to initiate such an action, the current owner would probably tender the
defense to Title Guaranty under the insurance policy, and, basically, it will be Title
Guaranty defending its policy against any plaintiff.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so in the Warranty Deed, Mr. Moto, there are
exclusions listed in the Warranty Deed.
And, and I would just like to note as to the parcels first and second, they are subject
to the following: rights of native tenants as set forth in Royal Patent Grant No. 548 or
Land Patent No. S-8534, Land Commission Award No. 11,216. So as that reads,
and there other exclusions, and I'm not going to read them all. That's just an
example of one that excludes Royal Patent grants. And so as that reads on this
Warranty Deed, which is really just an insurance policy on the land to the owners who
claim title at this time, would those exclusions prevent the developer from developing
anything on those lands that heirs to those Royal Patents come forward and claim
title to?

HAIR

,Ar. Moto

C\TION COUNSEL:
ire exactly with regard
them.

bably, well, I,
those exclusi

t the de in
don't know, s
.

I suppose if some,
wanted to, if, in fact, they did intend to do something
with those particular e): 3E.:. '.:hat are the subject of the exclusions and if someone
wanted to stop them, then, quite frankly, I think their, their only recourse would either
be to, to negotiate or to file suit.
-

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So that even though as a requirement of application,
ownership has to be established. You're saying that this Warranty Deed is enough to
assure us that WCPT/GW Land Associates has a clear title?
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CORPORATION COUNSEL: Well, as our opinion notes, there is, literally, the County Code
does not require for a change in zoning, that there be a, quote, "clear title." What the
Code says is that the applicant must identify ownership of the property. And that's, it
goes to the, to the basic issue that zoning and land use is not primarily dealing with
the issue of ownership. It's dealing with the issue of land use.
And if, and if anything, the, the reason why the Code probably request or requires
that the applicant identify ownership is to make sure that, that the government is not
dealing with a spurious or application by, submitted by someone who has no title or
interest or claim to the property.
And, in any event, the, the County government can zone property regardless of who
owns it.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, Mr. Moto, if I could just take that one step further.
The next logical step for the developer once they get this zoning entitlement would be
to go and get subdivision approval. And in the subdivision ordinance, it requires
proof of ownership. So would it be enough proof of ownership for them to use a
Warranty Deed that may be under cloud of title, given Justice Moon's decision?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Well, I'm not--I think it may be too early at this point to, to
assert that by virtue of the Supreme Court opinion that all lands, in, including this
one has, quote, a "cloud" of title.
And even if lands do have exclusions associated with them, it still is in--it still is
necessary for anyone who claims an interest in those, in, in exclusions, in the face of,
in the face of, you know, an owner who basically is claiming exclusive ownership, I, I
aQsume that the only way theu'n- rioing to be successful is if the- fit° a civil action.
,ILMEMBER ANDERSOr
are heirs to the Royal Pat(

o that woull
nds that arE

he recoursE
ded on this?

lose people who

CORPORATION COUNSEL: Yes, absent some voluntary, you know, measure on the
owner's part, then the, the, the owner of record title.
COL.

Thank you for that

,

.1:n

I'll yield, Mr. Chair, before I bring up the next issue.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, additional questions for Corp. Counsel? Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
I, I, I would like to follow up on some of Member Anderson's questions because it is
my concern when it involves ancestra lands and deeded by Royal Patents.
,

When this was submitted for review, was there any opportunity for Corp. Counsel's
office to meet with the challengers or those that were producing this and submitting
this Cease and Desist?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: I did not personally meet with them.
We had the documents provided to us from the Land Use Committee. Some of the
documents that we have now weren't available at the time they wrote the opinion
back in November, but others were. I not know if my Deputy or other Deputies met
with them. I, that I can't, I don't know at this point.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So would it be a, a part of the Corp., Corporation
Counsel's office in their review of something like this? Would there be, as part of that
review, either an opportunity or a need to discuss this with those that are submitting
it?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Not necessarily, because, you know, our, who is--our client is
really the County government, right. We're, we're not the, we're not the attorneys for
outside parties, whether that's the developer or other people who, who claim
ownership in property .
It's
• etty clear from, and, actually ' have to also point c
at some of the
documents were confusing. Because, for example, the Cease and Desist Order set
of documents, that one, when I took a look at the attachments, almost all of them
dealt not with this property at all, but with a, an action, a, a criminal prosecution that
was filed against an individual for trespass, alleged trespass at Hale Mua, which is a
completely different property, not even relating to Wailea 670.
So, and that criminal proseocn is a matter of public record. I won't get into it, but it,
there was no need for me to investigate further than that.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.
And you mentioned that, you know, land use and zoning doesn't necessarily mean
that somebody has to prove clear ownership or title.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Yes. For example, sometimes the County, and other
municipalities, because we're not, we're just, we, I mean, murcpalities throughout
the country zone properties.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: There are many times when properties are comprehensively
zoned by classification, you know. You don't really care who owns or doesn't own
the property. Well, because, really, the judgment you're making is what are the
appropriate planning and land use decisions--land use uses for, for our community?
What kind of uses are we--do we want to authorize? Are they compatible with
neighboring uses?
So it's almost irrelevant who the owner happens to be, because we're not making a
judgment about ownership. And zoning decisions also are not a, a, a, a judgment
saying that this person owns it, and that person doesn't, by the way. All right, it, it's
just not.
And, as I said before, Corp. Counsel, we, we don't--we're not title insurers; we don't
investigate title. That's not within our ability. And the County and the County Council
does not, by its actions, adjudicate land use disputes either. That's not within our
power to decide • .;ho owns property, who doesn't. Ultimately, it's only a court of law
t'i't can do tha.
,

EMBER MEDEIROS: T
ne final question, Mr. Chair
:HAIR M,

ahead

u Mr, Moto.
,

.

.

L;UUNCILMEMBEK N1EUEIROS: So can you help me understand that if it doesn't require
clear title and the County is not in the position to decide clear ::tne, if there was a
piece of property that more T ne group or people or person :: rest rg to get some
zoning or land change and they both had titles guaranteed by a title company
through insurance policy for that title, that we would need to honor both or more than
one person?
.

,
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CORPORATION COUNSEL: Well, that scenario would be kind--well, let me step back and
say one of those, somebody's going to be able to come forward with a, or should be
able to come forward with a, a deed of some kind and with some evidence of that, in
fact, the deed wor--is worth something. And normally that evidence comes in the
form of a title report, which basically is a report of an investigation into the history of,
of title ownership for the property.
So if we, if we, if we ever had to face that scenario, we would have to look at what
each party was able to put forward in terms of claims c' ownership. In, in some
cases, if it's, if, if, if it, if the County cannot make a clear determination or a
reasonable determination, the applicants might be told, "You know what? We, we,
we don't think we can proceed on this matter until the title is cleared." And in some,
in, in, in certain subdivision applications, that, in fact, is what happens,
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And, finally, Mr. Chairman, thank you for your indulgence.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mem.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Just one final one. I'm sorry.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead. Go ahead, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So when land in Hawaii was designated to different
people after the Great Mahele, the division of land, and part of that division came in
Royal Patents, and, at that time, that was the documents that certified land title and
ownership.
How do vve, we respect or compare that kind of documents and title to what
happened after western r'ontact and the western way of deeding land?
VICE-CHAIR M,
ZPOR,
JNSEL: Oh, okay. Wel
,
does not have the ability to adjudicate cla
the power to zone uses.

Jamentally, the C inty govern
I claims. The Cc ity does have

If you are not comfortable with the use, if you don't like the use, if you don t t;
use is compatible with adjoining uses, you can deny a zoning action or excluoe those
portions of land that you wish from the zoning action.
And, and again, I have to emphasize that zoning really is not an action that says that
so and so owns the property and, and someone doesn't. What it really is, is a
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judgment about what is, what makes good planning and, and land use sense, and for
the circumstance.
CC Ji•s'OLMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank, thank you, Mr. Moto, for your responses.
Yeah, but my concern remain with land title and not so much zoning.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Members, additional questions? Ms. Johnson, and then we'll go to Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and just to follow up on both Member Anderson and
Member Medeiros, because, Mr. Moto, this is an application before us where there is
a change in what would ordinarily take place on the property, and that change in the
land use that you point out irrespective of ownership is what we're making a
determination on.
If what I hear being said by Member Medeiros, who is born and raised here in the
islands, is that looking back at what has happened over a long period of time, if that
use of the land that we would change disrespect the wishes of the ancestral
landholders or the ancestral family, and we are doing something that would be to the
detriment or to potentially harm the individuals who have ties to that land, isn't that
then something that we should be concerned about?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Mr. Chairman. I think, I think the point want to make here is
that if you, it sounds to me that those kinds of considerations a e, are basically policy
type situations.
-

The, the advice I'm giving is that you are, there's nothing that
an see at this
ling. That does' .
that would prohibit you from proceeding with the proposed
mean that you must or eed with the proposed zoning.
don't want to do
that's your decisic
ant to rezone only a portion
property, that's, tha
your decision.
All I'm saying is that from the, the evidence I've reviewed and the documents that
I've, I've LE.
review, I don't--and, and, and in the absence of any judgment
or order proht :tirig this Council from proceeding forward, it, my advice is that you do
have the right, if you want to exercise it, to adopt the proposed changes to the
Title 19 and the, and to rezone the property.
-

,

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Or--
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CORPORATION COUNSEL: Or.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --not.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Or not; or not.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
So what I'm hearing you say, Mr. Moto, is that we don't have any fiduciary
responsibility to make sure that the land that we are entitling is in the hands of the
rightful owners?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: I see no provision of law that would prohibit you from acting
on the bill, on the bills that are on today's agenda if you wish to do so.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, and in the Supreme Court decision by Justice
Moon, again January 31 of this year, where the Court vacated the trial court's
judgment and ordered an injunction against the defendants from selling or otherwise
transferring to third parties any ceded lands from the public trust until the claims of
Native Hawaiians to the ceded lands have been resolved.
You don't feel that, that decision weighs at all on, on what we are dealing with today
as these lands are part of the ceded lands as Crown Lands?
ORPOR

:OUNSEL: I, I thi
, le, the, t
3 particular

-emature to sa'

, those, that decision dealt with certain Ian
th
iperty was not. So it's not clear to what extent,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But the decisions
lands from the Public Lands Trust until the
ceded lands have been resolved.

tigation.

says--does say any other ceded
the Native Hawaiians to the

CORPORATION COUNSEL: I, I, I think I've already answered the question. I think I, I think
it's premature to make a judgment. I, I don't think there is a clear answer yet.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: All right. Thank you, Mr. Moto.
And then just one quick question, Mr. Chair, on this issue.
Moto, do you know what the status is of the investigation, ongoing investigation of
the Bureau of Conveyances and Title Guaranty?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Not at all. No.
COUNCILMEMBER ADERSON: Okay, thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, additional questions for Corporation Counsel? Hearing none, Members,
we're going to go back to the main motion. The main motion, once again, is to adopt
Committee Report 08-23 on first.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Point of order.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I had one other issue that I wanted to address with
Corporation Counsel.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
And that was one of the additional issues that was men"hed prior?
NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, this is in regards ._ the requirement from the
Environmental Impact Statement because this project, since--al it does not have to
do with the Environmenta npact Statement that was requirE for the community
plan amendment. This .with triggers that have come 3 since this project
has moved to this body.
And one of the triggers for an Environmental Assessment or an•ental
Impact Statement is the use of State lands. They will be widening Pillar'
That requires an Environme-"I Impact Statement. They will be doing a private
wastewater facility. That reqL s an Environmental Impact Statement.
I passed out to the Members and also to Corporation Counsel, a, the language from
Chapter 343, and highlighted those sections that are, that I am discussing. And it
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clearly states that an environmental assessment shall be required for actic s that
propose the use of state lands or propose any wastewater treatment unit.
-

Under the applicability requirements of this statue, it also says that, "Acceptance of a
required final statement shall be a condition precedent to approval of the request and
commencement of the prop.
Now, the proposed action, M. 1/4..-.):,iirman, and I, I hope the Members will move along
with me on this because I did work for OEQC. I did spend three and a half years of
my with these implementing regulations. A proposed action is not to taken in, in,
in, an assessment separate from the overall action
And I would draw you attention to 11-200-7 of the implementing regulations of
Chapter 343, which says: "A group of actions proposed by an applicant shall be
treated as a single action when: The component actions are phases or increments of
a larger total undertaking:" or "B. An individual project is a necessary precedent for a
larger project;" or "An individual project represents a commitment to a larger project",
project.
And in all three cases, that applies. The widening of Piilani Highway is precedent to
the larger project. The, the development of a private wastewater sewage treatment
plant represents a commitment the larger project.
So when you do an Environmental Assessment, even though the trigger is ar the
sewage treatment plant or the use of State lands, that means that you ave to
consider the project in its totality.
-

And my concern, Mr. Chairman, is that because these triggers exist today--and if I
could have Mr. Moto's attention before I finish or continue because this question is
lirected to him--my concern with this, Mr. Chairman, is that I don't want tn ni If thic
Council or the County in a position of liability for improving this project y■,
issue being addressed. Because our Cour Charter says tha re mu:
enact land use ordinances that have not had relevant Planning mmis 9w
And when this came before the Planning Commission, there was no determination as
to whether or not they would widen Piilani Highway, as to what kind of wastewater
treatment facility they would have. And so now, that's all been revealed to us as a
Council. But the Planning Commission did not have the opportunity to review that
and give us any recommendations.

And if that had been revealed at that time and the trigger had to 3quire--the
Environmental Assessment had been triggered, then they would have bee required
to do that Environmental Assessment before coming to the Planning Cc r:mission so
,-

-

,
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that when the Planning Commission sent their recommendations and their review
forward to us, they would have had the opportunity and the, the advantage of that
review, as well as the public would have had the advantage of that review, as well as
on-making authority on this project as a whole.
this body v_:t! Thal c:-

-

And that's why I, I am concerned because we already know that there is a petition for
a determination on whether or not a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
is needed for the 1988 EIS that was done on this project.
And, "Cu know, I would just, just like to note that in Chapter 343, and I know Mr. Moto
is going to say that, you know, the Council is not an agency and 343 applies to
agencies; but 343 also says that although Section 343.2 limits the definition of
agency to a department, office, board, or commission within the Executive Branch of
the State or a County, it is not the Legislature's intent to preclude the planning
agency of each County from acting in its technical and advisory capacity for the
County's legislative body.
-

And so my point, Mr. Moto, is that this legislative body has not had the, the
advantage of the Planning Department or the Planning Commission to review an
Environmental Assessment for the sewage treatment plan or the widening of Piilani
Highway and giving us its technical and advisory comments to this Council, as the
Charter requires.
And so I'm asking you in, in that explanation that I gave you, and I'm sorry it's so
long, but I think it is an important issue, and I'm asking Mr. Moto if he feels, given the
explanation that I gave, that This body is not in violation of the Charter.
VICE n"

A

I R "ATEO: Okay, mkail - Ms. Anderson,

)to, are you, ar

ahlp tn respond

OUNSEL:
N
Jo not believe that the Cour
take action on the bills today if that ;,

to be

at this time?
3f.
'n violatic Df the Charter were
That you, wh_ you wanted to do.

In the earlier question earlier today, I was asked a question about the private
was+—vater system, which--and, and I noted there that based upon Chapter 343, it
appears that a large private wastewater system is, quote, an "action" or "trigger" as
beode say, for Environmental Assessment or an EIS.
I don't doubt that the expansion of Piilani Highway would require an EA or EIS,
wwuming one hasn't been done already. And I, I mention that because I don't have
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personal knowledge over the entire history over that highway and who did what EIS,
when. But I'm going to assume that one may be required, especially because the
Council staff provided me with a, with the committee report that was issued, and it
states in part that the committee noted that an Env'ormental Impact Statement for
the highway widening project would need to be done. So apparently the Committee
a' ready observed that, that would have to be done.
The, the question then comes up is, among other things, is, who would do it? Vino
would do the EA or EIS, and when would it happen?
And to make things short, I, you know, there, there are no firm answers to those
questions yet. I, I think what we can say upfront is that the fact that the EA or EIS
has not been done already does not prevent you from taking action on the zoning
bills before you, and that's because the action of zoning is not, it's, in and of itself,
quote, "an action" that requires an EA or EIS.
At some point, however, an EA or EIS will have to be done if Piilani Highway is
expanded or widened or, or if a wastewater system is in fact contemplated and, you
know, intended to be built. Those kinds of determinations as to exactly when they
should occur, I would prefer not to opine except to say that those kinds of decisions
would involve consulting with the agencies that involve, most likely Department of
Transportation with regard to the highway, with regard to the wastewater system,
probably Department of Health, and also the Office of Environmental Quality Control.
I will acknowledge that Chapter 343 does encourage that Environmental
Assessments be done at the earliest practicable time so that decision-making can be
informed by those environmental disclosure documents.
But for today's--purposes of today's meetinc is I said, I c
iing action'
nreventing you from proceed P2 \A/ith the

interpret the EIS law
I wish.

don't feel if
you, excuse me, y
■/IEMBER ANDERSON: A
tatement in Chapter 343 that says acceptance of a required final statement sha
a conditic :cedent to approval of the request bears any responsibility on
body?

e

CORPORATION CC.EEL Mr. Chairman. No, I do not because I think the request there
is referring to the, the, quote, "the action" that is being contemplated what is the,
which is the basis of requiring the EA in the first place. What is, what is the action that
you are taking? And, and zoning or rezoning property is not one of the listed actions
in Chapter 343. A community plan would have been. If the Council were con-contemplating a community plan amendment today, then that, that is an action.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I understand that, Mr. Moto. But the fact that
they're doing a wastewater treatment plant and the fact that they're widening Piilani
Highway is only being done because of a larger action involved here. And EIS law is
very specific that you cannot segment a larger action for the purposes of
Environmental Impact Statemer':. And so I appreciate your comments.
Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms., Ms. Anderson.
Mr. Moto, did you want to make a closing comment?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Oh, just to add that coun--the Councilmember comments are,
are, are important because there, there is the, also the issue of what is, what should
be the scope, besides what--at what time or what point should there be EA or EIS,
what should be the scope? Should it cover--and what should it cover? There is a
good argument that it should cover, if, if multiple actions are being in fact
contemplated as part of a coordinated overall project, that the report should cover-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: The whole project.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: --the relevant thing, things in this case, the, the highway
widening and the wastewater.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Moto.
CU2NCILMENTBER
VICE-GHAIR MAt

Just one final com7rat, anairman-o ahead.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON

a

There is a Supreme Court law or decisic °
at support whi
_ to ly
Mr. Moto. There are triggers, two trigg ;urrent triggers, new triggers, that w
require an Environmental Assessment and most likely an Environmental Impa
Statement because you have a sewage treatment plant in an area where injections
wells are degrading our shoreline.
--

So the, the Environmental Impact Statement iat will be required for the sewage
treatment plant and the widening of Piilani Highway will be required to include the
whole project of which we are making a decision on today.
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It's not just an impact statement for the sewage treatment plant and an impact
statement for the, for the roadway. It's all inclusive of the whole project because
these are parts of the project.
So that's why I'm concerned because I think we should have had the benefit of a
complete Environmental Impact Statement on this project that is current, that has an
impact analysis that gives us today's numbers, not something that was done fifteen
years ago, but something that is current today.
And it's going to be very sad that when they do the Environmental Impact Statement,
which they will be required to do before they can get DOH approval or DOT approval
for the road or the wastewater, that it will include an assessment of the total project,
and this body will not benefit from it.
Thank you, Chairman.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, just a follow-up. And I don't know, Mr. Moto, if you're
familiar, but years ago, a, a project at Napili Villas out near the shopping center was,
there was an issue taken with the County of Maui's action and approval on that
particular project, and it was deemed that an Environmental Assessment or
Environmental Impact Statement was required. The project was already constructed,
and we lost the case.
So, I mean there's precedent already for, I guess, Chapter 343 trigger, which we
missed the, or dropped the ball on. And I don't know, I mean obviously that's a much
smaller project in scope. But because I don't want to find ourselves in a similar
situation where we have a repeat of that kind of scenario, what, w Duld you
to us so t : we can avoid that k
situation agai
VICE-CHAIR Mi
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Mr. Chairman. I do remember that litigation. I worked in
Corp. Counsel at the time. I did not personally work on the case.
I do think the facts are a little different because the reason why that ligation arose is
because at that time, the developer, as well as the then Planning Director, had
determined that the, the developer needed to cross a County road to install a sewer,
a drainage facility, a culvert or something along that line, and they had determined, or
and the Planning Director agreed that it should be exempt, meaning no EA at all.
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And that's, and that went through a long course of litigation and, yes, it is true, the
Supreme Court said that, that was the wrong decision. It should not have been
exempt. There should be an EA, and it should cover and it should discuss the project
in its entirety.
I am assuming that we're, we're not going to be in so much in a situation where
people are claiming that the work is exempt in this case. I, I mean, you know, your,
your, your committee report, for example, already acknowledges that an
Environmental Impact Statement or an EA is going to be required for the highway
widening or that is an act.
So I don't, it, it seems to me very likely that an EA or EIS is going to occur at some
point. Exactly at what point and who, which is going to be the agency that's the lead
agency in doing that overseeing it are questions I can't answer at this time. But I, I, I
don't necessarily think the litigation you're referring to would, would prevent you from
acting today, necessarily.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Moto.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and I appreciate that. I think that, you know, along
with Councilmember Anderson, the reason that I'm asking is because of concerns
that have been raised in the general public about issues that, you know, we're all well
familiar with.
And one of the things that I look at, and perhaps you can answer this, because there
was a determination or a view helc that when the project first came forward, let's say
the Planning Commission adadt--atiached thirteen conditions, we're now twenty-eight
plus, you know. I mean I don't know how many more we've added on, but there is
now a private sewage plant. There's, you know, things, ewPn the location of housing
outside of the project district itself is substantially different _ what was reviewed by
the Planning Commission,
And I'm looking 3ill 84, which we all, well, at, at least, you Dw, many of us
worked on for yea -; and when I looked at Bill 84, because similar issues were raised
about that bill and the fact that items that had been discussed at Council had not
really been thoroughly disussed at the Planning Commission level, and so we,
therefore, sent it back for comi nent from the Planning Commission.
-

I see a lot of similarity to that and the substantial difference between what left the
Planning Commission and what we're looking at today.
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So do you have any thoughts about, you know, the scope of how this project has
changed?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Any comments, Mr. Moto?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: I, well, first of all, I, I think it's pretty clear that the Planning
Department was asked to address this issue, and it's pretty clear what their position
is. They, they did not think it was necessary to refer the matter back to the
Commission, the, the, the subject bills.
From a strictly legal standpoint, the real issue in terms of does a, does, does a, a bill,
in this case, a zoning bill have to go back to a Commission for a, a rehearing, really
goes to the question, you have to ask yourself, are the bills that we're dealing with so
fundamentally different, so that, in effect, they're completely new, new, they
constitute new legislation?
And it's a similar kind of test that you face when you have changes between, to a bill
between first and second reading. And it is a judgment call. However, I would point
out that in this case, we're dealing with the same property. You know, we're dealing
with large residential subdivision, golf course, and there is certainly an argument that
says that the basic elements of what's proposed is basically the same old, same,
what has been proposed for years, and that fundamentally, it has not changed.
All that, the conditions may have been tweaked and added, but the fundamental
concept has not, and the proposed uses, housing and golf course and some
commercial has not.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSO - :•nd, and I, and I agree with you, that will be, I guess, a
determinati-- + 1, - , each
e of us will make individually.
Thank yo

,IR Mi

lair.

. Johnson.

Thank you very much, Members. We're, once again, we're back to the main motion,
and the main motion is to adopt Committee Report 08-23 on first reading as
amended. It will include the filing of the communication as well. Chair will call for the
question.
Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You know, because we were just asking questions, so if
we have any commentary, are you wanting us to save it till the final reading?
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: That would be, that would be a help, yes.
COUNCILMEN.f:BER JOHNSON: I, I just would, then I'll make my comments very short.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'm not going to go into the fu!! justification, but I do
believe, in my opinion, and I said it at the Committee level, that, number one, I don't
believe the application is a complete application.
There are defects which have existed, and for me personally, when I rationalize,
because, believe me, there are good things that are proposed within the discussion
and with the conditions and many benefits that will accrue to the community, many
challenges as well, but I personally believe that when I look at an application, if it
doesn't pass all of the requirements, then legally I'm not doing my job because it's a
slippery slope for me when I go to that length and I look at something and if I do a
wink-wink, nod-nod on one application, and I am asked to do that, "Well, you did this
for this applicant, and you didn't view it this way," it's just very hard for me to say that
the letter of the law has been adhered to and that all the items that we were
supposed to have are here because they're not.
We wouldn't have that many conditions and we certainly would not have had this
many meetings if everything were here. And because I've always erred on the side
of when I don't have the information, when it's not here, I cannot, in all good
conscience, as many of the things that we all worked on in terms of conditions,
putting in, I just simply cannot vote for something that I don't believe is complete and
meets the requirements under law.
So I would say that to anybody that's coming for.. J",..st do your homework and I
would only hope that the developer, if they'd spend as much money on doing all of
the things that were required by County Code, if they spent as m
ey on that
as they did on their advertising, we'd be a little bit closer to e
-laving the
information we need.
So I will not be supporting this, not because I don't believe in affordable housing and
not because I don't believe that there are some good things about this project, but it's
just not an application that meets the letter of the law.
Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Members, the Chair is going to take a three-minute recess at this point. Chairman
Hokama is in, is in the building.
We have worked quite long and hard on this, on this particular item, anc before we
actually call for the votes for this committee report, the Vice-Chair feels important
that all nine of us sit here so all of our nine votes may be recorded.
I will ask the Members to bear with me, request a three-minute recess so Chairman
Hokama may return to his seat and he may call for the question on CR 08-23. We're
in recess.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair, excuse me. Just one, one comment before you
break.
You know, we've spent many, many, many, many, many long hours on this project,
we're down to the final decision making. And I think that before you call for the
question, that you should open the opportunity for Members to make comments as
we normally do before we vote on a motion.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Committee stands in recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE VICE-CHAIR AT 4:37 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED BY THE CHAIR AT 4:48 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR ...:.„..A11/1A: Council shall reconvene if° F-i guary 8 regular Council meeting.
-

The Chair's understanding is that the
or today, whereby what is currently
regarding Committee Report 08-23.

-

icil has completed all of its considerations
re
s the m
motion as amended

We have, as part of the committee report, Members, a bill for an o
ice relati
the Project District 9, Kihei-Makena.
We also have a bill 3n ordirri.
establishing conditional zoning for Kihei-Makena Project District NO. U; filing ot the
communication; as well as a referral of the matter relating to reporting requirements
of Chapter 2.96, to the Council's standing Committee on Policy.
-

The Chair's understanding is Ms. Johnson has spoken once on the matter.
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You are all aware of the Rules, Members, regarding procedures on speaking on the
motion that is currently before you.
And so, Ms. Johnson, you have a question for the Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, I just had a procedural question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: During the, our recess, I asked Mr. Moto, because I was
asked a question from the audience, if, and, and I would like to get this on the record
so that I understand what, you know, procedurally, I could or could not do.
And the question that I posed to Mr. Moto was that is there anything that would
prevent us as a Council body from including a condition within this ordinance that
would require a Supplemental EIS and that it be completed? So if I could, you know,
I'm, I'm not sure procedurally if, if I have to make the motion now that it be required,
or if I could make such a motion prior to the time that second reading came. So if
Mr. Moto could address that issue, or either yourself, Mr. Chair, of what you would
prefer to proceed on.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, let, let the Chair respond to your query in this matter, Ms. Johnson.
The Council can add whatever conditions it feels appropriate to the proposal of
zoning, and that's why we call it conditional zoning.
So regarding the subject of a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, it is a
consideration if it is brought up in a appropriate motion and seconded and adopted
h° body,
become a conditional zoning.
a del i

that the boi would make.

Procedurally, if
air sees nothing that prohibits us from movi
ward,
will ask Mr. Moto if he knows of any legal barriers tha
Drevent the Coun
having the ability to consider such a proposal.
any ct•mments at this time?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: I don't think there is anyth'!...',g that would prevent you from
adopting such a condition if you wanted to.
As I, in response to earlier questions, I, I noted that in all likelihood even if you didn't
have such a condition, an EA or EIS would be required in any event. I did note that
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there's still some open questions as to who should do it, when and what the scope of
those documents would be.
And I'm not sure also whether, technically, it would take the form of, quote, a
"Supplemental EIS" or a new EIS or EA. That I just don't know.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Moto.
Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.
And, in your absence, I think that one of the things I reiterated and Member Anderson
addressed is part of the concern on behalf of the community is that the information
that was submitted originally to the Planning Commission, and this is my opinion as
well as some other individuals in the community, is different from what is actually
being approved now, but that had certain documentation been provided, some of it
required by law, some of it because of changes or amendments that we actually
made on the project itself through conditions, it would have, it would have perhaps
proceeded a little bit differently, or we would have been able to make a more
informed decision.
But I wanted to determine, based on the question that I was just asked today, what I
could do as one Councilmember to respond to the concerns of the community that
they want to know what the impacts are and what they have to expect in their future
with regard to this particular project.
So I would, as a request on behalf o ne public, make that motion, And, and I prefer
to do it so that I would have time to properly word it at the second reading because I
don't feel it's fair, we, we were asked today to submit all of our amendments, and I
don't think it's fair for me to impose that on the body. But because I was only asked
the question today and never had considered that we could put in that type of
requirement, I, I felt I wanted to at least get it on the record and then see if by second
reading, I could prepare something.
CHAIR HOKAMA: the Chair would have no objections to appropriate considerations before
second reading if this moves to that stage in the process.
Okay, any further things, Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Not at this moment.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
The Chair will, at this time, just state he appreciates and thanks Vice-Chairman
Mateo by conducting the meeting in his absence, and I can tell you I'm, I'm thankful.
You did a great job, Mr. Mateo.
The Chair will also, at this point, honor the request made originally by Committee
Chairman Molina to speak last.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair, point of :iformation please.
CHAIR HOKAMA: State your point.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: The point that Ms. Johnson just made about making a
motion to require a Supplemental EIS, that would be done at second reading. And if
that was adopted, then the process at that point would stop and the second reading
would not go forward in order for them to amend their, their unilateral agreement. Is
that correct?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any further questions before the Chair moves to discussion prior to the
vote?
Again, Members, you've heat the Vice-Chairman's request, but you are all aware of
he rules and the conduct. a r•.' procedure prior to a decision, as well as honoring
;%Ar. Molina's request to 'ast on the motion before the body.
Is there any discussion at this time? Okay, hearing none, for the r to h
Mr. Molina's request, I will just state my few comments prior
ecogn
Mr. Molina to have the ability to end the discussion c
motion before us.
As always, Members, after we do certain things, we have perfect vision in hindsight.
I will tell you that during the rest of this term during my chairmanship, we will not be
conducting Council meetings in this manner. If it is not ready for the Council to
consider it, the Chair will do his utmost to have it recommitted back to Committee.
We are not to take this type of time revising work that the Chair believes should be
handled under the committee chairmanship and the committee's jurisdiction.

Because in the future, again, we have had cases that the County has been taken
forward to in court regarding the conduct of its business, and the court has made
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rulings and decisions on how we are to try and continue to adhere to the spirit of
Sunshine Law and the ability of making people fully aware of what we are voting on
prior to that decision making.
So stating that on the general policy of the matter, that, that's, that's all I'm going to
say at this time.
Regarding the specific application, I believe the previous Council would not have
passed the zoning if the conditions that we are currently considering to revise was
not agreed upon. Even that was not a unanimous decision on that zoning
consideration.
I feel that the County and our community is not getting what it should out of this
project.
Obviously, you know my position regarding wastewater system, regarding water, and
I find a valid and legitimate concern brought up regarding title of property.
For me, it is time where I have worked very hard with many of your support to place
this County in a position, both financially and economically, where we can pick and
choose what is in the best interest of this County.
We are not in a position or predicament where we must accept everything that comes
before us. It is about the true quality of our County's life, our individual's life, our
family's lives.
I believe that we should exercise those options of choices, al r.;!
not be a part of
a Council th?t. a!'c'.....fis us to be the tail on a dog being wagged ET7...ind. We set the
laws. We
If there is no ?qreement from the prop•, so '7 9
,

It's not for the (
to agree to tl
us, being the tail on the dog.
A and will not put, be a pa :

)posal's requirements or reques

utting

or

Dos itio n

I nave more to say, but I believe I think I have made my point on where I stand on the
issues, Members. And, therefore, if there is no one else that wishes to speak--okay,
Ms. Anderson, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I know there are
Members who want to get home to their loved ones for Valentine's Day, so I'm going
to hold my comments for second and final reading.
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But, you know, my full comments, and believe me, I will take full advantage of the
twenty minutes we'll each be given at that time. But for tonight, I would just like to
say that I think it's a sad day that we are in this situation we're in today.
This application violates Chapter 19.510 of the County Code. It's an incomplete
application. We met over 31 times on this application since 2005, trying to get the
information needed to fulfill the application requirements. Till today, we have not
received a complete application on this project.
The report that we got from the Planning Commission was totally inadequate. We
had them redo it, it's still inadequate. They didn't review community plan policies and
objectives to find consistency. They basically cut and pasted what the applicant gave
them in their application. It was no independent analysis whatsoever.
Not only that, Mr. Chairman, no findings of fact or conclusions of law, which,
therefore, in my opinion, means that we cannot meet the criteria for approval on this
project.
You want to take a look at the criteria for approval, Members, before you vote on
second and final reading, and you tell me in good conscience that this application
meets that criteria for approval. I can tell you right now it doesn't. And if not meeting
that criteria is good enough for you, then we are shortchanging our community big
time.
I think that this request also violates Hawaii Revised Statute, Chapter 343, our
environmental--envi, environmental policy act, impact statement law. There are
triggers to this project that should have required them to do an EIS in today's time
with today's figures and an analysis so that we would know what the actual impacts
are going to be, Mr. Chairman, and we could mitigate them for the public who will be
suffering the rielPterious effects of this project because we did not do that. We have
passed the 1
I also 'iolate iarter because the bill we have b€
that was ant of the Planning Commission. And our Charter says that the
Planning Commission must review all land use ordinances and advise and
recommend based on those, on that bill to the Council. That didn't happen.
Charlie is a ice that doesn't mean iis project is in the best
interest of this County or that it will be built out as represented to us, and that even
Charlie will be here and behind this project when it starts being built. He may move
on and, you know, represent somebody else that's trying to get entitlements.
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And I think Mr. Goodfellow's a good man and I think his operation's a good operation.
They don't own this project. Offshore, multi-national, trillion-dollar corporations own
this project, and they will dictate what happens.
And I feel that we're, we're selling off our resources that should be parceled out very
gently at this point in time so that we are saving something for the next generation.
The next generation is not going to be living at Wailea 670. It's going to be a bunch
of strangers with deep pockets. And the next generation, if they get lucky, they might
get an apartment in the industrial complex at Kaonoulu.
To me, Mr. Chairman, it's not enough. It's not close to being enough.
The impacts to the resources of Maui County that--or of South Maui that are already
stressed will be immense. And any of you on this body who don't believe me, I will
invite you down to South Maui when they start developing.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
Is there any other Member that wishes to share comment prior to Mister--Chair
recognizing Mr. Molina? Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Yes, I just would like to take the opportunity so shortly express myself on this.
I cerailr.4 will be c7•:ng to support this application at this first reading, but it will be
with reservations. until I can satisfy my concerns, especially with the ancestral
lands--land titles and other portions relating to cultural sites and protection of native
flora and fauna, between now and second reading, on behalf of the constituents that
have placed that fiduciary trust in me, th I will be voting to continue to support this
application because I am in support of the affordable housing component of this.
-

,,

But I need to satis myself on the, especially the ancestral lands. Royal Patent titles.
-

3o until, from 1.1 'is point until second reading, if this does move forward,
Chairman, it will give me time to research this and to satisfy my concerns.
Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
Is there any other Member that would like to speak prior to the Chair recognizing
Mr. Molina? Mr. Victorino.
CU...ii 101LMEMBER VICTOR:AD: Thank you, Chair.
,

My colleagues have brought up some very interesting dilemmas that we face in the
::uture. And 1, too, have reservations concerning the EA and as well as the ancestral
lands, but my overall concern for our constituents is that the day will come when this
project and all what we've done will be the guiding light, or like I've said in many . .
the template for other developments.

.

I think we've put condition after condition. We worked very diligently to put on things
that we felt was good. And no one can question, in this room, the willingness of the
developer to go and do the extra mile, both in the easement and other issues that
have come up.
Will this be the right project for the right time for the right place? There's those in
back of me that says all I can have is a developmental--continue to destroy lifestyle of
Maui County and this State, that's the mentality I have.
My mentality is for the people of Maui County because maybe, maybe some of these
people that say this all the time to me, if we had been a little bit more realistic back
then, and our Councils in past, and as well as past Administrations, may have said,
"No. No more," maybe we wouldn't be sitting here today. Twenty years this project
has floated arount '70M Council to Administration, and now in our hands. And more
reservations have come up.
Yes, the EA, I agree. And, hopefully. the Planning Commission is listening and then
they, when they take their crack at it, will look at all these factors.
link the developer and the people that are behind
have
accommodate and be good stewards, both of the land and for the people's need
That's my understanding, that's my belief. , d we have one more shot at it at
second reading.
So between now and then, if evidence can be produced, if our Corp. Counsel,
Supreme Court, or whomever comes forward and say they cannot, shall not, will not,
then I will be the first to step up and say, "There you go. Sorry, no more."
But till then, I'm going to give them the opportunity to show us that this can be done,
that the people of Maui County can benefit from a large project like this.
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And it is my hope that all the work we've done, all the effort we've put forward will
benefit the people of Maui County, because my children, my grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, many generations to come, have lived here E.. rd will continue to
live here. And that's all I'm here for, not for any developer, not for any special group,
but for the people of Maui County.
-

Thank you, Chair. I appreciate the moment.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for your remarks, Mr. Victorino.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.
I'll keep my remarks very brief. I'm one of those people that would like to get home to
spend an evening with my valentine who's been very patient.
But it's been a very difficult time for us making decisions on this project. I think every
single one of us that sits here is torn between wanting to keep things the way they
are and wanting to do development that we feel is going to be beneficial to our
people and to the economy of Maui.
One of the testifiers said something the other day and I wrote it down because it
really struck me, and it was a question that said, "Do you represent people or big
business?"
For me, I vv e: I
you, vviioever you are, those that are here, those in TV land, I
am all about
- I am a person of Maui. My family on Maui goes back to 1878. I
did not arrive
We are the people of Maui, We care very mi !eh about it.
Mv famil\
friends, all the people that I know and love live here, ar ! ire very
r
-

So anybody
iks that this is a simpl
)n where we s ere and WE St
say, "Yeah, yeah eah" to whatever com
)ng, I got news 'i you. This
a
heart-wrenching exercise in how long you can handle it. It's tough, it's not easy.
\nd it keeps you up at night, and, and it makes you worry. And you write things
down and you go over them in your head, but still always trying to focus on what is
the best thing to do. And, yes, we are worried about EIS. Yes, we worry. I'm very
concerned about ancestral lands. My husband is Native Hawaiian.
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However, in my heart, I believe that this affordable housing project that we're going
to build is much needed. I believe that the jobs that will be created will be very good
for our economy. The money that the County will receive in our enhanced . . . tax
base, these things are very important and they should not be shunned because we
don't want to see Maui change. I'm really, really sorry, guys, but Maui has changed.
I have lived here all my life, almost sixty-eight years. I wish that we could roll Maui
back to the year I graduated from high school--40,000 people on the island; no
hotels, none. But we didn't know--we needed jobs; we needed income; we needed
money. We welcomed, welcomed everyone to Maui.
How were we to know that they would all fall in love with it and decide to stay? And
we welcomed tourist, not understanding that they, too, would fall in love and want to
stay. And that's where we are now. We have a housing crisis. Our children have no
homes. Our children are being laid off. We have carpenters, many carpenters on the
bench. We have many other construction workers who are going on the bench. It's
not about them losing their jobs, it is about what is going to happen to their families.
Who wants to be a man who cannot afford to support his family? You know what that
does to the self-esteem and his entire ohana to watch him drown himself in alcohol to
forget the pain of not being able to provide for his family?
Guys, this is not a simple issue, and I don't see it as very simple. I will continue to
listen, and I hope that by second reading we may have taken away some of the
question marks. But I want everybody to know that this is not a simple de—decision.
And I am not owned or interested in big business, I am concerned about the real
people of Maui.
Ft"! s Salsa.

CHAIR
Okay, is i

_

Mr. Pontanilla,

MEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. As my fellow Members pre
'o me, the last two, this is not a simple decision that we make here today on first
reading. You know, re had projects come before me five years ago that involved
affordable housing and one of the project was really heart wrenching when we
decided not to go forward with that particular affordable housing project in West Maui.
Two hundred affordable homes that we didn't see cc pletad.
-,--

The other subdivision that's, was going to be provic,ng affordable housing for Maui
County--and, and that was another hard decision to make was the affordable housing
project up in Waihee, Hale Mua. Because of litigation efforts, that particular project,
as I said, is dead in the water.
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But again, you know, we've gone out to the community in South Maui, we've had
testimony over here, testimony in South Maui, we've heard the County departments
even the State departments come and testify; and, you know, we listened to their
concerns. As far as the testifiers, there were a lot of testifiers wanting this project,
and a lot of testifiers that didn't want this project built.
But for me, Chairman, you know it's hard to decide what is right, what is wrong, but
people vote us into our offices here to make that tough decision.
You and I know, you and I had some differences. And, for me, when I listen to the
departments in regards to new technology that's out there that can provide services
to a particular area, you know, I'm going to listen to, to that department in regards to
new technologies that are on the horizon or now being implemented.
But on a, on a level, when I look at the twenty-eight conditions that we had imposed
on this development, you know, those are tough conditions that we have created for
this particular development looking at all of the things that people were not sure of in
regards to cultural preservations; floral preservations; park issues; and the list goes
on and on--highway issues; school improvement issues. And I think we imposed
twenty-eight conditions to cover all of those particular issues that we have for this
particular project.
And again, you know, as a Councilmember, coming from an environment where you
want to see economic stability and growth, we need to do that. Otherwise, like one of
the Members earlier to, spoke before me, you know, what's going to happen if
someone gets laid off? You know, it's going to happen in the sense that not only that
particular person that, for instance, in the construction industry, it's going to end up all
the way down the, I call it "employment line," down to the guy that's bagging
groceries at Safeway, waitress doing her work at one of the lc I restaurants. You
know, it affects us gll. So we need to make sure that we are - balance. And, and
that's the thing th I have done for this community to make that things are in
balance

Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Mr. Mateo,
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. And I, I'll, I'll keep it short and just
look forward to second and final reading.
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Chairman, how many times have we all heard the wrenching stories of our people
having to relocate to mainland. It's been all too often, and we already know for a fact
That this County is more than 4,000 homes in arrears. How do we make them up?
How do we catch up with them? You know, trying to meet a need. You know, we
need to stop the bleeding and I think this is a start. We've had many who have come
before and have not been able to deliver.
But yet when you look at the size of this project, this is a very large project that--the
product of the Council in having to address the residential workforce housing policy
that took us two years to develop. This is the first major project going through this
process. And in that process, this is the first developer that complies 100 percent to
the, to the needs of the policy. And it's not only the affordable housing units, but the
additional add-ons that's also being provided to us as well.
My issue at this point, Chairman, is taking a look at how can we provide to our people
to stop the bleeding. Seven hundred affordable units is no small number, and yes we
are going up to the 140 - 160, you know, percent income levels, but that was by
choice. We decided that we needed to take care of the gap group--we decided.
So when you take a look at cost factors, look in our backyard at what's completed,
look at Waiehu Kou, and look at the cost of their Hawaiian Home products,
two twenty-five to over three hundred thousand dollars. And the question is, is it
affordable? When you consider there was no land costs and no infrastructure costs,
people are paying that, people are paying for, you know, what they get at this point.
And the 250 off-site, it will provide for a quicker response in, in the need to address
the lower income level categories.

I'm going to support the project at
additional rnffirflenfQ rh iring sgIrrrnd at
HOKAM

point, Mr. Chairmai
Thank you for the

'Finn'

vvvide
'nit,.

se me.

Anyone else? Okay, the Chair is happy to allow Mr. Molir,
to speak last on the motion. Mr. Molina.

le request f

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much, Chair for this honor. I've never ever
been, I think, in, in the role of speaking last on something here, at least on Council,
but thank you so much.
And thank you to all of my colleagues, the Administration, everyone here in the
gallery.
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It's, at least for these last several days, it's been very tough, it's been very
passionate; and we've all worked hard and, you know, tried to look at this thing from
every single angle.
I know it's been referenced that it's been a sad day as it relates to the application;
but, you know, to me, what's even more sad, Mr. Chairman, is this housing crisis and,
and the displacement of our Maui County residents having to go elsewhere. That, .a
me, is ultimately the saddest thing of all.
And this Council and recent Councils have tried to address this problem with various
tools out of the toolbox. Mr. Mateo mentioned the workforce housing policy, we had
the first-time home buyers fund, the Charter amendment as well, and now we're
looking at projects that are, are proposing to provide a large number of affordable
units through the workforce housing policy. So it's going to take a number of things
to address the housing crunch. And I'm hope, hoping that the Administration, with
the tools that we have already provided, start to really move on this stuff,
Mr. Chairman, because time is important for a lot of people.
And the reference of a bunch strangers coming here, that's been happening for
years, Mr. Chairman, since Captain Cook, maybe even before--and we all know what
happened to Captain Cook, yeah. But strangers will continue to come to our shores
no matter what.
And some of you who were born and raised here can recall when South Maui, you
couldn't even give land away back then. It was all marsh land. And I remember as a
little boy going down to Makena and Kihei, going to the old Azeka Supermarket to go
play ‘:vith the •orAey in the cage. I mean those were some wonderful childhood
memories, and ' ,;77:reciated all the open space that was there in South Maui.
,-

But, with the advent of tourism as more people came to Maui COL /, a lot of people
decided "Hey we want to live here now, not only just visit." An
admit as a little
boy I started to resent that. I said "Wow, you coming here no
I see all these
buildings coming up." Ai ironically it was the kupuna that told me, "Hey, you
know you cannot stop people from having babies; and if people want to live here,
they have that right," You know until that happens, so you have to just deal with the
growth. So I had a couple slaps on my head when I was a little boy, and so I
understood it.
;

;

;

;

;

And you have to deal with all of this. And you have to, you know, maybe using
another term aside, welcome, you got to adjust and relate to people, and mingle with
people from all walks of life and all sorts of cultures. So this is where we're at. Maui
is at an unprecedented rate of growth that we have to deal with.
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So, Mr. Chairman, I, for one, I'm going to support it; and it, it's not easy. I mean, both
sides--if we oppose it, we get slammed; if we support it, we get slammed as well.
And many of us campaigned on the premise of promoting the fact that, hey, we're
going to do something about housing here in Maui County.

And I think this applicant has offered many, many amenities. He's raised the bar that
I think future applications are going to have to take into consideration that they're
going to have to offer a community benefit with this. So at the very least through this
whole process, the bar has been raised 'or amenities to give back to the community
for the impacts.
And whether this is 'urn, 'urn, you know, market rate proposal or affordable housing
proposal, it's going to have impacts. A house will always have an impact no matter
whether it's affordable or not.
So the conditions we have placed have been strict and very stringent as it is. So I
believe these conditions that we have placed will help mitigate some of the growing
pains that will happen with this project should it move forward.
And one note on the issue of the, when the first environmental impact statement was
taken some odd twenty years ago, Mr. Chair. I think it hasn't been mentioned that
the project has been downsized since, at least by at least a thousand units; and I
believe the original application had to do with two golf courses, so now we're dealing
with one. So I just wanted to make sure that was shared with public as well.
So I'm going to just end here right now and send my love to all of you, everybody. I
love all of you. I can't th; ik of a more appropriate day to express love. Happy
Valentine's Dc :.
.--

.

And thank y my oppork. -)Pak, Mr. Chairman,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thani. Mr. Molina. And we appreciate
leadership in our Land UE standing committee. It is not a easy chair to have the
responsibility for the rest o ie Members, so we thank you for your efforts.
Okay. Members, the Chair had stated that he was going to provide Mr. Molina with
the last opportunity to speak, therefore we are moving now t The question of the
motion, main motion as amended.
-
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All in favor of the motion, please say "aye."
AYES: COUNCILMEMBERS
BAISA,
MEDEIROS,
MOLINA, PONTANILLA, VICTORINO, AND
VICE-CHAIR MATEO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed say "no."
NOES: COUNCILMEMBERS ANDERSON, JOHNSON,
AND CHAIR HOKAMA.
EXCUSED: NONE.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the motion does pass with six "ayes" and three "noes";
Ms. Anderson, Ms. Johnson, and the Chairman votes "no."
Okay, so this will move forward for consideration of posting of second reading when
all of the requirements to the Chair's satisfactions is met.
Therefore, Members, it's been a long Council meeting that I hope we never go
through this again. Therefore, I will just say on behalf of all of you, to all of our
people in this County, Happy Valentine's Day. And as a two-way street to romance, I
would hope that the ladies do not forget that there is nothing wrong with you
presenting your special male a reciprocative and appropriate gift in return also.
COUNCiLMEMBER ANDERSC1' 1: 's that a hint?
,

CHAIR HOKAMA: So stating-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
HAIR HOKAMA: --that. No announcements.
COUNC MEMBEE ICTORINO: No. no
(

t to say this, please, Ct

CHAn nOKAMA: T es, Mr. Victorino,
COUNCIMEMBER VICTORINO: I want to wish everybody a Happy Valentine's Day, but
especially to my lovely wife of thirty-two years. Today is our anniversary.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Congratulations.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I will be home tonight, 'cause there was, there was an
uncertainty on that part. So I wanted just to make sure that was clear that I'm on my
way home.
Thank you, Chair. I appreciate that.
CHAIR I-10KAMA: Okay, we tha, : r;.![ . Moto; Mr. Miyamoto; Clerk Kuwada; the rest of the
staff; Ms. Nakata for her very dil--diligent work. It was very trying for the staff, for her
and Ms. Frias. And so we would, we send thanks 'a) Ms. Nakata for being very
diligent and dogged on finishing the Members' requests and being very thorough in
her review of the proposals before you.
-

-

Yes, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, because I also wanted to
weigh in on the extreme professionalism that Ms. Nakata has exhibited through this
whole hearing process on Wailea 670; and certainly in this last week, she's gone
beyond, I would say, most human limits. And I would like to say that, I would say that
she is worth her weight in gold; but, in Carla's case, I'd like to say she's worth five
times her weight in gold. Thank you very much, Carla, for all that you've done to help
us. We really appreciate it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Members, it's the end purgatory. So, this Council meeting, which
started on the eighth of February 2008 is hereby adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business before the Council, the regular meeting of February 8,
2008, was adjourned
" Chair at 5:31 p.m. on February 14, 2008.

---
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